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ABSTRACT 
The thesis is concerned Id th the desilfIl of a di[fi tal JJDdeJJl for lIVbile 
systeJJ/S, operatiD.lf over a satellite link tdth a hi[fhly elliptical orbit, 
haviD.lf a tranSJJlission rate in the ran[ff' 64 - 512 kbit/s. The JJVdeJJl uses 
differentially encoded 'quaternary phase-shift keyiD.lf <DEQPSK) or 
convolutionally encoded 8PSK (CE8PSK) silfD.als. 
The transJJl1ssion systeJJl is optiJJlized by shariD.lf the lotpass filterin[f 
equally betlieen the transJJl1tter and receiver filters and Idth a 100%, 75%, 
50% or 25% sinusoidal roll off. Since the i:mpulse response of any of these 
filters has an infinite leD.[fth, the JJI1niJJ/U1J/ truncation leD.[fths of the 
i:mpulse responses required to approxi1J/lJte to the theoretical ideal are 
iDvestigated. The bandpass filters are shoWD to have insi[fDificant effects 
OD the perfor1J/lJnce of the lIVdeJJl. 
The satellite transponder is assuJJled to be operatiD.lf in a linear JJVde. 
The hi[fh polier a:mplifier (HPA) at the earth station introduces All-All and 
All-PN conversion effects into the transJJl1tted silfD.lJI. This causes spectral 
spreadiD.lf. Since narro~band silfIlals are used, post HPA fl1terin[f is 
i:mpractical. The effects caused by spectral spreadin[f, nonlinear 
distortion and adjacent channel interference (ACI> are investigated by 
means of co:mputer siJJ/Ulation. 
A convolutionally encoded 8PSK silfD.a1 requires a co:mplex Viterbi 
decoder at the receiver. The thesis describes a method of phase 
deJJVdulation for use at the receiver that reduces the equipJJlent co:mplexity 
of the JJVdeJJI. It is shoWD that only a SJJ/8ll delfTadation in tolerance to 
additive .. hite Gaussian noise is introduced by this relative to opti1JllJJJI 
deJJVdulation. Further delfTadations caused by the HPA and ACI are also 
investigated. 
The thesis describes a JJlethod of predistortiDlf the baseband silfD.al in 
order to reduce the ACI and nanlinear effects caused by the HPA. The 
results of the i:mprove_nt are presented. 
-II-
FiDJJlly, the lI/ethods of carrier phase recovery for the tMJ silfIlals 
schell/es using data-aided loops are presented. The reference carrier 
recovered fro. the convolutioDJJlly encoded 8PSK silf1llJl has an 8-fold phase 
a.bilfUity. A lI/ethod of resolving the a.bilfUity, using differential 
encoding, is described. The degradation in perfor11llJ.nce is JEasured by 
lI/eans of computer simulation. 
It has been show that, by using the various techniques studied, a 
potentially more cost effective modem can be obtained. 
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white Gaussian noise at the input to the receiver 
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impulse response of the modulation or demodulation 
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sampling the impulse response pet) at the rate of liTe 
samples per second. 
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and B (used in Chapter 6) 
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base band equivalent signal of set) 
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unit of time which represents the length of time between 
adjacent transmitted symbols 
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m'h transmitted sample of the waveform u(t) at the inp~t 
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sample value of the filtered noise waveform vet) at the 
time t=iT. J 
L-component vector of the corresponding data symbol {aLl 
i-component vector of the possible received symbols 
delay of one sample interval 
damping factor 
variance of the additive white Gaussian noise at the 
input of the receiver 
sinusoidal rolloff factor 
L-component data vector to be transmitted 
ith 2-level data symbol in {aLl 
Unit impulse function (Dirac function) 
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e, arbitrary carrier phase e(t) of the receiving signal at 
time t = iT 
a, estimate of a(t) from the local carrier at time t =iT 
e. initial phase offset 
the phase of the received sampled r, at the input to the 
detector at time t = iT 
phase value of Q in an anticlockwise direction on the 
polar corrdinate system 
phase error of the local carrier at time t = iT 
difference of e,_. and e, 
estimate of e, 
data phase received at time t = iT in the absence of 
noise and (phase and frequency) offsets 
estimate of 1, 
possible received phase value (used in HDFL and DDL 
loops) at time t=iT 
constant used in the loop filter 
Dca gain factor 
1.1 Background 
CHAPTER 1 
UIIRODQCTIOJl 
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Conventional cellular land-mobile-radio systems use analog signals 
whereas the next generation of mobile systems are likely to be digital but 
probably with low data rates and with frequency division multiplexing of 
the different channels. The problem with these mobile radio systems is the 
severe fading that is caused from time to time by multipath propagation. 
This is the result of reflections from bUildings, hills and so on, and is 
seriously aggravated by the fact that the radio signal travels from the 
transmitting aerial to the receiving aerial in a straight line, unless 
blocked by some 
receiving aerial 
transmitting the 
obstacles, in which case it generally reaches the 
via one or more reflections. Thus the method of 
radio signal tends to maximize the probability of 
multipath propagation and the consequent tading. This can, of course, be 
avoided through techniques for guiding the signal clear of obstacles, such 
as the use of many short line-of-sight links connected in cascade. Such 
techniques, however, involve considerable installation costs and are not 
always _very flexible. An alternative approach, which is the subject of 
the investigation,is the use of a satellite in a highly elliptical orbit, 
such that the satellite is almost directly overhead during most of its 
operational period in anyone circuit of the earth. This means that the 
transmi tted and received signals travel in an almost vertical direction 
and so tend to avoid most obstacles, thus minimizing the probability of 
multipath propagation and the consequent fading. Studies carried out at 
Bradford University support this conclusion, and link budgets indicate 
that transmission rates in the range 64-512 kbit/s should be feasible 
without the need for excessive transmitted signal powers [1J. These 
transmission rates are considerably higher than those currently used- by 
mobile radio systems, and they should enable a high speed time-division 
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multiplex service to be provided that is compatible with the integrated 
subscribers digital network currently being installed in the U. K. and 
other countries. The mobile system may be used for direct sound 
broadcasting to vehicles, as a cellular system overlay in sparsely 
populated rural areas, for the monitoring and perhaps even control of 
vehicles, and so on. With this in view, large numbers of vehicles will 
have to be equipped with high performance digital modems, that are small 
enough to be incorporated into a car radio and cheap enough to keep the 
vehicle communication-equipment cost comparable with that of a cellular 
radio set. A high performance could be achieved in the modem through the 
use of maximum-likelihood detection, but the complexity of this would be 
prohibitive. However, various near-maximum-likelihood detectors have been 
developed at Loughborough University, that are capable of achieving almost 
as good as a performance as a true maximum-likelihood detector but with 
far less complex equipment. Modems using these techniques for business 
systems and operating at 1-8 Mbit/s have been designed and are being built 
at Loughborough University for both UNIVERSE and CERS. At the lower 
tra_nsmi~sion rates appropriate to ",?blle systems, the same standard of 
performance as that of the business systems should be achieved, but very 
much more simply, and this is the aim of the proposed research project. 
1. 2 Reason for the particular approach adopted 
The mobile systems of interest here operate at a speed of 64, 128, 256 
or 512 kbit/s over a satellite link. The essential feature of these 
systems is that the transmitted signal is required to have a constant or 
near-constant envelope, thus minimizing AM-AM and AM-PM conversion effects 
and bandspreading of the transmitted signal, when the latter is fed 
through a nonlinear amplifier. The amplifier could be a high power 
amplifier (HPA) or satellite repeater that is operating close to 
saturation. 
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Many recently proposed signals, such as quaternary phase-shift keying 
(QPSK) , offset quaternary phase-shift keying (OQPSK), mInimum phase-shift 
keying (MSK) [21,[31,[41, Gaussian minimum phase-shift keying (GMSK) 
[61, [71, tamed frequency modulation <TFM) [81, correlative phase-shift 
keying (CORPSK) [91, intersymbol-interference-free QPSK (IJF-QPSK) 
[101, [111, [121, convolutionally encoded 8PSK (CE8PSK) [131, [141 signals, 
and so on, which have been developed for use over satellite links. Of 
these, CORPSK, TFX and MSK signals are the ones that achieve a truly 
constant envelope, the price paid for this being a rather wider bandwidth 
than that of the others. Bandlimi ting of the signals results in the 
introduction of an envelope ripple and intersymbol interference (ISI). An 
OQPSK signal is a modified form of a QPSK signal but with a near constant 
envelope. In an OQPSK signal, the inphase data stream is delayed 
relatively to the quadrature data stream by half a symbol period. An 
IJF-QPSK signal [101, [111, [121 is also a near constant envelope scheme 
derived from an OQPSK signal by employing various transmitted pulse shapes 
to give a desired compromise between bandwidth and envelope ripple. 
Of. these proposed signals,. the convolutionally. encoded _ 8PSK signaL __ ~ ~ 
[131,[141 although exhibiting considerable envelope variation, provides a 
coding gain of greater than 4 dB over an ideal uncoded QPSK signal for a 
code with a 4-bit memory, hence it can provide high-quality transmission 
over satellite links. However for the optimum detection of such signal, a 
complex valued demodulation process is reqUired, involving both inphase 
and quadrature coherent demodulators. The demodulated base band signal 
obtained is complex-valued (having two separate components), and the 
detector has to compute, for each of a number of possible sequence of 
received data symbols, the unitary distance between the corresponding 
received sequence, in the absence of noise, and the sequence actually 
recei ved. Such computations involve numerous operations of squaring or 
multiplication. Now, provided only that the transmitted-modulated carrier 
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sigIll11 has a near constant envelope together with a large number of 
carrier cycles per signal element, then little or no useful information 
carried by the phase-modulated waveform is lost in the receiver by first 
slicing the received waveform in an amplifier limiter and then extracting 
the phase for subsequent use in the detection process. 
The important advantages of the arrangement just described are as 
follows. 
1) In a conventional coherent detector, employing inphase and 
quadrature coherent demodulators, the demodulated base band signal 
obtained is complex-valued (having two separate components) 
whereas, with a slicer and phase demodulator, the phase sigIll1l is 
real-valued (having only one component). This means that in the 
latter case considerably less signal processing is required for 
any given degree of accuracy in operation such as multiplication, 
addition and subtraction and the resulting simplification can make 
all the difference between the modem being practically viable 
or not. It is assumed here that the demodulated base band signal in 
the receiver is sampled and then processed digitally, thus 
enabling the receiver to handle the encoding effects of the 
Signal, through the implementation of the Viterbi Decoder. 
2) When the received sigIll1l is sliced, no automatic gain 
controlled (AGe) amplifier is required' and the correct operation 
of the receiver is now independent of the received sigIll1l level, 
within the range of levels handled by the slicer. 
The aim of the investigation is to determine the combiIll1tion of the 
signal design and demodulation process leading to the potentially most 
cost-effective modem, in a mobile system operating over a satellite link. 
In the investigation, it is assumed that frequency division multiple 
access (FDXA) is used at the satellite and that the satellite transponder 
is operating at less than its full power, so that there will be no further 
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nonlinear distortion caused by the satellite transponder. It is also '\ 
assumed that the satellite is used in a highly elliptical orbit and so 
there is no multipath fading in the channel • 
. 
1. 3 O"tl1 De pf the 1 nyeetignt1 pD 
The investigation is mainly concerned with the tolerance to additive 
white Gaussian noise (AWGI) of the various data-transmission systems 
studied, using DEQPSK, CE8PSK and convolutionally and differentially 
, encoded 8PSK (CDE8PSK) signals, with the use of different combinations of 
the signal design, predistortion process, slicing process, phase 
demodulation process and carrier recovery technique. The aim is to 
develope the most cost effective arrangement of the data-transmission 
system, leading to the potentially most cost effective modem for use over 
satelli te links as part of a mobile system. The investigation is by 
computer simulation and theoretical analysis (when possible). 
The assumed model of the data-transmission system for satellite links 
and the optimum design of the transmitter and receiver filters are 
discussed in Chapter 2. The assumed characteristics of the modulation and 
demodulation fH ters, the IF fll ters, the post DI A fH ters, the pre AID 
fll ters, and the HPA, used for computer simulation, are described. The 
baseband equivalent models of the quadrature modulation systems, with a 
nonlinear channel and in an ACI environment, are also derived. 
Chapter 3 contains a description of the coherent and differentially 
coherent QPSK techniques. The baseband equivalent models of the DEQPSK 
systems, with a linear or nonlinear channel and in an ACI environment, for 
computer simulatioD-1U'.6- Jieri ved. __ The results of the simulation tests on 
the error-rate performances are discussed. 
Chapter 4 contains descriptions of the convolutionally encoded 8 phase-
shift-keying (CE8PSK) technique and of the Viterbi-algorithm decoder for 
decoding the Signal. Different distance measures for the minimum-distance 
decoding used at the Viterbi decoder are derived. The baseband equivalent 
/ 
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models of the CE8PSK systems, with a linear or nonlinear channel and in 
an ACI environment, for computer simulation are derived. The results of 
the tests on the error-rate performances in different situations are 
presented and compared with those of the DEQPSK systems. 
In Chapter 5, the base band predistortion technique used to compensate 
the AM-AM and AM-PM effects of the HPA is described. The base band 
equivalent model of the predistorter for computer simulation is derived. 
The convolutionally and differentially encoded 8PSK (CED8PSK) technique, 
which is the CE8PSK technique with the phase differentially encoded, used 
to avoid catastrophic fa11ure in the decoded data symbols, following a 
sudden large carrier phase change introduced by the transmission path into 
the received data signal, is described. The suboptimum decoder for the 
signal is also presented. The results of the error-rate performances of 
DEQPSK, CE8PSK and CDE8PSK signals, with the use of the predistorter and 
in an ACI environment, are discussed. 
Chapter 6 contains descriptions of the slicing and phase demodulation 
processes. Two phase demodulators (one using 2 multiplers and the other 
'using - 2 EX-OR- gates~:to' i1l1plement)-:'are~_described~- The -optimum and- ----
suboptimum filter arangements for using the slicing process, phase 
demodulation process and the most promising distance measure (obtained 
from Chapter 4) are discussed. The results of the error-rate performances 
of DEQPSK, CE8PSK and CDE8PSK signals, with the use of the suboptimum 
f11 ter arrangement, the predistorter and the two phase demodulators are 
presented, compared and discussed. 
Chapter 7 is concerned with carrier recovery. Two different data aided 
carrier recovery loops, the Modified Decision Feedback loop (HDFL) and the 
Decision Directed loop (DDL) , used for the DEQPSK and CDE8PSK signals, 
respectively, are described. The steady-state performances and transient 
responses of them are studied. The results of the simulation tests are 
presented and discussed. 
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GHAPTER 2 
DATA TRABSKISSIOlI SJSTBK 
2.1 Baseband data-transmission system 
The derivation of the probability of error, P., performance of a 
matched-f1lter detector is shown in Appendix Al, where there is no 
discussion of intersymbol interference (IS1) (i.e., a single signal-
element is assumed). The matched-filter detector is optimum for a single-
shot transmission, that is, for systems in which only one signal-element 
is transmitted, and in wideband systems where each signal-element is 
confined to its duration (1. e., ISI is negligible). However for optimal 
spectral efficiency, (1. e., in the presence of IS!> the transmitter and 
receiver filters must be optimized in order to minimize the error 
probabll i ty. 
2.1.1 Optimum design of transmitter and receiver filters [11 
It is reqUired to determine the transfer function H~(f) and Hr(f) of 
the transmitter and receiver filters, that maximize the signal/noise power 
ratio at the input t~ the detector~in Fig. 2.1. 
A binary polar signal is assumed throughout the following discussion. 
The transmitted signal-elements being statistically independent and 
equally likely to have either of the two possible shapes. In the regular 
sequence of impulses carrying the element values {a,), at the input to the 
baseband channel, a,=±k. 
A single transmitted signal-element at the input to the transmission 
path has the waveform 
a, h .. (t-iT> 
where h .. (t-iT) is the impulse response of the transmitter filter. The 
Fourier transform (frequency spectrum) of the signal element is 
-9-
Thus the energy spectral density of an individual transmitted signal-
element, at the input to the transmission path, is 
and its energy is 
E. = a~ r IE~(f)12df 
-CD 
2.1. 1 
2.1.2 
Since the signal-elements are statistically independent and have zero 
means, making them statistically orthogonal, the average transmitted 
energy per signal-element, at the input to the transmission path, is the 
average of expected value of E. and so is 
E = a~ j IH~(f)12df 2.1.3 
-CD 
where a~ is the average value of a~. Clearly, at a given element rate, 
E is a measure of the transmitted signal power level. 
Assume that the signal fed to the transmission path is suffiCiently 
bandlimi ted by the transmitter f11 ter so that it experiences no further 
bandlimi ting in transmission. Furthermore, the transmissioncpath is taken -':.=c _. 
to introduce no attenuation, no delay, no amplitude distortion, and no 
phase distortion, over the signal frequency band, so that the signal 
experiences no attenuation, delay or distortion in transmission. Thus the 
transmitter filter, transmission path and receiver filter. in Fig. 2.1, 
together form a baseband channel with transfer function 
2.1. 4 
Let j IH(f)ldf = K 2.1.5 
-CD 
where K is a constant. 
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The impulse response of the baseband channel is 
h(t) = -1 H(f)exp(j2~ft)df 2.1.6 
so that a single received signal-element at the detector input has the 
waveform a,h(t-iT) with the Fourier transform a,exp(-j2~fiT)H(f). Thus the 
energy spectral density of an individual received signal-element, at the 
detector input, is 
2.1. 7 
and its energy is 
F, = ~ r IH(f)1 2df 2.1.8 
-0> 
Clearly, the average energy per element of the signal at the detector 
input is the expected value of F, and is 
F = a~ j IH(f)1 2df 2.1. 9 
-0> 
The signal waveform at the input to the detector (in the absence of 
noise) is ta,h(t-iT), so that the resultant waveform at the detector 
, 
input is 
r(t) = ta,h(t-iT) + v(t) 
, 2.1.10 
where v(t) is the noise waveform. 
Since the noise input to the receiver filter is white Gaussian noise 
with zero mean and a two-sided power spectral density of ~lio, v(t) is a 
sample function of a Gaussian random process with zero mean and a power 
spectral density ~oIHr(f)12, where Hr(f) is the transfer function of the 
receiver filter [21. Thus the average power of the noise waveform v(t) is 
[ 21 
li = ~lio j IHr (f)1 2 df 2.1.11 
-0> 
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The signallnoise power ratio at the detector input, expressed as the 
average per element of the signal divided by the average noise power, is 
CD 
a2 l I H(f) 12 df • F -<D 
= 2.1.12 N CD 
v"No 
-l I H. (f) 1
2 df 
Consider ' now any given transfer function H(f) of the baseband 
channel, where H(f) satisfies Eqns. 2.1. 4 and 2.1.5. Suppose that the 
value of H.(f) is multiplied by"d, where d is any positive real constant 
that is independent of frequency. But the average transmitted signal power 
at the input to the transmission path is a constant fixed by the 
transmission path, since the transmitted signal power is always assumed to 
be set at its maximum permissible value. Clearly, if the value of N in 
Eqn. 2.1.12 is multiplied by d 2 , the value of H~(f) must be multiplied by 
d- f , in order that Eqns. 2.1.4 and 2.1.5 are still satisfied. Thus, from 
Eqn. 2.1.3, the value of a~ is multiplied by d2 , so that the value of F in 
Eqn. 2.1.12 is also multiplied by dZ • It follows that if the value of 
H.(f) is multiplied by the constant d, where d may have any real positive 
value, the value of FIN in Eqn. 2.1.12 remains unchanged. 
Assume therefore that the value of H.(f) is such that 
r I H. (f ) I 2df = b 2.1.13 
-CD 
where b is any posi ti ve real constant. It is clear from the previous 
discussion that FIN is independent of ~ since H.(f) may be multiplied by 
the appropriate constant d so that Eqn. 2.1.13 is satisfied. Now 
F 
N =---
E r 
-<D 
= 
v"Nob r 
-CD 
r IH(f)1 2 df 
-CD 
I H(f) 12 df 
I H. (f) 12 df 
2.1.14 
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from Eqn. 2.1. 3, where E is the average transmitted energy per signal-
element. 
Since for any given application, the values of E, Ho and H(f) are given 
and are therefore not subject to modification, and since F/N is 
independent of b, it can be seen that to maximize F/N, the signal/noise 
power ratio at the detector input, it is necessary to minimize J IH~12df. 
-., 
From a particular case of Holder's inequality [31 
., 
IHr (f)1 2df ~ (J IHr(f)IIHr(f)ldf)2 
-., 
with equ~lity when 
From Eqn. 2.1.4 
so th~t from Eqn. 2.1.5 
r IH~(f)IIHr(f)ldf = K 
-., 
Thus, from Eqns.2.1.13 ~nd 2.1.15 
with equality when 
j IH~(f)12df ~ Kb- J 
-., 
2.1.15 
2.1.16 
2.1.17 
2.1.18 
2.1.19 
2.1. 20 
since now d=b, as can be seen from Eqns. 2.1.16, 2.1.13 and 2.1.19. 
But when equality holds in Eqn. 2.1.19, j IH~(f)12df 
-., 
has its 
minimium value, so that the signal/noise power ratio at the detector input 
now has its maximum value. Equation 2.1.20 therefore gives the condition 
that must be satisfied by the transmitter and receiver filters, in order 
to maximize the Signal/noise power ratio at the detector input. The 
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signal/noise power ratio is here defined as the ratio of the average 
energy per signal element to the average noise power. This is not the same 
as the definition of signal/noise power ratio used for the matched filter 
in Appendix A1, which is the ratio of the instantaneous signal power, at 
the time instance t=T, to the average noise power. 
From Eqn. 2.1.20, since IH~<f)1 and IHr<f)1 are the moduli of H~<f) and 
Hr<f), respectively, their values are always positive. H~<f) and Hr<f) are 
however often complex. The values of IH~<f)1 and IHr<f)1 are clearly 
independent of the respective -phase characteristics. Each filter may 
therefore introduce any degree of phase distortion and therefore any 
degree of group delay distortion, so long as Eqns. 2. 1. 4 and 2. 1. 20 are 
satisfied, without affecting the signal/noise power ratio at the detector 
input. 
The linear filter matched to any given signal-element, aoh~<t), where 
ao carries the symbol value and where h~<t) is nonzero only over the time 
interval 0 to T seconds, has an impulse response 
get) = ch~ <T-t) 2.1.21 
where c is any real constant. The transfer function of the linear filter 
is 
G<f) = clexp<-j21rfT)H:<f)] 2.1.22 
where H~<f) is the Fourier transform of h~<t) and H:<f) is the complex 
conjugate of H~<f). h~<t) is here taken to be the impulse response of the 
transmitter filter in Fig. 2.1, so that aoh~<t) is the received signal 
waveform at the input to the receiver filter, corresponding to an 
individual signal element received in the absence of noise. When the 
signal element aoh~<t) is received in the presence of AWGB, the matched 
filter maximizes the output signal/noise power ratio at the time instant 
t=T, as shown in Appendix A1. Th~ received element value is detected by 
sampling the output signal from the matched fU ter at the time t=T 
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seconds, and comparing the sample value w1 th the appropriate threshold 
levels. 
The term exp(-j2xfT) in Eqn. 2.1.22 is the Fourier transform of a delay 
of T seconds. This delay can be neglected without affecting the 
significant points in the present discussion. Thus the transfer function 
of the matched filter can be taken to be 
2.1.23 
and the received element value. is detected here by sampling the output 
signal from the matched filter at time instant t=o. This is a nonphysical 
system, (1. e., not physically realizable), but it can always be made 
physically realizable again by re-introducing the appropriate delay of T 
seconds. 
From Eqn. 2.1.23 
IG(f)1 = bIH .. (f)1 2.1.24 
where b=lcl. If the matched filter is now used for the received filter in 
Fig. 2.1, Hr(f)=G(f) so that Eqn. 2.1.20 is satisfied and the signal/noise 
power ratio at the output of the filter is maximized. Under these 
conditions, 
2.1.25 
and 2.1.26 
so that H(f> is real and even (symmetrical about zero frequency>, and the 
impulse response het> of the baseband channel is symmetrical about its 
central point. It can be seen from Eqn. 2.1. 4 that if H(f> is real and 
even, and if the receiver filter is matched to the received signal and so 
satisfies Eqn. 2.1.25 and so maximizes the signal/noise power ratio at the 
detector input. However, Eqn. 2.1.20 can be satisfied for any value of 
H(f), which means that H(f) need not be real or even. When Eqn. 2.1.20 is 
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satisfied and H(f) is not real or even, Eqn. 2.1.25 cannot be satisfied, 
so that the receiver filter cannot now be matched to the received signal. 
It is clearly from the preceding discussion that H~(f) and Hr(f) 
satisfy Eqn. 2.1.20, Hr(f) is not necessarily the complex conjugate of 
H~(f), so that the receiver filter is not necessarily matched to the 
received signal. However, when it is matched, Eqn. 2.1.20 is necessarily 
satisfied, so that the matched filter is a particular case for which 
Eqn. 2.1.20 is satisfied. 
An important case for which Eqn. 2.1.20 is satisfied is that where 
Hr (f) = cH~ (f) 2.1.27 
where c is any positive or. negative real constant and H~(f)Hr(f)=H(f). The 
arrangement satisfying Eqn. 2.1.27 is more general than the case where 
Hr(f)=cH~(f), since Eqn. 2.1.27 can be satisfied for any value of H(f). 
Furthermore, in the frequently occurring case where H(f) is real, non-
negative and even, and Eqn. 2.1.27 is satisfied, both H~(f) and Hr(f) 
are real, non-negative and even, and Hr (f)=cH:(f) with c positive, so that 
the receiver filter is now matched to the receiver signal. Thus the 
condition given by Eqn. 2.1.27 ensures that the receiver filter is matched 
to the received Signal, whenever H(f) is real, non-negative and even. 
2.1.2 ){odel of the data-transllission system [11 
Since the constant b in Eqns. 2.1.13 and 2.1.20 may be taken to have 
any positive real value without affecting the signal/noise power ratio at 
the detector input, it is convenient to set b=1. Under these conditions, 
the signal/noise power ratio at the detector input is then maximum when 
2.1.28 
It will be assumed that 
Hr (f) = ±H .. (f) 2.1.29 
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As before, H~(f) Hr(f)=H(f). Under these conditions, 
IHr (f)1 2 df = j IH(f)ldf = K 2.1. 30 
-IXI 
as can be seen from Eqn. 2.1.5. 
The signal/noise power ratio at the input to the detector is now 
F 
N = 
E 
~No j I H(f) 12 df 2.1.31 
-IXI 
as can be'seen from Eqns. 2.1.14 and 2.1.30. From Eqn. 2.1.3, the average 
transmitted energy per signal element, at the input to the transmission 
path, is 
2.1. 32 
and, form Eqn. 2.1.11, the Gaussian noise waveform vet) at the output of 
the base band channel has, at any time, zero mean and variance 
IXI 
N = ~No 1 I Hr (f) 12 df 2.1. 33a 
-<1) 
<1) 
= ~No J IH(f)ldf 2.1. 33b 
-<1) 
The data-transmission system is now as shown in Fig. 2.2, which is a 
particular arrangement of Fig.2.1,with Hr(f)=±H~(f). A sampler is included 
at the input to the detector. Clearly ±H~(f)=H(f). The received waveform 
r (t) is sampled at the time instants (1 T>, for all integer values of i, 
and the resulting sample values {r(iT» are fed to the detector. 
The regular sequence of impulses, at the input to the base band channel 
are antipodal signal elements being statistically independent and equally 
likely to have either of the two possible shapes. 
The average energy per signal element at the input to the 
transmission path is a~. The transmission path introduces no signal 
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distortion, attenuation or delay. White Gaussian noise with zero mean and 
a two-sided power spectral density of ~No is added to the data signal at 
the output of the transmission path. The base band channel has a transfer 
function H(f) and an impulse response h(t). The noise waveform v(t) at the 
output of the base band channel is a sample function of a Gaussian random 
process with zero mean and variance N (Eqn. 2.1.33). Thus the received 
waveform at the output of the base band channel is 
r(t) = ta.h(t-iT) + v{t) 
• 
2.1.34 
r{t) is sampled once per symbol, and the detector operates entirely on the 
sample values {r(iT» to give the detected element values {iX.). The 
presence of the noise components in the {r(iT» will, of course, result in 
occasional errors in the {iX.). 
2.2 BAe;eband si gIUll wavefgrm shaping 
Having determined the best way of sharing the linear filtering of the 
signal between the transmitter and receiver filters, when the transmission 
path introduces no signal distortion, it is necessary now to study the 
effect of the overall transfer function H(f), of the transmitter and 
recei ver filters, on the tolerance of the data-transmission system to 
white Gaussian noise. 
In Fig. 2.2, H(f) is the transfer function of the baseband channel. The 
spectrum (Fourier transform) of the individual received signal-element at 
the baseband channel, resulting from the signal-element a.6(t) at the 
input to the baseband channel, is a.H(f). Here the ·signal spectrum· is 
taken to mean the spectrum of this individual signal-element. In 
describing the shape of the signal spectrum a.H(f), it is assumed that 
a.=l, so that the signal spectrum is equated to the transfer function 
H{f), of the baseband channel. 
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2.2.1 Rectangular spectrum 
Nyquist has shown that the maximum element rate which may be 
transmitted over a bandwidth B Hz, for no' ISI, is 2B bauds (elements per 
second ), and this is sometimes known as the Nyquist rate [4]. This can be 
seen by considering the receiver and transmitter filters in Fig. 2.2 that 
gives a rectangular spectrum for an individual received signal-element at 
the output of the receiver filter. The transfer function of the baseband 
channel is now 
1 1 
{
T , - 2T ( f ( 2T 
H(f) = 
o , elsewhere 
2.2.1 
as shown in Fig. 2.3a. The impulse response of it is shown in Appendix 2.1 
to be 
h(t) = sin(rrt/T> 
rrtlT 2.2.2 
as shown in Fig. 2.3b. This signal-element, when spaced (delayed) relative 
to each other at time intervals which are multiples of T seconds, will 
cause no ISI if sampled at the central positive peaks [l,p.52]; hence this 
signal-element is used for Nyquist-rate transmission. 
Since h(t)~O for t(O, h(t) is not physically realisable. However, if a 
large delay of T seconds is included in the filter characteristics without 
otherwise changing them, so that h(t)~O for t(O, the filter then becomes 
physically realisable, for practical purposes, and has an impulse response 
approximately equal to h(t-T), as shown in Fig. 2.3c. The error caused in 
h(t-T) by setting this accurately to zero for t(O, is negligible so long 
as T»T, and under these conditions a practical-'filter can 4>e-1JIade to 
approximate closely to the theoretical ideal, the approximation getting 
better as T increases. Of course, for the practical filter to have an 
impulse response exactly equal to h(t-T), it is necessary that T tends to 
infini ty. 
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There are practical difficulties with this particular waveshape, 
however: 
1. The baseband channel has the characteristics of an ideal 
lowpass filter which is very difficult to approximate in practice 
because of the sharp cutoff in its frequency response at 1/(2T) 
Hz. 
2. This signal element requires extremely precise 
synchronization. If the timing at the receiver varies somewhat 
from exact synchronization, the zero ISI condition disappears. In 
fact, under certain signal sequences, the tails of adjacent 
pulses may add up as a divergent series, causing possible errors. 
Since some timing jitter is inevitable with most synchronization 
systems, this signal-element is obviously not the one to use. 
2.2.2 Spectrum with sinusoidal rolloff 
The difficulties of using rectangular spectrum may be greatly overcome 
by smoothing the abrupt change in H(f) at f=±1/(2T) Hz. In general, for a 
given bandwidth, the more smooth of H(f) with f, over the whole range of 
values of f for which H(f)~O, the shorter the effective duration of h(t) 
[l,p.146J. 
Nyquist't vestigial-symmetry theorem states that if H (f) is real and 
has odd symmetry about the nominal cutoff frequency 11 (2T> Hz, then the 
corresponding impulse-response h(t) is an even time function, and h(iT)=O 
for all nonzero integer values of i [4J,[5J. Under these conditions, it is 
possible to transmit data at lIT elements per second without IS1. 
The class of signal spectra most often used is that where H(f) is real-- -
and has a sinusoidal rolloff centred at ±1/(2T) Hz. as shown in Fig. 2.4a. 
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The transfer function of the base band channel is now 
H(f) = 2.2.3 
o ,elsewhere 
where ~ is called the rolloff factor. For ~ =0, it becomes the rectangular 
spectrum previously described. When ~=1, the spectrum has the shape of an 
one cycle of a cosine wave, between adjacent negative peaks, the latter 
being raised to zero. It is often known as a "raised-cosine" spectrum. 
The time response h(t), that is, the inverse Fourier Transfer function, 
of Eqn. 2.2.3 is shown in Appendix A2.2 to be 
het) 2.2.4 
This function consists of products of two factors: the factor 
[sin(~t/T)]/[nt/T] associated with the ideal lowpass filter, and a second 
factor that decreases at 1/lt12 for large Itl. The first factor ensures 
zero crossing of het) at the desired sampling instants of time, t=iT with 
i an integer. The second factor reduces the tails of the Signal-element 
considerably below that obtained from the ideal lowpass filter, so that 
the pulse is relatively insensitive to sampling timing errors. In fact, 
the amount of 1S1 resulting from this timing error decreases as the 
rolloff factor ~ is increased from zero to one. Figures 2.4a and b show 
the spectral charactertics H(f) and the impulse responses het) for several 
values of ~. Since h(t)~O for t(O, het) is also not physical realisable. 
I 
However, as said before, a delay of T seconds can be included in the 
filter characteristics to make it physical realisable. 
In this thesis, all the transmission systems are optimized by sharing 
the lowpass filtering equally between the transmitter and receiver filters 
and with a 100%, 75%, 50% or 25% sinusoidal rolloff frequency response, in ~ 
order to find the best wave shape for data transmission over satellite 
links. 
l 
I 
! 
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2.2.3 ProbabiUty of error perforJllllnce of the data-transllission system in 
an AVGB environment 
The data-transmission system in Fig. 2.2 is assumed, with Hr(f)=±H~(f) 
and IHL (f)12=H(f). The baseband channel transfer function, H(f), has a 
sinusoidal roUoff frequency response, as given by Eqn. 2.2.3, with the 
impulse response, h(t), given by Eqn. 2.2.4. White Gaussian noise with 
zero mean and a two-sided power spectral density of-*No is added to the 
data signal at the output of the transmission path. The signal at the 
output of the base band channel is the continuous waveform 
r(t) = Ia.h(t-iT) + v(t) 
• 
2.2.5 
where h(t) is given by Eqn. 2.2.4. It can be seen from Eqn. 2.2.4 that 
h(o)=l and h(IT>=O for all values of the integer i other than i=O. Thus 
the iLh received signal-element, a.h(t-iT) may be detected from the sample 
value of the received waveform r(t), at time instant t=iT. The sample 
value is 
r(iT) = a. + v(iT) 2.2.6 
This may be written more simply as 
2.2.7 
where r.=r(IT) and v.=v(iT) 
It is assumed that a.=±k. The detection process that minimizes the 
probability of error in the detection of a. from r., under the assumed 
conditions, selects the possible value of a. closest to r. This is 
achieved by comparing r. with the decision threshold of zero. When r.<O, 
a. is detected as -k, and when r.>O, a. is detected as k. 
An error occurs in the detection of a. whenever the noise component v. 
carries r. onto the opposite side of the decision threshold with respect 
to the transmitted a.. Since v. is a sample value of a Gaussian random 
variable with zero mean and variance N (Eqn. 2.1.33), the probability of 
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an error in the detection of a" when -k is received and r, is wrongly 
detected is 
., ., 
p., J I -v" J I -v" = .l2Nn:exp < 2N)dv = \l2iexp<T)dv 
k k/fif 
k ) 2.2.8 = Q<1i 
When +k is received and r, is wrongly detected, the probabill ty of an 
error in the detection of a, is 
-k 
p.,. = J 
-'" 
k 
= Q<n) 2.2.9 
p., and p.:> are conditional probabilities with p., assuming that -k was 
transmitted and p.,. assuming that k was transmitted. Thus assuming the 
equiprobable case of ±k, the average probability of error Pe in the 
receiver is given by 
k 
= Q</i ) w = Q(I N ) 2.2.10 
where k is the peak voltage at time t=iT and N is the noise variance. 
2.2.4 Bit-energy-to-noise power spectral density ratio 
Appendix Al shows for systems in which only one signal-element <IS! 
free> is transmitted,the matched-filter detector is the optimum detector for 
the received signal-element and the error-rate performance depends on 
ratio of the received signal energy to the whi te Gaussian noise 
power spectral density at the f11 ter input. (Note that, for a matched 
f11 ter, the variance of a nois~ sample at the output of the f11 ter is 
equal numerically to the two-sided power spectral density at the input.) 
For this reason, the bi t-energy-to-noise power spectral density ratio, 
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2E.,/No, is frequently used in digital communication systems to enable a 
comparison of systems having variable transmission rates and of the 
performances of various modulations and coded systems in a complex 
interference environment. Here Eb is the energy per bit at the input to 
the receiver and ~No is the white Gaussian two-sided noise power spectral 
density measured at the same point. 
Equation 2.2.10 shows, under the assumed conditions, the error-rate 
performance depends on the peak voltage to average noise ratio or the peak 
power to the noise variance ratio, at time t=iT. Now it is to determine 
the bit-energy-to-noise spectral power density ratio, 2Eb/No , at the 
receiver input, under the same assumed conditions. 
From Eqn. 2.1.3, the average energy per signal-element at the input to 
the transmission path is 
E = r 
-<X> 
Since a binary antipodal signa, a,=±k, is assumed, and the bit energy Eb 
(=E in this case), can be written as 
Eb = k2 j IH~(f)12df 2.2.11 
-<X> 
From Eqn. 2.1.33a, the average power (mean-square value) of the noise 
waveform at the detector input (or receiver filter output) is 
N = ~Nc> r IHr(f)l-"df 
-co 
therefore the two-sided power spectral density of the AWGN, in terms of 
the noise variance N and the receiver filter transfer function Hr(f), can 
be wri tten as 
2.2.12 
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From Eqns. 2.2.11 and 2.2.12, the ratio of the transmitted-bit-energy 
to nOise-power-spectral-density, at the receiver input, is 
<0 <0 
k2 1 IH .. (f)1 2df J I Hr (f) 12df Eb -<0 -<0 
= ~No N 
<0 <0 
k2 I IH(f)ldf J I H(f) I df 
-<0 -<0 
= 2.2.13 N 
as can be seen from Eqn. 2.1.30. 
H(f) has a sinusoidal rolloff spectrum, as given by Eqn. 2.2.3, 
<0 
so I IH(f)ldf=1, and Equation 2.2.13 can be simplified to 
-<0 
k 
= (IN" )2 2.2.14 
It can be seen that, under the assumed conditions, i.e., Hr (f)=H .. (f) and 
IHr (f)12=IH .. (f)12=IH(f)1 with H(f) a sinusoidal roll off frequency 
response, the bit-energy-to-noise power spectral density ratio at the 
receiver input is equal to the square of the peak voltage to noise 
variance at the detector input. Using Eqn. 2.2.14, Eqn. 2.2.10 can be 
rewritten, in term of 2Eb/No, as 
p. = Q(/2Eb ) No 2.2.15 
This is also the error-rate performance of a matched-filter detector which 
depends upon the value of 2Eb/No at the input of the filter, as shown in 
Appendix lA. The matched-filter detector is only optimum for single-shot 
transmission, whereas the present arrangement is optimum for even a 
sequence of signal-element transmission. Note that the bit energy Eb is in 
joules and the noise power spectral density ~No is in Watts per Hz, so 
that the ratio 2Eb/No is dimensionless. 
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2.3 pat" tTDpma1esion §)'Stem for SAtellite HPM 
The simplest way to achieve frequency division multiple access at a 
satelli te is to give different users different transponders. The trouble 
with this approach is that the transponders are of fixed capacity. whereas 
many users want a variable channel assignment. Furthermore. the 
transponder capacity is much too big for many users. Even when a 
corporation leases a whole transponder. it still has a demand assignment 
problem in using that transponder. Some means are needed for 
geographically dispersed users to share a transponder [61. 
When each of many earth stations has access to the same transponder. 
the bandwidth of that transponder may be shared by frequency-division 
multiple access or time-division multiple access. These are referred to as 
FDKA and TDKA. respectively [61. 
With FDKA. the transponder bandwidth is divided into smaller 
bandwidths. An earth station transmits on one or more of these frequency 
bands [61. The central mechanism makes sure that no two earth stations 
transmit on the same frequency band at the same time. A frequency band can 
be reallocated from one earth station to another as the demand for 
channels varies [61. 
With TDXA. each earth station is allowed to transmit a high-speed burst 
of bits for a brief period of time. The times of the bursts are carefully 
controlled so that no two bursts overlap. For the period of its burst. the 
earth station has the entire transponder bandwidth available to it [61. 
TDKA offers a number of advantages over the FDKA systems which have 
dominated the first generation of multiple-access satellite communication 
systems. Perhaps its most significant advantage is the presence of only 
one carrier at a time in the satellite transponder. FDKA requires 
simultaneous transmission of a multiplicity of carriers throught a common 
TWTA in the satellite. It is well known that TWTAs are highly nonlinear 
and the intermodulation products produced by the presence of mUltiple 
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carriers generate interference which degrades the individual channel 
performance if left uncorrected. To avoid this, it is common practice in 
FDXA systems to back-off the TWTA operating point from maximum power 
output, consequently forcing a reduction in the amount of traffic capacity 
that can be realized in that TWTA. With TDMA, since only. one carrier 
appears at a time, the intermodulation distortion is eliminated and the 
resulting capacity reduction due to TWTA nonl1nearity is significantly 
reduced. But if the number of earth stations is large and the transmission 
IS low, FDMA techniques can provide a more efficient voice or data 
services. This is because each of the stations does not require the whole 
bandwidth of the transponder for low-bit rate transmission and a low-bit 
rate modem is cheaper to build; thus in this thesis, an FDMA system is 
assumed. 
2.3.1 Satellite earth station configuration 
A typical satellIte earth station configuratIon is shown in Fig. 2.5. 
Three independent channels are shown. However. note that the number of 
channels in an earth station may vary from one to several thousands. The 
filters F". F'2 and F'3 bandlimit the modulated signals S,. S~ and-S3 , 
respectively. Usually, for 
intermediate frequency (IF) 
channels [71. 
common output frequency modems. the first 
f'F may be specified to be the same for all 
The upconverters W/Cs) translate the modulated. bandliml ted signal to 
the desired transmitted radio frequencies. The fIlters F2 ,. F27 • and F23 
select the required side bands of the upconverted SIgnals. The center 
frequencies of these bandpass filters are at fc+fc~+f'F' fc+f,F' and 
fe-fe.+fxF or at fc+fe.-f xF ' fc-f xF ' and fc-ic.-f IF , depending on whether 
the upper or the lower si de bands of the modulated and upconverted signals 
are used. To obtain a high power efficiency, most transmitter high power 
amplifiers (HPAs) have to operate in a nonl1near mode. This mode of 
operation spreads the spectrum of the modulated bandlimited signal. 
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Therefore the filters F31 , F32 and F33 , having the same center frequencies 
as the filters F21 , F22 and F23, respectively, are used to prevent 
spectral spillover into the adjacent channels, 1. e., to suppress ACl 
(adjacent channel interference>. Greater ACI suppression is provided by 
the baseband filtering at both transmitter and receiver. 
The sum of the modulated signals is received and amplified by the 
satelli te receiver antenna. They are f11 tered and further amplified by a 
low-noise amplifier. A frequency translation is required to prevent in-
band interference from the high-power satellite output to the satellite 
input. If the satellite transponder is not eqUipped with a frequency 
translator, then a tremendously high isolation (in the range 100 to 150 dB) 
between the output and input would be required (practical radio-frequency 
system do not even approach this requirement). The signals are then 
further amplified by a TVTA. The satellite input and output filters Fa and 
F4 have a bandwidth wide enough to accommodate the overall spectrum of the 
FDX! signal. These two fl1 ters are used to bandlimi t the Signal, and 
thereby reduce the unwanted out-of-band noise and spectral spreading 
caused by the TVTA. 
The filters 
excessi ve ACI; 
F 41 J F 42 and 
that ' is, 
F43 in the receiver earth stations prevent 
they prevent the overloading of the 
downconverters. which translate the desired radio channels to common IF 
frequencies before the signals are demodulated. The filters F~l' FS2 and 
F5~ preceding the demodulator, having a common center frequency f ,F , are 
used to select the respective downconverted Signals. 
The heart of the satellite channel is the modulator and the demodulator 
- Cl. e., modem). The modulation techniques employed, the fll tering strategy 
and demodulation method have a major impact an the performance of the 
system. Spectral efficiency, required power, antenna size, and overall 
performance are significantly influenced by the performance of the modem 
in both linear and nonlinear channel environments. 
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2.3.2 Summry of the basic assulllptions on the configuration of the low-
bit-rate satellite channel 
(A) For many applications where the radio-carrier frequency fc is much 
higher than the data bit rate (fc/fb>10s , where fb is the data bit rate), 
it is very difficult to design spectrally efficiency and temperature-
stable radio frequency filters. For example, in a 1.4 GHz uplink using a 64 
kbit/s QPSK signal, the filter F31 (Fig.2.5) reqUires a center frequency 
of 1.4 GHz and a two-sided bandwidth of 32 kHz. Because of the complexity 
of this type of fU ter design, many satellite earth stations do not 
utilize spectral shaping filters after the HPA. Thus the restored signal 
spectra created by these nonlinear amplifiers causes interference in the 
adjacent satellite channels. 
(B) The intermodulation products produced by the presence of multiple 
carriers 1n FDMA systems generate interference which degrades the 
1ndi vidual channel performance if left uncorrected. To avoid this, the 
TWTA operating point is backed-off from maximum power output, 1. e., to 
operate the satellite transponder in a more llnear mode and so make the 
> problem less serious. "F3 and F4 (Fig. 2.5)_ are w1deband filters when 
compared with the filters FS1 ' FS2 and FS3 ' so, as far as a single channel 
is concerned, they have insignificant effects on the signals. In most 
satellite systems, the value of 2Eb/No in the uplink is normally made much 
higher than that in the downlink. Hence it can be assumed that, for the 
uplink, 2Eb/No="'. This is equivalent to bypassing the satellite 
transponder and adding the noise only at the input of the receiver at the 
earth station. It is shown in Appendix A3 that, if the same value of 
2Eb/No is used for both the uplink and downlink, then 2Eb/No must be at 
least 3 dB greater than before to achieve the same performance. 
(C) At the receiver, the filters F41 , F42 and F43 are used to prevent 
the overloading of the downcOnverters (DIGs). These are also radio-
frequency filters and so cannot be narrowband. In order not to introduce 
distortion into the signal, they should have a linear phase characteristic 
over the corresponding signal spectra. 
(D) The filters F2" F22 and F23 are used to select the required 
sideband of the upconverted signals so that they can be made wideband with 
a linear phase characteristic over the corresponding signal spectra. 
Hence, the basic assumptions of the satellite channel can be summarised 
as follows. 
1) Post HPA filtering is not ~sed. 
2) The filters and TWTA in the satellite do not cause any amplitude 
or phase distortion in the signal. 
3) 2Eb/No for the uplink is made much higher than that for the 
downl1nk. 
4) The radio-frequency filters at the receiver of the earth station 
do not cause any amplitude or phase distortion in the signal. 
5) The filters F2" F22 and F23 do not cause any amplitude or phase 
distortion in the signal. 
Based on these assumptions, the satellite earth station configuration 
can be simplified as shown in Fig. 2.6, where the post HPA filters. the 
satellite, and the radio-frequency filters F4 " F42 and F43 have been 
removed. 
Since the filters F2" F22 and F23 are assumed to be memoryless, this 
configuration can be further simplified by considering the linear 
upconverters, the HPAs and the linear downconverters, as a transmission 
path in an intermediate frequency band. The resultant configuration is 
shown in Fig. 2.7, where the upconverters, the downconverters and the 
.. filters F2 , ,F22 and F23 are removed. The channels are still separated 
with a channel spacing of fc. Hz. The IF filters F" and Fs ,' F'2 and FS2 ' 
and F'3 and FS3 still have the same characteristics, but are centered at 
fIF+fc.' f IF , and fI~-fc. Hz, respectively. 
-----------------------------1 
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2.4 Filters to be used in the satellite transmission §ystems 
for computer simulatign 
2.4.1 Digital modulation and demodulation filters 
Since the transmission system can optimized by sharing the filtering 
equally between the transmitter and receiver filters and with a resultant 
sinusoidal roll off amplitude response, the modulation and demodulation 
fil ters of the satell ite system are designed to have the same 
characteristics and with an overall frequency response having a sinusoidal 
-
rolloff. In order to find the best baseband wave shape for data 
transmission over satellite links, the sinusoidal rolloff of 100%, 75%, 
50% and 25% (i.e., ~=100%, 75%, 50% and 25%, respectively, in Eqn. 2.2.3) 
are used for investigations. Since it is very difficult to design an 
analog . filter which has the wanted frequency response, these modulation 
and demodulation f11 ters have to be digital. Provided that their finite 
sampled impulse responses are long enough and the quantization error is 
negligible, they can have frequency responses of any desired shapes. So in 
all the transmission systems described in this thesis, the modulation 
f11 ter is a pair of digital base band filters which determine the 
characteristics of the modulating signal, while the demodulation filter at 
the receiver is also a pair of digital baseband filters which achieve the 
matched filtering of the baseband demodulation signal. 
The finite sampled impulse responses of the transmitter and receiver 
fil ters are designed using IDFT <Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform) to 
derive the impulse response tap gains for the desired frequency and phase 
characteristics in frequency domain, as shown in Table 2.1 and plotted in 
Fig. 2.B. A truncation length of 12T has been made and sampling rate of 
BIT samples per second has been used, where lIT is the signal element-
rate. A delay of 6T seconds is introduced to make the filters realisable 
for computer simulation. 
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In practice, a digital-to-analog <D/A) conversion process is used to 
obtain the required shape of the analog base band modulating signal. This 
will introduce a [sin(x)]/x amplitude characteristic on the frequency 
response. Thus an x/[s1n(x)] amplitude characteristic might be required 
for compensation. However if the sampling rate is several (say 4) times 
greater than the bandwidth of the signal, the [sin(x)]/x effect is 
insignificant and so is neglected in the filter design described in this 
thesis. 
2.4.2 IF bandpass :filters FXF 
In satellite communication systems, the IF frequency (e.g., 70 MHz) is 
usually too high to use digital IF f11 ters, so the IF bandpass f11 ters 
have to be analog The IF bandpass filters used in the project have the 
characteristics of a real surface acoustic wave (SAW) bandpass filter 
(Plessey NO. BPll03) centered at the frequency of 70 MHz with a 3 dB 
bandwidth of 5.6 MHz. These filters are used in the CERS modem operating 
at 8 Mbit/s. For the present case, the modem is operating at a speed of 
64, 128, 256 or 512 kbit/s, so the bandwidths of the filters have been 
scaled down by a factor of 1/125, 1/62.5, 1/31. 25 or 1/15.625, 
respectively. The filters have a symmetrical ampli tude response 
(characteristic) as shown in Fig. 2.9a, and an asymmetrical linear phase 
characteristic over the bandwidth. They have the baseband equivalent model 
which can easily be obtained by shifting the center frequency to zero 
frequency, as it is shown in Appendix A4. Since the phase characteristic 
is linear, without loss of generality, it can be set to zero across the 
_ bandwidth; this means that the impulse response will be symmetrical at 
time t=O and a delay must be re-introduced in the impulse response in 
order to make the filter physically realizable (Section 2.2.2) for 
computer simulation. The sampled impulse response of the filter is 
obtained, using the inverse DFT (IDFT) on the eqUivalent baseband 
amplitude response, as shown in Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.9b, where the 
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sampling rate of 8/T samples per second has been used. A truncation length 
of 6T is used to approximate to the ideal impulse responses of the IF 
filters in all the simulation tests, so that a delay of 3T seconds is re-
introduced to make the filters realizable. It can be seen that the sampled 
impulse response shown in Table 2.2 contains only real values. This is 
because the filter has a symmetrical amplitude characteristic and an 
asymmetrical phase characteristic around the center frequency, and under 
these conditions, the filter does not introduce any quadrature crosstalk 
in the signal (Appendix A5). 
2.4.3 Post D/A conversion filters 
In practice, the analog'_' baseband signal is obtained by means of a D/A 
conversion process, so an extra pair of analog , post DI A conversion 
lowpass filters has to be used to reject spurious signals around multiples 
of the digital sampling frequency. These filters should have a linear 
phase characteristic over the wanted signal bandwidth. If the cutoff 
frequency is too low, unwanted ISI will occur. For a sampling rate of 8/T 
samples per second, an acceptable cutoff frequency may be 4/T (8l. Since 
these are wideband fU ters which do not have any siginificant effect on 
the wanted signal, they are not included in the base band eqUivalent models 
of the transmission systems described in this thesis. 
2.4.4 Pre AID conversion filters 
The digital baseband Signal, at the input of the demodulation filter in 
the receiver, is obtained by means of AID (analog-to-digital) conversion 
process, so that an extra pair of analog pre AID conversion fU ter 
lowpass filters has to be used to remove any unwanted spectral components 
generated in the demodulation process. These fU ters should also have a 
linear phase characteristic over the wanted signal bandwidth. They are 
wideband filters which do not have any siginificant effect on the wanted 
Signal, so they are not included in the baseband equivalent models of the 
transmission systems described in this thesis. 
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2.5 Nonllnearlty 
2.5.1 Introduction 
In a satellite communication system, the modulated signal passes 
through the HPA in the earth station prior to transmission to the 
satellite and through the TWTA prior to retransmission back to an earth 
station. Typical input/output power and phase characteristics of an HPA 
and TWTA are shown in Fig. 2.10. It can be seen that the HPA or TWTA 
introduces nonlinear AM-AM and AM-PM conversion effects. For a low input 
level, the output power from either device is essentially a linear 
function of the input power. As the input drive increases, the output 
power increases nonlinearly until a point is reached at which any 
additional input level increase results in a decreasing output power. This 
point of maximum output is referred to as saturation. The operating point 
of an HPA (or TWTA) is usually given in terms of the input or output 
backoff below saturation, that is, the input or output power in decibels 
relative to the level at saturation. 
In general, a transponder will carry a single wideband modulation (in 
C_ TDMA-syste=,: or "&- number- of narrowband. carriers <in_ FDllA -systems) regutarl:y-_ -=- ~-_ 
spaced ln frequency over the transponder bandwidth. Once the signal level 
approaches the ampllfier saturation region, it will cause the followlng 
effects: [61, (71, [ 141 
1) For a multicarrier signal, intermodulation occurs. Signals will be 
. 
suppressed and there will be disproportionate power sharing. 
2) For a single bandlimi ted signal, any envelope fluctuatlon will 
cause upwanted phase modulation and spectral spreading. 
To maximize the available power of the TWTA, it is desirable to have a 
high input level. However, effect (1) explains why, in FDMA systems, the 
satellite TWTA lS well backed off to aviod intermodulation effects. 
Due to the presence of the HPA and TWTA, very few theoretical results 
are presently available which describe the performance of PSK transmission 
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over a nonlinear satellite channel. Several results have been calculated 
to show the performance of a phase-shUt keying system through a purely 
amplitude limiting channel [91,[101,[111. But the assumption, though 
greatly simplifying the analysis, does not include the AX-PX conversion 
effect, which can significantly influence the communication system's 
performance when angle-modulated signals are employed. 
2.5.2 Kodelling of HPA for computer simulation 
In recent years a considerable effort [91, [111, [121 has been made in 
attempting to develop analytic expressions that characterise the HPA and 
TVTA. One technique, as originated by Kaye et al [131, entails determining 
approximations for the envelope nonlinearities in a quadrature model for 
the HPA (or TVTA), and is now developed [121 (Fig.2.11a). 
An input signal 
2.5.1 
where Qc is the carrier frequency in rad/s, can be written as 
set) = B(t)cos[Qct + S(t)1 2.5.2 
where 2.5.3 
and S(t) = tan-'[b(t)/a(t)1 2.5.4 
So that l2a(t) = B(t)cosS(t) 2.5.5a 
and I2b(t) = B(t)sinS(t) 2.5.5b 
The HPA output signal is given by 
2.5.6 
= IG(B)IB(t)cos[Qct + S(t) + g(B)1 2.5.7 
where I G (B) I = {[G (B)]2 + [G (B)]2}''' p q 2.5.8 
and 2.5.9 
with B the input signal envelope, i.e., short-hand notation for B(t) given 
by Eqn. 2.5.3. 
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Here IG(B)I and g(B) are the AM-AM and AM-PM conversion functions, 
respectively, of the HPA for an input signal with an envelope B. If the 
input signal has a constant envelope. i.e •• B(t) in Eqn. 2.5.3 is 
constant, then IG<B)I and g(B) in Eqns. 2.5.8 and 2.5.9, respectively, 
remain constant all the time. Hence, it can be seen in Eqn. 2.5.7 that the 
HPA will have no nonlinear distortion effect on the signal Z(t). 
Equation 2.5.6 can be written as 
Z(t) = [B(t)cos9(t)G (B) - B(t)sin9(t)G (B)]cos~ t p • q c: 
-[B(t)sin9(t)Gp (B) + B(t)cos9(t)Gq(B)]sin~ct 
= {2[a(t)Gp (B) - b(t)Gq(B)]cos~ct 
-{2[b(t)Gp (B) + a(t)Gq(B)]sin~ct 
as can be seen from Eqn. 2.5.5. 
2.5.10 
2.5.11 
The equivalent baseband signals of S(t) and Z(t), in Eqns. 2.5.1 and 
2.5.11 can be represented (Appendix A6) as the complex-valued signals 
s(t) = a(t) + jb(t) 2.5.12 
and 2.5.13 
respectively, where j=I-1, A is now the envelope of the equivalent 
baseband signal s(t), i.e., short-hand notation for A(t) given by 
2.5.14 
and the conversion functions Gp(A) and Gq(A) are now dependent on the 
signal envelope A, instead of B (the envelope of the radio-frequency 
signal). Equation 2.5.13 can be written as 
where 
z(t) = [a(tl + jb(t)J[Gp(A) + jGq(A)] 
= s(t)G(A) 
2.5.15 
2.5.16 
2.5.17 
and s(t) and G(A) have complex values. The baseband equivalent lDOdel of 
the HPA is shown in Fig. 2. llb, where the HPA is represented by the 
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conversion function G(A). Since the value of G(A) is dependent on the 
input signal envelope A(t). it can be varied by multiplying A(t) by a 
constant factor Hc to give the envelope (Eqn. 2.5.14) 
2.5.18 
This is equivalent to shifting the operating point along the HPA transfer 
characteristics by using the value of Hc' so Hc can be used to locate the 
operating point at the required backoff value. Hc is called the HPA 
backoff factor. 
From Eqns. 2.5.12 and 2.5.15. and with the use of the HPA backoff factor. 
the signal from the HPA output. for an input signal of 
s(t) = a(t) + jb(t) 2.5.19 
is given by 
2.5.20 
2.5.21 
The model can be used to assess the performance of a modulation 
technique by means of computer simulation. The amplitude and phase 
characteristics of the HPA are obtained by converting its power and phase 
characteristics. Samples of G(a). which provide sufficient resolution. can 
be stored and used to determine the output signal values by means of 
interpolation. The samples are obtained as follows. 
(1) To represent the HPA amplitude characteristic by. say n. 
discrete values of IG(A)I. the HPA amplitude characteristic is 
quanti zed into regular intervals of X volts along the input axis (nX 
vol ts will be the maximum input voltage to the HPA). The values of 
IG(Xm)l. where Xm=mX. for m=1. 2 •..•• n. are obtained using the 
amplitude (voltage) characteristic of the HPA and the equation 
Output voltage for an input value of mX volts 
mX volts 2.5.22 
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(2) To represent the HPA phase characteristic by n discrete values of 
g(A>. the HPA phase characteristic is quantized into intervals of X 
volts along the input axis. The values of g(Xm>. where Xm=mX. for 
m=1. 2 •.•.• n. are obtained from the HPA phase characteristic. The 
quadrature components. Gp(Xm) and Gq(Xm>' for m=1.2 ••.• n. are then 
obtained using the phase characteristic of the HPA and IG(Xn)1 with 
the us~ of the following two equations 
and 
Gp(Xm) = IG(Xm)lcos(g(Xm») 
Gq(Xm) = IG(Xm)lsin(g(Xm») 
2.5.23a 
2.5.23b 
(3) The values of Gp(Xm) and Gq(Xm). for m=1. 2 •••.• n. are then 
taken as real and imaginary values. respectively. such that 
G(Xm) = Gp(Xm) + jGq(Xm ) 
Hence the (G(Xn» are obtained. 
2.5.24 
From Eqns. 2.5.19. 2.5.20 and 2.5.21. the signal from the HPA output for 
an input signal of 
is given by 
s(t) = a(t) + jb(t) 
z(t) = (a(t) + jb(t»)H.(Gp (!) + jGq (!») 
= s(t)H.G(!) 
2.5.25 
2.5.26 
2.5.27 
where s(t). a(t). b(t). z(t). s(t) and G(!) are continuous functions. In 
computer simulation tests. discrete signals are used. so the signals in 
Eqns. 2.5.25. 2.5.26. 2.5.27 are sampled at the time instants (iT.>. where 
lIT. is the sampling rate. to give the signal sample values s, and z" at 
time t=iT •• where 
and 
2.5.28 
2.5.29 
2.5.30 
respectively. s,=s(iT.). a,=a(iT.), b,=b(iT.) and z,=z(iT), and !, is the 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
• 
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value of An closest to the signal envelope IHc(a,+jb,)1 at the input. and 
He is the HPA backoff factor. The model of the HPA for discrete signals is 
shown in Fig. 2.11c. 
The values of {G(A
n
)}. for n=1. 2 •...• 32. obtained by quantizing the 
assumed HPA characteristics (Fig. 2.12) into regular intervals along the 
input axis and using Eqns. 2.5.22. 2.5.23 and 2.5.24. are shown in 
Table 2.3. The 20'" sample represents the 0 dB OBO (output backoff point). 
Since none of the samples represents 1 dB OBO. the 12'" sample. 
representing 0.68 dB OBO and marked as 'C' in Fig. 2.12. is used instead. 
The 15'" sample. representing the 0.2 dB OBO and is marked as 'B'. is used 
to determine the nonlinear effects when the HPA is slightly backed off 
below saturation. In all simulation tests discussed in this thesis. the 
HPA (when present) is operating at 0 dB. 0.2 dB or 0.68 dB OBO. 
2.6 The baseband equi valent models Of quadrature modulation 
systems 
In quadrature modulatlon. the modulated signal consists of the sum of 
two double side band suppressed carrier components whose carrier signals 
have the same frequency but are in phase-quadrature to each other. It is 
shown in Chapters 3 and 4 that quadrature modulatlon is used in QPSK. 
DEQPSK and CE8PSK techniques. so the baseband equIvalent model of a 
quadrature modulation system is considered here. 
A) With a nonlinear satellite channel 
The model of a quadrature modulation system with a nonlinear satellIte 
channel is shown in Fig. 2. 13a. where the transmitter and receiver IF 
filters are assumed to be the ones described in Section 2.4.2. a(t) and 
b(t) are two modulating signals in element synchronism and are obtained 
from two independent data-sources. They are applied to the respective 
mul tipliers. The second input to the inphase multiplier is the carrier 
signal. I2coswct. and the second input to the quadrature multiplier is the 
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carrier signal shifted exactly by -rr/2, i.e., -l2sinQct. The multiplier 
outputs are added linearly to give the quadrature signal 
2.6.1 
which is filtered and nonlinearly distorted by the transmitter IF filters 
and the HPA, respectively. 
At the output of the transmitter, the signal is 
S(t) = l2a(t)cos~ct - I2b(t)sinQct 2.6.2 
where i2a(t) and i2b(t) are the inphase and quadrature signal waveforms 
that have been nonlinearly distorted by the HPA. 
The equivalent baseband signal of the quadrature modulated signal, 
expressed by Eqn. 2.6.1, can be represented (Appendix A6) as the complex-
valued signal 
s(t) = a(t) + jb(t) 2.6.3 
where j=l-l. Likewise, the signal ~l(t), at the output of the transmitter, 
given by Eqn. 2.6.2, can be represented as the complex-valued signal 
2.6.4 
The noise waveform IJ<t) , at the input of the receiver, is a sample 
function of a Gausslan random process with zero mean and a two-sided power 
spectral density of ~No over the signal frequency band. Assume N(t) is a 
narrowband bandpass noise, so that it can be expanded (Appendix A7) into 
2.6.5 
where Nc(t) and N.(t) are sample functions of Gaussian random processes 
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with zero mean, and the two-sided power spectral density of each of them 
is twice that of H(t) (Appendix A7). The equivalent baseband form of H(t) 
can be represented as the complex-valued signal 
2.6.6 
where n (t) and n (t) all have the same variance and are sample functions c _ 
of Gaussian random processes with zero mean and a two-sided spectral power 
density of ~Ho over the frequency band of the baseband data signal s(t) • 
So in the model of the quadrature modulation system, since the 
transmitter and receiver IF filters F'F and the HPA can be represented by 
their baseband equivalent models, and the bandpass signals H(t), S(t), and 
S(t) can be represented by their equivalent baseband Signals n(t), s(t) 
and s(t), respectively, the model of the quadrature modulation system can 
be simplified by assigning real values to the signals in one of the two 
parallel channels (that associated with f2coswct) and imaginary values to 
the signals in the other channel, and then considering the linear 
modulator, the transmitter IF filter, the HPA, the receiver IF filter, the 
linear demodulator, as a baseband transmission path carrying complex-
valued signals. The resultant system is shown in Fig. 2. 13b. 
In this thesis, three base band equivalent models of different bandpass 
channels are used for computer simulation tests. They are (a) linear and 
memoryless, (b) linear and bandlim1ted and, (c) nonlinear and bandlim1ted 
channels, as shown in Fig. 2.14, which are obtained from Fig. 2.13a by 
removing the appropriate blocks. 
B) With a nonlinear satellite channel and in an ACI environment 
In the previous discussion, a single channel is assumed. The 
interference caused by other channels is neglected. In FDKA systems, the 
interference caused by adjacent channels has a significant effect on the 
system performance. This interference is caused by splllover from the 
adjacent channels and is called adjacent channel interference (ACI>. An 
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illustrative example of ACI is shown in Fig. 2.15, where an ideal brick-
wall receiver channel filtering is assumed. The ACI is introduced 
predominantly by the power spectra of the two adjacent channels 
overlapping the power spectrum of the desired channel, which cannot be 
eliminated by the receiver filter. 
The model of a quadrature modulation system, with a nonlinear satellite 
channel in an ACI environment, is shown in Fig. 2.16. The most 
sigin1ficant ACI is from the upper and lower adjacent channels, so that 
only these two channels are" considered. The system represents the 
satellite configuration shown in Fig. 2.7, where the transmitter and 
receiver IF filters are assumed to be the ones described in Section 2.4.2. 
Since the ACI effect on the desired channel is considered, the receivers 
for the upper and lower channels are omitted. It is assumed that the 
receiver of the desired channel provides the required ideal carrier 
signal. The modulated signals, at the modulator outputs of the upper, 
desired and lower channels, are 
So(t) = l2ao(t)cos~ct - I2bo(t)sin~ct 
and S~(t) = l2a~(t)cos(~ct-~c_t+9~) - I2b~(t)sin(~ct-~cat+9~) 
2.6.7a 
2.6.7b 
2.6.7c 
respectively, where au(t) and bu(t), ao(t) and bo(t), and a~(t) and bL(t) 
are the inphase and quadrature base band signal components in the upper, 
desired and lower channels, respectively. ~c_ is the channel spacing in 
rad/s, and 9u and 9L are any arbitrary phase angles. The Signals are 
filtered by the respective transmitter IF filters FIF (which all have the 
same characteristics but-are centered at different frequencies), and then 
l 
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nonlinearly distorted by the respective HPAs (Section 2.5). At the outputs 
of the transmitters, the signals are 
Suet) = l2au(t)cos(~.t+~c_t+eu) - I2bu(t)sin(~ct+~._t+eu) 
So(t) = l2aD(t)cos~.t - I2bD(t)sin~.t 
and S~(t) = l2aL(t)cos(~.t-~._t+eL) - I2bL(t)sin(~.t-~c_t+eL) 
2.6.8a 
2.6.8b 
2.6.8c 
respectively, where au(t) and bu(t), and ao(t) and bo(t), and aL(t) and 
b~(t) are the filtered and nonlinearly distorted inphase and quadrature 
baseband signals in the upper, desired and lower channels, respectively. 
Assume that the inphase and quadrature signal components of the ACI, from 
the adjacent channels, affects the inphase and quadrature signal 
components, respectively, of the desired signal equally all the time. 
(Resul ts of Computer simulation tests have shown that this is the worst 
case.) Under these conditions, eU =9L=O, and Equation 2.6.8 becomes 
and 
Suet) = l2au(t)coS(~c+~c_)t - I2bu(t)sin(~c+~._)t 
So(t) = l2ao(t)cos~ct - I2bo(t)sin~.t 
SL(t) = l2aL(t)coS(~.-~._)t - I2b~(t)sin(~c-~._)t 
respectively, which then can be written as 
and 
Suet) = l2[au(t)cos~._t - bu(t)sin~._tJcos~.t 
-12[au(t)sin~c_t + bu(t)cos~c.tJsin~ct 
SL(t) = l2[aL(t)coS~._t + bL(t)sin~c.tJcos~.t 
-12[a~(t)cos~c.t - bL(t)sin~ •• tJsin~.t 
2.6.9a 
2.6.9b 
2.6.9c 
2.6.10a 
2.6.10b 
2.6.10c 
respectively. The equivalent baseband signals expressed in Eqn. 2.6.10, 
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with respect to the desired channel, can be represented (Appendix A6) as 
the complex-valued signals 
su{t) = [au{t)cosc.>c.t - bu{t)sinc.>c.t1 
+j[au{t)sinc.>c.t + bu{t)cosc.>c.t1 2.6.11a 
= [iiu(t) + jbu(t)l [cos(.)c;.t + jsinc.>cst1 2.6.11b 
= [au(t) + jbu(t)lexp(jc.>c.t ) 2.6.11c 
so(t) = ao(t) + jbo-(t) 2.6.11d 
and SL..(t) = [iiL.. (t)cosc.>ca t + bL..{t)sinc.>c.t1 
+j[aL..(t)cosc.>c.t - bL..(t)sinc.>c.t1 2.6.11e 
= [aL (t) + jbL..(t)l [cosc.>c.t - jsinc.>c.t1 2.6.11f 
= [aL(t) + jbL..(t)lexp(-jc.>c.t ) 2.6.11g 
equivalent baseband signals with respect to the upper and lower channels, 
respectively, at the outputs of the transmitter IF filters. The resultant 
equivalent baseband signal (i.e., the sum of the signals in Eqn. 2.6.11), 
with respect to the desired channel, is (Eqns. 2.6.11a, d and e) 
2.6.12 
2.6.13 
Since 9u=9L=O has been assumed, the IF signals at the corresponding 
modulator outputs, given by Eqn. 2.6.1, can also be represented by the 
l 
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equivalent haseband signals. with respect to the respective channels. as 
the complex-valued signals 
and 
su(t) = au(t) + jbu(t) 
SD(t) = aD(t) + jbD(t) 
SL(t) = aL(t) + jbL(t) 
2.6.14a 
2.6.14b 
2.6.14c 
respectively. The noise signal H(t) also can be represented as the 
equivalent basehand signal(Eqn. ~.6.6). 
Hence again. since the transmitter and receiver IF filters F'F 
(Section 2.4.2) and the HPA can be represented by their baseband 
equivalent models. and all the handpass signals have their equivalent 
base band signals (Eqns. 2.6.11, 2.6.12 and 2.6.14). the baseband 
equivalent model of the system can be simplified by assigning, in each of 
the channels. real values to the signals in one of the two parallel 
channels (that associated with I2cos(.», and imaginary values to the 
other channel, and then considering the linear modulators, the transmitter 
IF filters. the HPAs. the receiver IF filters. the linear demodulator. as 
a hasehand transmission path carrying complex-valued signals. The 
resultant system is shown in Fig. 2.17. where all the filters and HPAs are 
identical. The transmitted signals from the upper and lower channels are 
multiplied by the factors exp(jQc.t) and exp(-jQc.t). respectively. to 
take into account ACI. Hote that these two factors, exp(jQc.t) and 
exp(-jQc.t ), have a unit gain. so there is no difference in placing them 
before or after the corresponding HPAs. The hasehand equivalent model of 
the system under two conditions are considered in this thesis. They are 
(1) when all the transmitters operate the HPAs in a linear mode and. (2) 
when all the transmitters operate the HPAs in a nonlinear mode. 
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m Sampled impulse responses of 
(unit of 
T/8 sec. > JI=100% JI=75% JI=50% JI=25% 
0 1. 000 1. 000 1. 000 1. 000 
±1 0.943 0.954 0.936 ' 0.970 
±2 0.786 0.825 0.858 0.884 
±3 0.566 0.638 0.700 0.751 
±4 0.334 0.425 0.511 0.585 
±5 0.135 0.223 0.316 0.403 
±6 0.000 0.060 0.139 0.227 
±7 0.064 -0.047 -0.001 0.068 
±8 -0.068 -0.095 -0.094 -0.058 
±9 -0.038 :'0.096 -0.138 -0.144 
±10 -0.001 -0.067 -0.140 -0.188 
±11 0.024 -0.028 -0.112 -0.192 
±12 0.029 0.005 -0.068 -0.164 
±13 0.017 0.022 -0.022 -0.115 
±14 -0.001 0.022 0.035 -0.056 
±15 -0.014 0.010 0.039 0.002 
±16 -0.017 -0.006 0.030 0.049 
±17 -0.011 -0.018 0.014 0.080 
±18 -0.001 -0.022 0.014 0.091 
±19 0.008 -0.018 -0.003 0.085 
±20 0.010 -0.008 -0.015 0.065 
±21 0.007 0.003 -0.020 0.036 
±22 -0.001 0.011 -0.017 0.006 
±23 -0.007 0.012 -0.008 -0.020 
±24 -0.008 0.009 0.002 -0.039 
±25 -0.006 0.002 0.011 -0.047 
±26 -0.001 -0.004 0.016 -0.045 
±27 0.004 -0.007 0.015 -0.034 
±28 0.005 -0.007 0.010 -0.019 
±29 0.003 -0.003 0.003 -0.003 
±30 -0.001 0.002 -0.005 0.011 
±31 -0.004 0.006 -0.010 0.021 
±32 -0.005 0.006 -0.011 0.024 
±33 -0.004 0.004 -0.009 0.021 
±34 0.000 0.000 -0.005 0.014 
±35 0.003 -0.005 0.001 0.004 
±36 0.004 -0.007 0.005 -0.005 
±37 0.002 -0.008 0.008 -0.012 
±38 0.000 -0.005 0.007 -0.016 
±39 -0.003 -0.002 0.003 -0.015 
±40 
-0.004 0.001 -0.001 -0.011 
±41 -0.003 0.003 -0.005 -0.004 
±42 -0.001 0.002 -0.008 0.003 
±43 0.002 0.000 -0.008 0.009 
±44 0.003 -0.002 -0.006 0.013 
±45 0.002 -0.004 -0.002 0.013 
±46 0.000 -0.004 0.002 0.010 
±47 -0.003 -0.002 0.005 0.005 
±48 -0.003 0.001 0.006 -0.002 
Table 2.1 Sampled impulse responses of the modulator (or demodulator> 
filters. with different values of JI. The truncation lengths have been made 
to be ±8T with sampling rate of 8/T. 
• 
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m SIR SIR 
(uni t of T/8 m 
seconds) 
±o 1. 000 ±13 0.052 
±1 0.935 ±14 0.039 
±2 0.758 ±15 0.017 
±3 0.512 ±16 -0.004 
±4 0.256 ±17 -0.017 
±5 0.041 ±18 -0.021 
±6 -0.099 ±19 -0.017 
±7 -0.157 ±20 -0.008 
±8 -0.146 ±21 0.002 
±9 -0.094 ±22 0.009 
±10 -0.031 ±23 0.011 
±11 0.020 ±24 0.008 
±12 0.048 
Table 2.2 Sampled impulse response of the eqUivalent base band model of the 
transmitter (or receiver IF) filter. The truncation length has been made to be 
±3T with sampling rate of 8/T samples per second. SIR means sampled lmpulse 
response. 
m G(Xm> m G(Xmi 
= Gp(X M ) + jG.,,(X.,> = Gp(X M ) + jG.,,(XM ) 
. 
1 3.570 0.170 21 0.630 0.750 
2 3.170 0.340 22 0.580 0.730 
3 2.830 0.480 23 0.540 0.700 
4 2.550 0.580 24 0.500 0.670 
5 2.330 0.650 25 0.460 0.650 
6 2.150 0.700 26 0.430 0.610 
7 1.990 0.750 27 0.400 0.580 
8 1. 830 0.780 28 0.370 0.560 
9 1.690 0.820 29 0.352 0.530 
10 1. 550 0.840 30 0.352 0.500 
11 1.440 0.850 31 0.332 0.480 
12 1.300 0.850 32 0.332 0.430 
13 1.200 0.840 
14 1. 090 0.830 
15 1. 000 0.840 
16 0.920 0.850 
17 0.860 0.830 
18 0.800 0.820 
19 0.740 0.800 
20 0.780 0.680 
Table 2,3 Sampled representation of the HPA transfer characteristics 
shown in Fig. 2,12. 
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Figure 2.13a Model of a quadrature modulation system over a nonlinear 
satellite channel. F,p' IF fIlter. 
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Figure 2.13b The equivalent baseband model of the system shown in Fig. 2.13a. 
LF'F is the baseband equivalent model of the IF filter F'F' 
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F1~lre 2.14 Baseband eqUivalent models of the bandpass channels. a) A linear 
and memoryless channel. b) A linear and bandlim1ted channel. c) A nonlinear and 
bandlim1ted chanel. 
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The power of individual modulated signal is different. 
The variation is due to the different power from the earth 
stations and the different free space losses from different 
geographic locations. 
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Figure 2.15 ACI. The cause of the ACI is insufficient transmitter channel 
filtering. a) Power spectral density displayed at the input of a received earth 
station. b) Ideal brick-wall bandpass filter for the desired signal. c) Power 
spectral density of the desired and interfering signals. 
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Figure 2.16 Hodel of a quadrature modulation system with a nonl1near 
satellite channel in an ACI environment. FIF is the IF filter. 
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Figure 2,17 Baseband eqUivalent model of the system shown in Fig. 2.16. LF' F 
is the baseband eqUivalent model of the IF filter F.F' The switches determine 
whether the HPAs are operating in the linear or nonlinear mode. 
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CHAPTER :3 
COBRRRlIT QUAIRRXARY PRASR SHIFT KHYUG <QPSK> A1ID 
DIFFERENTIALLY EBCODED OOBRRRBT QUATERNARY PHASH-SHIFT KHYIBG 
{DRQPSK> SYSTBlIS OVER A LIBBAR OR NOllLIBBAR SATEI.LITE CHAliJIHL 
3.1 Descr:lption of coherent OPSK and DRops!{ systems 
3.1.1 QPSK systems 
In QPSK systems the modulat~d signal has four distinct states. These 
states are generated by a unique mapping scheme of consecutive pairs of 
bits into symbols. The symbol interval has a two-bit duration. The four 
possible pairs of bits are frequently mapped in accordance with the Gray 
code. An important property of this code is that adjacent symbols differ 
by only one bit (Fig. 3.2). In transmission systems corrupted by noise and 
interference, the most frequent errors are introduced by making decision 
error between adjacent states. In this case, the Gray code assures that a 
single symbol error corresponds to a single bit error. 
A rectangular base band modulating waveform is usually used to describe 
QPSK systems. However, it is not a practical waveform, so that a rounded 
baseband modulating waveform is used here to describe the QPSK systems 
instead. 
A block diagram of a conventional QPSK system is shown in Fig. 3.1. The 
information to be transmitted is carried by the sequence of binary data-
symbols {aL }. Each data symbol therefore carries one bit of information. 
The SIP (serial-to-parallel) converter converts the sequence {aL } into 
two sequences of binary symbols {u~')} and {U~2)}, where u~J)=O or 1 for 
j=l, 2. The relationship between the input data sequence {~} and the two 
binary sequences {u~')} and {U~2)} is shown in Fig. 3.2. The Gray coder, 
in Fig. 3.1 codes these two sequences of symbols according to Table 3.1, 
and gives two output sequences {q~')} and {q~2», where q~')=±l for 
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j=l, 2. These two sequences are converted into the corresponding sequences 
of impulses {Iq~"6(t-iT» 
l 
and {Iq'::"'6(t-iT» l l , which are fed into the 
modulation filter and hence to produce two base band modulating waveforms 
a(t)=Iq"'h (t-iT) 
l l .. 3 .. 1.1a 
and b(t)=Iq'2'h (t-iT) 
• l .. 3.1.1b 
where h .. (t) is the impulse response of the modulation filter with the 
transfer function of H .. (f). a~t) and b(t) are called the inphase and 
quadrature baseband signals, respectively. These two baseband signals are 
quadrature modulated, as described in Section 2.6, and then added linearly 
to give the QPSK signal 
S(t) = l2a(t)cos~<t - I2b(t)sin~<t 3.1.2 
with ~< the carrier frequency in rad/s. The resultant signal is fed into 
the bandpass transmission channel. Assume that the bandpass transmission 
channel introduces no attenuation, delay or distortion, but adds a 
Gaussian noise waveform, N(t), to the transmitted signal. So at the 
receiver, the signal input to the demodulation filter is 
r(t) = l2[a(t)cos~<t - b(t)sin~<t1 + N(t) 3.1.3 
where N (t) is a sample function of a Gaussian random process with zero 
mean and a two-sided power spectral density of ~o over the signal 
frequency band. Assume that the bandwidth of N(t) is small compared with 
~<' so it can be expanded [11 into 
N(t) = N«t)cos~ct - N.(t)sin~ct 3.1. 4 
where Nc(t) and N.(t) are sample functions of Gaussian random processes 
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with zero mean and a two-sided power spectral density twice that of X(t) 
(Appendix A7). Hence Eqn. 3.1.3 can be written as 
3.1.5 
Since the inphase and quadrature signal components are orthogonal 
[9], [10], the receiver is able to demodulate them independently to each 
other. The inphase and quadrature data signal components plus noise just 
prior to the demodulation filter are 
r (t)/2COSOlc t 
= ([/2a(t)+Xc(t)]COSOlct - [/2b(t)+N.(t)]sinOlct)/2cosOlct 
= [i:2a(t)+Nc(t)J{Y.i(1+cos2Olct) - [/2b(t)+N.(t)Jlisin2Olct 
= a(t)+IiNc(t) + [a(t)+~Nc(t)Jcos2Olct - [b(t)+IiN.(t)]sin2Olct 
= a(t) + IiNc(t) + h.f.c. 
and 
-r(t)l2sinOlc t 
= -([/2a(t)+Nc(t)JcosOlct [/2b(t)+N.(t)]sinOlct)f:2sinOlct 
= -[a(t)+i*Nc (t)]sin2Olct + [f:2b(t)+N.(t)J~(1-cos2Olct) 
3.1. 6a 
= -[a(t)+IiNc (t)Jsin2Olct + b(t)+~N.(t) - [b(t)+i*N.(t)Jcos2Olct 
= b(t) + i*N.(t) + h.f.c. 3.1. 6b 
respectively, where h.f.c. means the high frequency components. The 
demodulation filter blocks the h.f.c. in the signals and produces the 
wanted noisy inphase and quadrature base band signal components, 
a(t)+i*Nc(t) and b(t)+lix.(t), respectively. When comparing with the 
inphase and quadrature baseband components of the signals in Eqn. 3.1.5, 
it can be seen that the demodulation process has reduced both the signal 
and noise powers by the same factor of ~ and so retained the signal/noise 
power ratio. 
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At the demodulation filter output, the inphase and quadrature baseband 
signal components are 
and 
r'l)(t)=Eq")h(t-iT) + V")(t) 
•• 
r"'" (t)=Eq'2)h(t-iT) + VC'" (t) 
• • 
3.1. 7a 
3.1. 7b 
respectively, where h(t) is the inverse Fourier transform of H(f) which is 
the transfer function of the mcdulation and demodulation filters in 
cascade. V")(t) and V(2)(t) are filtered Gaussian noise waveforms. 
Bearing in mind that the bandpass transmission channel introduces no 
attenuation, delay or distortion. 
Assume that the modulation and demcdulation filters have the same 
characteristics, i.e., H~(f)=Hr(f) in Fig. 3.1, and the combined transfer 
function, H(f)=H~(f)Hr(f), is a sinusoidal rolloff frequency response 
(Eqn. 2.2.3) with a linear phase characteristic, such that h(O)=l and 
h<iT)=O, for all values of the integer i other than i=O. The signals 
r") (t) and r(2) (t) have no ISI at the time instants {iT). Assume also 
that the receiver provides the ideal required timing Signal, so that the 
two base band waveforms, r") (t) and r(2) (t), at the demodulation filter 
output, are sampled at the time instants {iT), to give two sequences of 
sample values {r~'» and {r~2» which are fed into the detector. Since 
there is no ISI at the sampling instants (iT), which implies that r~') and 
r~2) depend only on q~') and q~2). respectively, but not any {q~'» and 
(q~2» for j~i. The resultant operation of the channel is to add to the 
input symbols the noise components VC1> 
• 
respectively, to give at its output the samples, at time t=iT, 
and 
and V(2) 
• • 
3.1. 8a 
3.1. 8b 
where V~') and V~2) are sample values of Gaussian random variables with 
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zero mean and fixed variance ~2, the {v:"} and {v:"} being statistically 
independent and independent also of the {aL}. 
It is shown, in Section 2.2 , that under these assumed conditions, 
the optimum detection process for the {r"'} and {r',2'} 
, ' 
is by comparing 
each of them with a decision threshold of zero, therefore two separate 
threshold detectors are used to detect these two sequences of sample 
values {r:')} and {r~2)}, according to Table 3.3. The detected symbols 
are Gray decoded to produce the sequences {u~"} and {U~2'}. The sequence 
of decoded binary data symbols {aL } is obtained by using a PIS (parallel-
to-serial) converter. In the absence of nOlse, the {aL } are the same as 
In the absence of noise, Eqn. 3.1.8 becomes 
3.1. 9a 
and 3.1. 9b 
The four possible received signal vectors are shown in Fig. 3.3. The 
signal points are said to represent a signal constellation. It can be seen 
that QPSK signals have 4 distinct phases, ±rr/4 and ±3rr/4 radians. 
3.1.2 DEQPSK systems 
In the coherent QPSK system just described, each pair of binary 
symbols, (u~" U~2'), is Gray coded linearly to one of the four possible 
symbols and then transmitted. At the receiver, one of the 4 possible 
phases, ±rr/4 and ±3rr/4 radians, is received (Fig. 3.3) at the lnput of 
the detector. They are detected and Gray decoded linearly to obtain the 
corresponding pair of binary symbols (Table 3.3). However at the receiver, 
most carrier recovery circuits will introduce a fourfold ambiguity. This 
means that the carrier may shift the received signal vector (Fig. 3.3) by 
a phase of 0, rr/2, rr, or 3rr/2. To resolve this ambiguity, dlfferential 
encoding is commonly used. 
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Differential encoding encodes the pair of binary symbols, (U~') U~2», 
so that the phase change rather than the absolute phase carries the data, 
thus eliminating the need for a reference phase at the receiver. A block 
diagram of a conventional DEQPSK system is shown in Fig. 3.4. Each pair of 
binary symbols (U~') U~2», at time t=iT seconds, represents a 2-bit 
binary value. In generation of a differential encoded pair of binary 
symbols, (d~') d~2», i.e., d~j)=O or 1 for j=l,2, the 2-bit binary value 
of the present pair of symbols, (UC~) uC7'), is added to the 2-bit binary 
value of the previous differential encoded pair of symbols, (d~~~ d~~:),to 
form the present differential encoded pair of binary symbols, (d~') d~2». 
This process produces two sequences {d~')} and {d~2)} which are Gray coded 
(Table 3.1) to give two output sequences {q~')} and {q~2)}, where q~')=±l 
for j=l,2. Since each pair of the transmitted symbols represents a 
possible phase value received at the detector (Eqn. 3.1.9), this process 
actually produces the transmitted symbols which are the phase changes, 
rather than the absolute phases, of the data symbols to be received at the 
detector. The sampling, filtering and modulation processes following this 
are exactly the same as they are described in the QPSK system. 
Assume that the transmission channel is same as the one used in the 
QPSK system described before. Assume also that the receiver provides the 
ideal required timing signal,so that the baseband signal components at the 
demodulatior output are sampled, at the time instants (in, to give two 
sequences {r~"} and {r~2)} which are threshold detected and Gray decoded 
to produce two binary sequences (d~l) d~2)}. At the time instants {iT}, 
each pair of symbols (dCl ) dC2 » 
• • 
represents a 2-bit binary value. The 
differential decoded pair of binary symbols, 
subtracting from the binary values of the present pair 
obtained by 
of symbols 
(d~l) d~2» the binary values of the previous pair, (d~~~ d~~~), and the 
difference is expressed modulo-4. (An arbitrary initial pair of binary 
symbols may be assumed). The sequence of the binary-data symbols {a~} is 
obtained using a PIS (parallel-to-serial) converter. 
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3.2 Error probability performances Of coherent OPSK and 
DEOPSK sig.nals 
3.2.1 QPSK signal 
In Section 2.2, it is shown that, the optimum f11 tering 
arrangement of a baseband data-transmission system is the filtering which 
is shared equally between the transmitter and the receiver f11ters and 
with a sinusoidal rolloff frequency response. Under these conditions and 
if binary antipodal signals are used, the bit error probability is given 
by Q<{2Eb/No) <Eqn. 2.2.15), where 2~/No is the ratio of the average 
transmitted energy per bit to the two-sided noise power spectral denSity 
at the input to the receiver. 
The QPSK system, described in Section 3.1.1, has the filtering shared 
equally between the transmitter and receiver filters and with a sinusoidal 
roll off frequency response, and so is the optimum filtering arrangement 
for baseband data transmission. However since the demodulation process 
does not alter the signal/noise power ratio <Section 3.1.1), the filtering 
arrangement is also optimum for a bandpass data transmission system; the 
inphase and quadrature channels, each carrying binary antipodal signals, 
are orthogonal and they can be demodulated independently of each other, so 
each of the two channels can be treated independently; hence, the bit 
error probability of each of the inphase and quadrature channels should 
also be equal to Q</2Eb/No). 
Denoting the bit error probability in the inphase channel as p •• and in 
the quadrature channel as p.q ' the symbol error probability is therefore 
3.2.1 
Since p.,=p.q ' and they are typical small quantities «10-2 ) in 
practice, a good approximation for the overall symbol error probability is 
3.2.2 
• 
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The bit error probability of an individual channel is 
3.2.3 
so the symbol error probability is 
3.2.4 
The Gray-coded and non-Gray-coded cases are shown in Table 3.2. In the 
Gray-coded constellation case, adjacent symbols differs by only one bit, 
whereas in the non-Gray-coded case, the adjacent symbols differ by one or 
by two bits. With AGWN, by far the most likely error in the detection of a 
symbol is that which involves the crossing of the nearest decision 
threshold. Thus the bit error rate of an ideal Gray-coded QPSK system 
approximately equals to one-half of its symbol error rate, i.e., 
3.2.5 
A more vigorous analysis of the p. and p •• relationship is presented In 
[ 2], 
3.2.2 DEQPSK signal 
In a differentially encoded coherent QPSK system (DEQPSK), the 
differential decodIng process at the receiver is carried out after the 
detection process. During differential decodIng, error multiplication by a 
factor of 2 occurs. Thus the bIt error rate of the Gray-coded DEQPSK 
signal is (Eqn. 3.2.5) 
3.2.6 
Equations 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 are the theoretical error.rate performances 
of the QPSK and DEQPSK systems transmitting signals over an optimum data-
transmIssion channel where only AWGN is added. In any practical satellite 
links, there are many other factors, such as HPA distortIon, ACI, etc., 
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which affect the performances of the systems. Since these factors are too 
difficult to use mathematical expressions to analyse, their effects on 
error-rate performances require complex computer simulations. Because 
computer simulations are more easily carried out on the baseband models 
with the use of a digital computer, the baseband equivelent models of the 
different systems are modelled digitally as described in the following 
sections. 
3.3 Baseband equivalent mode] Of DEOPS!{ system. with a ] 1 near 
or a nonlinear satellite channel. for computer simllat1gD 
The DEQPSK system considered here operates at a speed of 64, 128, 256 
or 512 kbit/s over a satellite link. Since DEQPSK signals use a 
quadrature modulation technique (SectIon 2.6), the system can be greatly 
simplified by assigning real values to the signal In one of the two 
parallel channels (that associated with I2cos~ct) and imaginary values to 
the signals in the other channel (that associated with -l2sinwct), and 
then considering the linear modulator, the transmitter IF filter, the HPA, 
the receiver IF filter and the lInear demodulator, as a baseband 
transmission path carrying complex-valued signals (Section 2.6). The 
resul tant base band equivalent model of the DEQPSK system, wi th a linear 
and memoryless, a linear and bandlimited, or a nonlinear and bandlimited 
satellite channel, for computer simulation, is shown in Fig. 3.5. The 
information to be transmitted is carried by the sequence of binary data-
symbols {aL) , where the {aL' are taken to ce statistIcally Independent and 
equally likely to be either 0 or 1. The encoded symbols {q,l are obtained 
from the {aL', by the e~coder, after being differentially encoded and 
Gray-code (Section 3.1.2). The i~h symbol has the value q,=±l ±j, where 
j=I-1, the {q,l, of course, being statistically independent and equally 
likely to have any of the four possible values. Each q, is a quaternary 
signal element. The sequence {q,l is used to form the sequence of impulses 
{Eq,8(t-iT», at the input of the modulation filter. The signal waveform , 
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• at the output of the filter is the complex-valued base band signal 
3.3.1 
_ whe,e h .. (t) is the impulse response of the modulation filter. and -at any 
~given value of t. is real (Section 2.4.1). 
Since a digital computer is used to do the simulation tests. the 
transmission system is modelled digitally for simulation. The continuous 
waveforms in the system are modelled as discrete waveforms. So the 
complex-valued waveform u (t) is sampled. at the time instants {mT.} (8 
times per symbol). where T=8T •• to give the sequence (um >. where um=u(mT8 ) 
has a complex value. The {um> are then fed to ~ baseband equivalent model 
of one of the bandpass channels. Three different bandpass channels. as 
shown in Fig. 2.14. are considered here. They are (a) linear and 
memoryless. (b) linear and bandlimi ted and. (c) nonlinear and bandlimi ted 
channels (Section 2.6). 
(a) Linear and mellDryless channel 
This channel does not distort the signal. but only adds the Gaussian 
noise samples to the signal samples. So at time t=mT.. the signal sample 
at the channel output is 
w = u + n m m m 3.3.2 
where wm' um and nm all have complex values. The real and imaginary parts 
of all noise samples are taken to be statistically independent Gaussian 
random variables with zero mean and fixed .variance .. 2 (which will be 
discussed later). 
• 
(b) Linear and bandUDited channel 
Over this channel. the signal is, filtered by the baseband equivalent 
'. 
model of the transmitter IF filter. The sampled impuls~ responses of the 
base band equivalent models of the transm1 tter and receiver IF filters. 
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sampled at lIT. samples per second, are given by the (g+1)-component 
vector 
F = [ fo f, f",2 ••••• fog] 3.3.3 
where the {fm}, for O~m~g, have real valued components, as shown in 
Table 2.2, and fm=f(mT.'. The signal at the output of the filter is 
sampled at the time instants {mT.'. So at time t=mT., the signal sample is 
- " 
em = E U,.,._hfh 
»-0 
3.3.4 
where em has a complex value. After adding the noise component, the sample 
becomes 
3.3.5 
where Ym also has a complex value. The sequence of {Ym} is fed into the 
receiver IF filter which is modelled as a digital filter, with a sampling 
rate 11Ts samples per second, and which produces at the output, at time 
t=mT., the sample 
3.3.6 
where zm has a complex value. 
(c) Bonlinear and bandliDited channel 
Over this channel, the {um} are first filtered by the transmitter IF 
filter, as described in (b), to produce at its output, at time t=mT., the 
signal sample (Eqn. 3.3.4) 
e,... = 3.3.7 
where em has a complex value, which is then nonlinearly distorted by the 
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HPA. After adding the noise sample, the sample at the input of the 
receiver IF filter becomes (Eqn. 2.5.30) 
3.3.8 
where zm' e,. and nm all have complex values, GUm) is the conversion 
function of the baseband equivalent model of the HPA, H. is the HPA 
backoff factor, and Am is the one of the values {An} (Table 2.3) closest 
to the input signal envelope I emHc I (Section 2.5). The {z,) are fed into 
-
the receiver IF filter, at time t=mT., which produces the signal sample 
3.3.9 
In all these three cases, the sampled signal {wm} (given by Eqn. 3.3.2, 
3.3.6 and 3.3.9) from the baseband equivalent models of the bandpass 
channels are filtered by the demodulation filter. The sampled impulse 
response of the demodulator filter, sampled at the rate of liT. samples 
per second, is given by the (n+l)-component vector 
p = [ Po P, P2 ••••• Pn 1 3.3.10 
where the {Pm}' for O(m(n, have real-valued components (Table 2.1), and 
Pm=p(mTs )' Thus, at time t=mT., the signal sample at the output of the 
demodulation filter is 
n 
3.3.11 
where rm has a complex value. Assume that receiver provides the required 
ideal timing Signal. So that the sequence {rm} is sampled once per symbol, 
at the time instants {iT}, to give the sequence {r,> which are detected 
and then decoded into the sequence of binary data-symbols {a~>. 
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Since the bit-energy-to-noise power spectral density ratio at the input 
to the receiver is always used for comparison of performances of different 
systems, it is now to determine the two-sided power spectral density at 
the input to the receiver under the assumed conditions. The noise samples 
{Dm} in Eqns. 3.3.2, 3.3.5 and 3.3.8 are assumed to have variance 
~2. It is shown in Appendix A8 that, under these assumed conditions, the 
two-sided noise power spectral density at the input to the receiver is 
(Eqn. A8.10 or A8.11) 
No=~ 
2 k 3.3.12 
where kiT is the sampling rate used in the simulation tests. 
Equation 3.3.12 relates the two-sided noise power spectral density to the 
sampling rate used in the simulation tests. The sampling rate must be 
greater than twice the signal bandwidth to prevent alaising. 
To calculate 2Eb/No value, i.e., signal/noise power ratio or bit 
energy-to-noise power spectral density ratio value, in a simulation test, 
the average energy per sample of the transmitted signal is first measured 
(bearing in mind that the channel introduces no attenuation) by 
transmitting a few thousand symbols and using the equation (Eqn. A8.15) 
Average energy/sample 1 p. = il 3.3.13 
where k: number of samples taken per T seconds in the simulation test 
(i.e., k=8 for the present case), 
L: number of transmitted symbols in the test, 
and IsMI: amplitude of the m~h sample in the transmitted signal, i.e., 
3.3.4 and 3.3.8, respectively, depending on which of the 
bandpass channels is used. 
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The value of the noise variance .. :z for any required value of 2Et./No, 
under the assumed conditions, is then computed using the equation 
<Eqn. A8.21> 
0'2 = 3.3.14 
The Gaussian random number generator in the computer is used to generate 
the inphase and quadrature noise samples with zero mean and fixed variance 
After computing the value of .. :z for the required value of 2Et./No, the 
test is then carried out again with a large number of symbols to find the 
probability of error, P., at the given value of 2Eb/No. At the end of the 
test, the value of p. <average energy per sample) is computed again, and 
and the value of 2Eb/No are checked using the equation <Eqn. A8.20) 
= 3.3.15 
to make sure it has the correct value. 
Therefore, all the simulation tests, discussed in this thesis, are 
carried out in the sampled time domain by generating large numbers of 
binary data-symbols, encoding them, convolving them with the sampled 
impulse responses of the various filters in the base band equivalent model, 
detecting and decoding them. The sampling rate is 8 samples per symbol. 
It is shown in Appendix 8 that, when a continuous waveform is sampled 
at lIT. samples per second to produce the sampled signal, the latter must 
be~ scaled by- the sampling interval T., in order to have the same signal 
energy level. However, the scaling factor is, for convenience, omitted 
here. This does not affect the signal/noise power ratio of the systems 
tested, because the signal and noise energy levels are measured at the 
same point, thus the scaling factors cancel each other. 
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3.4 Basebond equivalent model of DBOPSK gysteD, with a linear gr ngnlinear 
satellite channel and in an ACI environment. fer computer slUU1at1gn 
The base band equivalent model of a quadrature modulation system, with a 
linear or nonlinear satellite channel and in an ACI environment, is 
described in Section 2.6. Here the baseband equivalent model of the DEQPSK 
system in an ACI environment for computer simulation is shown in Fig. 3.6, 
where there are three identical transmitters separated in frequency with a 
channel spacing of ~c_ rad/s. One of them is for the desired channel, and 
the other two are for the upper' and lower adjacent channels. These three 
transmi tters could operate the HPAs either in the linear or nonlinear 
mode. FT(f) is the resultant transfer function of the modulation filter in 
cascade with the baseband equivalent model of the transmitter IF filter. 
The way to generate the equivalent baseband signals from the transmitters 
is exactly the same as that used for a single channel described in the 
last section. The data, of course, in each of the these three transmitters 
are statistically independent. As before, the system is modelled digitally 
for computer simulation, 
The equivalent baseband transmitted signals, for the upper channel, 
desired channel and lower channel, with respect to the desired channel, 
are (Eqns. 2.6.11c, d and g) 
and 
suet) = [au(t) + jbu(t)] exp(j~c.t) 
so(t) = [ao(t) + jbo(t)] 
SL(t) = [aL(t) t jbL(t)] exp(-j~c.t) 
3.4.1a 
3,4,1b 
3.4.1c 
as are shown in Section 2.6, where au(t)tjbu(t), ao(t)tjbo(t>, and 
aL(t)tjbL(t), are the equivalent baseband signals with respect to the 
corresponding channels, and j=l=1. (Note that since the transmitters could 
operate the respective HPAs either in the linear or nonlinear lIDde, the 
signals could either or not be nonlinearly distorted by the HPAs.) The 
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signals are sampled at liT. samples per second. at the time instants 
{mT.}. (It should be noted that. since the adjacent channels are present. 
the sampling rate used in the tests must be high enough to prevent 
aliasing occuring in the upper channel.) At time t=mT •• the signal samples 
are 
- [au ..... jbu Ml exp(j"'c.mT.) 3.4.2a su ..... = + 
- [aD m jbo ~l 3.4.2b So.m = + 
and - [aL m j bL. ~l exp (-j "'c_mT.) 3.4.2c Sl.,M = + 
after adding the noise component n~ at time t=mTs' the signal sample at 
the input of the desired channel receiver is 
... ... ... ... 
SR,M = sU.m + sU.m + sL,m + nm 3.4.3 
The real and imaginary parts of all noise samples are taken to be 
statistically independent Gaussian random variables with zero mean and 
fixed variance ~2 given by Eqn. 3.3.14. 
The sampled impulse responses of the baseband equivalent model of the 
receiver IF filter and of the modulation filter. sampled at the rate of 
liT. samples per second. are given by the (g+l)-component vector 
F = [ fo f, f2 ••••• f" 1 3.4.4 
and the (n+1)-component vector 
p = [ Po p, P2 • • • • • Pn 1 3.4.5 
respectively. where fm=f(mT.> and p~=p(mT.>. The delay in transmission is 
neglected here. Thus. at time t=mT.. the sample value of the received 
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signal into the detector, is 
n 
r M = I Wm_hP .... 
"'-0 3.4.6 
g 
where wM = E s f h-O ..... m-h h 3.4.7 
Assume that the receiver provides the required ideal timing signal, so 
that the sequence {rM } is sampled once per symbol, at the time instants 
{iT}, to give the sequence {r,},_ which are detected and Gray decoded into 
the sequence of detected binary data-symbols {a~}. 
3.5 Power spectra of QPSK and DEOPSK signals 
In the QPSK system described in Section 3.1.1, the lowpass filtering is 
shared equally between the transmitter and receiver filters and with a 
sinusoidal roll off frequency response. If the input data are random and 
equiprobable, the power spectra of the inphase and quadrature baseband 
signals at the modulation filter output have the same shape as the 
transfer function of the modulation filter. The modulation process, (i.e., 
multiplying the inphase and quadrature baseband signals by the carrier 
signal components I2cos~<t and -l:2sin~<t, respectively,) shifts the 
spectra by ~< rad/s in the frequency domain from base band to bandpass. 
When these signals are added linearly in the time domain to form the QPSK 
signal, the shapes of the individual spectra are not altered (this can 
seen from the linearity property of Fourier transform). So if the bandpass 
channel is linear and memoryless (i.e., it does not distort the signals) 
and the carrier frequency is high enough to prevent aliasing, the power 
spectrum of the transmitted bandpass signal (i.e., the sum of the imphase 
and quadrature signals) has the shape same as the base band signal power 
spectra which are shaped solely by the modulation filter. 
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The differential encoding process in DEQPSK systems does not alter the 
shapes of the spectra, so if the same transmitter filtering is used, 
DEQPSK signals will have the same signal power spectra as those of QPSK 
signals. 
3.6 Spectral estimation of OPSK and DEQPSK signals by 
computer simulation 
3.6.1 Basic principle on spectral estimation [3] 
A good method of estimating the power spectral density of a modulated 
signal is by computer simulation. This method is quite straightforward and 
general. A pseudorandom data sequence is generated, and the modulat,on 
process is produced digitally. Since the signal has a certain bandwidth, 
the sampling rate must be high enough in order to prevent alaising. 
Suppose there are k samples and the DFT <Discrete Fourier Transform) of 
sampled signal is Xk(f). The power spectrum of the latter is estimated as 
[ 3] 
3.6.1 
The shape of the spectrum is concerned here, so the factor ilk can be 
neglected. Provided the sequence is suitably long and random, S(f) will 
approach the exact signal spectrum. In order to get a good smooth 
estimation, it is need to average over a number of data sequence of 
several hundred symbols. Even so, considerable spectral variance remains, 
and small bias may remain. The variance can be reduced by a smoothing 
window, e.g., Turkey or Barttett, though this will increase the bias and 
spectrum resolution [4],[5],[6] 
3.6.2 Baseband eqUivalent BOdel for spectral estimation 
The baseband eqUivalent model, used for spectral estimation of the 
transmitted QPSK Signal, is shown in Fig. 3.7. The spectra of the sampled 
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signals are estimated at three different points along the transmission 
path. They are at the outputs of the 
(a) modulation filter, 
(b) transmitter IF filter, and 
(c) HPA, 
which are marked as points 'A', 'B' and 'C', respectively, in Fig. 3.7. 
Point 'A' is used to estimate the spectrum of the sampled signal shaped 
solely by the modulation filter. Point 'B' is used to estimate the 
spectrum of the sampled signal shaped by the overall transmitter 
filtering, for systems operating over a linear satellite channel. Whereas 
point 'C' is used to estimate the spectral spreading of the sampled signal 
caused by the HPA, for systems operating over a nonlinear satellite 
channel. The spectral estimation methods for these sampled signals are 
described as follows. 
(a) To estimate the spectrum at point 'A', a sequence of L quaternary 
data-symbols {q.} are generated where q.=±l±j and j=t=I. The {q.} being 
statistically independent and equally likely to have any of the four 
possible values. The sequence {q.} is sampled at the time instants {iT} 
and used to form the sequence of impulses (tq.S(t-iT)} which are fed into 
i 
the modulation filter. The signal at the filter output is the complex-
valued waveform 
I... 
u(t) = t q.ht(t-iT) 
• 
3.6.2 
with ht(t) the impulse response of the modulation filter. The waveform 
u (t) is sampled, at the time instants {mT.} (8 times per symbol), where 
T.=T/8 and T is the symbol duration, to give the signal sequence (um) , 
(b) To estimate the signal spectrum of the sampled signal at point 'B' 
in Fig. 3.7, the sample values {um } obtained in (a) are further filtered 
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by the baseband equivalent model of the transmitter IF filter. The sampled 
impulse response of the baseband equivalent model of the transmitter IF 
filter, sampled at the rate of lIT. samples per second, is given by the 
(g+l)-component vector 
3.6.3 
where the {f
m
}, for O'm'g, have real-valued components (Table 2.2), so 
that at time t=mT.,the signal sample at the IF filter output is 
em = 3.6.4 
(c) To estimate the spectral spreading of the sampled signal at point 
'C', the sample values {em} obtained in (b) are nonlinearly distorted by 
the HPA, so that at time t=mT.,the signal sample at the output of the HPA 
is (Eqn. 2.5.30) 
3.6.5 
where G(Am) is the conversion function of the baseband equivalent model of 
the HPA, Am is the one of the {An} (Table 2.3) closest to the input signal 
The FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) routine in the computer is used to 
evaluate the Fourier transform. Since the routine runs faster if the 
number of samples is a power of 2 (NAGF computer manual), the number of 
elements, in the resultant sequences {um}, {em} and {Zm} , is arranged to 
be 2'°=1024. A Turkey window (1. e., a raised cosine pulse) is used to 
reduced the variance [4],[51,[6]. Since the {um} , {em} and {zm} have 
complex values, the amplitude spectra of the real and imaginary components 
of these signals, representing the spectra of the inphase and quadrature 
signals, respectively. are computed separately by means of FFT and then 
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added to form the amplitude spectrum of the QPSK signal. The 1024 samples 
are reduced to 128 samples by ,,"veraging every 8 consecutive samples. In 
order to obtain a good estimate of the amplitude spectrum of the sampled 
signal, the same procedure is repeated for 100 different sequence of data-
symbols <q,} and then averaged. The signal power spectral density of the 
sampled signal in dB is then obtained by taking the function 20log,o(.) on 
each of these 128 sample values. 
Since if the same fl1 tering are used, DEQPSK signals have the same 
spectra as those of QPSK signals. There is no need to estimate the DEQPSK 
signal spectra. 
3.7 Sim,,] atioD results and disCJlS-51oD 
Computer simulation tests have been carried out to assess the error-
rate performances of the different systems, using DEQPSK signals, with the 
equipment fl1 ters and HPA described in Section 2. The simulatlon models 
and methods are described in Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.6. In all 
simUlation tests, it is assumed that the recel ver provides the reqUired 
ideal carrier and timing Signals, and the data-transmlssion systems are 
optimised by sharing the overall filterl~g equally between the transmitter 
and receiver filters. 
3.7.1 Performances of DEQPSK signals, with different truncation lengths of 
the sampled impulse responses of the modulation and demodulation filters, 
over a linear and memoryless bandpass channel. 
This sectlon studies the mimmum truncation length of the sampled 
impulse responses of the modulation and demodulatlon filters 
(Section 2.4.1) required to approximate to the theoretical ideal error-
rate performances of the signals in the practical region, 1. e., 
P.=10-" - 10-4 • The simulation model used to evaluate the error-rate 
performance is shown in Fig. 3.5, where the linear and memoryless channel 
is used (i.e., with Switches 'A' closed). Different truncation lengths of 
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the sampled impulse responses for different values of .8 are used as the 
sampled impulse responses of the modulation and demodulation filters. The 
effects of different values of .8 on the performance are shown in Fig. 3.B. 
With .8=25%, Fig. 3.Ba shows that, the minimum truncation length of the 
sampled impulse respones required for the modulation and demodulation 
filters to approximate to the theoretical ideal error-rate performance, at 
P. ~10-4, is BT. With .8=50% and 75%, the results in Figs. 3.Bb and 3.Bc 
show that, the required minimum truncation length to approximate to the 
theoretical ideal error-rate performance at P.~10-4 is 4T. Whereas, with 
.8=100%, Fig.3.B shows that the required minimum truncation length is 2T. 
Table 3.4 shows the degradations in tolerance to noise of the DEQPSK 
signals with different truncation lengths, at P.=10-4, in comparison w1th 
that of an ideal DEQPSK system. These degradations are due to ISI caused 
by not using a long enough truncation length of the sampled impulse 
responses of the modulation and demodulation filters, and they can be 
reduced by using longer truncation lengths. It can be seen, in Fig. 3.B, 
that these degradations get larger at low error rates where ISI is the 
dominated factor causing errors. 
The results indicate that the minimum truncation lengths of the sampled 
impulse responses of the modulation and demodulation filters, with .8=100%, 
75%, 50% and 25% reqUired to approximate to the theoretical ideal error-
rate performance at P.=10-4 are 2T, 4T, 4T and BT, respect1vely. 
3.7.2 Performances of DEQPSK signals over a linear and bandliD1ted 
bandpass cbannel 
In any practical satellite system, the signal from the modulator at the 
transmitter is always further bandl1mited by the IF filter before being 
up-converted to a microwave frequency, and at the receiver, a receiver IF 
filter, having the same characteristics as the transmitter IF filter, is 
always used to select the lower sideband of the desired downconverted 
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signal. Since these IF filters are narrowband to suppress ACI, they may 
also introduce ISI into the signal. This section studies the degradation 
in tolerance to noise caused by the bandlimited effects of the IF filters. 
The simulation model used to evaluate the error-rate performance is 
shown in Fig. 3.5, where the linear and bandlimited channel is used (i.e., 
with Switches 'B' closed>. The minimum truncation lengths of the sampled 
impulse responses of the modulation and demodulation filters obtained from 
the previous section are used here, i.e., the truncation lengths of 2T, 
4T, 4T and 8T are used in the sampled impulse responses of the modulatlon 
and demodulation filters with ~=100%, 75%, 50% and 25%, respectively. The 
results are shown in Fig. 3.9, which suggest that with 1\=75%, 50%, and 
25%, there is no degradation in tolerance to noise over the region 
P.)10-4 , due to ISI caused by the IF filtering, whereas with 1\=100%, the 
signal has very 11 ttle degradation in tolerance to noise at P.HO-4 
because of its relatively wide bandwidth. This degradation, caused by ISI, 
is not obvious at high error rates because the errors are dominated by 
nOise, while at lower error rates, the errors are dOmlnated by ISI and so 
the degradation increases. Fig. 3.9 shows that, in the practical region of 
P., i.e., P.=lO-4 - lO-s, the IF filters introduce a relatively low level 
of IS!. 
3.7.3 Performances of DBQPSK signals with different truncation lengths of 
the sampled impulse responses of the modulation and demodulation filters, 
over a linear and bandlimited bandpass channel and in an ACI environment 
ISI is a less serious effect than ACI, since the effects of the former 
(when present> can be greatly reduced through the modification of the 
detector, e.g. using a Viterbi detector [81, whereas the latter appears as 
additive noise in the performance of the system. This section studies the 
minimum truncation lengths of the sampled impulse responses of the 
modulation and demodulation filters reqUired to bandlimit the signals over 
a linear bandpass channel and in an ACI enviroment. 
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In Section 3.7.1, it is shown that, over a linear and memoryless 
bandpass channel, the longer the truncation length of the sampled impulse 
responses of the modulation and demodulation f11 ters, the better is the 
approximation of the signal to the theoretical ideal error-rate 
performance. In Section 3.7.2, it is shown that, over a, linear and 
bandlimited bandpass channel, the minimum truncation lengths of the 
sampled impulse responses of the modulation and demodulation filters with 
~=100%, 75%, 50% and 25%, required to approximate to the theoretical ideal 
error-rate performance of the signals, at P.~10-4, are to be 2T, 4T, 4T 
and BT, respectively. Now in an ACI environment, these minimum truncation 
lengths may not be good enough because the longer the truncation length, 
the more tightly bandlimited are the signals. These effects can easily be 
seen by means of spectral estimation on the sampled signal at the output 
of the modulation fll ter. The model used to estimate the spectra of the 
sampled signal is shown in Fig. 3.7, where the spectrum of the sampled 
signal at point 'A' is studied. Different truncation lengths of the 
sampled impulse responses of the modulation filter, with ~=100%, 75%, 50% 
and 25%, are used. The results are shown in Fig. 3.10, which indicate that 
a longer truncatlon length can suppress more out of band radiation. 
The simulation model, used to evaluate the error-rate performance of 
DEQPSK signal, over a linear bandlimi ted bandpass channel and in an ACI 
environment, is shown in Flg. 3.6, where the linear and bandlimited 
bandpass channel is used (i.e., with Switches 'B' closed) with the channel 
spacing f c .=5R/4 Hz (where R is the symbol rate). Different truncation 
lengths of the sampled impulse responses of the modulation and 
demodulation filters, with ~=100%, 75%, 50% and 25%, are used in order to 
test if a longer truncation length of the sampled impulse responses would 
further bandl1mi t the transmitted signal spectra (hence suppress more 
ACI). The results of the simulation tests on the error-rate performances 
are shown in Fig. 3.11. 
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The results show that, with )3=100% and truncation lengths 2T and 4T 
for the sampled impulse responses, the signals have the same degradation 
in tolerance to noise of about 1. 8 dB at P.=10-4. This means that no 
improvement in performance can be obtained by using a truncation length of 
4T, instead of 2T. Thus the truncation length of 2T is long enough to 
bandl1mi t the signal adequately. This DEQPSK signal, with )3=100% and a 
truncation length of 2T, is known here as signal lA. 
With )3=75% and truncation lengths of 4T and 6T in the sampled impulse 
responses, the signals have the-same degradation in tolerance to noise of 
about 1.2 dB at P.=10-4. For the same reason as that described in the 
previous paragraph, the truncation length of 4T is long enough to 
bandlimit the signal. This signal, with )3=75% and a truncation length of 
4T, is known here as signal 2A. 
With )3=50%, signals with truncation lengths of 4T and 6T have the same 
degradation in tolerance to noise of about 0.3 dB, at P.=10-4, so the 
truncation length of 4T is long enough. This DEQPSK signal, with )3=50% and 
a truncation length of 4T, is known here as signal 3A. 
Wi th )3=25% the signals with truncation lengths of 8T and lOT have no 
degradation in tolerance to noise at P.~10-4, so the truncation length of 
8T is enough. This DEQPSK signal, with the truncation length of 8T, is 
known here as signal 4A. 
The degradations in tolerance to noise of the signals, at P.=10-4, with 
fcs=5R/4 Hz and 5.5R/4 Hz, in comparison with that of an ideal DEQPSK 
system, are shown in Table 3.5 
ACI arises from the spillover of signal power (or energy> from an 
adjacent ~hannel, so it can be reduced by increasing the channel spacing 
fcs. With fcs increased to 5.5R/4 Hz, the error-rate performances of 
signals lA, 2A, 3A and 4A are shown Fig. 3.llb. It can be seen that, by 
increasing fcs to 5.5R/4 Hz, the degradations in tolerance to noise caused 
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by ACI for signals 2A and 3A have been removed, but for signal lA, the 
degradation has decreased from 1.8 dB to 0.5 dB at P.=10-"'. Simulation 
tests have also been carried out for signal 4A with fea=4.5R/4 Hz. and the 
results suggest that there is still no degradation at P.HO-"'. This is 
because signal 4A is a relatively narrowband signal. 
Since ACI arises from overlapping of the signal power spectra of 
adjacent channels onto the wanted channel. it may provide some insight 
into the degradation in tolerance to noise by studying the transmitted 
signal power spectra of signars lA. 2A. 3A and 4A over a linear and 
bandlimited channel. The model for spectral estimation is shown in Fig. 
3.7. where the transmitted signal power spectrum at the output of the IF 
filter (i.e .• marked as Point 'B' in the figure) is estimated. The 
estimated transmitted signal spectra of signals lA. 2A. 3A and 4A. in an 
ACI environment. are shown in Figs. 3.12a. b. c and d. 
In Fig. 3.12d it can be seen that. for signal 4A with fe.=4.5R/4 Hz. 
the transmitter IF f11 ter has suppressed ACI to -15 dB. but computer 
simulation results have shown that. under these conditions. ACI does not 
cause any degradation in tolerance to noise to signal 4A at P~~10-"'. hence 
it can be said that ACI below -15 dB has an insignificant effect on the 
error-rate performance at Pe~10-"'. Figure 3.12c shows that. with 
fea=5R/4 Hz, ACI above -15 dB is small for signal 3A; and so it causes 
insignificant degradation at P.~10-"'. as is shown in Fig. 3.11a. Figures 
3.12a and b show that, with fea=5R/4 Hz, ACI above -15 dB is relatively 
larger for signals lA and 2A. and so these cause the degradations in 
tolerance to noise of about 1. 8 dB and 1. 2 dB to signals lA and 2A. 
respectively, at P.=10-"'. as can be seen in Fig. 3.11. 
Figures 3.12b and c also show that, with fea increased to 5.5R/4 Hz. 
signals 2A and 3A have no ACI above -15 dB and so they have no degradation 
in tolerance to noise at P.~10-"', but for signal lA (Fig. 3.12a), there is 
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a small amount of ACI above -15 dB which therefore has caused a small 
degradation in tolerance to noise at P.=10-4 to the signal. All these 
results show that, for DEQPSK signals, ACI below -15 dB has an 
insignificant effect on the performance, at P_~10-4. 
From the above results, it can be concluded that, with the preferred IF 
filters, the channel spacings for signals lA, 2A, 3A and 4A must be 
5.5R/4, 5.5R/4, 5R/4 and 4.5R/4 Hz, respectively, 1n order to limit the 
degradation in, tolerance to noise to, say ~O.5 dB, at P.=10-4. It is 
obvious that, since the channe-l is linear and so does not spread the 
spectra, narrowband signals (or the signals with smaller value of ~) can 
achieve a better bandwidth efficiency, at the expense of a slight increase 
in equipment complexity (because a narrowband signal requires a longer 
truncation length of the sampled impulse responses of the modulation and 
demodulation filters to approximate to the theoretical ideal signal 
spectrum). It should be noted that the resul ts obtained in this 
section are applied to the linear satellite channels which have the HPAs 
and TWTAs operating in the linear modes. 
3.7.4 Performances of signals lA, 2A, 3A and 4A over a nonlinear and 
bandlilli ted bandpass channel 
For the present application, the HPA at the earth station is operating 
in the nonlinear mode for high power efficiency. This introduces AM-AM and 
AM-PM conversion effects of the transmitted Signal. These effects degrade 
the tolerance to noise of the system, for the following two reasons 
(Section 2.5). 
1) The signal is nonlinearly distorted. 
2) Spectral restoration (known as spectral spreading) increases the 
ACI. 
When the Signal is nonlinearly distorted, the receiver filters no 
longer match the received Signal, and inevitably degrade the performance. 
----------....... 
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The simulation model, used to evaluate the effects of nonlinear distortion 
on the error-rate performance, is shown in Fig. 3.5, where the nonlinear 
and bandlim1ted bandpass channel is used (i.e., with Switches 'C' closed). 
The error-rate performances for signals lA, 2A, 3A and 4A (see Section 
3.7.3 for the definitions) transmitted over the nonlinear and bandlim1ted 
cbannel, are shown in Figs. 3. 13a, band c, respectively. The HPA here 
operates at 0 ,0.2 or 0.68' dB output backoff (see Section 2.5 for the 
reasons behind the use of these three backoff values). 
Vith the HPA operating at 0 -dB OBO (output backoff), Fig. 3.13a shows 
that, of these signals, signal 4A suffers the largest degradation in 
tolerance to noise (about 1.6 dB at P.=10-4) because of its relatively 
narrow bandwidth, which causes more severe fluctuations in the timing 
waveform (Fig. 2.8), thus more nonlinear distortion 1s caused by the HPA. 
Vith the HPA operating at 0.2 dB OBO (i.e., slightly below saturation), 
Fig. 3.13b shows that the degradations in tolerance to noise of signals 
lA, 2A and 3A remain the same as those with OdB HPA DBD, at P.HO-4, 
whereas signal 4A has reduced the degradation to about 1.1 dB (i.e., a 0.5 
dB improvement is achieved). 
Figure 3.13c shows that, with the HPA OBO value further increased to 
0.68 dB, the degradations in tolerance to noise of signals lA, 2A and 3A, 
at P_~10-4 still remain the same as those with the HPA operating at 0 dB 
DBO, and the further improvement in error-rate performance of signal 4A is 
insignificant. 
The degradations in tolerance to noise of the signals, at P.=10-4, are 
given in Table 3.6. It can be seen that, with the HPA operating at 0, 0.2 
or 0.68 dB OBO, the P. degradations of signals lA, 2A and 3A, due to the 
nonl1near distortion effects, are insignificant " 0.6 dB ), at P.HO-4. 
Vhereas, for signal 4A with 0 dB HPA OBO, the degradation in tolerance to 
noise is about 1.6 dB, at P.=10-~ which can be reduced to about 1.1 dB by 
increasing the HPA OBO value from 0 dB to 0.2 dB. However, a further 
increase in the HPA OBO value does not give any significant improvement. 
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3. '1. 5 Performances of signals lA. 2A. 3A and 4A over a nonliear and 
handliDited handpass channel and in an ACI environment 
Since the HPA has the characteristics (Fig. 2.12) of a soft limiter, a 
band 11 mi ted signal with a nanconstant envelope fed through the HPA will 
suffer ln spectrum spreading and increased ACI. These effects can be 
observed by means of spectrum estimation on the transmitted signal at the 
HPA output at the earth station. The model for spectrum estimation is 
shown in Fig. 3. '1, where the spectrum of the sampled signal at the HPA 
output is studied. With the use of signals lA, 2A, 3A and 4A (see Section 
3. '1. 3 for the definitions), the estimated spectra are shown in Figs. 
3.l4a, b, c and d, respectively, and they indicate that the HPA has caused 
significant spectral spreading in the transmitted signals, and 11 ttle 
improvement can be achieved by increasing the HPA OBO value from 0 dB to 
'0.68 dB. 
Spectral spreadlng increases ACI, so inevitably lt will cause a 
degradation in tolerance to noise in the transmisslon systems. The 
slmulation made I , used to evaluate the spectral spreading effects on the 
error-rate performances of signals lA, 2A, 3A and 4A in an ACI 
environment, is shown in Fig. 3.6, where the nonllnear and bandlimited 
bandpass channel is used (1. e., with Switches 'A' closed). With the 
channel spacing f<s=5R/4 Hz <where R is the symbol rate), the error-rate 
performances of the signals with the HPA operating at 0, 0.2 and 0.68 dB 
OBO, are shown in Figs 3.l5a,b and c, respectlvely. 
W, th the HPA operating at 0 dB HPA OBO, Figure 3.15a shows that, of 
these Signals, signal 2A has the best performance Wl th a degradation of 
about 2.8 dB degradation at P.=10-4 , in comparison with that of an ideal 
DEQPSK system, whereas signal 4A has the worst performance. 
Wi th the HPA OBO value increased from 0 dB to 0.2 dB, Figure 3. l5b 
shows that signal 3A has the best performance with a degradation of about 
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1.8 dB at P.=10-4, in comparsion with that of an ideal DBQPSK system. It 
can be seen that signal 4A has the largest improvement in performance. The 
reason is that the nonlinear distortion effects have been reduced 
significantly (see the previous section), but not the spectrum spreading. 
With the HPA OBO value further increased to 0.68 dB, Fig. 3.15c shows 
that the error-rate performances of signals lA, 2A and 3A are about the 
same as in the cases of 0.2 dB HPA OBO, and signal 4A has reduced the 
degradahon in tolerance to noise from 2.4 to 1. 8 dB, at P.=10-4. Thus 
very little further improvement" is obtained, and the penalty for this is 
about 0.5 dB HPA output power reduction caused by operating the HPA about 
0.5 dB below its full power. 
The degradations in tolerance to noise of the signals, at P.=10-4, at 
different HPA DBD values, in comparison with that of an ideal DBQPSK 
system, are shown in Table 3.7a. It can be seen that, for the present 
filters, HPA and channel spacing fe.=5R/4 Hz, the most cost effective 
arrangement is to use signal 3A and to operate the HPA slightly (say, e.g. 
0.2dB) below saturation. The degradation in tolerance to noise is about 
1.8 dB, at P.=10-4, in comparison with that of an ideal DEQPSK system. A 
better power efficiency cannot be obtained by increasing the HPA OBO value 
to 0.68dB. 
With the channel spacing fes increased to 5.5R/4 Hz, the error-rate 
performances of the signals are shown in Figs. 3.16a, b, c and d. The 
degradations in tolerance to noise of the signals with different HPA DBO 
values at P.=10-4, in comparison with that of an ideal DEQPSK system, are 
shown in Table 3.7b. When the results in Table 3.7b are compared with 
those in Table 3.7a, it can be seen that the improvements in tolerance to 
noise, obtained by increasing the channel spacing from 5R/4 to 5.5R/4 Hz, 
are in the range 0.1-0.7 dB. The largest improvement is achieved by signal 
lA at 0.2 and 0.68 dB HPA DBO. That is because signal lA is a relatively 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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wideband signal with less envelope fluctuations, and so it suffers less 
from nonlinear distortion, thus the increased channel spacing has more 
effects on it. 
These results have shown that, under these assumed conditions, for the 
present f11 ters and HPA, with fc.=5.5R/4 Hz, the most cost effective 
arrangement is to use signal lA (which requires less hardware complexity 
than those of signal 2A and 3A) and to operate the HPA slightly (say, e.g. 
0.2 dB) below saturation. The degradation in tolerance to noise is about 
1.7 dB, at P.=10-4 , in comparsiop with that of an ideal DEQPSK system. 
When comparing the case with fc.=5R/4 Hz against that with fcs=5.5R/4 
Hz, it can be seen that no significant improvement «(0.7 dB at P.=10- 4 ) 
can be obtained by increasing the channel spacing from 5R/4 to 5.5R/4 Hz. 
This is because the spectra of the adjacent channels, that have been 
spread by the HPAs, are so wide that they extend across the whole desired 
channel bandwidth (Fig. 3.14), and ACI in the desired channel is not 
significantly reduced until a substantial increase in channel spacing has 
been achieved, as can be seen in Fig. 3.14. Hence, for reasons of 
bandwidth efficiency, f c.=5R/4 Hz is the most cost effective. 
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u ( 1 ) , u(:2) , q~ 1 ) q~2) 
0 0 +1 +1 
0 1 +1 -1 
1 0 -1 +1 
1 1 -1 -1 
Table 3.1 Gray coding. 
Input data Gray coded Non-Gray decod 
U(1 ) 
i 
U(2) , q~ 1 ), q~2) q~ 1 ) q~2 ), 
0 0 +1 +1 +1 +1 
-0 1 +1 -1 I -1 \ -1 
1 0 -1 ' -:-1 '" \ +1 J -1 ( \ ...... / 
1 1 -1 -1 
'-
/ -1 +1 
Table 3.2 Comparison of Gray coded and non-Gray coded. 
Received sample Detected sample Gray decoded 
values values values 
re 1 ), 
• 
r(;2) 
i 
r< 1 ) 
• 
r(:2) 
i 
UC 1 ), 
i 
U(;2) 
i 
>0 >0 +1 +1 0 0 
>0 (0 +1 -1 0 1 
(0 >0 -1 +1 1 0 
(0 (0 
-1 -1 1 1 
. 
-
Table 3.3 Threshold detection and Gray decoding. 
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Truncation length of 
~= 2T 4T 4T 8T 
25~ 4.0 1.2 0.2 0 
50~ 0.4 0 0 0 
75~ 0.2 0 
100% 0 
Table 3.4 Degradations in tolerance to noise of DEQPSK signals, with 
different truncation lengths of-the sampled impulse responses (Table 2.1) 
of the modulation and demodulation filters, with B=100%, 75%, 50~ and 25%, 
at P.=10-4 , expressed in dB, measured in comparison with that of an ideal 
DEQPSK system (from Fig. 3.8); 
fea= Signal 
(in Hz) lA 2A 3A 4A 
I-
5R/4 1.9 1.2 0.3 0 
5.5R/4 0.6 0 0 0 
Table 3.5 Degradations in tolerance to noise of signals lA, 2A, 3A 
and 4A, over a linear channel and in an ACI environment, with the channel 
spacings fc.=5R/4 Hz and 5.5R/4 Hz, at Pe=10-4 , expressed in dB, measured 
in comparison with that of an ideal DEQPSK system (from Fig. 3.11). 
HPA OBO Signal 
(in dB> lA 2A 3A 4A 
0 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.6 
0.2 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.1 
0.68 0.4 0.4 0.4 0 .. 9 
Table 3.6 Degradations in tolerance to noise of signals lA, 2A, 3A, 
4A, over a nonlinear and bandlimited channel, with the HPA operating at 0, 
0.2, 0.68 dB OBO and in an non-ACI environment, at P.=10-4 , expressed in 
dB, measured in comparison with that of an ideal DEQPSK system (from Fig. 
3.13) • 
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HPAOBO Signal 
<in dB) lA 2A 3A 4A 
0 3.1 , 2.8 3.1 4.9 
0.2 2.4 2.0 1.8 2.4 
0.68 2.3 2.0 1.6 1.8 
(a) 
HPA OBD Signal 
(in dB) lA 2A 3A 4A 
0 2.8 2.8 2.8 4.5 
0.2 1.7 1.7 1.7 2.1 
0.68 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.8 
(b) 
Table 3.7 Degradations in tolerance to noise of signals lA. 2A. 3A. 
4A. over a nonlinear and bandlimited cbannel. with the HPA operating at O. 
0.2. 0.68 dB DBO and in an ACI environment. with the channel spacing (a) 
f c .=5R/4 Hz and. (b) f c .=5.5R/4. at P.=10-4 • expressed in dB. measured in 
comparison with that of an ideal DEQPSK system (from Figs. 3.15 and 3.16). 
{cx,) 
{u ~ 1 )} 
SIP Gray 
converter {U~2'} coder 
{q~"} t=iT {q~' 'Ht-it)} 
{q~'" } t=iT {q~2'o(t-iT)} 
~cos<Jc t ' 
If .. (f) Bandpass 
transmission 
channel 
Modulation 
fl1 ter 
{r~"} t=iT r'" 
PIS Gray 
converter decoder 
-l2sin<Jc t 
Threshold Demodulation 
detectors filter 
Figure 3.1 Block diagram of a conventional QPSK system representation. SIP and PIS mean 
serial-ta-parallel and parallel-to-serial converters, respectively. 
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1 I I I I (a,) 0 a b c d e f g 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 • L 
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1 2 3 i 
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> 
1 2 3 i 
Eil>llI:!l 3,2 Relationship between input data sequence (a~) and the two binary 
sequences {U~l)} and {U~l». 
Figum 3,3 
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by, T 
seconds 
Ff&"re 3.4 Block diagram of a"conventional DEQPSK system representation. SIP and PIS mean 
serial-to-parallel converter and parallel-to-serial converters, respectively. 
r--
I 
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Figure 3,5 Baseband equivalent model of the DEQPSK system, with a linear and memoryless, a 
linear and bandlimited, or a nonlinear and bandlimited satellite channel, for computer 
simulation. f(t) is impulse response of the baseband model of the IF filter. Switches 'A', 'B' 
and 'c' are for the linear and memoryless, the linear and bandlimi ted, and the nonlinear and 
bandlimited channels, respectively. 
(w",) 
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Receiver for the desired channel 
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Threshold (r.) 
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T 
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Figure 3.6 Baseband equivalent model of the DBQPSK system, with a linear and 
bandlimited or a nonlinear and bandlim1ted satellite channel and in an AeI 
environment, for computer simulation. FT(f) is the resultant transfer function of 
the baseband equivalent model of the IP filter in cascade with the modulation 
filter. LF.p means the baseband equivalent model of the IP filter. Switches 'A' 
and 'B' are for the nonl1near and bandlimi ted channel and the linear and 
bandlimited channel, respectively. 
modulation 
filter 
, !' 
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f(t) 
t=mT ~-""""-<)o--""-;-.(x--....,.-", G(lm) f--
transmitter 
IF 
filter 
, B' 
HP! 
'C' 
Fi~lre 3,7 Baseband equivalent model for spectral estimation of DEQPSK signals 
at different points along the transmission path. f(t) 1s the impulse response of 
the baseband equivalent model of the IF filter. 
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CHAPTER 4 
CODDLUTIOHALLY ENCODED COBERElIT 8 PHASE SHIFT KBYIB"G 
(CE8PSK> SYSTEM [1]. [2] OVER A LUIBAR OR JlO1I!I.IHRAR SATBI.I.ITE 
CHAlIllEL 
4.1 Introduction 
Differentially encoded coherent quaternary phase-shift keying (DEQPSK) 
is currently the prevalent modulation technique proposed for digital 
satellite communications. When the information bit rate is 11m1 ted by 
power considerations, forward-error-correction (FEC) coding may be used to 
decrease the power requirement necessary to acheive a desired tolerance to 
noise. The coded redundancy needed for error correction represents a 
bandwidth sacrifice in that the ratio of required bandwidth to information 
bit rate is increased by the use of FEC coding. Hence, the tradeoff is 
reduced bandwidth efficiency for increasing power efficiency. 
Since modulation and FEC coding are intimately related, bandwidth and 
power can be utilized more effectively by combining these two functions. 
Correlative phase-shift keying (CORPSK) [31 is an example of this, and is 
sometimes referred to as coded trellis Signalling. For M-ary PSK 
communications, the signal trellis is a phase trellis, and the unified 
signalling technique is categorized as coded phase modulation (CPM). 
Convolutionally encoded 8 phase-shift keying (CE8PSK) [11,[21 is an 
example of the latter. With CXP, the number M of phase positions may be 
increased to provide the redundancy for FEC coding without sacrificing 
bandwidth efficiency. With CE8PSK techniques, the· phase is constrained to 
allow only four possible phase changes during each symbol interval. 
4.1.1 Convolutional encoding [4],[51,[6],[7] 
A convolutional encoder is shown in Fig. 4.1. It consists of a K-stage 
shift register, n modulo-2 adders, a commutator, and a set of connections 
between the K-stage shift register and the n IIDdulo-2 adders. The input 
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data to the encoder is shifted into and along the shift register, k bits 
at a time. The outputs of the modulo-2 adders, determined by the 
connections to the shift register, are then sampled in turn by the 
commutator to produce n output bits. Consequently, the code rate is 
defined as kIn. The parameter K is called the constraint length of the 
convolutional code. 
4.1.2 Convolutional FEC codes of rate 2/3 for 8PSK signal 
Coding gain is the reduction in signal/noise power ratio requlred for 
providing a specified error-rate performance. It is used as the main 
performance measure for FEC coding. In the case of CE8PSK Signals, coding 
gain can be expressed relative to the signal/noise power ratio requirement 
of an uncoded QPSK Signal. As P. ~ 0 at high slgnal/noise power ratio, the 
reduction in required signal/noise power ratio is referred to as the 
asymptotic coding gain. The coding gain for practical values of P. (e.g., 
at P.=10-S ) is smaller than the asymptotic value. 
Table 4.1 lists the two best codes discovered (1],(2] so far with 4 and 
6-bits memory for CE8PSK signals, with asymptotic coding gains of 4.1 dB 
and 5 dB, respectively, for an AWGN channel. Hui et al (2] carried out a 
computer simulation study to evaluate the performances of these two codes 
over an AWGII channel using Viterbi-algorithm decoding. The results, as 
shown in Fig. 4.2, show that Code 2 gains the advantage of only 0.5 dB in 
tolerance to AWGN over Code 1, for practical values of P. (i.e., 
P.=10-s - 10-4 ). Since Code 1 requires 16 vectors of storage in the 
Viterbi decoder, whereas Code 2 requires 64 vectors, Code 1 is more cost 
effective and so is studied in this thesis. 
4.2 Description Of a convolutionall,. encoded coherent 8PSK 
(CE8PSID system 
The block diagram of a covolutionally encoded coherent 8PSK system is 
shown in Fig. 4.3. The information to be transmitted is carried by the 
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sequence of binary data-symbols {~}. Bach data symbol therefore carries 
one bit of information. The SIP (serial-to-parallel> converter converts 
the sequence {aLl into two sequences of binary symbols (u~')} and (U~2)}, 
where u~j)=O or 1 for j=1,2. The relationship between the input data 
sequence {~} and the binary sequences (u~')} and (U~2)} is exactly the 
same as that in the case of the QPSK system described in Section 3.1.1 
(Figure 3.2). The two sequences (u~')} and (U~2)} are input to the 
convolutional encoder in pairs with a code rate 2/3. 
The representation of the code generator for Code 1 is shown in 
Fig. 4.4, which consists of a pair of sub-generators. One of the pair, 
associated with the input sequence (u~')}, has been labelled G1, while the 
other one, associated with the input sequence (U~2)}, has been labelled as 
G2. There are three pairs of binary symbols (u~') U~2», (u~~~ u~=~) and 
(u~~~ u~=~) used in the generator at the time t=iT, and each pair 
associated with one or more of the outputs (e~j)}, where j=1,2,3. Let the 
pair of sub-generators G1 and G2 each have a K-stage shift register (K=3 
for Code 1>, so the code generator has a memory of (K-1) symbols and the 
code has a constraint length of K symbols. The generator pairs are defined 
as follows. 
GC 1 ). j := [ g~ 1 ) • j g~ 1 ) • j gi 1 ) • j •••• g~ 1 ) .;,] 4.2. la 
and G(2),J = [ g~2).j g~2).j g~2).j •••• g~2).j] 4.2.1b 
specify the connection between a stage of the shift register and the j~h 
modulo-2 adder, both of which are associated with output e( j > i at time 
t=iT. For the present case, there are 3 modulo-2 adders, so j=1, 2 or 3. 
The component g~').j is equal to 1 if the j~h modulo-2 adder is connected 
to stage h of the shift register in G1, otherwise, it is equal to O. Again 
the component g~2).j is equal to 1 if the j~h modulo-2 adder is connected 
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to stage h of the shift register in G2, otherwise, it is equal to O. The 
encoder determines the following quantities {e~"), for j=l, 2, 3. 
e( j ) 
i g:"".J 4.2.2 
where the summations are modulo 2 so that e~"=O or 1. Hence,the sequences 
{U~") and {U~2') are encoded to give a sequence {eil, where e. is a 
3-component vector. At time t=iT, e i has one of eight possible values 
given by 
4.2.4 
where e~"=l or 0 for j=l, 2, 3. 
The Gray encoder, in Fig. 4.3, encodes each of the vectors in {e,> 
according to Table 4.2, and gives two output sequences {q~") and {q~2'), 
where q~"=±O.924 or ±O.383 for j=l,2. These two sequences are used to 
form the corresponding sequences of impulses {tq" '8 (t-i T» 
, ' 
and 
{tq~2'8(t-iT», at the input of the modulation filter, and hence to 
, 
produce two base band modulating waveforms 
4.2.4a 
and b(t) = k q~2'h~(t-iT) , 4.2.4b 
where h~(t) is the impulse response of the modulation filter with the 
transfer function of H~(f). a(t) and b(t) are called the inphase and 
quadrature base band signals. These signals are then quadrature modulated, 
as described in Section 2.6, and added linearly to give the 
convolutionally encoded 8PSK (CE8PSK) signal 
S(t) = l2a(t)cos~.t - I2b(t)sin~.t 4.2.5 
with ~. the carrier frequency in rad/s. The resultant signal is then fed 
into the bandpass transmission channel. Assume that the bandpass 
transmission channel introduces no attenuation, delay or distortion, but 
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that it adds a Gaussian noise waveform, N(t), to the transmitted signal, 
so that the channel is exactly the same as the one used in the QPSK system 
described in Section 3.1.1. At the input of the demodulator, the signal is 
r(t) = /2[a(t)coswct - b(t)sinwctJ + N(t) 4.2.6 
where IT<t) is a sample function of a Gaussian random process with zero 
mean and a two-sided power spectral density of Y.!No over the signal 
frequency band. Assume that the bandwidth of N(t) is small compared with 
its carrier frequency Wc rad/s, -so Eqn. 4.2.6 can be written [8J as 
r(t) = [/2a(t)+Nc(t)Jcoswct - [/2b(t)+N.(t)Jsinwct 4.2.7 
as can be seen from Eqn. 3.1.4, where Nc(t) and N.(t) are sample functions 
of Gaussian random processes, with zero mean and a two-sided power 
spectral density twice that of N(t) (Appendix A7). 
It is shown, in Section 3.1.1, that under these conditions, the inphase 
and quadrature baseband signal components plus noise, at the demodulation 
filter output, are (Eqns. 3.1.7a and b) 
and 
r"'(t) = E q~"h(t-iT) + v"'(t) 
, 
r'2'(t) = E q~2'h(t-iT) + V'2'(t) 
, 
4.2.8a 
4.2.8b 
respectively, where h(t) is the inverse Fourier transform of H(f), which 
is the transfer function of the modulation and demodulation filters in 
cascade. Also v'" (t) and v' 2' (t) are filtered Gaussian noise waveforms. 
Bear in mind that the bandpass channel introduces no attenuation, delay or 
distortion. 
Assume that the modulation and demodulation filters have the same 
characteristics, and the combined transfer function is a sinusoidal 
roll off frequency response (Eqn. 2.2.3) with a linear phase 
characteristic, so that h(O)=l and h(iT)=O, for all values of the integer 
i other than i=O. The signals r"'(t) and r'2'(t) have no ISI at the time 
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instants {iT). Assume also that the receiver provides the ideal required 
timing signal, so the two baseband waveforms, r (1 )(t) and r (2 )(t), at the 
demodulation filter output are sampled at the time instants {iT}, to give 
two sequences of sample values {r~')} and {r~2» to the decoder. At time 
t=iT, the samples are (Eqn. 3.1.8) 
r~ 1) = q~ 1) + v~ 1 ) 4.2.9a 
and 4.2.9b 
where v~" and V~2) are sample values of Gaussian random variables with 
zero mean and fixed variance ~2, the {v~") and {V~2)} belng statistically 
independent and independent also of the (a~). 
The received samples {r~'» and {r~2» are fed to the decoder which 
produces at its output the sequence of symbols {a~} which forms the 
sequence of decoded data symbols. In the absence of noise,the {a~} are the 
same as the {a~}. The aim of the decoder is to generate the sequence {aL } 
such that the corresponding sequences {q~") and {q~2)}, which would have 
been transmitted in response to the given {a~) at the transmitter input, 
are at the minimum resultant (total> unitary distance from the received 
sequences {r~'» and {r~2» [91. 
In the absence of noise, Eqn. 4.2.9 becomes 
r~') = q~') = ±O.924 or ±O.383 4.2.10a 
and r~2> = q~2> = ±O.924 or ±O.383 4.2.10b 
The eight possible received signals vectors (signal constellation) are 
shown in Fig. 4.5. It can be seen that CE8PSK signals have eight distinct 
possible phases, ±~/8, ±3~/8, ±5~/8 and ±7~/8 radians 
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4.3 Baseband equivalent model of CB8PSK eystem. with a linear 
or nODlfnear satellite channel. for computer siwJlat1gD 
The CE8PSK system considered here operates at a speed of 64, 128, 256 
or 512 kbit/s over a satellite link. Since CE8PSK signals use a quadrature 
modulation technique, the system can be greatly simplified by assigning 
real values to the signals in one of the two parallel channels {that 
associated with (2cos~ct) and imaginary values to the signals in the other 
channel, and then considering the linear modulator, the transmitter IF 
-filter, the HPA, the receiver IF filter and the linear demodulator, as a 
baseband transmission path carrying complex-valued signals. The resultant 
system is shown in Fig. 4.6. The information to be transmitted is carried 
by the sequence of binary data-symbols {a~}, where the {a~} are taken to 
be statistically independent and equally likely to have the possible 
values of 0 or 1. The encoded symbols {q,} are obtained from the {a~}, by 
the encoder, after being SIP converted, convolutionally encoded and then 
Gray encoded (Section 4.2). The i'h symbol has the value 
q, = (±0.924 ± jO.383) or (±0.383 ± jO.924) 4.3.1 
where j=I-1, the {q,}, of course, being statistically independent and 
equally likely to have any of the eight possible values. The sequence {q,} 
is used to form the corresponding sequence of impulses (Iq,S{t-iT)} at the 
, 
input of the modulation fIlter. The signal waveform at the output of the 
modulation filter is the complex-valued baseband signal 
u{t) = I q,h~{t-iT) 
, 
4.3.2 
where h~(t) is the impulse response of the modulation filter and, at any 
} 
given value of t, is real (Section 2.4.1). 
Similar to the system described in Section 3.3, the system is modelled 
digitally for computer simulation. The continuous waveforms are modelled 
as discrete waveforms. The waveform u(t) is sampled 8 samples per symbol, 
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at the time instants {mT.> • where T=8T •• to give the'sequence {uM>. where 
uM=u(mT.). The {uM> are then fed to ~ baseband equivalent-model of one of 
the bandpass channels, as shown in Fig. 4.6. As with the DEQPSK systems 
described in Section 3.3. three different bandpass channels are considered 
here. They are (a) linear and memoryless bandpass. (b) linear and 
bandlimited bandpass and, (c) nonlinear and bandlimited bandpass channels 
(Section 2.6). For the description of the processing of the samples 
{uM) in the baseband equivalent model of these three channels and for the 
calculation of 2Eb/No in the simulation tes~s, see Section 3.3. 
The sampled signal {wM> (given by Eqn 3.3.2, 3.3.6 or 3.3.9. depending 
on which channel is used), from the baseband equivalent model of anyone 
of the bandpass channels, are filtered by the demodulation filter. The 
sampled impulse response of the demodultion filter, sampled at the rate of 
lIT. samples per second, is given by the (n+1)-component vector 
P = [ Po p, P3 •••• Pn] 4.3.3 
where the {p,) , for O~m~n. have real-valued components (Table 2.1>, and 
Pm=p(mTa ). Thus, at time t=mT~, the signal sample at the filter output is 
n 
r,.., = 4.3.4 
where rm has a complex value. 
Assume that the receiver provides the reqUired ideal timing signal. so 
the signal is sampled once per symbol, at the time instants (iT), to give 
the sequence {r,>, where r, has a complex value. The {r,> are fed to the 
decoder which produces at its output the sequence of symbols {a~> which 
form the sequence of decoded binary-data symbols. These decoded symbols 
{a~>, having the minimum probability of being incorrect. form the possible 
sequence of data symbols at the input to the transmitter for which there 
is minimum mean-'square difference (minimum unitary distance squared> [10] 
between the corresponding received sequence of {q,> in the absence of 
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noise and the samples {r,) actually received [111. Thus. under these 
conditions. minimum-distance decoding minimises the probability of error 
in decoding the received signal. In the absence of noise. the {aL) are the 
same as the {aL) at the input to the encoder at the transmitter. 
When the {r,) are fed to the decoder. the decoder forms and stores a 
set of m=2L vectors (sequences) {XL>' where 
4.3.5 
and xh=O or 1. for h=l. 2 •...• L. xh here represents a possible value of 
a h. For each stored vector XL the decoder forms the vector 
4.3.6 
where i=L/2 (because a coded-symbol is transmitted for each pair of data 
symbols). The {Yh>' for h=l. 2 •...• i. have complex values. and Y, would 
have been transmitted in place of the sequence of the {q,> had the vector 
XL been fed to the encoder at the transmitter in place of the vector 
4.3.7 
that was actually sent. The ISI introduced by the channel is neglected ln 
the decoding process in order to reduce the equipment complexity of the 
decoder. (This assumption is valid because the IF filters only introduce a 
low level of ISI. as is shown in Section 3.7.2.> The decoder then forms 
and stores together with each ~. the corresponding distance measure 
4.3.8 
where for h=l. 2 •...• i, ch=lrh-YhI2. Irh-Yhl is the absolute value of 
the complex value (rh-Yh)' C, is the square of the unitary distance 
between'the corresponding sequences (vectors) {r,) and {y,}. Whether the 
square of the unitary distance or the unitary distance itself is used. 
does not affect the basic operation of the system. so that this distance 
measure will be considered simply as the distance [81. The m vectors with 
the minimum distances. subject to any constraints that may be applied to 
the possible values of some of the {xh). 
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In practice, each time a new set of m distances {C,> are stored, 
together with the corresponding m vectors {~>, the values of the smallest 
distance is subtracted from each C" thus setting the smallest C, to 
Zero. This prevents overflow in the stored values of the {C,>, which would 
otherwise inevitably occur during the reception of a long message. 
However, to avoid unnecessarily complicating the description of the 
Viterbi-algorithm decoder, this modification will be neglected. 
Furthermore, although the distance C, is that between the {r,} and the 
{y,>, it will, for simplicity, be referred to as the distance of the 
corresponding XL. 
Ideally, no firm decision is reached as to the value of any ex,.., until 
the whole sequence {r,} has been received, when all {an} are decoded 
simultaneously from the received {r,>, the decoded values {aLl being the 
values of the {xn) in the stored vector XL having the smallest distance 
C,. In practice, as much delay as possible is introduced before decoding 
(reaching a firm decision on) the value of any ex,.., , and now (aL _ 2n+ 1 
aL - 2n+ 2 ) taken as the values of (xL-2n~1 XL-2n+2)' respectively, in the 
stored vector XL having the smallest distance C,. The integer n is, 
preferably, several times greater than K (the constraint length of the 
code) in order to avoid a significant increase in the error probability 
due to taking firm decisions on the {an> before the whole message is 
received [12J. In the determination of (aL _ 2n+ 1 aL _ 2n+ 2 ) the decoder does 
not need to consider the values of XL- 2n , XL- 2n- 1 , •••• Thus, instead of 
storing m L-component vectors {XL)' the decoder stores the corresponding 
2n-component vector {ZL)' where 
ZL = [XL-2n+l X L - 2n+ 2 XL _ 2n+ 3 •••• XL ] 4.3.9 
so that ZL is formed by the last 2n components of the corresponding vector 
XL. The distance C, of this vector XL is now said to b~ the distance of ZL. 
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4.4 Viterbi-algorithm decpder fpr CE8PSK signals 
In the Viterbi-algorithm decoder the receiver holds in store the m=4"-' 
vectors {ZL> with the minimum distances corresponding to the 4"-' 
different possible combinations of values of X L _ 2k + 3 ' X L _ 2k + 4 ' •••• ~. 
Thus each stored vector ZL forms the last 2n components of the vector XL 
that minimises Ci subject to the constraint that X L - 2k + 3 ' X L _ 2k + 4 ' •••• XL 
have the given values. It is assumed for convenience here that L>K. 
Associated with each stored vector ZL is stored the corresponding Ci • The 
decoded binary data-symbols (aL _ 2n+ 3 aL _ 2n+ 4 ) are taken to be the values 
of (XL - 2n+ 3 XL - 2n+ 4 ). respectively. in the vector ZL associated with the 
smallest Ci • Following the receipt of the sample r i +,. each of the stored 
vectors {ZL> forms a common part of 4 vectors {XL+ 2>. having the four 
possible values of (xL +' X L + 2 ). Each of these 4 possible vectors is 
associated with the correspondlng distance 
where 
4.4.1 
4.4.2 
and Ci is the distance of the onginal vector ZL' For each of the 4"-' 
possible combinations of values X L _ 2k + 5 ' X L _ 2K + 6 , •••• , X L + 1 ' XL + 2 , the 
decoder now selects the vector ZL+2 having the smallest C,+, and stores 
both ZL+2 and Ci +,. (aL _ 2n+ 3 aL _ 2n+ 4 ) are taken to be the values of 
(XL _ 2n+ 3 X L - 2n+ 4 ). respectively. in the stored vector ZL+2 associated with 
the smallest Ci +,. and the process continues in this way. 
r i+, and Yi+; in Eqn. 4.4.2 are complex-valued and so it requires two 
operations of squaring or multiplication to determine each value of c i +' 
(i.e •• the unitary distance of two complex numbers). There are 4 different 
values of c i +' to be computed for each of the m vectors {ZL>' So that it 
requires altogether Bm operations of squaring or multiplication to 
determine all the possible values {c i +,>. However. Y.+,. in Eqn. 4.4.2. 
has only B different values because it is one of the possible received 
l 
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complex-valued samples (Fig. 4.5). Thus. of these 4m values of c.+,. many 
have the same values. There are only 8 possible values of c.+,. and each 
of them requires 2 operations of squaring or multiplication to determine. 
Therefore. following the receipt of the sample r.+,. the decoder has to 
carry out 16 operations of squaring or multiplication to compute the 8 
different values of c.+, which are used to form the 4m values {C.+,>, 
A good starting up procedure at the beginning of a transmission is to 
send a known sequence of {a~).immediately correct synchronization has been 
achieved at the receiver. and then to set one of the m stored vectors {Z~) 
in the decoder to the correct sequence and its associated C. to zero. The 
remaining vectors {Z~) may be set to any values. and their associated {C.} 
are all set to some very high value. After a few decoding operations. that 
is after a few received samples {r,}. all the stored vectors {Z~) will 
have been derived from the original correct vector. It is not. in fact. 
absolutely necessary that this vector be correct. so that when the decoder 
has no prior kno~ledge of the transmitted {a~). the vector Z~ associated 
with zero may be selected arbi trarlly. Correct operation will now be 
achieved after an initial burst of errors. However. it is absolutely 
necessary that the receiver provides the required carrier signal with no 
ambiguity at the beginning of the transmission in order to decode the 
CE8PSK signal. otherwise. if the recovered carrier has a phase shift of 
hrr/4. where h=l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. or 7. then the decoder is not able to 
decode the receiving signal. i.e .• catastrophic failure occurs. (This 
problem is discussed in Chapter 5.> 
It can be seen that the processing of 4K vectors and 4K values of 
distances. following by the storage of 4K-' 2n-component vectors {Z~) and 
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4K - 1 values {e.>, are involved in the decoding of each received pair of 
data (aL +1 ~+2)' In the present case, K=3, it requires 16 vectors which 
expand into 64 vectors (i.e., each vector expands 4 ways, for 4 possible 
values of (XL +1 xL +2 ) ) to form a Viterbi-algorithm decoder at the 
receiver. In receiving each sample r.+ 1 , the decoder carries out two 
operations of squaring or multiplicatIon to determine a value of c'+ l 
(Eqn. 4.4.2>. Since there are eight possible values of Y'+l' the decoder 
has to carry out altogether 16 operations of squaring or multiplication to 
compute the 8 different values of C'+l which are used to form the 64 
values {e'+l) 
4.5 Baseband equivalent model Of CRapS!{ system. with a linear 
or DgDJinear satellite channel and in an ACI environment, for 
computer simulation 
The baseband equivalent model of a quadrature modulation system, with a 
linear or nonlinear satellite channel in an AeI environment, is described 
in Section 2.6. Here the baseband eqUivalent model of the eE8PSK system, 
in an AeI enVironment, for computer simulation, is shown in Fig. 4.7, 
where there are three identical transmitters separated in frequency with a 
channel spacing of (,)._ rad/s. This model is SImilar to the one shown in 
Fig. 3.6 -( see the description in Section 3.4 ). FT(f) is the resultant 
transfer function of the modulation filter in cascade with the base band 
equivalent model of the transmitter IF filter. The way to generate the 
eqUivalent baseband signals from the transmitters is exactly the same as 
that used for a single channel described in Section 4.3. The data, of 
course, in each of these three transmitters are statistically independent. 
As before, the system is modelled digitally for computer simulation. 
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The baseband equivalent of the transmitted signals from the upper, 
desired and lower channels with respect to the desired channel, are 
(Eqns. 2.6. Hc, d and g) 
suet) = [au (t) t jbu(t)l exp(j(')c.t ) 4.5.1a 
so(t) = [ao(t) + jbo(t)l 4.5.1b 
and SL(t) = [aL (t) t jbL(t)l exp(-j(,)c.t ) 4.5.1c 
as are shown in Section 2.6, where au(t)tjbu(t), ao(t)tjbo(t) and 
aL(t)tjbL(t) are the equivalent baseband signals with respect to the 
corresponding channels, and j=H. (Note that since the HPAs could be 
operating either in the linear or nonlinear mode, the signals could either 
or not be nonlinearly distorted, by the HPAs.) The signals are sampled at 
lIT. samples per second, at the time instants {mT.}. At time t=mT., the 
signal samples are 
Su:m = [au • m t jbu Ml exp(j(,)c.mT.) 4.5.2a 
sO.m = [ao,m t jbo m 1 4.5.2b 
and - [aL m SL,m = t jbLoml exp(-j(,)c~mT_) 4.5.2c 
after adding the noise sample nm , at time t=mT&, the signal sample at the 
input of the desired channel receiver is 
4.5.3 
The real and imaginary parts of all noise samples {nm} are taken to be 
statistically independent Gaussian random variables with zero mean and 
variance 0'2. (See Eqn. 3.3.14 for the required value of 0' to be used in 
simulation. ) 
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The sampled impulse responses of the baseband equivalent model of the 
receiver IF filter and of the modulation filter, sampled at the rate of 
lIT. samples per second, are given by the (g+l)-component vector 
F = [ fo f, f:> •••• fg 1 4.5.4 
and the (n+1)-component vector 
p = [ Po p, P:> •••• Pn 1 4.5.5 
respectively, where fro=f(mTa) and Pm=p(mT.). The delay in transmission is 
neglected here. Thus, at time t=mT., the sample value of the received 
signal at the input of the detector is 
n 
rm = h~OWm-hPh 4.5.6 
" 4.5.7 where wm = I s'R m_hih M-O • 
Assume that the receiver provides the reqUired ideal timing signal, so 
{rro} is sampled once per symbol, at the time instants {iT}, to glve the 
sequence of samples {r,} which are fed to the Viterbi decoder 
(Section 4.4) which produces at its output the sequence of binary 
data-symbol {a~}. 
4.6 Performances of CE8PSK signals 
An analysis method generally applicable to the derivation of the error 
probability for convolutional codes is not available. Most authors uSe 
lower and upper bounds for the error probability as performance criteria. 
In the presence of AWGN the probability of detecting a modulated signal 
m,(t} when a modulated m.(t) has been sent, is given by (Appendix A9) 
Q( 4.6.1 
where ~No is the two-sided noise spectral density and d" is the Euclidean 
distance between the modulated signals mj(t) and m,(t) given by 
d~,j= J [m,(t)-mj (t)1 2 dt 
t 
4.6.2 
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It is well known that for low probability of error this probability is 
almost completely determined by the minimum Euclidean distance dm'n 
between two signals corresponding to different values of the data symbols 
[ 131 ,[ 141 ,[ 151. Hence, at a large signal/noise power ratio, the symbol 
error rate probability of a CE8PSK signal can be written as 
P. ~ 4.6.3 
where dm'n here is the minimum Euclidean distance between any two received 
signals corresponding to different data-symbol values. Thus the symbol 
error rate probability P. is asymptotically determined by the mimmum 
Euclidean distance dm'n' 
The coding gain of CE8PSK slgnals can be expressed as the tolerance to 
noise relative to that of an uncoded QPSK signal. At large signal/noise 
power ratio, the reduction in reqUired signal/noise power ratio is 
referred to as the asymptotic coding gain, which is completely determined 
by the minimum Euclidean distance, as can be seen in Eqn. 4.6.3. So, if an 
uncoded QPSK signal has a minimum Euclidean distance of do, then the 
asymptotic coding gain for a CE8PSK signal is equal to the square of the 
ratio of the minimum Euclidean distance, dm'n of CE8PSK signal to do, 
., '" i.e., dm'n/do ' (Note that both QPSK and CE8PSK signals carry 2 information 
bits per symbol.) 
For the CE8PSK signal considered in this thesis (i.e., using Code 1 in 
Table 4.1>, . the value d!.n/d~ of the signal has been found to be 2.586 
[21, and so the asymptotic coding gain is 4.1 dB. In many cases, the 
performance in the nonasymptotic region (e. g. P.=10- 3 - 10-4 ) is more 
important, so computer simUlation tests are usually used to evaluate the 
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performances of CE8PSK signals. For the present case, the performance of 
the CE8PSK signal, using Code 1 shown in Table 4.2, over an AWGN channel, 
has been evaluated by computer simulation [1] and is shown in Fig. 4.2. 
This indicates that a coding gain of 2.6 dB, relative to an uncoded QPSK 
signal, can be obtained at P.=10-". At sufficiently low error rates the 
coding gain would approach the asymptotic value. 
4.7 Power spectra of CEBPSK signals 
As with QPSK or DEQPSK signals, CE8PSK signals carry two information 
bits per symbol. If the same transmitter filtering is used, CE8PSK signals 
have the same signal spectra as those of QPSK or DEQPSK signals 
(Section 3.5). 
4.1.1 Spectral estimation of CE8Ps[ signals by computer simulation 
The basic principle of spectral estimation is described briefly 
in Section 3.6.1. The baseband equivalent model, used for spectral 
estimation of the transmitted CE8PSK signal, is shown in Fig. 4.8, which 
is very similar to that for QPSK spectral estimation shown in Fig. 3.7. 
The only difference is the encoder which convolutionally and Gray encodes 
the input data {aL'· As with QPSK signals, the spectra of the sampled 
signals are estimated at three different points along the transmission 
path. They are at the outputs of the 
(a) modulation filter 
(b) IF filter, and 
(c) HPA, 
which are marked as points 'D', 'E' and 'F', respectively, in Fig. 4.8. 
The method of spectral estimation for the three sampled signals are 
described as follows. 
(a) To estimate the spectrum at point 'D', a sequence of L binary data-
symbols {aL' is generated, where {aL' are taken to be statistically 
independent and equally likely to have value of 0 or 1. The encoded 
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symbols {q,> are obtained from {~>, by the encoder, after being SIP 
(serial-to-parallel> converted, convolutionally encoded and then Gray 
encoded (Section 4.2). The i'" symbol has the value 
q,= (±O.924 ± jO.383) or (±O.383 ± jO.924) 
where j = "t::l, the 
to have any of the 
form the sequence 
modulation fll ter. 
waveform 
{q,) being statistically independent 
eight possible values. The sequence 
of impulses {tq,6' (t-iT» which , 
The signal at the filter output is 
L 
u(t) = t q,h~(t-iT) , 
4.7.1 
and equally llkely 
{q, ) is used to 
are fed into the 
the complex-valued 
4.7.2 
where h~(t) is the impulse response of the modulation filter. The waveform 
u(t) is sampled, at the time instants {mT.) (8 samples per symbol), where 
T.=T/8 and T is the symbol duration, to give the sequence {um > , with 
(c) and (b) For the descriptIon of spectral estimation at pOlnts 'E' and 
'F', see the description of spectral estimation at points 'B' and 'C', 
respectively, in Section 3.6.2. 
The procedures (a), (b) and (c) are exactly the same as for the 
corresponding QPSK signal spectral estimation described in Section 3.6.2. 
4.8 Distance measures for minimuucdistance decoding Of CE8PSK 
sig1lals 
In the CE8PSK system described in Section 4.2, the binary symbols in 
the original data signal are statistically independent and equally likely 
to be either 0 or 1. The decoding process that minimises the probability 
of error in the decoding of the whole received sequence selects the 
possible sequence of data symbols fed to the encoder at the transmitter 
that maximises that corresponding conditional probability density function 
of the received signal [ill. The received signal is sampled once per 
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received encoded symbol and the decoding operation is carried out on the 
resultant sample values. In the presence of additive Gaussian noise. 
giving noise samples that are statistically independent Gaussian random 
variables with zero mean and fixed variance (referred to here as 'white' 
Gaussian noise). the decoded message having the minimum probability of 
being incorrect. is the possible sequence of data symbols at the input to 
the encoder at the transmitter for which there is the minimum unitary 
distance between the corresponding received sequence of samples in the 
absence of noise and the samples actually received [111. Thus. under these 
conditions. minimum-distance decoding. using the unitary distance. 
minimises the probability of error in decoding the received signal. The 
minimum-distance decoding of CEBPSK signal can be achieved in practice by 
means of the Viterbi-algorithm [111 which is described in Section 4.4. 
Let the (i+l) sample values r, to r, used for decodlng of {a~}. 
Eqn. 4.3.7 in-Section 4.2. be given by the i-component row vector 
Ri :::: [r, r:2 r3 •••• r i ] 4.B.l 
where the {rh}' for h=l. 2 •...• i. have complex values. R, is the vector 
formed by the received samples. The Viterbi decoder forms and stores a set 
of m=2L vectors (sequences) {XL)' where 
4.B.2 
and xn=O or 1. for h=l. 2 •...• L. xh here represents a possible value of 
~. For each stored vector ~ the decoder forms the vector 
Y, = [y, y", y", •••• y, 1 4.B.3 
where i=L/2. {Yh}' for h=l. 2 ••••• i. have complex values. and Y, would 
have been transmitted in place of the sequence of the {q,} (the 
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convolutionally encoded symbols). had the vector X~ been fed to the 
encoder at the transmitter in place of the vector 
4.8.4 
that was actually sent. The decoder forms and stores together with each 
x~. the corresponding distance (Eqn. 4.3.8) 
4.8.5 
, 
4.8.6 
where. for h=l. 2 •...• i. ch=lrh-YhI2 if the square of the unitary 
distance (10) is used as the distance measure. 
The maximum likelihood sequence of possible data symbols. determined 
from the received vector R,. is given by the possible vector ~ associated 
with the smallest value of C,. which is the square of the unitary distance 
(10) between the vectors R, and Y,. As mentioned in Section 4.3. whether 
the square of the unitary distance or the unitary distance itself is used. 
does not affect the basic operation of the system. so that the square of 
the unitary distance will be considered simply as the distance. Since the 
encoded data symbols <q,l are statistically independent and equally likely 
to have any of their 8 possible values. the maximum likelihood vector X~ 
is the most likely to be correct. given the received vector R, (10).[16J. 
In the Viterbi -algori thm decoder (Section 4.4). several estimates of 
the sequence of data symbOls sO far received are determined upon the 
receipt of each sample r,.,. and each estimate is associated with the 
corresponding (square of the) unitary distance. In receiving each sample 
r,." the decoder carries out two operations of squaring or multiplication 
to determine one of the 8 possible values of c,.,. So that altogether 
there 16 operations of squaring or multiplication to be done. Details of 
the process are given in Section 4.4. A useful reduction in complexity of 
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maximum-likelihood decoding can be achieved by using a different distance 
measure, instead of the unitary distance. 
Six distance measures are studied here. The equations satisfied by them 
are given in Table 4.3. For the distance measure D, the distance Ch 
between the complex values rh and Yh' is given by the difference between 
their phase angles. It involves no operation of squaring or 
multiplication, but requires the use of a look-up table. This means that 
less signal processing is required and, for the same equipment complexity, 
better accuracy can be achieved because the phase angle is real-valued. 
4.8.1 Distance measure A 
Consider the h~h components in the vectors R. and Y. which are 
4.8.7 
and 4.8.8 
respectively, where j=~ For h=1 to i, ra .... and Y •. h are the real parts, 
and rb ... and Yo h are the imaginary parts of the complex values rh and Y ... , 
respectively. r ... and y ... can be written, in the polar coordinate, as 
rh = I r hi (cosQh + jsinQ,) 4.8.9 
and Yh = IYhl (COS;h + jsin;h) 4.8.10 
respectively, where 
frhl = (r" + r2 )Y.I 
_.h D.h 4.8.11 
IYh l = (Y!.t-. + y" ) .. D.h 4.8.12 
rb,h 
Q ... = tan-' (--) 
ra,h 
4.8.13 
Yb,h 
and ;h = tan-' (--) 4.8.14 Y •. h 
Irhl and ly ... 1 are the absolute values of the complex values rh and Yh ' 
respectively, and Qh and ;h are the phase angles of the complex values rh 
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and Yh' respectively. The square of the unitary distance between rh and 
Yh is (Eqns. 4.8.9 and 4.8.10) 
4.8.15 
4.8.16 
Hence from Eqns. 4.8.6 and 4.8.16. the square of the unitary d1stance 
between the vectors R. and Y. 1S 
• 
C, = 1: Ch h-1 
• 
= 1: [lrhl"+IYhl" - 2IrhIIYhlcos(Qh-;h)] h_1 
• • 
= 1: [lrhI2+IYhl"] - 2 1: [Irhl IYh1cos(Qh-;h)] 4.8.17 h-1 h-1 
Since. under the assumed conditions. the possible received samples. {Yh}' 
for h=1. 2 •...• i. lie on a circle in the two-dimensional complex-number 
plane (see the CE8PSK signal constellation in Fig. 4.5). the values of 
IYhl. for h=1. 2 •...• i. are constant and equal to the radius of the 
circle. bearing in mind that the ISI introduced by the channel has been 
• 
neglected. Thus the term 1: [Irhl" + IYh121. in Eqn. 4.8.17. is a constant h-1 
common to all the distances {C.}. Since the decoder is concerned only with 
the relative distances. not their actual values. this common term can be 
neglected. without affecting the decoding performance. and Equation 4.8.17 
is reduced to 
• 
C. = -21Yhl 1: Irhlcos(Qh-;h) h-1 4.8.18 
The factor 21Yhl. outside the summation term is. in fact. a scaling factor 
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common to all {C i ). Again since the decoder is concerned only with the 
relative distances, this common factor can be set to unity without 
affecting the decoding performance, and Equation 4.8.18 is reduced further 
to 
i 
Ci = - 1: [lr .... lcos(Q .... -' .... >] 
.... -1 
4.8.19 
, 
4.8.20 
where now c .... = -lr ... llcos(Q •. -; ... > 4.8.21 
is used. This is known here as the distance measure A. Although this 
distance is not the actual square of the unitary distance, when used by 
the Viterbi decoder, it is equivalent to the square of the unitary 
distance and so leads to the optimum decoding performance. Th1s is because 
the distance measure, as given by Eqn 4.8.21, is derived from the square 
of the unitary distance measure, as g1ven by Eqn 4.8.15. 
Using the distance measure A, as given by Eqn. 4.8.21, five modifled 
distance measures are derived. 
4.8.2 Distance measure B 
From Eqn. 4.8.21, the distance measure A is represented by the equation 
where Ir .... 1 is the amplitude of the h~"" component in the vector Ri and 
gives the amplitude information to the decoder. If the amplitude 
information is removed, the equation becomes 
4.8.22 
This is known here as the distance measure B. From Eqns. 4.8.6 and 4.8.22, 
the distance between the vectors Ri and Yi , using the distance measure B, 
is 
i 
Ci = - 1: cos(Q ... -; .... > 
.... -1 
4.8.23 
4.8.3 Distance measure C 
Using the cosine series (17,p431 
cos (x) X2 x" 
= 1 - 2! + 4! 
Equation 4.8.22 can be written as 
Ch = -cos (Qh -I h) 
6! + •••• 
(0 ... -; ... )" (0 ... -; ... )2 
= -1 + + 2! 4! 
(Q"'-;h)2 (0 ... -; ... )" 
and so 1 - cos (Q ... -; ... ) = + •••• 2! 4! 
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4.8.24 
•••• 4.8.25 
4.8.26 
When used in the Viterbi decoder the distance measures, using -COS(Qh-;h) 
and l-cos(Q ... -; ... ), will give the same decoding performance because the 
decoder is concerned with the relative distances, not the actual 
distances. 0... and ;... are the phase angles computed by taking the 
function tan- 1 (.) of the complex values r ... and y ... , respectively, 
function l-cos(O ... -I ... ) is symmetrical around (0 ... -; ... )=2~ for positive values 
of (Qh-;h), and is symmetrical around (O ... -; ... )=-~ for negative values of 
(0 ... -; ... ). In Eqn. 4.8.26, if the first term is used as an approximation for 
the true value of l-cos(Oh-;"'), it becomes 
()' h)2 
1-cos(0 ... -; ... ) .. 2! 4.8.27 
{ 10 ... -; ... 1, for 10 ... -; ... 1 , ~ Here )' ... = 2)[-1 Q"'-;hl, for Ill.., -; ... I > ~ 4.8.28 
are the conditions to make the function (l ... )"/2! symmetrical around 
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negative values of (Q ... -I ... >. Now if the decoder uses 
4.8.29 
as the distance measure, since the decoder is concerned with the relative 
distances, not the actual values, the factor 1/2! in Eqn. 4.8.29 can be 
neglected without affecting the performance of the decoding process, hence 
Eqn. 4.8.29 becomes 
4.8.30 
This is known here as the distance measure C. From Eqns. 4.8.6 and 4.8.30, 
the distance between R. and Y., using the distance measure C, is 
C = 
• 
where ~ ... is given by Eqn. 4.8.28. 
4.8.4 Distance Deasure D 
4.8.31 
The distance measure C is derived from the distance measure B by using 
the approximation (Eqn. 4.8.27> 
1-cos(Q ... -I .... > " 4.8.32 
where ~ .... ={ 4.8.33 I Q ... -; ... I, for IQ,..-; ... I ( I[ 2x-IQ ... -; ... I, for IQ .... -; .... I > I[ 
The function 1-cos(Q ... -I .... > is shown on in Fig. 4.10. It can be seen 
that the function can also be approximated graphically by the piecewise 
linear function 
l-cos(Q .... -I .... > " 4.8.34 
where the properties of ~ ... given by Eqn. 4.8.33, are used to make the 
piecewise linear function, 2~ .... /I[, symmetrical around Y ... =±I[ for IQ .... -I ... I'21[. 
For the reason that the decoder is concerned only with relative distances, 
and not with their actual values, the common factor 2/1[ in Eqn. 4.8.34 can 
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be set to unity without affecting the decoding performance and the decoder 
can use 
4.8.35 
as the distance measure, bearing in mind that ~h~O. This is known here as 
the distance measure D. From Eqns. 4.8.6 and 4.8.35, the distance between 
the R, and Y" using the distance measure D, is 
4.8.36 
with ~h given by Eqn. 4.8.33 (or 4.8.28). This is also the phase distance 
between the two vectors R, and Y,. 
Equations. 4.8.22, 4.8.30 and 4.8.25, satlsfying the distance measures 
B, C and D, respectively, are shown in Fig. 4.11, where they have all been 
normalised to 1 at ~h=±rr. 
4.8.5 Distance measure E 
In the dlstance measure C (Eqn. 4.8.30), the square of the phase 
difference (distance) is used to approxlmate to the function l-cos(Qh-;n), 
where the amplitude information Irhl is neglected. Here, if the 
amplitude information Irhl is re-introduced into the distance measure C, 
Eqn. 4.8.30 becomes 
4.8.37 
This is here known as the distance measure E, with Irhl the absolute value 
(or envelope) of rh given by Eqn. 4.8.11. From Eqns. 4.8.6 and 4.8.37, the 
distance between the vectors R, and Y, using the distance measure E, is 
• 
4.8.38 
4.8.6 Distance measure F 
Similarly, if the amplitude information Irhl is re-lntroduced to the 
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distance measure D, Eqn. 4.8.35 becomes 
4.8.39 
This is known here as the distance measure F. From Eqns. 4.8.6 and 4.8.39 
the distance between the vectors R, and Y" using the distance measure F, 
is 
C = , 4.8.40 
The equations, satisfied by the different measures just described, are 
shown in Table 4.3. Note that; when used in the Viterbi decoder, the 
distance measure A is equivalent to the unitary distance measure. Clearly, 
the decoder that accepts as the decoded sequence {a~> that giving the 
minImum unitary distance between the corresponding {q,> and the received 
{r,>, minimizes the probability of error in the decoding of the {a~> from 
the {r,>, so the distance measure A gives the optimum performance. The use 
of any of the other five distance measures therefore necessarily gives a 
higher probability of error in the decoding of the received sequence. The 
most computaUonally simple distance measure is the distance measure D 
because it involves no operation of squaring or multiplicatIon. 
With the distance measure D, following the receipt of r,."the Viterbi 
decoder now computes each of the 4m values of c,., using the equation 
<Eqn. 4.8.33) 
for 1Q1+1-;1+11 ~ 1[ 
4.8.41 
where Qi+' and 1,., are real-valued. The decoder carries out the 
operations of subtraction, instead of squaring or multiplication. However. 
I,., in Eqn. 4.8.41 has only 8 possible values because it is one of the 
8 possible received phase angles. So. of these 4m values of c,.,. many 
have the same values. In fact. there are only 8 different values of c,." 
and each requires either 1 or 2 operations of subtractions to determine • 
• 
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4.9 Simula.tign results and discllssign 
Computer simulation tests have been carried out to assess the error-
rate performances of the different systems, using CE8PSK signals with the 
equipment filters and HP! whose characteristics are shown in 
Sections 2.4 and 2.5. The simulation models and methods used to obtain the 
results in this section are described in Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. In all 
simulation tests, it is assumed that the receiver provides the required 
ideal carrier and clock signals, the data-transmission systems are 
optimised by sharing the overall filtering equally between the transmitter 
and receiver f11 ters, and the Vi terbi decoder at the receiver uses 16 
stored vectors with a delay of 32 symbols in decoding. 
For DEQPSK signals, it is shown in Section 3. '7.3 that, the 
minimum truncation lengths of the sampled impulse responses of the 
modulation and demodulation filters, with ~=lOO~, '75~, 50~ and 25~, 
required to approximate to the theoretical ideal error-rate performance at 
PeHO-4, are 2T, 4T, 4T and 8T, respectively, and they are denoted as 
signals lA, 2A, 3A and 4A, respectively. Now for CE8PSK Signals, the same 
wave shapes of the modulating signals are used in the simulation tests, 
but they are known here as signals lB, 2B, 3B and 4B, instead of signals 
lA, 2A, 3A and 4!, respectively. Thus signals lB, 2B, 3B and 4B apply to 
CE8PSK Signals, with $=lOO~, '75~, 50~ and 25~, and with truncation lengths 
of the sampled impulse responses of 2T, 4T, 4T and 8T, respectively. 
4.9.1 Perforll!lnces of signals lB, 2B, 3B and 4B over a linear and 
bandl1Di ted bandpass channel 
The model used to evaluate the error-rate performance is shown in Fig. 
4.6, where the linear and bandlimited channel was used (i.e., with 
Switches 'B' closed). The simulation results have suggested that, under 
the assumed conditions, signals lB, 2B, 3B and 4B have no degradation in 
tolerance to noise at P_~lO-4, in comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK 
system. When comparing the degradations of the CE8PSK signals " with 
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those of the DEQPSK signals, under the same assumed conditions, as shown 
in Fig. 3.11 (which shows that signal lA has a small degradation at 
P.=10-4 ), it can be seen that, CE8PSK signals suffer less further 
degradation in tolerance to noise, due to low level ISI, than DEQPSK 
signals. 
4.9.2 PerforDances of signals 1B, 2B, 3B and 4B over a linear and 
bandliDited bandpass channel and in an ACI environment 
The model used for the spectral estimation of CE8PSK signals is shown 
in Fig. 4.B, where the transmitted signal power spectra at the outputs of 
the modulation £11 ter and IF filter were studied. The simulation results 
have suggested that, provided that the same transmitter filtering is used, 
signals lB, 2B, 3B and 4B have exactly the same spectra as those of 
signals lA, 2A, 3A and 4A (Figs. 3.10 and 3.12), respectively. So if the 
same transmitter filtering and channel spacing are used, the CEBPSK and 
DEQPSK systems should have the same level of ACI introduced into the 
desired channels. 
The simulation model, used to evaluate the error-rate performances of 
signals lB, 2B, 3B and 4B In an ACI environment, is shown in Fig. 4.7, 
where the linear and bandlimted bandpass channel is used (i.e., with 
Swi tches 'B' closed). The simulation results, with the channel spacing 
fc.=5R/4 Hz (where R is the symbol rate), are shown in Fig. 4.12a, which 
indicate that signals 3B and 4B have little or no degradation in 
tolerance to noise at P.ll0-4, whereas signals lB and 2B have the 
degradations of about 0.5 dB, and 1.1 dB, respectively, at P.=10-4 , in 
comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK system. The degradations of the 
signals at P.=10- 4 , measured in comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK 
system, are shown in Table 4.4. Comparing with the degradations of the 
DEQPSK signals: under the same conditions (as shown in Table 3.5 which 
shows that signals lA and 2A have the degradations of about 1.B dB and 1.2 
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dB, respectively, at P.=10-4 ), it can be seen that, CE8PSK signals suffer 
less further degradation, due to ACI, than DEQPSK signals. 
With the channel spacing f e • increased from 5R/4 Hz to 5.5R/4 Hz, the 
performances of signals lB, 2B and 3B are shown in Fig. 4. 12b, which 
indicates that the degradation in tolerance to noise of signal lB has been 
nearly removed completely, at P_~ 10-4 • (See Table 3.5 for the comparsion 
of the degradation with signal lA under the same conditions). 
4.9.3 Performances of signals lB, 2B, 3B and 4B over a nonl1near and 
handliDi ted bandpass channel 
The reasons for the degradation in tolerance to noise caused by the HPA 
are described in Section 3.7.4. The model used to evaluate the effects of 
nonlinear distortion on error-rate performance is shown in Fig. 4.6, where 
the nonlinear and bandlimited bandpass channel is used (i.e., with 
Switches 'C' closed). The results for signals lB, 2B, 3B and 4B, with the 
HPA operating at 0, 0.2 and 0.68 dB OBO, are shown in Figs. 4. 13a, band 
c, respectively. 
At 0 dB HPA OBO (Fig. 4. 13a), signals lB, 2B and 3B suffer 11 ttle 
degradations in tolerance to noise at Peno- 4 , -whIle-slgnal 4B, belng a-
relatively narrowband signal, has a degradation of about 1 dB at P.=10-4, 
in comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK system. (The reason for this is 
explained In SectIon 3.7.4.) 
At 0.2 dB HPA OBO, (i. e., s11ghtly backed-off below saturation), 
Fig. 4.14b shows that signals lB, 2B and 3B have 11 ttle improvements In 
performance, although sIgnal 4B has reduced the degradatlon from ldB to 
about 0.6 dB, at P.=10- 4 , in comparison with that. with 0 dB HPA OBO. 
With the HPA OBO value increased from 0.2 dB to 0.68 dB (FIg. 4.l4c), 
the error-rate performances of signals lB, 2B, 3B and 4B remain the same 
as those with 0.2 dB HPA OBO. 
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The degradations in tolerance to noise of the CE8PSK signals, at 
P.=10-4 , with the HPA operating at 0, 0.2 and 0.68 dB OBO, measured in 
comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK system, are shown in Table 4.5a. 
It can be seen that, with the HPA operating in the nonlinear mode at the 
earth station, the degradations in tolerance to noise of CE8PSK signals 
due to nonlinear distortIon are insignificant. The worst case is when 
signal 4B is used with the HPA operating at 0 dB OBO, and the degradation 
is about 1 dB at Pe=10-4, 
system. In all the other 
in comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK 
cases, the degradations are in the range 
with the HPA operating at 0, 0.2 and 0.68 0.4-0.7 dB at P.=10-4. Hence, 
dB OBO, the error-rate performances for the CE8PSK Signals, when 
transmitted over the nonllnear and bandlimited bandpass channel are about 
the same. 
Table 4.5b (reproduced from Table 3.6) shows the degradations in 
tolerance to noise of DEQPSK Signals, under the same assumed conditions. 
It can be seen that the nonlinear distortion effects on degradations of 
all the CE8PSK and DEQPSK signals tested are about the same. However when 
the HPA is operating at 0 dB OBO. signal 4B has a degradation of about 
1 dB at P.=10-4, while signal 4A loses 1.6 dB. 
4.9.4 Performances of signals lB, 2B, 3B and 4B over a nonlinear and 
bandliDi ted bandpass channel and in an ACI environment 
In Section 3.7.4, it is mentioned that the degradations in 
tolerance to noise caused by the HPA are due to nonlinear distortion and 
increased ACI created by spectral restoration. The effects on performance 
of spectral restoration will now be studied. / It 1s shown in 
Section 3.7.5, that the increased ACI can be observed by means of spectral 
estimation on the transmitted Signal, at the output of the HPA at the 
earth station. The model used for spectral estimation is shown in 
Fig. 4.8, where the spectrum at point 'F' was studied. The simulation 
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results have shown that, with the HPA operating at 0, 0.2 and 0.68 dB, the 
transmitted spectra of signals lB, 2B, 3B and 4B at the output of the HPA, 
are exactly the same as those of signals lA, 2A, 3A and 4A shown in 
Fig. 3.14. So, if the same transmitter fll ters, HPA and channel spacing 
are used, both CE8PSK and DEQPSK signals will have the same level of ACI 
introduced into the desired channel. 
Since the HPA causes significant spectral spreading of the signals 
(Fig. 3.14), lt is obvious that the degradation in tolerance to noise is 
bound to occur. The simulation model, used to evaluate the error-rate 
performance of CE8PSK signals in an ACI environment, is shown in Fig. 4.7, 
where the nonlinear and bandl1m1 ted bandpass channel is used (1. e., w1 th 
Swi tches 'B' closed). Results of computer simulation tests are shown in 
Fig. 4.14a, band c, for the case where the HPA operatlng at 0, 0.2 and 
0.68 dB OBO and the channel spacing is fc c =5R/4 Hz. 
At 0 dB OBO (Fig. 4.14a), signals 1B, 2B and 3B have degradatlons of 
about 1.8 dB, while slgnal 4B loses about 2.3 dB at P.=lO - 4 , in comparison 
wlth that of an ideal CE8PSK system. 
Wlth the HPA OBO increased from 0 dB.to 0.2 dB (Fig 4.14b), signals 
1B, 2B, 3B and 4B have degradations of about 1 dB at P.=10-4 , in 
comparlson Wl th that of an ideal CE8PSK system. So the performances of 
signals 1B, 2B and 3B are improved by 0.5 dB, while that of slgnal 4B is 
improved by about 1 dB at P.=10-4. 
With the HPA OBO value lncreased further from 0.2 to 0.63 dB 
(Fig. 4. 14c), the error-rate performances of signals 1B, 2B, 3B and 4B 
remaln unchanged. 
Table 4.6a shows the degradations in tolerance to noise of the signals 
at P.=10- 4 , measured in comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK system. It 
can be seen that, for the preferred IF filters, HPA and with the channel 
spacing fcu=5R/4 Hz, the most cost effective arrangement is to use signal 
l 
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IB <less hardware complexity than those of signals 2B and 3B) and to 
operate the HPA slightly backed off (say, e.g., 0.2 dB) below saturation. 
The degradation is about I dB at Pe=10-", in comparison with that of an 
ideal CEBPSK system. A better power efficiency cannot be obtained by 
increasing the HPA OBO value further. 
With the channel spacing fea increased from 5R/4 Hz to 5.5R/4 Hz, the 
error-rate performances are as shown in Figs. 4.15a, band c. The 
degradations in tolerance to noise of the signals at P.=10-4, with 
different HPA OBO values, measured in comparison with that of an ideal 
CEBPSK system, are shown in Table 4.6b. Comparing the degradations in 
Table 4.6a with those in Table 4.6b, it can be seen that the improvements 
in performances obtained by increasing the channel spacing from 5R/4 Hz to 
5.5R/4 Hz are in the range 0 - 0.4 dB. 
ComparIng the degradations in tolerance to noise with those of the 
DEQPSK signals (Table 3.7) under the same assumed conditions, it can be 
seen that, CEBPSK signals suffer less further degradatlon in tolerance to 
noise, due to ACI, than DEQPSK signals. This is also seen in Section 
4.9.2. 
4.9.5 Performances given by the distance measure A - F in decoding CEBPSK 
signals over a linear and bandlimited channel 
The dlstance measures A - F used in this section are described in 
Sectlon 4.B and the equations satisfied by the dlstance measures are shown 
in Table 4.3. The simulation model used to evaluate the error-rate 
performances of CEBPSK signals is shown in Fig. 4.6, where the linear and 
bandlimited channel is used (i.e., with Switches 'B' closed). The Viterbi 
decoder operating with the distance measures A - F are used in the tests. 
The simulation results suggest that, the performances are independent of 
the shapes of the base band signal used for the particular shapes tested. 
That is, for the given distance measure (A, B, C, D, E or F), the 
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performances of signals 1B, 2B, 3B and 4B remain the same, thus the 
performance is dependent on the distance measures used, but not on the 
particular shape of the base band waveform tested. The error-rate 
performances given by the distance measures A - F, are shown in Fig. 4.16, 
which indicates that the distance measures, when listed in the order of 
their relative tolerances to noise and starting with the best, are A or E, 
F, B or D, and C. The distance measure E gives the same performance as 
distance measure A (which is equivalent to the unitary distance measure 
when used in the decoder), and the distance measures Band D also give the 
same error-rate performance, at P.)10-4 • It can be seen in Fig. 4.16 that 
the degradatlons in tolerance to noise given by the distance measures B -
F, when measured relative to the optimum dlstance measure, are ln the 
range 0 - 0.6 dB. Thus, if it is not critically important that the decoder 
achieves the very best performance, the distance measure D achieves a good 
compromise between performance and complexity. 
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Code Code memory Sub-generator Asymptotic gain 
(K-1) bit codes gains (dB) 
G<' > • .:J G(2). j j 
010 1 0 1 1 
1 4 1 1 1 001 2 4.1 
000 010 3 
o 1 1 0 1 011 1 
2 6 110 1 1 001 2 5 
000 0 1 100 3 
Table 4.1 Rate 2/3 binary codes for CE8PSK signals. 
Octal Phase Magnitude of 
symbol (degrees) quadrature components 
e< 1 ) 
• 
e(2) 
• 
e(3) 
• 
q!') q~::Z) 
0 0 0 + 22.5 +0.924 +0.383 
0 0 1 + 67.5 +0.383 +0.924 
0 1 0 +112.5 -0.383 +0.924 
0, 1 1 +157.5 -0.924 +0.383 
1 0 0 -157.5 -0.924 -0.383 
1 0 1 -112.5 -0.383 -0.924 
1 1 0 - 67.5 +0.383 -0.924 
1 1 1 - 22.5 +0.924 -0.383 
Table 4.2 . Gray encoding for CE8PSK signals. 
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Distance Equation 
measure 
A c,.,=-lr,.,lcos1,., 
where l,.,=Q,.,-;,., 
B c ... =-COSl'h 
C 2 Ch='¥h 
D c ='1,., { IQ,.,-I,.,I, for IQ,.,-I,.,I ~n: 
where '1,.,= 
E 2 c,.,=lr,.,I'I,., 2n:-1 Q,.,-I,.,I , for I Q,.,-I,.,i>n: 
F c,.,=1 r,.,1 1,., 
Table 4,3 Equations for different distance measures. Ir,.,I, Q,., and I,., 
are given by Equations 4.8.11, 4.8.13 and 4.8.14, respectively. 
fc.= Signal 
<in Hz) 1B 2B 3B 4B 
5R/4 1.1 0.5 0.2 0 
5.5R/4 0.2 0 0 0 
Table 4,4 Degradations in tolerance to noise of signals 1B, 2B, 3B 
and 4B, over a linear and bandlimited channel and in an ACI environment, 
with the channel spacings fc.=5R/4 Hz and 5.5R/4 Hz, at P.=10-4 , expressed 
in dB, in comparison with that of an ideal CDE8PSK system (from Fig. 
4.12) • 
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, 
HPA OBO Signal 
(in dB) 1B 2B 3B 4B 
0 0.5 0.5 0.7 1. 
0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 
0.68 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 
(a) 
HPA OBO Signal 
(in dB) lA 2A 3A 4A 
0 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.6 
0.2 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.1 
0.68 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.9 
(b) 
Table 4,5 Degradations in tolerance to noise of signals (a) 1B, 2B, 
3B and 4B , and (b) lA, 2A, 3A and 4A, over a nonlinear and bandlimited 
channel, with the HPA operating at 0, 0.2 and 0.68 dB OBO and in an non-
ACI environment, at P.=10-4 , expressed in dB, measured in comparison with 
those of the corresponding ideal systems (from Fig. 4.13). 
-
HPA OBO Signal 
(in dB) 1B 2B 3B 4B 
0 1.8 1.8 1.8 2.3 
0.2 1.3 1.1 1 1.3 
0.68 1.3 1.1 1 1.3 
(a) 
HPA OBO Signal 
(in dB) 1B 2B 3B 4B 
0 1.7 1.7 1.7 2.3 
0.2 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.4 
0.68 0.9 0.9 0,9 1.2 
(b) 
Table 4,6 Degradations in tolerance to noise of signals lB, 2B, 3B, 
4B, over a nonlinear and bandlimited channel, with the HPA operating at 0, 
0.2 and 0.68 dB OBO and in an ACI environment, with channel spacing (a) 
fc.=5R/4 Hz and, (b) fc.=5.5R/4 Hz, at P.=10-4 , expressed in dB, measured 
in comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK system (from Figs. 4.14 and 
4.15). 
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Figure 4.4 Encoder configuration for Code 1. 
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, 
f (t) 1---------1 
Fi~!re 4.7 Baseband equivalent model of the CE8PSK system, with a linear and 
bandlim1ted or a nonlinear and bandlim1ted satellite channel and in an ACI 
epvironment, for computer simulation. FT(f) is the resultant transfer function of 
the baseband equivalent model of the IF filter in cascade with the modulation 
filter. LF'F means the baseband equivalent model of the IF filter. Switches 'A' 
and 'B' are for the nonlinear and bandlim1ted channel, and the linear and 
bandlim1ted channel, respectively. 
... {a~'-.... >-t '~od," c--o~+. ,., r ...... TO·_e+:_f_<t_>--J 
Kodulation 
filter 
'0 ' 
Transmitter 
IF 
filter 
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t=mT. 
HPA 
'E ' 'F' 
Figure 4.8 Baseband equivalent medel for spectral estimation of CE8PSK signals 
at different pOints along the transmission path. f<t) is the impulse response of 
the baseband eqUivalent medel of the IF filter. 
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CHAPTER 5 
BASEBAID PREDISIORTION TRCH!l£IQUE AID COIVOI.UTIO!rAI.LY AID 
DIFFEREnIAI.I.Y ENCODED COHERENT 8 PHASR-SHIFT KEYIXG 
<CDB8PSK) TBCHJUQUE 
5.1 Baseband predistortiOD technique 
5.1.1 Introduction 
At present, HPA, TWT and FE! <Field Effect Transistor) amplifiers are 
generally used for high power microwave amplification. The linearity of 
FE! amplifier is somewhat superior to that of HPA and TilT, as its 
nonlinear effects are considered negligible with reasonable output 
backoff. However, the maximum FET amplifier output is currently only about 
1-4 11 in 2-8 GHz (1). The HPA and TIITA are used exclusively in high power 
amplifiers, for high capacity satellite transmission. For the present 
project, although the satellite TWTA is assumed to be operating in the 
linear mode, the HPA at the earth station distorts the pulse shape, which 
results in a reduction in tolerance to noise of the system. In addition, 
it causes spectral spreading which increases ACI, which in turn further 
degrades the performance. These effects are shown in Sections 3.7.5 
and 4.9.4. Hence, without nonlinear compensation, efficient high capacity 
digital transmission can only be achieved by operating with a large 
b~ckoff. 
Predistortion is one of the best of the many methods of nonlinear 
compensation (2), (3) ,( 4), Using this technique, inverse distortion is 
added to the HPA input to cancel HPA nonlinear distortion. Because of the 
high microwave power, most predistortion circuit realizations have been 
achieved by predistortion of the microwave signal. This thesis presents a 
scheme (5] . which compensates for the nonlinear effects of the HPA by 
predistorting the base band signal prior to modulation. as opposed to 
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correcting the distortion after modulation. It is assumed that the 
characteristics and the operating point of the HPA are known. The circuit 
realization advantages of the base band predistorter are greatest in low 
data rate applications because the component costs are much smaller than 
the equivalent microwave realization. 
5.1.2 Description of the baseband predistorter 
From Section 2.5.2, for a modulation signal (Eqn. 2.5.1) 
5.1.1 
with the equivalent base band signal represented" (Appendix A6) as the 
complex-valued signal (Eqn. 2.5.19) 
set) = aCt) + jb(t) 5.1.2 
\ 
where j=!=1, input to the HPA, the eqUivalent baseband signal at the HPA 
output, with the use of the HPA backoff factor He' is given by 
(Eqns. 2.5.21, 2.5.20 and 2.5.17) 
z(t) = s(t)HcG(!) 5.1.3 
5.1.4 
where 5.1.5 
is the conversion function of the HPA and is dependent on the envelope !. 
! is a short-hand notation for 
5.1.6 
from Eqn. 2.5.18. 
The baseband predistorter, described here, adds inverse distortion to 
the inphase and quadrature components, aCt) and b(t), of the modulation 
signal, S(t), to cancel HPA nonlinear distortion. Note that aCt) and bet) 
are the inphase and quadrature modulated waveforms, respectively, so that 
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predistortion is carried out on the base band signal. The base band 
predistorter consists of two circuits, as shown in Fig. 5.1: the envelope 
predistortion circuit and the phase predistortion circuit. The former 
predistorts the (inphase and quadrature) components of the signal equally; 
however, this does not change the signal phase, while the latter in 
cascade with the envelope predistortion circuit predistorts the phase of 
the signal, yet, does not affect the amplitude of the envelope. 
Figure 5.1 shows a block diagram of the baseband predistorter. It has 
two major parts: 
(1) A circuit that predistorts the amplitude of the base band signal 
s(t). It is a hardware realization of the operation 
[a(t) + jb(t»)ID(E)1 
where ID(E)I is the predistorter amplitude conversion function, 
whose value is dependent on the signal envelope E. E is a short-hand 
notation for 
5.1. 7 
(2) A circuit that predistorts the phase angle of the complex-valued 
baseband signal s(t) (Eqn. 5.1. 2). It is a hardware realization of 
the operation 
[a(t) + jb(t») {cos[f(E») + jsin[f(E»)) 
where f (E) is the predistorter phase conversion function, whose 
value is dependent on E. 
In fact, these two operations can be combined by using a single circuit 
with a hardware realization given by 
x(t) = [a(t) + jb(t»)ID(E)I{cos[f(E») + jsin[f(E»)) 
= [a(t) + jb(t») {ID(E)lcos[f(E») + jID(E)lsin[f(E»)) 
= [a(t) + jb(t»)[Dp(E) + jDq(E») 
5.1.8 
5.1. 9 
5.1.10 
with 
and 
DpCE) = IDCE)lcos[f(E)] 
DqCE) = ID(E)lsin[f(E)] 
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5.1.11a 
5.1. llb 
where x(t) is the predistorted baseband Cmodulating) signal, and Dp(E) and 
DqCE) are the inphase and quadrature conversion functions, respectively, 
of the predistorter. A lookup table may be used to supply these 
multiplicative factors, DpCE) and Dq(E), (which will be derived later in 
this section,) to apply to each of the baseband signal components, for any 
given value of E, as shown in Fig. 5.2b. These values are calculated such 
that they cancel as much as possible the nonlinear effects of the HPA. 
5.1.3 Xodelling of the baseband predistorter 
Let D(E) = Dp(E) + jDq(E), where j~. Then Eqn. 5.1.10 becomes 
xCt) = [act) + jb(t)]DCE) 5.1.12 
where D(E) represents the conversion function of the predistorter. The 
equivalent model of the predistorter is shown in Fig. 5.3a, where the 
predistorter is represented by the conversion function D CE). Since the 
value of D(E) is dependent on the input signal envelope E(t), it can be 
varied by multiplying ECt) by a constant factor Pc (as in the case of the 
HPA) to give the signal envelope CEqn. 5.1.7) 
5.1.13 
This is equivalent to shifting the operating point along the predistorter 
transfer characteristics by using the value of Pc' so that Pc can be used 
to locate the operating point at the required backoff value. Pc is called 
the predistorter backoff factor. Hence, with the use of the predistorter 
backoff factor, the signal from the predistorter output, for an input 
signal of 
u(t) = act) + jbft) 5.1.14 
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is given by (Eqns. 5.1.10 and 5.1.12) 
x(t) = [a(t) + jb(t)]Pc[D .. (Jt) +jD.,(Jt)] 5.1.15 
5.1.16 
5.1.1'7 
In practice, the analog base band signal components, a(t) and b(t), 
are generated by using a pair of digital fil~~rs and then an D/A 
conversion process (Section 2.4.1). Thus predistortion can be carried out 
digitally on the baseband signal, before the D/A conversion process. 
Samples of D(~) which provide sufficient resolution can be stored in a 
lookup table (Fig. 5.2), and used to determine the required output signal 
samples. The samples are obtained as follows. 
(1) The predistorter AM-AM characteristic is obtained by graphically 
inverting the HPA AM-AM characteristic, so that the input of the HPA 
AM-AM characteristic becomes the output of the predistorter AM-AM 
characteristic. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.4b. Since the 
predistorter cannot cancel the nonlinear effect of the HPA over the 
region above saturation, no attempt is made to invert this region. 
To represent the predistorter AM-AM characteristic by, say h 
discrete values of ID(E)I, the predistorter voltage transfer 
characteristic is quantized into regular intervals of 0 volts, along 
the input axis. The values of ID(om)l, where 0m=m8, for m=1, 2, ... , 
h, are then obtained using the predistorter AM-AM characteristic and 
the equation 
Output voltage for an input value of m8 volts 
m8 volts 
This is the AM-AM conversion function of the predistorter. 
5.1.18 
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(2) The predistorter AX-PM characteristi<: is the negative of the 
phase rotation introduced by the HPA. Hence by drawing horizontal 
lines from the predistorter AX-AX characteristic to the HPA AM-PI( 
characteristic. the predistorter AM-PM characteristic can be 
obtained by taking the negative sign of the corresponding HPA AM-PM 
values. For example. the negative phase rotation marked as point ·c· 
on the predistorter AM-PM characteristic is shown by the path ·C· on 
Fig. 5.4. The complete predistorter AM-PX characteristic is shown in 
Fig. 5.4b. The quadrature components. Dp{om> and Dq{om>. of the 
predistorter characteristic function. for m=1. 2 •...• h. are then 
obtained using the predistorter phase characteristic and ID(om)1 
with the following two equations 
5.1.19a 
and 5.1.19b 
where f{om> is the AM-PM conversion function of the predistorter and 
ID{om>l. for m=1.2 ••.•• h. have been obtained in (1). 
(3) The values of Dp{om> and Dq~om>' for m=1. 2 •..•• h. are then 
taken as real and imaginary values. respectively. such that 
5.1.20 
Hence. the conversion function of the predistorter. {D(Oh»' are 
obtained. 
Since the modulation filter is digital. consider time t=iT •• where lIT. is 
the sampling rate. The digital baseband signal. at the filter output. at 
time iT •• is given by (Eqn. 5.1.14> 
u, = a, +jb, 5.1.21 
where a,=a(iT.> and b,=b{iT.). So from Eqns. 5.1.17. 5.1.16 and 5.1.15. 
the signal sample from the predistorter output. at time t=iT •• is 
= (a, + jb,)PcD(~'> 
= (a, + jb,)Pc[Dp(~,) + jDq(~,») 
= [Pca,Dp(~,)-Pcb,Dq(~,») + j[Pca.Dq(~,)+Pcb,Dp(~,») 
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5.1.22 
5.1.23 
5.1.24 
5.1.25 
where now ~. is a quantized value which may not be equal to. but is at 
least close to. the signal envelope tU'Pct at the predistorter input. 
Equation 5.1.25 shows that. it is possible to achieve a considerable 
reduction in equipment complexity by combining the operation of modulation 
filtering and predistortion in a single lookup table. 
The model shown in Fig. 5.3b is used to assess the performance of the 
predistorter. in computer simulation tests. The values of {D(8h ». for 
h=1. 2 •..•• 32. obtained by quantizing the predistorter characteristics 
(Fig. 5.4b) into regular intervals along the input axis and using 
Eqns. 5.1.18. 5.1.19 and 5.1.20. are shown in Table 5.1. 
From Fig. 5.4b. it can be seen that the predistorter introduces 
nonl1near AM-AM and AM-PM conversion effects. This results in spectral 
spreading of a signal with a nonconstant envelope. as is seen from the 
results shown in Section 5.3.1. However. the predistorted signal. at the 
output of the predistorter. must not be bandlimited if it is used to 
cancel HPA nonlinear distortion. This is because the high frequency 
components in the Signal. generated in the predistortion process. are 
needed to cancel the nonlinear distortion of the HPA. Results of computer 
simulation tests suggest that. if the predistorted signal is bandlimited 
by the transmitter IF filter F'F' then it ceases to cancel the nonlinear 
distortion introduced by the HPA. Thus the predistorted signal must not be 
bandlimited before feeding it into the HPA. 
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Predistortion is carried out on the sampled baseband signal. whereas 
the HPA is operating on a continuous bandpass signal. However. as 
mentioned before. a D/A conversion process is used at the output of the 
predistorter to obtain the required shape of the analog. modulating 
base band waveforms. and so a pair of post DI A lowpass f11 ters has to be 
used to reject spurious signals (Section 2.4.3). It is assumed here that. 
in all the transmission system models which use the predistorter. the post 
D/A filters have a rectangular frequency response and a linear phase 
characteristic over the predistorted signal bandwidth. Clearly. the 
predistorted signal has a bandwidth of half of the digital sampling rate. 
1. e.. 1/2T.. These fll ters do not distort the signal and so are not 
included in the simulation models. 
5.1.4 Xodel of the predistorter in cascade with the HPA. used for computer 
simulation 
The baseband eqUivalent model of the HPA is shown in Fig. 2.l1c and 
discussed in Section 2.5. Here the model of the predistorter in cascade 
wi th the HPA. used for computer simulation. is shown in Fig. 5.5. The 
signal sample value. at the input to the predistorter. at time t=iT.. is 
(Eqn. 5.1. 21) 
From Eqn 5.1.22. the output signal sample from the predistorter. at time 
t=iT •• is 
5.1.26 
where x, and D(~,) have complex values. D(~.) is the conversion function 
of the predistorter. and ~. is a quantized value which may not be equal. 
but is at least close to the input signal envelope lu,Pcl (the absolute 
value of u'Pc)' Pc is the predistorter backoff factor used to locate the 
required operating point on the predistorter characteristics. The 
predistorted signal sample x, is then backed off by the HPA backoff factor 
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He and fed into the HPA, which gives at its output the signal sample, at 
time t=iT., 
5.1.27 
Hence, from Eqns. 5.1.26 and 5.1.27, 
v, = u,PcD{~,)HcG{A,) 5.1.28 
where v, and G{A,) have complex values. G(A,) is the conversion function 
of the HPA, A, is a quantized value which may not be equal, but is at 
least close to the input signal envelope IU,PcD{t,)Hcl, and He is the HPA 
backoff factor used to locate the required operating point on the HPA 
characteristics. 
5.1.5 Backeff factor of the baseband predistorter 
When using predistortion, inverse distortion is added to the HPA input 
to cancel HPA nonlinear distortion. The distortion varies as the operating 
point (output power) of the HPA is varied, and so the predistorter must be 
backed off at a suitable operating point in order to obtain the optimum 
performance (i.e., optimum cancellation of nonlinear distortion). 
Figure 5.6 shows how the HPA AM-AM conversion effect on a signal is 
cancelled by using the predistorter. It can be seen that, when an input 
signal with a sinusoidal envelope is fed into the predistorter, the 
envelope of the signal at its output is ampl1 tude distorted, but if the 
predistorted signal is fed into the HPA backed off at the right operating 
point, the original envelope is recovered. Figure 5.6 shows that, when the 
signal with an average voltage of BX volts is fed into the predistorter, 
the average output voltage is not BY volts, but BZ volts. This 1s caused· 
by the nonlinear AM-AM conversion effect of the predistorter. So when the 
predistorted signal is fed into the HPA, it should be backed off at BZ 
volts, instead of BY volts, in order to obtain the optimum cancellation of 
nonlinear distortion, because the average voltage into the HPA is now BZ 
volts. 
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Since the AM-AM conversion effect of the predistorter is nonlinear, the 
optiEum operating point for compensating for the nonlinear effects of the 
HPA operating at a given backoff value cannot be found directly or simply 
from the predistorter characteristics. Computer simulation tests were, in 
fact, used to find this. Extensive computer simulation tests, which take 
into account ACI, have been carried out and the results suggest that 
0.68 and 1.16 dB IBO (Input Backoff) of the predistorter are the optimum 
values (i.e., give the best error-rate performances) for the HPA operating 
at 0.2 and 0.68 dB OBO, respectively. Since the predistorter can only 
cancel the HPA nonlinear effects occuring below saturation, when 
predistortion is used, the HPA should be operating below saturation. Thus 
in all the transmission systems which use the predistorter described in 
this thesis, the HPA is operating either at 0.2 or 0.68 dB OBO with the 
predistorter operating at 0.68 or 1.16 dB IBO, respectively. 
5.1. 6 Baseband equivalent DIOdel of DEQPSK or CEBPSK systeD (or CDEBPSK 
system> with the use of the predistorter 
Since the predistorted signal at the predistorter output must not be 
bandlimi ted in order to cancel HPA nonlinear distortion (Section 5.1. 3), 
the transmitter IF filter F'F cannot be used. In order to maintain the 
equal sharing of the overall filtering between the transmitter and 
receiver filters (as has been assumed in all the transmission systems 
discussed so far), the modulation filter should now have the 
characteristics of the baseband equivalent model of the receiver IF filter 
in cascade with the demodulation filter. In practice, since this filter is 
digital, it is not difficult to realize. So in all the transmission system 
models with the use of the predistortion technique described in this 
thesis, the above filter arrangement is assumed. Hence the equal sharing 
of the overall filtering between the transmitter and receiver filters is 
maintained. 
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The base band equivalent model of a DEQPSK or CE8PSK system (or CDE8PSK 
system described later), with the use of the predistorter in an ACI 
environment, is shown in Fig. 5.7. (The model is modified from the model 
shown in Fig. 3.6 or 4.7.) For DEQPSK systems, the transmitters have a 
differential and Gray encoder, and the receiver has a threshold detector, 
a Gray and differential decoder. Whereas for CE8PSK systems, the 
transmitters have a convolutional and Gray encoder, and the receiver has a 
Viterbi decoder. The simulation methods are exactly as described in 
Sections 3.3 and 3.4 (and 4.5 for CE8PSK signal), except that with em in 
Eqn. 3.3.8 replaced by xm (Eqn. 5.1.26) 
xm = umPeD(~m) 5.1.29 
Thus Eqn. 3.3.8 becomes 
where zm' urn' D(~rn)' G(Hc ) and nm all have complex values. ~m and Am are 
the quantized values which are closest to the corresponding input signal 
envelopes lumPel and IUmPeD(~m)Hel, respectively. 
5.2 Convolutionall y and differentially encoded 8 phase sh! ft 
keying (CPE8PSK> teohnique 
5.2.1 Description of a CDE8PSK system 
In any modulation technique, if the information is transmitted in N 
different phases, there is an N-fold ambiguity in the data recovery. The 
ambiguity is not a defect of the carrier recovery circuit, but is inherent 
to suppressed-carrier, phase-shift keying [61. It can only be resolved by 
special encoding or other-information carried in the message. 
In QPSK signals (Section 3.1.1), since the information is carried in 4 
different phases, the carrier recovery circuit has a fourfold ambiguity, 
and so differential encoding is used to resolve the ambiguity. In the 
CE8PSK system described in Section 4.2, each pair of data bits, together 
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with the previous two pairs of data bits, are used to determine one of the 
eight possible carrier phases by means of the convolutional encoder. So 
when carrier is recovered, there is an eight-fold ambiguity. A simulation 
test has been carried out for the CEBPSK signal and the result suggests 
that if the recovered carrier has a wrong reference phase, the decoder is 
not able to decode the received signal, i.e., catastrophic failure 
results. So, before designing the carrier recovery circuit <which is 
discussed in Chapter 7), the eight-fold ambiguity in carrier recovery must 
be resolved first. 
The simplest method of resolving the ambiguity is to send a training 
sequence of data, at the start of any transmission, to locate the phase of 
the reference carrier. The advantage of the method is that no special 
coding is required. However, the disadvantage is that, during the 
transmission, if there is a sudden phase change or fading in the signal, 
the carrier may lose the reference phase and catastrophic failure results. 
Another method to resolve the ambiguity is to use a differential 
encoding technique. In the DEQPSK system described in Section 3.1.2, the 
differential encoder at the transmitter encodes each pair of binary 
symbols, so that the phase change rather than the absolute phase carries 
the data, thus eliminating the need for a reference phase at the receiver. 
The same principle, in fact, can be applied to ~EBPSK signals which then 
become convolutionally and differentially encoded BPSK (CDEBPSK) signals. 
The block diagram of a CDEBPSK system is shown in Fig. 5.B. The 
information_to be transmitted is carried by_ the sequence of binary data-
symbols {a~}. The {a~}, after being serial-to-parallel converted and 
convolutionally encoded (Section 4.2), produce a sequence of {e,}, where 
e, is a 3-component vector. At time t=iT, e, has one of B possible values 
given by <Eqn. 4.2.4 in Section 4.2) 
e, = [ e< 1 ) , 5.2.1 
where e~>'=O or 1, for j=l, 2, 3. Each vector e, represents a 3-bit binary 
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sequence. In the generation of a differential encoded vector d., where d. 
is also a 3-component vector with 8 possible values given by 
dJ. = [ d~ 1 ) d~3) ] 5.2.2 
where d~j)=l or 0, for j=l, 2, 3, the present vector, e., is added to the 
previous differential encoded vector, d._" to form the present 
differential encoded vector d.. This process produces a sequence {d.}. 
Each vector of the sequence {d.} is then Gray encoded, according to 
Table 5.2 (which is similar to Table 4.2), to give two output sequences 
{q~')} and {q~2)} where q~j)=±O.924 or ±O.383, for j=l, 2. The sampling, 
filtering and modulation processes, etc., following this are exactly the 
same as described in the CE8PSK system in Section 4.2. 
Assume that, in Fig. 5.8, the bandpass transmission channel introduces 
no attenuation, delay or distortion, but that it adds a Gaussian noise 
waveform, N(t), to the transmitted signal, so that the channel is exactly 
the same as the one used in the QPSK or CE8PSK systems described in 
Sections 3.1.1 or 4.2, respectively. At the input of the demodulator, the 
signal is (Eqn. 4.2.6) 
r(t) = l2[a(t)cos~ct - b(t)sin~ct) + N(t) 5.2.3 
where N(t) is a sample function of a Gaussian random process with zero 
mean and a tWo-sided power .spectral density of lI!No over the signal 
frequency band. Assume that the bandwidth of N(t) is small compared with 
its carrier frequency Wc rad/s, so Eqn. 5.2.3 can be written [7) as 
r(t) = [/2a(t)+Nc(t»)coswct - [l2b(t)+N.(t»)sin~ct 5.2.4 
as can be seen from Eqn. 3.1.4, where Nc(t) and N.(t) are sample functions 
of Gaussian random processes, with zero mean and a two-sided power 
spectral density twice that of N(t) (Appendix A7). 
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It has been shown, in Section 3.1.1, that under these conditions, the 
inphase and quadrature base band signal components, at the demodulation 
filter output, are (Eqn. 3.1.7 or 4.2.8) 
and 
r")(t) = t q~')h(t-iT) + v,·)(t) 
• 
r(2)(t) = t q~2)h(t-iT) + V(2)(t) 
• 
5.2.5a 
5.2.5b 
respectively, where het) is the inverse Fourier transform of H(f) which is 
the transfer function of the modulation and demodulation f11 ters in 
cascade. v,·)(t) and V(2)(t) are filtered Gaussion noise waveforms. 
Bearing in mind that the bandpass channel introduces no attenuation, delay 
or distortion. 
Assume that, in Fig. 5.8, the modulation and demodulation filters have 
the same characteristics, and the combined transfer function is a 
sinusoidal roUoff amplitude characteristic (Eqn 2.2.3) with a linear 
phase characteristic, so that h(O)=l and h(iT>=O, for all values of the 
integer i other than i=O. The signals r,·)(t) and r(2)(t) have no ISI at 
the time instants {iT). Assume also that the receiver provides the ideal 
required timing signal, so the two base band waveforms, r")(t) and 
r(2)(t), at the demodulation filter output are sampled at the time 
instants {iT), to give two sequences of sample values {r~'» and {r~2» 
to the decoder. At time t=iT, the samples are (Eqn. 3.1.8) 
r~ 1) = q~ 1) + v~' ") 5.2.6a 
and 5.2.6b 
where v~') and V~2) are sample values of Gaussian random variables with 
zero mean and fixed variance v2 , the {V~')} and {V~2)} being 
statistically independent and independent also of the taL}' 
The received samples {r~'» and {r~2» are fed to the decoder which 
produces at its output the sequence of symbols taL) which forms the 
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sequence of decoded data symbols. In the absence of noise, the {a~} are 
the same as the {a~}. The aim of the decoder is to generate the sequence 
{a~} such that the corresponding sequences {q~')} and {q~2)}, which would 
have been transmitted in response to the given {a~} at the transmitter 
input, are at the minimum unitary (total> distance from the received 
sequences {r~')} and {r~2)} [81. 
5.2.2 Baseband equivalent lKldel of CDE8PSK system, with a linear or 
nonlinear satellite channel, for computer simulation 
The CDE8PSK system here operates at a speed of 64, 128, 256 ot 512 
kbit/s over a satellite link. Since CDE8PSK Signals, as for CE8PSK 
Signals, use a quadrature modulation technique, the system can be greatly 
simplified by assigning real values to the signals in one of the two 
parallel channels (that associated with /2cos~ct) and imaginary values to 
the signals in the other channel, and then considering the linear 
modulator, the transmitter IF filter, the HPA, the receiver IF filter and 
the linear demodulator, as a base band transmission path carrying complex-
valued signals, as is done for the CE8PSK system shown in Section 4.3. In 
fact, apart from the differentially encoding process used at the 
transmitter and the decoding process used at the receiver, a CDE8PSK 
system is exactly the same as a CE8PSK system, thus the model shown in 
Fig. 4.6 is used here to describe the CDE8PSK system over a linear or 
nonlinear channel' (see the description shown in Section 4.3). The 
, 
information to be transmitted is carried by the sequence of binary data-
_symbols {a~}, where the {a~} have the possible values 0 or 1. The coded 
symbols {q,} are obtained from the {a~}, by the convolutional and Gray 
encoder (Section 5.2.1). The i~h symbol has the value 
q, = (±O.924 ± jO.383) or (±O.383 ± jO.924) 5.2.7 
where j= 1=1, the {q,}, of course, being statistically independent and 
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equally likely to have any of the eight possible values. The {q.) are used 
to form the sequence of impulses Uq,8 (t-iT» 
• 
at the input of the 
modulation filter. The signal waveform at the output of the modulation 
filter is the complex-valued baseband signal 
u(t) = I q,h~(t-iT) 
, 5.2.8 
where h~(t) is the impulse response of the modulation filter and, at any 
given value of time t, is real (Section 2.4.1). Similar to the DEQPSK and 
CE8PSK system shown in Section 3.3 or 4.3, respectively,the system is 
modelled digitally. The continuous waveforms in the system are modelled as 
discrete waveforms. 
The waveform u(t) is sampled 8 times per symbol, at the time instants 
are then fed to a baseband equivalent model of one of the bandpass 
channels, as shown in Flg. 4.6. 
For the description of the processing of the sampled signal (u
M
) in the 
baseband equivalent model of (a) a linear and memoryless bandpass channel, 
(b) a linear and bandlimited bandpass channel and, (c) a nonl1near and 
bandl1mited bandpass channel, and for the calculation of 2Eb/No in the 
simulation tests, see Section 3.3. 
The sampled signal {wm) (given by Eqn 3.3.2, 3.3.6 or 3.3.9, depending 
on c which channel is used), are filtered by the demodulation filter. The 
sampled impulse response of the demodultion filter, sampled at the rate of 
lIT. samples per second, is given by the (n+1)-component vector 
P = [ Po p, P2 •••• Pn] 5.2.9 
where the {Pm>' for O!m'n, have real-valued components (Table 2.1), and 
Pm=p(mT.). Thus at time=mT., the signal sample at the filter output is 
n 
5.2.10 
where rm has a complex value. 
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Assume that the receiver provides the required ideal timing signal, so 
the sequence {r
m
} is sampled once per symbol, at the time instants {iT}, 
to give the sequence {r i }, where r, has a complex value. The {r i } are fed 
to the decoder which produces at its output the sequence of symbols {aLl 
which form the sequence of decoded binary-data symbols. 
5.2.3 Suboptimum decoder for CDE8PSK signals 
In the CDE8PSK system, the phase change carries the data, not the 
absolute phase, so the decoder lS slightly different from the Viterbi-
algorithm decoder used for CE8PSK signals. 
When the {r
i
} are fed to the decoder, the decoder forms and stores a 
set of m=2L vectors (sequences) {XL}' where 
5.2.11 
and xh=O or I, for h=l, 2, ... , L. xh here represents a possible value of 
~h' For each stored vector XL' the decoder forms eight different vectors 
y~ j ') = [ y~ j ) Y" , .< •••• y~ j) ] 5.2.12 
where y~') lS a possible value of r, and i=L/2 (because a coded-symbol is 
transmitted for each pair of data symbols). The {y~.j)}, for h=l, 2, ... , 
i, have complex values and are the possible values of the transmitted 
signal values. Since the transmitted signals phases are differentially 
encoded, the first component (i.e., the initial phase), y;"', for j=l, 2, 
... , 8, takes on 8 different possible values in the eight vectors. This 
takes into account the 8 possible initial reference phases. y~j), for j=l, 
2, ••• I 8, would have been transmitted in place of the sequence of - the 
{q, } had the vector XL been fed to the encoder at the transmitter in 
place of the vector 
ex ... = [ ~, ~ ~3 •••• ~L 1 5.2.13 
that was actually sent, subject to the constraint that y~ j"t was the 
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ini tial phase. Clearly. since the transmitted signal phases are 
differentially encoded. the possible values of Y< J , 2 • y~ j ), •••• y~ j) in 
each of the 8 vectors. {y~J'}. depend on the first component (initial 
phase) of that vector. The ISI introduced by the channel is neglected in 
the decoding process in order to reduce the equipment complexity of the 
decoder. (This assumption is valid because the IF filters only introduce a 
• 
low level of ISI. as is shown in Section 3.7.2.) The decoder forms and 
stores together with each ~. the corresponding 8 possible distances 
5.2.14 
value of the complex value (rh-y~J'). Since. for j=1. 2. ... , 8. there are 
8 different vectors. Y' J , , . which form 8 different values of C~J). there 
are 8 possible distances associated with each X~. This takes into account 
the 8 possible phase references (1. e.. the eightfold phase ambiguity) 
caused by the carrier recovery circuit. 
Ideally. no firm decision is reached as to the value of any a h until 
the whole sequence {r,} has been received. when all {ah} are decoded 
simultaneously from the received {r,}. the decoded values {~} being the 
values of the {xh} in the stored vector X~ having the smallest distance 
C:J'. To reduce the equipment complexity. as for the Viterbi decoder. in 
the determination of (~-2n+' ~-2n+2~ the decoder does not consider the 
Thus. instead of storing m L-component 
vectors {~). the decoder stores the corresponding 2n-component vector 
5.2.15 
so that Z~ Is formed by the last 2n components of the corresponding vector 
x~. The distances {C:J'). for j=1. 2 ••..• 8. of this vector X~ are now 
said to be the distances of Z~. 
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In practice. in the decoder the receiver holds in store mF4K- 1 (K is 
the constraint length of the code) vectors {ZL}.with the minimum distance 
of C~·) • for j=l. 2 •...• 8. corresponding to the 4K - 1 different possible 
combinations of values of XL_2K+3• ~-2K+4' ..•• ~. Thus each stored 
vector ZL forms the last 2n components of the vector ~ that minimises 
C~·).for j=l. 2 •...• 8. subject to the constraint that ~-2K+3' XL- 2K+4' 
.•.• XL' have the given values. and Y~~~+l' for j=l. 2. . .. 8. take on 
the 8 different possible values. It is assumed for convenience here that 
L>2K. Associated with each stored vector ZL are stored the corresponding 
{C~')}. for j=l. 2 •...• 8. Therefore. there are altogether 8m different 
values of C~j). The decoded binary data-symbols (~-2n+l ~-2n+2) are 
taken to be the values of (XL- 2n+1 ~-2n+2)' respectively. in the vector 
vector ZL associated with the smallest C~·). Following the receipt of the 
sample r'+l' each of the stored vectors {ZL} forms a common part of 4 
vectors {XL+2 }. having the 4 possible values of (XL+1 ~+2)' Each of these 
4 vectors is associated with 8 corresponding distances 
5.2.16 
for j=l. 2 •...• 8. where 
5.2.17 
and. for j=1. 2 •.•.• 8. the (C~')} are distances of the original vector 
ZL' and the {y~!~} are complex values and have 8 possible. received 
values. For each of the 4K- 1 possible combinations of values. XL_2K+S ' 
~-2K+6' .•••• XL +1 ' XL +2 • the decoder now selects the vector ZL+2' 
having the smallest C~!~ and then it stores the vector ZL+2 and the 8 
smallest values {C~!~}. for j=1. 2 ••••• 8. (~-2n+. ~-2n+~) are taken to 
be the values of (XL- 2n' 3 xL-2n+~)' respectively. in the stored vector ZL+2 
associated with the smallest C~·). and the process continues in this way. 
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r.+, and y~!~ in Eqn. 5.2.17 are complex-valued and it requires two 
operations of squaring or multiplication to determine each of the 4 
possible values of CC j) 
.+, (1. e. , 
numbers). Hence, for j=I, 2, ••• I 
the unitary distance of two complex 
8, it requires 64 operations of squaring 
or multiplication to compute the 32 values of c~!~ for each vector X~+2' 
There are m vectors Z~, so it requires altogether 64m operations of 
squaring or multiplication. However, y~!~, in Eqn. 5.2.7, has only 8 
possible values because it is one of the 8 possible received complex-
valued samples. Thus, of these 32m values of c~!~, many have the same 
values. There are only 8 different values of c( j ) 1 .... 1 I and each of them 
requires 2 operations of squaring or multiplication to determine. 
Therefore, following the receipt of the sample r.+" the decoder has to 
carry out only 16 operations of squaring or multiplication to compute the 
8 different values of c.+, which are used to form the 32m values {C.+,}. 
The starting up procedure can be exactly the same as that for decoding 
CE8PSK signals (Section 4.4>. However, now it 1S not necessary that the 
receiver provides the required carrier signal with no ambiguity, as it is 
required for decoding CE8PSK signals. If the recovered carrier has a phase 
shift of h~/4, where h=I, 2, ••• I or 7, because the signal is 
differentially encoded, the decoder is still able to decode the received 
signal, although with an initial burst of errors (about 4 to 9 bits). 
It can be seen th:>t the processing of 4K vectors and 8x4K values of 
distances, followed by the storage of 4K-' 2n-component vectors {Z~} and 
8x4K-' values {C~!~}, are involved in the decoding of each rec~ived pair 
of data (~+, ~+2>' For the present, K=3, it requires 16 vectors which 
expand into 64 vectors to form the decoder, and each vector is now 
associated with eight different distances, i.e., a total of 128 distances. 
These 128 distances expand into 512 distances on the expansion of the 
vectors. (Each distance expands 4 ways, since there are 4 possible values 
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of (x i +' X i + 2 ). The decoder must stored 4K-' 2n-component vectors and 50 
requires the same amount of storage as for CE8PSK signals, but it requires 
512 distances, instead of 64 in each decoding process 
Although the decoder resolves the 8-fold ambigUity in carrier recovery 
of CDE8PSK signals, because the differential encoder at the transmitter is 
a feedback loop, it is only a suboptimum decoder and not a true Viterbi 
decoder for the signal. 
Having done this, it is discovered that a true Viterbi decoder can be 
designed to resolve the 8-fold ambiguity in carrier recovery of CE8PSK 
signals. This is described briefly in Section 8.1. 
5.2.4 Performance of CDEBPSK signal 
For DEQPSK signals, the differential decoding process is performed 
after signal detection. If one symbol is in error, the decoder output will 
tend to have double symbol errors because 2 symbols are compared for each 
output symbol. Thus the bit error rate of the Gray encoded DEQPSK signal 
is twice as much as Gray encoded QPSK signal. 
For CDE8PSK Signals, the convolutional and differential encoding 
processes are carried out simultaneously in the decoder. If one symbol is 
in error, the decoder output will tend to have two, three or four symbol 
errors, because each symbol is correlated with three other symbols. The 
performance of the CDE8PSK Signal, using Code 1 (Table 4.2), over an AWGN 
channel, and with the suboptimum decoder used with a delay of 32 symbols 
in decoding, has been evaluated by computer simulation. The -result, as 
shown in Fig.-5.9, indicates that the difference between the performances 
of CE8PSK and CDE8PSK signals increases as P. increases. This cannot be 
caused by the correlation property of the transmitted symbols. If it were, 
the difference would have decreased as P. increased. However, this is 
expected because the decoder is no longer the true Viterbi decoder 
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5.3 SiDD,lotiou results and discussign 
Computer simulation tests have been carried out to assess the error-
rate performances of the different systems, with the use of the 
predistorter, using DEQPSK, CE8PSK and CDE8PSK signals, with the preferred 
equipment filters and HPA. In all simulation tests, it is assumed that the 
receiver provides the ideal required carrier and timing signals, and the 
data-transmission systems are optim1zed by sharing the overall filtering 
equally between the transmitter and receiver. In the cases of CE8PSK and 
CDE8PSK signals, the decoder uses 16 stored vectors with a delay of 
32 symbols in decoding. 
5.3.1 Reductions in spectral spreading 
Computer simulation tests have been carried out to estimate the spectra 
of CDE8PSK signals, over the linear and memoryless channel and the linear 
and bandlimited channel. The results suggest that, with the use of 
the same transmitter filtering, CDE8PSK signals have the same spectra as 
those of DEQPSK and CE8PSK signals <Fig. 3.14). This is expected because 
the differential encoding process does not alter the signal spectra. 
Computer simUlation tests have also been carried out to estimate the 
signal spectra at the output of the HPA for different types of signals. 
The results show that, if the same transmitting filtering are used, 
DEQPSK, CE8PSK and CDE8PSK signals all have the similar shapes of signal 
spectra. With the use of the predistorter prior to the HPA, the power 
spectra of DEQPSK, CE8PSK and CDE8PSK signals at the output of the HPA, 
with and without the predistorter, and at the output of the predistorter, 
over the nonlinear channel, were estimated. The results suggest that, 
with the same modulation filter, the predistorter has the same effect on 
all the signals, 1. e., DEQPSK, CE8PSK and CDE8PSK signals all have the 
similar spectra. So, under the same conditions, DEQPSK, CE8PSK and CDE8PSK 
systems have the same level of ACI in the desired channel. With the HPA 
operating at 0.2 and 0.68 dB OBO, the estimated signal power spectra of 
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signal lA, 2A, 3A and 4A at the output of the HPA, with and without the 
use of the predistorter, are shown in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11, respectively. 
The estimated power signal spectra of the corresponding signals at the 
output of the predistorter are also shown in the same figures. The results 
show that, since the predistorter is a nonlinear device, it causes 
spectral spreading to the signals, but the consequent spectral spreading 
at the output of the HPA is siginificantly reduced. Comparing the power 
spectra at the output of the HPA, without the use of the predistorter, 
against the power spectra with the use of the predistorter, it can be seen 
that a siginificant reduction in spectral spreading at the HPA output has 
been achieved by the use of the predistorter. The transmitted signal power 
spectra, over a linear channel, are also shown in the same figures for 
comparison. 
5.3.2 Performances of signals lA, 2A, 3A and 4A 
(A) with the use of the predistorter in a non ACI environment 
The simulation model, used to evaluate the error-rate performances of 
DEQPSK signals, is shown in Fig. 5.7, with Switches 'A' open (so there is 
no ACI). The performances of signals lA, 2A, 3A and 4A, _ with the HPA 
operating at 0.2 and 0.68 dB OBD, are shown in Figs. 5.12a and b, 
respect! vel y. 
It can be seen that, at 0.68 dB HPA OBD, signals lA, 2A, 3A and 4A have 
insignificant degradations in tolerance to noise at P_~10-4, in comparison 
with that of an ideal DEQPSK system. Thus the nonlinear effects introduced 
by the HPA on the signals have been almost completely removed by the 
predistorter. Table 5.3 shows the degradations in tolerance to noise of 
the signals at P.=lO-'!, with the HPA operating at 0.2 and 0.68 dB DBD, 
measured in comparison with that of an ideal DEQPSK system. Comparing with 
the degradations in tolerance to noise of the signals under the same 
conditions, but without the use of the predistorter, as shown in 
Table 3.6, it can be seen that the predistorter has improved the 
performances by cancelling the nonlinear effects of the HPA. 
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(D) with the use of the predistorter in an ACI enviroJlllent 
The simulation model, used to evaluate the error-rate performance, is 
shown in Fig. 5.7, with Switches 'A' closed (so there is ACI from the 
upper and lower channels). The error-rate performances of signals lA, 2A, 
3A and 4A, with the channel spacing fc.=5R/4 Hz and with the HPA operating 
at 0.2 and 0.68 dB OBO, are shown in Figs. 5.13a and b, respectively. 
At 0.2 dB OBO (Fig. 5. 13a), signal 3A has the best performance. 
Table 5.4 shows the degradations in tolerance to noise of the signals at 
P.=10-4 , measured in comparsion with that of an ideal DEQPSK system. 
Comparing with the degradations of the corresponding signals, under the 
same conditions, but without the use of the predistorter, as shown in 
Table 3.7a, it can be seen that the predistorter has improved the 
performances of all signals. The largest improvements of about 2.4 dB and 
4 dB, at P.=10-4 , are made by signals 3A and 4A, respectively. These 
improvements are expected since the spectral spreading (and ACI) have been 
reduced significantly by the predistorter, as can be seen in Figs. 5.10 
and 5.11. 
Figure 5.l3b shows that very 11 tUe improvement can be obtained by 
increasing the HPA OBO value from 0.2 dB to 0.68 dB. The penalty for this 
improvement' is about 0.5 dB HPA output power reduction caused by operating 
the HPA about 0.5 dB below its full output power. Table 5.4 also shows the 
degradations in tolerance to noise of the signals at P.=10-4 , measured in 
comparison with that of an ideal DEQPSK system 
Comparing the degradations of the signals in Table 5.4, with those 
obtained under the same condi t10ns but with a linear channel, in Table 
3.5, it can be seen that signals lA and 2A have a slightly better 
performance over a nonlinear channel than those over a linear channel. The 
reason is that, after predistorting by the predistorter and distorting by 
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the HPA, the bandwidths of the main lobes of the signal spectra become 
narrower, hence ACI is reduced. This can be seen in Figs. 5. lOa, 5. lOb, 
5.lla and 5.l2b. 
With fc_=4.5R/4 Hz, at 0.2 dB and 0.68 dB HPA OBO, the error-rate 
performances of signal 4A are shown by the dotted lines in Figs. 5.l3a and 
b, respectively. They suggest degradations in tolerance to noise of about 
0.9 dB and 0.7 dB, respectively, at P.=10-4, in comparison with that of an 
ideal DEQPSK system. Thus, under these assumed conditions, signal 4A can 
provide a better power-bandwidth efficiency. 
From the above results, it can be concluded that, under the assumed 
conditions, for the preferred filters, predistorter and HPA, if it is not 
cri tically important that the modem achieves the very best available 
tolerance to nOise, the most cost effective arrangement is to use signal 
4A and to operate the HPA slightly below saturation (say 0.2 dB OBO) with 
fe&=4.5/4 Hz. The degradation in tolerance to noise is about 0.9 dB at 
Pe=10-4, in comparison with that of an ideal DEQPSK system. 
If the very best ava1lable tolerance to nOlse 1S required by the 
system, then the most cost effective arrangement is signal 3A, with 
fe&=5R/4 Hz and the HPA slightly below saturation (say 0.2 dB OBm. The 
degradation in tolerance to noise is about 0.7 dB, at Pe=10-4, in 
comparison with that of an ideal DEQPSK system. 
5.3.3 Performances of signals lB, 2B, 3B and 4B with the use of the 
predistorter in an ACI environment 
The results in Section 4.9.3 have shown that the nonlinear effects of 
the HPA on the error-rate performances of signals lB, 2B, 3B and 4B are 
qui te insignificant. Obviously, with the use of the predistorter, these 
effects will be further reduced, so there is no need to evaluate the 
degradations in tolerance to noise of signals lB, 2B, 3B and 4B due to the 
nonlinear effects of the HPA. 
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To evaluate the error-rate performances of signals 1B, 2B, 3B and 4B 
with the use of the predistorter in an ACI environment, the same model as 
shown in Fig. 5.7 is used, with Switches 'A' closed. The performances of 
the signals, with the HPA operating at 0.2 and 0.68 dB OBO, the channel 
spacing fc.=5R/4 Hz and the unitary distance measure used in the Viterbi 
decoder, are shown in Figs. 5.14a and b. 
At 0.2 dB HPA OBO (Fig. 5. 14a), signals 3B and 4B provide the best 
performances. Table 5.5 shows the degradations in tolerance to noise of 
the signals at P.=10-4 , measured in comparison with that of an ideal 
CE8PSK system. Comparing with the results without the use of the 
predistorter, as shown in Table 4.6a or Fig. 4.14, it can be seen that the 
predistorter has reduced the degradations, due to the HPA, of all the 
Signals. These improvements in P. degradations are expected since the 
spectral spreading (and ACI) have 
(Section 5.3.1 and Figs. 5.10 and 5.11). 
been reduced significantly 
Figure 5.14b shows that very little improvement can be obtained by 
increasing the HPA OBO value from 0.2 dB to 0.68 dB. The penalty for this 
is about 0.5 dB HPA output power reduction. The degradations in tolerance 
to noise of the signals at P.=10-4 , measured in comparison with that of 
an ideal CE8PSK system are shown in Table 5.5. 
Now, if the degradations in Table 5.5 are compared with those in Table 
5.4 obtained in the previous section, it can be seen that, under the same 
assumed conditions, the CE8PSK signals have smaller degradations than 
_those of the DEQPSK Signals. This is because, in an ACI environment, 
CE8PSK Signals suffer less further degradation in tolerance to nOise, due 
to ACI, 
4.9.2 
than DEQPSK Signals. This is also seen in Sections 4.9.4. and 
At 0.2 dB and 0.68 dB HPA OBO, with fc.=4.5/4 Hz, the performances of 
Signal 4B are shown by the dotted lines in Figs. 5.14a and b, 
respectively. They suggest degradations of about 0.8 dB and 0.3 dB, at 
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P.=10-4 , in comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK system. Thus signal 4B 
provides a better bandwidth efficiency. 
From the above results, it can be concluded that, under the assumed 
conditions, for the preferred filters, predistorter and HPA, if it is not 
critically important that the modem achieves the very best available 
tolerance to noise, the most cost effective arrangement is to use signal 
4B and to operate the HPA slightly below saturation (say 0.2 dB OBO), with 
fc.=4.5R/4 Hz. The degradation in tolerance to noise is about 0.8 dB at 
P.=10-4, in comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK system. 
If the very best available tolerance to noise is required by the 
system, then the most cost effective arrangement is signal 3B or 4B, with 
fc.=5R/4 Hz and the HPA slightly below saturation (say 0.2 dB OBO). the 
degradation in tolerance to noise is about 0.4 dB, at P.=10-4, in 
comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK system. 
5.3.4 Performances of CDE8PSK signals 
(A) over a linear and bandliDdted bandpass cbannel 
To evaluate the error-rate performances of CDE8PSK Signals, over a 
linear and bandlimited channel, the same model as shown in Fig. 4.6 is 
used, wi th Switches 'B' 
carries out convolutional, 
closed. Here the encoder at the transmitter 
differential and Gray encoding of the input 
data, as described in Section 5.2.1, while the decoder at the receiver is 
that described in Section 5.2.3. To avoid confusion, the CDE8PSK signals 
here are called signals 1C, 2C, 3C and 4C, instead of signals 1B, 2B, 3B 
and 4B, respectively. Thus signals lC, 2C, 3C and 4C are referred to_ 
CE8PSK signals with P=100%, 75%, 50% and 25%, and with truncation lengths 
of the sampled impulse responses of 2T, 4T, 4T and 8T, respectively. The 
results of the computer simulations suggest that, for signals 1C, 2C, 3C 
and 4C transmitting over the linear and bandlimited bandpass channel, 
there is no degradation in tolerance to noise at P.HO-4, in comparison 
with that of an ideal CDE8PSK system. 
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(B) 1fi th the use of the predistorter in an ACI enviroDllent 
To evaluate the error-rate performances of CDE8PSK signals with the use 
of the predistorter in an ACI environment, the same model as shown in Fig. 
5.7 is used, with Switches 'A' closed. The encoder at the transmitter now 
carries out convolutional, differential and Gray encoding of the input 
data, as described in Section 5.2.1, while the decoder at the receiver is 
that described in Section 5.2.3. 
The error-rate performances of signals 1C, 2C, 3C and 4C, with the HPA 
operating at 0.2 dB and 0.68 dB OBO, the channel spacing fc.=5R/4 Hz, and 
the unitary distance measure used in the decoder, are shown in Figs. 5.15a 
and b. 
At 0.2 dB HPA OBO (Fig. 5. 15a), signals 3C and 4C provide the best 
performances. Table 5.6 shows the degradations in tolerance to noise of 
the signals at P.=10-4 , measured in comparison with that of an ideal 
CE8PSK system. Figure 5.15b shows that very 11 ttle improvement can be 
obtained by increasing the HPA OBO value from 0.2 dB to 0.68 dB. The 
penalty for this is about 0.5 dB HPA output power reduction, caused by 
operating the HPA about 0.5 dB below its full output power. 
At 0.2 dB and 0.68 dB HPA OBO, with fc.=4.5R/4 Hz, the error-rate 
performances of signal 4C are shown by the dotted lines in Figs. 5.15a and 
b, respectively, which suggest degradations of about 1.3 dB and 1 dB, at 
P.=10-4 , respectively. Thus signal 4C provides a better power-bandwidth 
efficiency than the other signals. 
Comparing the results in Table 5.6 witathose in Table 5.5, it can be 
seen that the differential encoding causes a degradation of about 0.7 dB, 
at P.=10-4 • This is expected because the decoder is no longer the optimum 
decoder, as described in Section 5.2.4. 
If the very best available tolerance to noise is required by the 
system. the most cost effective arrangement is to use signals 3C or 4C, 
with fc.=5R/4 Hz and to operate the HPA slightly below saturation (say 
l 
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0.2 dB 000). The degradation in tolerance to noise is about 1 dB at 
P.=10-~, in comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK system. 
From the above results, it can be concluded that, under the assumed 
conditions, for the preferred filters, predistorter and HPA, if it is not 
critically important that the modem achieves the very available tolerance 
to noise, the most cost effective arrangement is signal 4C, with 
fc.=4.5R/4 Hz and the HPA slightly below saturation (say 0.2 dB 000). The 
degradation in tolerance to noise is about 1.3 dB at P.=lO-4, in 
comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK system. 
Comparing the performance of signal 4C (Fig.5.15a), with that of signal 
4A <Fig. 5.13a), with f c.=4.5R/4 Hz and the HPA operating at 0.2 dB OBO, 
it can be seen that, despite the degradation caused by using differential 
encoding, under the assumed conditions, signal 4C still gains an advantage 
of 2.4 dB, at P.=10-4 , over signal 4A, and hence is worth considering. 
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m(o) D(om) m(o) .D (Om) 
= Dp(om) + JD",(om) = Dp(om) + jD",(om) 
1 0.280 -0.005 21 0.594 -0.544 
2 0.280 -0.012 22 0.594 -0.544 
3 0.280 -0.015 23 0.594 -0.544 
4 0.285 -0.020 24 0.594 -0.544 
5 0.309 -0.033 25 0.594 -0.544 
6 0.309 -0.038 26 0.594 -0.544 
7 0.319 -0.051 27 0.594 -0.544 
8 0.341 -0.063 28 0.594 -0.544 
9 0.357 -0.076 29 0.594 -0.544 
10 0.358 -0.086 30 0.594 -0.544 
11 0.386 -0.104 31 0.594 -0.544 
12 0.399 -0.122 32 0.594 -0.544 
13 0.418 -0.136 
14 0.432 -0.157 
15 0.453 -0.188 
16 0.468 -0.218 
17 0.492 -0.251 
IB 0.504 -0.315 
19 0.574 -0.425 
20 0.594 -0.544 
Table 5.1 Sampled representation of the predistorter conversion 
function (or characteristics) shown in Fig. 5.4b. 
3-bit binary Phase Magnitude of 
sequence (degrees) quadrature components 
d~l) d~:2) d~3) q~ 1 ... q~2) 
0 0 0 + 22.5 +0.924 
-
+0.3B3 
0 0 1 + 67.5 +0.3B3 +0.924 
0 1 0 +112.5 -0.3B3 +0.924 
0 1 1 +157.5 -0.924 +0.383 
1 0 0 -157.5 -0.924 -0.383 
1 0 1 -112.5 -0.383 -0.924 
1 1 0 - 67.5 +0.383 -0.924 
1 1 1 - 22.5 +0.924 -0.383 
, 
Table 5.2 Gray encoding for CDE8PSK slgnals. 
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HPA OBO Signal 
(in dB) lA 2A 3A 4A 
0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 
0.68 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 
Table 5.3 Degradations in tolerance to noise of signals lA, 2A, 
3A and 4A, with the use of the predistorter, over a nonlinear and 
bandlimited channel, with the HPA operating at 0, 0.2 and 0.68 dB OBO 
and in an non-ACI environment, at P.=10-4 expressed in dB, measured in 
comparison with that of an ideal DEQPSK system (from Fig. 5.12). 
HPA OBO Signal 
(in dB) lA 2A 3A 4A 
0.2 1.7 1.1 0.7 0.9 
0.68 1.7 1 0.5 0.4 
Table 5,4 Degradations in tolerance to noise of Signals lA, 2A, 
3A and 4A, with the use of the predistorter and the HPA operating at 0, 
0.2 and 0.68 dB OBO and in an ACI environment with the channel spacing 
fc.=5R/4 Hz, at P.=10-4 expressed in dB, measured in comparison with 
that of an ideal DEQPSK system (from Fig. 5.13). 
HPA OBO 
(in dB) 
0.2 
0.68 
1B 2B 
0.9 0.7 
1 0.6 
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Signal 
3B 4B 
0.4 0.4 
0.2 0.1 
Table 5.5 Degradations in tolerance to noise of signals 1B, 2B, 
3B and 4B, 3A and 4A, with the use of the predistorter and the HPA 
operating at 0, 0.2 and 0.68 dB OBO and in an ACI environment with the 
channel spacing fc.=5R/4 Hz, at P.=10- 4 expressed in dB, in measured 
comparison with that of an ideal DEQPSK system (from Fig. 5.14). 
HPA OBO 
<in dB) 
0.2 
0.68 
1C 2C 
1.7 1.5 
1.6 1.3 
Signal 
3C 4C 
1 1 
0.9 0.9 
Table 5,6 Degradations in tolerance to noise of signals 1C, 2C, 
3C, 4C,with the use of the predistorter and the HPA operating at 0, 0.2 
and 0.68 dB OBO and in an ACI environment, wi th channel spacing 
f c.=5R/4 Hz, at P.=10-4 expressed in dB, measured in comparison with 
that of an ideal CE8PSK -system (from Fig. 5.15). -
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CHAPTER 6 
PHASE DBXODULAIIQH 
6.1 Phase detector 
For CE8PSK Signals, the results in Section 4.9.5 show that, using 
the distance measure D (i. e. , using the phase angle of the received 
complex-valued signal as the distance measure), instead of the unitary 
distance measure (1. e. , the optimum distance measure), in the 
Viterbi-algorithm decoder causes only about 0.5 dB degradation at P.=10-4 • 
The PD (phase detector), presented here, measures the phase angle of the 
received complex-valued signal and feeds it into the decoder which uses 
the distance measure D. Since the distance measure D is an one-dimensional 
distance measure and if it is used, a useful reduction in equipment 
complexity can be achieved (Section 4.8), thus it leads to the potentially 
most cost-effective modem. 
In the DEQPSK system described in Section 3.1, the threshold detection 
process is used by comparing each of the received samples, r~') and r~2), 
wi th a decision threshold of zero. Now, if the received complex-valued 
signal is converted into its phase angle using the tan-' (r~')/r~2» 
function, then the resultant phase angle can also be detected for the 
data, using threshold detection by comparing it with the decision 
thresholds of 0, ±rr/2 and ±rr radians, acccording to Table 6.1. These two 
different threshold detection processes have the same tolerance to noise 
because they use exactly the same decision thresholds, but are represented 
in two different coordinate systems: one is in the Rectangular Cartesian 
Coordinate System, while the other one in the Polar Coordinate System. 
However, using the phase threshold-detector is equivalent to using the 
I distance measure D to measure the phase distance of the received sample 
from each of the thresholds (possible received signal phase angles) and 
take the one with the minimum distance as the detected value. Thus, in 
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this thesis, the use of the distance measure D for DEQPSK signals will, 
, 
for simplicity, be referred to as the phase threshold detection process. 
The block diagram of a satellite earth station receiver is shown in 
Fig. 6.1, where the pre AID conversion filters are used to remove the 
unwanted signal spectral components generated in the demodulation process, 
without distorting the wanted Signals. The inphase and quadrature base band 
waveforms are converted into digital signals by means of an AID conversion 
process and are then fed into the demodulation filter (Section 2.4.4). The 
signal from the filter is sampled at the time instants {iT>, to give the 
inphase and quadrature sample sequences {A.> and {B.>, respectively. 
Since {A.> and {B.> are digital samples, a lookup table can be used to 
extract the phase angles using the function tan- 1 «B./A.), So at time 
t=iT, the lookup table produces at its output the phase sample 
6.1.1 
The lookup table which realizes the function tan-l (B./A.) is known here as 
the digital tan phase detector (DTPD), which has a linear phase 
characteristic with a period of 2~, 
6.2 Amplifier limiter 
In the previous description, the demodulated signal, before being fed 
into the demodulation filter, is converted into digital signal by means of 
an AID conversion process, so an automatic gain controlled (AGC) amplifier 
is always reqUired to set the received signal to a predetermined level and 
so to ensure that the signal at the input to the AID converter ~rives that 
device over its full range. 
Now, if only the phase information of the signal is used (1. e., the 
amplitude information is neglected), provided that the received modulated-
carrier signal has a constant or near-constant envelope, then little or no 
useful information carried by the phase of the signal is lost in the 
receiver by first slicing the receiving waveform at the output of the 
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receiver IF filter in an ideal amplifier limiter with the characteristic 
shown in Fig. 6.2, and then extracting the phase for subsequent use in the 
decoding/detecting process. (An ideal amplifier limiter gives a 
rectangular output waveform, obtained by taking a very narrow slice of the 
signal, about the value of zero, and amplifying the sliced signal to the 
required level.) The advantages of slicing the signal in an amplfier 
limi ter are:-
(1) no AGC amplifier is required because the received signal is set. 
to the predetermined level by the amplifier limiter, 
(2) the correct operation of the receiver is now independent of the 
received signal level, with the range of levels handled by the 
slicer, and 
(3) the signals at the input to the A/D converters can have a fixed 
range which is independent of the received signal level, but depend 
only on the output power of the amplifier limiter. 
6.2.1 Analysis of slicing the received bandpass signal in an ideal 
amplifier lim1ter 
To understand the slicing operation, it is necessary to study the 
characteristic of the assumed ideal limi ter. Consider in Fig. 6.3, the 
received bandpass (DEQPSK, CE8PSK or CDE8PSK) signal. At the input of the 
limiter the signal is given by 
6.2.1-
6.2.2 
where 6.2.3 
i2a, (t) and /2b,(t) are the inphase and quadrature baseband signal 
components, respectively. The signal has an envelope of 
E(t) = 12[a~(t) + b~(t)J 6.2.4 
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Since the amplifier limi ter has a constant amplitude envelope versus 
time characteristic (Fig. 6.2) and as the melllOryless infinite bandwidth 
amplifier limiter introduces in no change of signal phase. the signal at 
its output is 
6.2.5 
where C is a constant dependent on the output power of the amplifier 
limiter. sign(x) is 1 or -1 depending upon whether x)O or x(O. So(t) is a 
rectangular waveform that preserves the locations of the zero crossings of 
the signal at the input. The zonal filter (Fig. 6.3) following the 
amplifier l1miter is used to remove all harmonics and pass only the 
fundamental band output 
6.2.6 
= rc cosQ(t)cos",< t - /C sinQ(t)sin",< t 6.2.7 
The difference between the signals So(t) and So(t) is that So(t) is a 
rectangular waveform whereas So(t) is a rounded waveform, but both signals 
preserve the same signal phase. (So(t) and So(t) are used in the phase 
demodulators A and B. respectively. described in Section 6.3.) 
From Eqn. 6.2.3. 
a. (t) 
cosQ(t) = 
Ia:(t) + b~(t) 6.2.8a 
b.(t) 
and sinQ(t) = 
/a:(t) + b:<t> 
6.2.8b 
Thus, from Eqns. 6.2.7. and 6.2.8. So(t) can be written as 
.tea. (t) 
6.2.9 
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l2ao (t) 
!Ca, (t) 
= 
la: (t) + b: (t) 
6.2.10a 
Let 
and j2bo (t) 
.;cb, (t) 
= 
la: (t) + b: (t) 
6.2.10b 
Thenj2ao (t) and /2bo are the inphase and quadrature baseband signal 
components of So(t), respectively. Clearly, if the signal S.(t) at the 
input has a constant envelope, Eqn. 6.2.4 becomes 
6.2.11 
where K is a constant, and 
6.2.12 
so Equations 6.2.10a and 6.2.10b become 
ao (t) = jClK a, (t) 6.2.13a 
and 6.2.13b 
respectively. jC/K is a constant, thus the inphase and quadrature baseband 
signal components of the received signal are not distorted by the 
amplifier limiter. 
But, if Stet) has a nonconstant envelope, Eqn. 6.2.11 becomes 
6.2.14 
and so ao(t) and bott) become dependent on both baseband signal 
components, a,(t)' and b,(t), of the received signal, as can be seen in 
Eqns. 6.2.10a and 6.2.10b. This interdependent influence of each baseband 
signal component by the other in quadrature is termed interphase 
crosstalk. Of course the smaller is the envelope fluctuations of the 
signal at the input, the less is the distortion and crosstalk in the 
signal from the output. 
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6.3 Opt i.". filter arrangement fpr using the amplifier 
lim1ter and distance meAsure D 
All the data-transmission systems. considered so far. are optimized by 
sharing the overall filtering equally between the transmitter and receiver 
fil ters. The lowpass filtering is shared equally between modulation and 
demodulation filters and with a 100~. 75~. 50~ or 25~ sinusoidal rolloff 
frequency response. In Sections 3.7.2 and 4.9.1. the results suggest that 
the transmitter and receiver filters introduce a relatively low level of 
ISI. thus the overall filtering transfer functions of these data-
transmission systems have. in fact. approximately a 100~. 75~. 50~ or 25~ 
sinusoidal rolloff frequency response. 
Whenever an amplifier limiter is used at the receiver. it is absolutely 
essential to use matched-filtering and remove as much noise as possible at 
the input to the amplifier l1miter. Otherwise there may be a serious 
degradation in signal-to-noise power ratio at the output of the amplifier 
limiter. This means that. at least. the receiver IF filter at the input of 
the amplifier limi ter should be matched to the received data signal. 
Inevitably. therefore some distortion must be accepted in the demodulated 
waveforms. However. if the distance measure D is used. and since an ideal 
amplifier limi ter does not change the phase of the signal. an optimum 
filter arrangement can still be obtained for this arrangement by 
completing the matched-filtering using the receiver IF filter. as shown in 
Fig. 6.3-. In the system. the overall transmitter filtering is same as 
those of the systems considered before. but the the baseband equivalent 
model of the receiver IF filter has the transfer function of the baseband 
equivalent model of the transmitter IF filter in cascade with the 
modulation filter. so that the complete mat~hed-filtering is done by the 
receiver IF filter alone. The ideal amplifier limiter slices the receiving 
signal but keeps the phase unchanged. It is assumed that the pre AID 
filters. with wide bandwidths. does not further distort the phase of the 
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signal. Thus the system has the optimum filter arrangement for using the 
amplifier limi ter and distance measure D because the complete matched-
filtering process has been achieved before the slicing process. Although 
the amplifier limiter distorts the signal amplitude, this does not affect 
the decoding performance of the signal if the distance measure D is used. 
This filter arrangement is optimum for using the amplifier limiter and 
distance measure D, and in this chapter, it will, for simplicity, be 
referred to as the optimum filter arrangement. 
6.4 Phase demodulation of the amplifier limited signals 
6.4.1 Phase demodulation of the amplifier liDited signals 
Having determined the optimum filter arrangement of the transmission 
system, using the amplifier limi ter and the distance measuer D, it is 
required now to determine the phase demodulation process that extracts the 
phase from the received signal. 
The two phase demodulators described here are modifications of a 
conventi onal ideal coherent demodulator, so that a reference carrier is 
required for the demodulation processes. It is assumed that the receiver 
provides the reqUired ideal carrier Signal. The data-transmission system 
wi th the use of an amplifier limi ter and phase demodulation is shown in 
Fig. 6.3. The system can be used for DEQPSK, CE8PSK or CDE8PSK signals, 
depending on the encoder used at the transmitter and the detector/decoder 
used at the receiver. From Eqn. 6.2.1, the signal at the receiver IF 
filter output is given by 
6.4.1 
which is sliced in the ideal amplifier limiter. The signals at the outputs 
of the amplifier limiter and zonal filter are (Eqns. 6.2.5 and 6.2.6) 
and 
So(t) =/C sign{cos[",.t + Q(t)]) 
So(t) = /C cos[",.t + Q(t)] 
6.4.2 
6.4.3 
respectively, where C is the constant dependent on the output power of the 
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amplifier limiter. These signals are ready for phase demodulation and Q(t) 
is the phase required to be extracted. 
A. Phase delKJdulator A - analysis 
The phase delllOdulator A is used here in Fig. 6.3. The signals at the 
inputs of the inphase and quadrature pre AID conversion filters are 
and 
soI2COSc.l. t = rc [cosQ(t)COSc.l. t - sinQ(t)sinc.l. tll2cosc.l. t 
= {C/2 cosQ(t) + h.f.c. 
= A(t) + h.f.c. 
-Sol2:sinc.l.t = -/C[cosQ(t)COSc.lct - sinQ(t)sinc.lc tll2sinr.lct 
= {cn sinQ(t) + h. f.c. 
= B(t) + h. f.c. 
respectively, where 
A(t) = {cn cosQ(t) 
B(t) = {cn sinQ(t) 
6.4.4 
6.4.5 
6.4.6 
6.4.7 
6.4.8 
6.4.9 
6.4.10 
6.4.11 
and h. f. c. means the high frequency components. The pre AID conversion 
filters block the high frequency components in the Signals. Equations 
6.4.10 and 6.4.11 show that the phase Q(t) of the received complex-valued 
signal is determined uniquely by the baseband signal components A(t) and 
B(t). Also, since 
A2(t) + B2{t) = [ {C/2 sinQ(t)]2 + [ {Cn cosQ(t)]2 
= C/2 
6.4.12 
6.4.13 
is a constant, the received complex-valued signal at the output of the pre 
AID filters is constrained to lie on the circle ABeD as shown in Fig. 6.4, 
where the value of {C/2 is dependent on the output level of the amplifier 
limiter. Assume that the receiver provides the ideal required timing 
Signal, so that the signals A(t) and B(t) are sampled, at the time 
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instants {iT), to give the sequences {A,) and {B,) where, at time t=iT 
and 
A, = A(iT) = IC/2 cos[Q(iT)] = IC/2 cosQ, 
B, = BUT> = ICI2 sin[QUT>] = IC/2 sinQi 
6.4.14 
6.4.15 
In the absence of noise and ISI, the possible received and demodulated 
DEQPSK, CEBPSK and CDEBPSK signals, at time t=iT, are shown in Fig. 6.4. 
The samples Ai and Bi are fed to the DTPD (digital tan phase detector; see 
Section 6.1), which produces at its output the phase angle 
Q, = tan- 1 (BJA i ) 6.4.16 
Since the maximum possible values of IA,I and IB,I In Eqns. 6.3.14 and 
6.3.15 are ICI2, which is only dependent on the amplifler limi ter output 
power, the AID converters can be adjusted so that they are not overloaded. 
The demodulator just described, using two multiplication processes as 
the demodulation process and the DTPD (digital tan phase detector; see 
Section 6.1) to extract the phase, is known here as phase demodulator A. 
B. Phase demodulator B - analysis 
The phase demodulator B is used here in Flg. 6.3. The rectangular 
signal So(t) is passed through a half-wave rectlfier (h.w.r.) to remove 
the negative parts of the signal. The reference signals are also sliced 
and then rectifled to remove the negative parts of the signals. So all 
signals going into the EX-OR gates are rectangular waveforms wlth just 
two possible levels. Figure 6.5 shows the waveforms at the lnput and 
output of the EX-OR gate associated with 12coswct. It can be seen that 
A(t), which is the short-term d.c. component in x(t). varies linearly 
with the phase angle (time delay) between the two input waveforms over the 
range 0 to rr radians and also over the range rr to 2rr radians. Similarly 
for B(t) and the phase-shifted reference carrier. The pre AID conversion 
filters, in Fig. 6.3, block the h.f.c. and produce the short term d.c. 
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signals A(t) and B(t) at the corresponding outputs. The d.c. component 
at the output of either of the AID conversion filters versus the phase 
difference of the signals at the inputs is shown in Fig. 6.6a, where k is 
dependent on the output voltage of the EX-OR gate. If the d.c. components 
at the pre AID conversion filter outputs are level shifted by -k volts, 
Figure 6.6a becomes Figure 6.6b, which is the preferred arrangement. It 
can be seen that there is a piecewise linear relationship between A(t) and 
B(t), as shown in Fig. 6.7, and so the phase angle of the received 
complex-valued signal can be determined uniquely by and varies linearly 
with A(t) and B(t). With the system just described, the received complex-
valued signal is constrained to lie on the square DEFG as shown in 
Fig. 6.7. 
Assume that the receiver provides the ideal timing signal, so that the 
signals A(t) and B(t) are sampled, at the time instants {iT}, to give the 
sequences {A,} and {B,}, where A,=A(iT) and B,=B(iT). In the absence of 
noise and ISI, the possible received and demodulated DEQPSK, CE8PSK and 
CDE8PSK signals are shown in Fig. 6.7. The samples A, and B, are fed into 
the DTPD (digital tan phase detector; see Section 6.1) to produce the 
phase sample angle 
6.4.17 
It should be noted that the lookup tables realizing Eqns. 6.4.16 and 
6.4.17 are different because usually B,~B, and A,~A, for a given value of 
Since the maximum possible values of IA,I and IB,I are k, which is only 
dependent on the output VOltage of the EX-OR gates, the AID converters can 
be adjusted so that they are not overloaded. 
The demodulator just described, using two EX-OR gate operations as the 
demodulation process and DTPD (digital tan phase detector) to extract the 
phase, is knows here as phase demodulator B. 
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6.4.2 Baseband equivalent lIOdel of the allPlifier limiter in cascade with 
phase deDOdulator A or B, for computer simulation 
A. Phase deDOdulator A 
The equivalent baseband signals of S, (t) (Eqn. 6.2.1) at the input to 
the amplifier limiter and of So(t) (Eqn. 6.2.9) from the output of the 
zonal-filter can be represented (Appendix A6) as the complex-valued 
signals 
6.4.18 
/Ca, (t) 
and 6.4.19 
respectively, where J=i=i. Since the value of /C is dependent on the 
amplifier limiter output power, which can be set to any positive real 
value without lost of generality, it is convenient to set C=2. Under this 
condition, from Eqns. 6.4.18 and 6.4.19, the baseband equivalent model of 
the amplifier limiter in cascade with the zonal-filter can be represented 
by the function 
AUt) = 1 6.4.20 
So for the signals. (t)=a. (t)tjb,(t) at the input to the amplifier 
limiter, the signal from the output of the zonal-filter is 
So (t) = AL(t)s.(t) 
a, (t) b,(t) 
--
la: (t )+b: (t) 
t j 6.4.21 la: (t)+b: (t) 
The slicing process has retained the signal phase angle, but distorted the 
signal amplitude by setting its envelope to a predetermined level and the 
received complex-valued signal is therefore constrained to lie on a circle 
(Fig. 6.4). The linear demodulator (two multipliers) and pre AID 
conversion filters do not further distort the signal, 50 that the 
---------------------- -
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amplifier lim1ter, the zonal-filter, the linear demodulator and the 
pre AID filters can be represented by the base band equivalent model with 
the function 
PDMA(t) = --;==1=== /a~ (t >+b~ (t) 
B. Phase demodulator B 
6.4.22 
Phase demodulator A is a linear device, but phase demodulator B is not. 
This can be seen by comparing the possible received complex-valued signals 
at the outputs of phase demodulators A and B, as shown in Figs. 6.4 and 
6.7, respectively. The amplifier limiter distorts the signal amplitude at 
the input by constraining it to lie on the circle, while phase demodulator 
B further distorts the signal amplitude by constraining it to lie on the 
square. So for a complex-valued signal (Eqn. 6.4.18) 
s,(t) = a,(t) + jb, (t) 6.4.23 
at the input to the amplifier lim1ter in cascade with phase demodulator B, 
the signal from the pre AID conversion filter output is 
[a,(t) +jb,(t)]k 
la, (t)1 + lb. (t)1 6.4.24 
as can be seen from Fig. 6.7. Since the value of k is dependent on the 
EX-OR gate output voltage, which can be set to a!ly positive real value 
without lost of generality, it 1s convenient to set k=1. Under this 
condition, Eqn. 6.4.24 becomes 
[a. (t) + jb. (t)] 
I a, (t) I + lb. (t) I 6.4.25 
The demodulation process has also retained the signal phase angle, but 
distorted the signal amplitude. The received complex-valued is constrained 
to lie on a square in the complex-number plane (Fig. 6.7). The pre AID 
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conversion filters do not distort the signal, so the amplifier limiter, 
the nonlinear demodulator (two EX-OR gates) and the pre AID conversion 
fil ters can be represented by the base band equivalent model with the 
function 
PDMB(t) = 1 6.4.26 la, (t)1 + Ib, (t)1 
The functions PDXA(t) and PDMB(t) are modelled digitally for computer 
simulation. In the corresponding sampled signal, the functions given by 
Eqns.6.4.22 and 6.4.26, at time t=mT •• can be written as 
PDXAm 
1 
= /a~.m + b2 , .m 6.4.27 
PDMBm 
1 
= I a, .ml + I b, .ml 6.4.28 
b'.m=b,(mT.). Equations 6.4.27 and 6.4.28 are used in computer simulation 
tests to assess the performance of the system. 
Al though phase demodulator B causes further signal distortion to the 
signal, while phase demodulator A does not, if the optimum filter 
arrangement and distance measure D is used, the phase demodulators have 
the same tolerance to noise. This is indicated in Fig. 6.8. Rand R' are 
the complex-valued signal before and after slicing, and so R' has been 
constrained to lie on the circle. With phase demodulator A, the received 
signal remains at the same position, whereas, with- phase demodulator B, 
the received signal is further distorted and so constrained to lie on the 
square and becomes R". The phase angle Q, of these signals remain the 
same. Hence, under these conditions, if the distance measure D is used, 
the error-rate performance is independent of which of the phase 
demodulators is used. 
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6.5 SuboptillBlm filter arran&ement for using the amplifier 
lim1ter and distance measure D 
With the use of the distance measure D at the detector/decoder, the 
data-transmission system, as shown in Fig. 6.3, has the optimum f11 ters 
for use with the amplifier limi ter. However, the system is impractical 
because it is very difficult to design a narrowband analogue bandpass 
filter with the wanted frequency response. The system requires the 
receiver IF filter to have its base band eqUivalent model the same as the 
resultant transfer function of the baseband equivalent model of the 
transmitter IF filter in cascade with the modulation filter. 
A practical filter arrangement for a DEQPSK, CE8PSK or CDE8PSK system, 
using the amplifier limi ter and the distance measure D, is shown in 
Fig. 6.9. In this arrangement, the receiver IF f11ter, having the same 
characteristics as the transmitter IF f11 ter, matches the received data 
signal and removes as much noise as possible at the input to the amplifier 
limiter. Provided that the signal envelope is nearly constant, no severe 
signal distortion results, with no very serious reduction in tolerance to 
noise. The signal at the output of the receiver IF filter is sliced and 
then demodulated using phase demodulator A or B. At the outputs of the 
pre A/D conversion filters, the signal is sampled and fed into the 
demodulation filter. 
It is reqUired now to determine the characteristics of the demodulation 
filter that matches the baseband data signal as closely as possible. Since 
the signal has been nonlinearly distorted by the amplifier l1miter and 
perhaps phase demodulator B, it may not be possible to find a f11 ter 
exactly matching the base band data signal. 
Figure 6.10 shows the baseband eqUivalent model of the DEQPSK, CE8PSK 
or CDE8PSK system, with a linear and bandl1mited channel. From 
Eqns. 6.4.22 and 6.4.26, the functions representing the base band 
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equivalent models of the amplifier limiter in cascade with phase 
demodulator A or Bare 
PDMA(t) 1 = /a~ (t) + b~(t) 6.5.1 
and PDMB(t) 1 = la. (t)1 + lb. (t)1 6.5.2 
respectively, with a.(t) and b.(t) the inphase and quadrature baseband 
components of the signal at the input to the amplifier limiter. 
With the use of phase demodulator A and if the signal at the input has 
a constant envelope, i.e., a7(t)+b7(t) is a constant, the signal is not 
distorted. The demodulation filter which has the same characteristics as 
the modulation fH ter can be used to match the received base band data 
signal. 
However, with the phase demodulator B, even if the signal has a 
constant envelope so that the amplifier limi ter does not distort the 
signal, the demodulator will. Inevitably, therefore some distortion must 
be accepted in the received baseband data signal. 
For the DEQPSK, CE8PSK and CDE8PSK Signals, the received bandpass 
signals have a nonconstant envelope due to the transmitter fU tering. 
Inevitably, the amplifier limiter introduces nonlinear amplitude 
distortion into the signals, regardless of which of the phase demodulators 
is used. In this ca-se, it may not be possible to design a demodulation 
filter which exactly matches the received baseband data Signal. 
Computer simulation tests, using the model shown in Fig. 6.10, have 
been carried out to find the received baseband data waveforms of DEQPSK, 
CE8PSK and CDE8PSK signals, over the linear and bandlimited channel, at 
the outputs of the receiver IF filter, and phase demodulators A and B. 
Figure 6.11 shows the results for CE8PSK signals. (Note that DEQPSK, 
CE8PSK and CDE8PSK signals have the same waveform shapes, provided that 
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the same transmitter filtering is used.) They show that, for a given 
transmitted signal and for either phase demodulator A or B, the shapes of 
the received baseband data waveforms are quite similar to each other. 
Hence, if the demodulation filter, which has the same characteristics as 
the modulation filter, is used, no very serious degradation in performance 
results, even though the demodulation filter may not exactly match the 
data waveforms. Figure 6.11 shows that the data waveforms, using phase 
demodulator B, have more spikes than those using phase demodulator A. 
Hence phase demodulator B should have a poorer performance than phase 
demodulator A. 
This is a suboptimum filter arrangement for use with the amplifier 
limi ter and distance measure D (because the demodulation fll ter does not 
exactly match the received Signal), and, for simplicity, it will be 
referred to as the suboptimum filter arrangement. 
6.6 Performances of DEOPSK and CE8PSK signals with the 
opt1wlm filter arrangement, for the amplifier limiter , phase 
demodl]]atgrs and distance measure D. over a linear bandpass 
channel 
With the optimum filter arrangement, as shown in Fig. 6.3, the matched 
filtering is achieved by the receiver IF filter. For DEQPSK signals, the 
arrangement has the same error-rate performance as that using the 
conventional demodulator, independent of which of the phase demodulators 
is used (because they produce the same phase value for a given received 
complex-valued Signal; see Fig. 6.9). However for CE8PSK signals, since 
the amplifier limi ter nonlinearly distorts the signal envelope, even if 
the optimum distance measure (unitary distance measure) is used in the 
Viterbi decoder, a degradation in tolerance to noise is inveitable. (This 
is because the amplitude information is essential for the Viterbi-decoder 
to achieve the optimum decoding performance). However if the distance 
measure D is used with this filter arrangement, phase demodulators A and B 
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have the same effect on performance (because they produce the same phase 
value for a given signal, see Fig. 6.9). The degradation at P.=10-4 is 
about 0.5 dB (which is caused by the fact that the distance measure is 
suboptimum; see Section 4.9.5). 
6.7 Discussion Of the simulation results for DHOPSK. CE8PSK 
and CDE8PSK Signals, with the use Of the sybopthrum filters 
for the amplifier lim1ter, phase dempdlllator A or Band 
distance measure D 
The simulation model used to assess the error-rate performances of 
different signals, with the use of the suboptimum filters for the 
amplifier limi ter, phase demodulator A or B and the distance measure D, 
over a linear and bandlimited satellite channel, is shown in Fig. 6.10. 
Figure 6.12 shows the simulation model used to assess the performances 
of different signals with the use of the predistorter, HPA, the suboptimum 
arrangement for the amplifier limi ter, and the phase demodulator A or B 
with a nonlinear and bandllimited satellite channel and in an ACI 
environment. The filter characteristics in these two models are same as 
those in Figs. 3.5 or 4.6. 
These two simulation models (Figs. 6.10 and 6.11) can be used for 
DEQPSK, CE8PSK or CDE8PSK signals, depending on the encoder used at the 
transmitter and the detector/decoder used at the receiver. Computer 
simulation tests over these two models have been carried out to assess the 
effects of the amplifier limiter and the two phase demodulators on the 
performances. The results are shown and discussed in the following 
sections. In all simulation tests, it is assumed that the receiver 
provides the reqUired ideal carrier and timing Signals, and in the case of 
CE8PSK and CDE8PSK signals, the decoder uses 16 stored vectors with a 
32-symbol delay in decoding. 
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6.7.1 Perforuances of signals lA. 2A. 3A and 4A 
A. Over a linear and bandlimited bandpass channel 
The simulation model is shown in in Fig. 6.10. The error-rate 
performances of signals lA. 2A. 3A and 4A are shown in Fig. 6.13, which 
shows that, after slicing, the phase demodulators A and B have. similar 
error-rate performances. Signal lA, with only about 0.5 dB degradation in 
tolerance to noise at P.~10-4, in comparison with that of an ideal system, 
has the best performance, which is independent of whether phase 
demodulator A or B is used. This is because signal lA is a relatively 
wideband signal with less envelope fluctuations and hence less nonlinear 
distortion introduced by the amplifier limiter and phase demodulator, so 
the amplifier limiter and phase demodulators are better suited to wideband 
signals. The degradations in tolerance to noise of the Signals, with the 
use of phase demodulators A and B, at P.~10-4, measured in comparison with 
that of an ideal DEQPSK system, are shown in Table 6.2. 
B. With the use of the predistorter over a nonlinear bandpass channel and 
in an non-ACI environment 
The simulation model used to evaluate the error-rate performances of 
signals lA, 2A, 3A and 4A is shown in Fig. 6.12, with Switches 'A' open 
(so there is no ACI). The results, with the HPA operating at 0.2 dB and 
0.68 dB OBO, and phase demodulator A or B used at the receiver, are shown 
in Fig: 6.14. It can be seen that, after slicing the Signals, phase 
demodulators A and B have essentially the same error-rate performance. The 
results also show that signal lA suffers the least degradation in 
tolerance to noise because of its reduced envelope fluctuations. Table 6.3 
shows the degradations in tolerance to noise of the signals, with the use 
of the amplifier limiter and phase demodulator A or B, at P.HO-", 
measured in comparison with that of an ideal DEQPSK system. Comparing 
these results with the degradations in Table 5.3, it can be seen that the 
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slicing and phase demodulation processes have caused a further degradation 
1.1-2.8 dB relative to the DEQPSK signals at P.=10-4 • 
C. With the use of the predistorter over a nonlinear bandpass channel and 
in an ACI environment 
The simulation model used to evaluate the error-rate performances of 
signals lA, 2A, 3A and 4A is shown in Fig. 6.12, with Switches 'A' closed 
(so there is ACI coming from the upper and lower adjacent channels). The 
resul ts, with the HPA operating at 0.2 dB and 0.68 dB OBO, the channel 
spacing fc.=5R/4 Hz and with the use of phase demodulator A or B, are 
shown in Fig. 6.15. It can be seen that phase demodulators A and B have 
similar performances, at P.)10-4 • The results also show that for signals 
4A with 0.68 dB HPA OBO, the phase demodulator A gains 1 dB over the phase 
demodulator B, at P.=10-4 • This is because signal 4A is a relatively 
narrow band signal with more severe envelope fluctuations, so that more 
nonlinear distortion is caused by the amplifier limiter and phase 
demodulator. By comparing the results shown in Figs. 6.13 and 6.14 (or 
Tables 6.3 and 6.4), it can be seen that, with the use of the amplifier 
limiter and phase demodulator A or B, the degradations caused by ACI are 
larger than those with the use of the conventional demodulator (Fig. 5.13 
or Table 5.14), which implies that the phase demodulators are more 
sensitive to ACI than the conventional demodulator. This is expected 
because ACI acts as noise in the wanted signal, and the wanted signal is 
nonlinearly distorted by the phase demodulator, so that the demodulator 
HI ter no longer matches the wanted data signal. Table 6.4 shows the 
degradations in tolerance to noise of the signals, at P.=10-4 , using phase 
demodulator A or B, measured in comparison with that of an ideal DEQPSK 
system. 
Although it is shown in Section 5.3.2 that, signal 4A provides the most 
effective arrangement, when the predistorter and conventional demodulator 
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are used, this is not the case when slicing and phase modulation are used. 
The results in Fig. 6.15 show that, for the assumed conditions, signal 3A 
provides the best performance. 
From the results in this section, it can be concluded that, for the 
given filters, predistorter, HPA, amplifier limiter and phase demodulator 
A or B, the most effective arrangement is to use signal 3A with fc.=5R/4 
Hz and HPA operating slightly below saturation, say 0.2 dB OBO. The 
degradation is about 2.8 - 3.3 dB, at P.=10-4 , in comparison with that of 
an ideal DEQPSK system. When comparing this result with that using a 
conventional demodulator (Fig. 5.13 and Table 5.4>, it can be seen that 
slicing and phase demodulation have caused a degradation of about 
2.1-2.6 dB, at P.=10-4. 
Of the two phase demodulators, phase demodulator B is more cost 
effecti ve than phase demodulator A because of its simplicity in hardware 
implementation (no zonal-filter is required>, but it involves a penalty in 
tolerance to noise, at P.=10-4 , of 0.5 dB, relative to phase 
demodulator A. 
6.7.2 PerforD8nces of signals 1B, 2B, 3B and 4B 
A. With the use of different distance DeaSUres over a linear and 
bandlimi ted bandpass channel 
The simulation model used to evaluate the error-rate perforJDances is 
shown in Fig. 6.10. In the cases where the. distance measure involves the 
envelope information (i.e., when the distance measures A, Bar E is used>, 
the DTPD (digital tan phase detector> is removed from the model and the 
decoder has the operation of computing the values of the envelope and 
phase of the received signal. The error-rate performances of signals 1B, 
2B, 3B and 4B, with the use of different distance measures, are shown in 
Figs. 6.16 and 6.17. It can be seen that, with the use of the suboptimum 
filter arrangement, the degradations in tolerance to noise of signals 1B, 
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2B, 3B and 4B, with the use of the unitary distance measure (1. e., the 
distance measure A) or the distance measure E, are in the range 
0.5-1.1 dB, in comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK system. The results 
also show that, when the suboptimum distance measures B, C and D 
(Section 4.8) are used, the further degradations in tolerance to noise of 
the Signals are in the range 0-0.5 dB, in comparison with that of the 
optimum distance measure. Thus the distance measure D achieves a good 
compromise between performance and complexity. The error-rate performances 
of CE8PSK signals with the use of the distance measure D is shown in 
Fig. 6.18, which indicate that, after slicing, phase demodulators A and B 
have a similar performance. Signal 1B, with about 0.9 dB P. degradation at 
Pe~10-4, in comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK system, has the best 
performance (see Section 6.7.1 for the reason) and its performance is 
independent of whether phase demodulator A or B is used. Note that 0.5 dB 
of the degradation is due to using the distance measure D. Hence, if the 
distance measure D is used, the extra penalty for using the suboptimum 
filter arrangement (with the amplifier limiter) is only about 0.4 dB at 
P.=10-4 . Table 6.5 shows the degradations in tolerance to noise of the 
signals at P.~10-4, with the uses of the amplifier limiter, phase 
demodulator A or B and the distance measure D, measured in comparison with 
that of an ideal CE8PSK system. 
B. Vi th the use of the predistorter and the distance measure D over a 
nonlinear bandpass channel in an ACI environment 
The simulation model used to evaluate the error-rate performances of 
signals IB, 2B, 3B and 4B is shown in Fig. 6.12, with Switches 'A' closed. 
The results, with the HPA operating at 0.2 dB and 0.68 dB OBO, the channel 
spacing fc_~5R/4 Hz and with phase demodulator A or B, are shown in 
Figs. 6.19 and 6.20. It can be seen that, after slicing the Signal, phase 
demodulators A and B have similar performances, at p.no-4, for signals 
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1B, 2B, 3B and 4B. The P. degradations of the signals at P.=10-4 , measured 
in comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK system, are shown in Table 6.6. 
Comparing Table 6.6 with Table 6.4, it can be seen that phase demodulators 
A and B have a smaller difference in performance for CE8PSK signals than 
for DEQPSK signals 
In Section 5.3.3, it has been shown that signal 4B provides the most 
cost effective arrangement, when predistortion and conventional 
demodulation are used, but this is not the case when slicing and phase 
demodulation are used. With the HPA operating at 0.2 dB and 0.68 dB OBO, 
the performances of signal 4B, with phase demodulator Band f<.=4.5R/4 Hz, 
are shown by the dotted lines on Figs. 6.l9b and 6.20b, respectively. It 
can be seen that, at 0.2 and 0.68 dB HPA OBO, this arrangement has 
degraded the performances of the signal by about 3.4 dB and 3.2 dB, at 
P.=10-4 , in comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK system. The 
performances are more than 1 dB worse than those of any of the signals 
with f<.=5R/4 Hz. 
From the results shown in Figs. 6.19 and 6.20, it can be concluded 
that, for the given filters, predistorter and HPA, when the amplifier 
limiter, phase demodulator A or B and distance measure D are used, the 
most cost effective arrangement is signal 3B with f<.=5R/4 Hz, and with 
the HPA slightly below saturation, say 0.2 dB OBO. The degradation in 
tolerance to noise is about 1.6 dB, at ?=10-4 , in comparison with that of 
an ideal CE8PSK system. This degradation is due to (1) the predistorter 
and HPA, (2) the amplifier limi ter, (3) ACI, (4) the suboptimum distance 
measure D, (5) phase demodulator A or B, and (6) the suboptimum filters. 
When comparing with the degradation (2-2.6 dB) of signal 3A (a DEQPSK 
signal>, under the assumed conditions, obtained in the previous section, 
it is obvious that the CE8PSK signal suffers less further degradation 
caused by using slicing and phase demodulation. 
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6.7.3 Perforaances of signals lC, 2C, 3C and 4C 
A. Vith the use of the distance measure D over a linear and bandliDited 
bandpass channel 
The simulation model used to evaluate the error-rate performances of 
signals lC, 2C, 3C and 4C are shown in Fig. 6.10. The results are shown in 
Fig. 6.21. As in the case of CE8PSK signals, CDE8PSK Signals, after 
slicing the Signal, phase demodulators A and B have a similar performance, 
at P.=10-4. The degradations in tolerance to noise of the signals, at 
P.=10-4, measured in comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK system, are 
shown in Table 6.7. In Section 5.2.4, it is shown that the differential 
encoding in CDE8PSK signals causes a degradation in tolerance to noise of 
about 0.7 dB, at P.=10-4, in comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK 
system. Hence when comparing the degradations in tolerance to noise shown 
in Table 6.7 with those shown in Table 6.5, it can be seen that 
differential encoding causes a degradation of about 0.7 dB, at P.=10-4, in 
all CDE8PSK signals. 
B. Vi th the use of the predistorter and the distance measure D over a 
nonlinear channel and in an ACI enviroment 
The simulation model used to evaluate the error-rate performances of 
signals lC, 2C, 3C and 4C is shown in Fig. 6.11, with switches 'A' closed. 
The results, with the HPA operating at 0.2 dB and 0.68 dB DBD, the channel 
spacing f c .=5R/4 Hz and the use o( phase demodulator A or B, are shown in 
Figs. 6.22 and 6.23. It can be seen that, after slicing the signal, phase 
demodulators A and B have a similar performance, at P_~10-4, for signals 
lC, 2C, 3C and 4C. The degradations in tolerance to noise of the signals 
at P.=10-4, measured in comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK system, 
are shown in Table 6.8. 
In Section 5.3.4, it is shown that signal 4C provides the most cost 
effective arrangement when predistortion and conventional demodulation are 
used, but this is not the case when slicing and phase demodulation are 
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used. With the HPA operating at 0.2 dB and 0.68 dB aBO, the performances 
of signals 4C, with the use of phase demodulator Band fc.=4.5R/4 Hz, are 
shown by the dotted lines in Figs. 6.8a and b, respectively. It can be 
seen that, at 0.2 and 0.68 dB HPA aBO, this arrangement introduces 
degradations of about 4.2 and 4.1 dB, at P.=10-4 , in comparison with that 
of an ideal CE8PSK system. Their performances are more than 1 dB worse 
than that of any of the signals with fc.=5R/4 Hz. 
From the results in this section, it can be concluded that, for the 
given filters, predistorter and HPA, with slicing, phase demodulator A or 
B and distance measure D, the most cost effective arrangement is to use 
signal 3C with fc.=5R/4 Hz and to operate the HPA slightly below 
saturation. The degradation in tolerance to noise is about 2.5 dB, at 
P.=10-4 , in comparison with that of an ideal DE8PSK system. The 
degradation is due to (1) differential encoding, (2) the predistorter and 
HPA, (3) the amplifier limiter, (4) ACI, (5) the suboptimum distance 
measure D, (6) phase demodulator A or B, and (7) the suboptimum filters. 
Note that, under these conditions, Phase demodulators A and B have 
essentially the same performance, so that phase demodulator B is more cost 
effective because of its simplicity in hardware implementation (no 
zonal-filter is required). 
When comparing the error-rate performance of signal 3C (Fig. 6.23) with 
that of signal 3A (Fig. 6.15), under the same conditions, it can be seen 
that signal 3C has an advantage of 2.6 dB at P.=10- 4 , over signal 3A. 
H~nce, despite the degradation caused by using the suboptimum distance 
measure and differential encoding, signal 3C is still worth considering. 
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Received sample Received phase Phase threshold 
values anJtle (in radian) detected values 
r( 1 ) 
• 
r (2 ) 
• 
Ql=tan-l{r~')/r~2)} r< 1 ) 
• 
r<2) 
• 
>0 >0 0 , !h ( 1[/2 t1 t1 
>0 (0 0 > Q. ~ -1[/2 +1 -1 
(0 >0 1[/2 , Q. > I[ -1 +1 
(0 (0 -1[/2 > Q. ~ -I[ -1 -1 
Table 6.1 Phase threshold detection. 
Phase Signal 
demodulator lA 2A 3A 4A 
A 0.5 0.9 1.1 1.8 
B 0.5 0.9 1.2 2.2 
Table 6.2 Degradations in tolerance to noise of signals lA, 2A, 3A 
and 4A, over a linear and lim1 ted channel, with the use of the 
suboptimum filters, the amplifier lim1ter and phase demodulator A or B, 
at P.=10-4, expressed in dB, measured in comparison with that of an 
ideal DEQPSK system (from Fig. 6.13). 
HPA OBO Signal Phase 
(in dB) lA 2A 3A 4A demodulator 
0.2 1.5 1.6 1.9 2.8 A 
0.2 1.5 1.6 2 3.3 B 
0.66 1.1 1.5 2 2.6 A 
0.66 1.1 1.5 2 2.9 B 
Table 6,3 Degradations in tolerance to noise of signals lA, 2A, 3A 
and 4A, over a nonlinear and bandl1m1ted channel, with the use of the 
suboptimum filters, the predistorter. the HPA operating at 0.2 or 0.68 dB 
OBO, the amplifier lim1ter and phase demodulator A or B and in an non-ACI 
environment, at P.=10-4 , expressed in dB, measured in comparison with that 
of an ideal DEQPSK system (from Fig. 6.14). 
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HPA OBO Signal Phase 
(in dB) lA 2A 3A 4A demodulator 
0.2 3.3 2.8 2.8 4 A 
0.2 3.3 3.3 3.3 4.8 B 
0.68 3.3 3 2.4 3.3 A 
0.68 3.3 3 2.7 4.2 B 
Table 6.4 Degradations in tolerance to noise of Signals lA, 2A, 3A 
and 4A, over a nonlinear and bandlim1ted channel, with the use of the the 
suboptimum filters, the predistorter, the HPA operating at 0.2 or 0.68 dB 
OBO, the amplifier l1m1ter and phase demodulators A or B and in an ACI 
environment with f c .=5R/4 Hz, at P.=10-4 , expressed in dB, measured in 
comparison with that of an ideal DEQPSK system (from Fig. 6.15). 
Phase 
demodulator 
A 
B 
1B 
0.9 
0.9 
2B 
1.1 
1.1 
Signal 
3B 4B 
1.2 1.5 
1.3 1.6 
Table 6,5 Degradations in tolerance to noise of Signals 1B, 2B, 3B 
and 4B, over a linear and lim1ted channel, with the use of the 
suboptimum filters, the amplifier 1im1ter, phase demodulator A or Band 
the distance measure D, at P.=10-4, expressed in dB, measured in 
comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK system (from Fig. 6.18). 
HPA OBO 
(in dB) 
0.2 
0.2 
0.68 
0.68 
lB 
2 
2.3 
2 
2.2 
Signal 
2B 
1.8 
1.9 
1.7 
1.8 
3B 4B 
1.6 2 
1.6 2.3 
1.5 1.7 
1.6 2 
Phase 
demodulator 
A 
B 
A 
B 
Table 6.6 Degradations in tolerance to noise of Signals lB, 2B, 3B 
and 4B, over a nonlinear and limited channel, with the use of the the 
suboptimum filters, the predistorter, the HPA operating at 0.2 or 0.68 dB 
OBO, the amplifier lim1ter, phase demodulator A or B and the distance 
measure D and in an ACI environment, with f c .=5R/4 Hz. at P.=10-4 , 
expressed in dB. measured in comparison with that of an ideal CE8PSK 
system (from Fi&S. 6.19 and 6.20). 
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Phase Signal 
demodulator 1C 2C 3C 4C 
A 1.5 1.'7 1.8 2.2 
B 1.5 1.'7 1.9 2.4 
Table 6.'7 Degradations in tolerance to noise of Signals 1C, 2C, 3C 
and 4C, over a linear and limited channel, with the use of the 
suboptimum filters, the amplifier limiter, phase demodulator A or Band 
distance measure D, at P.=10-4, expressed in dB, measured in comparison 
with that of an ideal CE8PSK system (from Fig. 6.21). 
HPA OBO Signal Phase 
(in dB) 1C 2C 3C 4C demodulator 
0.2 2.9 2.6 2.5 2.9 A 
0.2 3 2.'7 2.6 3 B 
0.68 3 2.6 2.4 2.6 A 
0.68 3.1 2.6 2.4 2.9 B 
Table 6.8 Degradations in tolerance to noise of Signals 1C, 2C, 3C, 
4C, over a nonlinear and limited channel, wi th the use of the the 
suboptimum filters, the predistorter, the HPA operating at 0.2 or 0.68 dB 
OBO, the amplifier limiter, phase demodulator A or B and the distance 
measure D and in an ACI environment, with f c .=5R/4 Hz, at P.=10-", 
expressed in dB, measured in comparison w1 th that of an ideal CE8PSK 
system (from Figs. 6.22 and 6.23). 
f2COSc.lc t Pre 
AID 
filters 
Receiver 
IF 
filter 
-f2Sinc.lc t 
Demodulation . 
filter 
t=iT A. 
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Q, Decoderl 
DTPD 
detector 
Figure 6.1 Block diagram of a satellite earth station receiver with the use of 
a DTPD (digital tan phase detector). 
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Figure 6.2 Characteristic of an ideal amplifier lim1ter. 
FflYre 6.3 Optimum filter-arrangement of the DEQPSK, CE8PSK or CDE8PSK system for using the 
amplifier limiter and phase demodulators A and B. The D/Cs and post-D/A fnters at the 
transmitter are not shown. The baseband equivalent model of the receiver IF filter has the same 
characteristics as the baseband equivalent model of the transmitter IF filter in cascade with 
the modulation fnter. h.w.r. means half-wave rectifier, Enc means encoder, Dec/det means 
decoder or detector, and DTPD means digital tan phase detector •. 
X Possible output signals 
of CE8PSK and CDE8PSK 
signals at time t=iT. 
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(O.{c/2) 
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A (iel2, 0) 
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(0, -{CI2) 
Figure 6,4 Possible output signals when using the amplifier limiter and phase 
delllOdulator A. 
Received signal into 
I I I the EX-OR gate. time ~ 
Reference carrier into J I l= the EX-OR gate .. ) 
Output signal x(t) from 
the EX-OR gate. time 
) 
• Figure 6,5 Signal waveforms at the input and output of the RX-OR gate. 
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Figure 6.6 Characteristics of the EX-OR gate. (a) before and, 
output short-term d.c. signals A(t) and B(t) have been level shifted 
Q, is the phase angle between the input waveforms. 
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Figure 6.7 Possible output signals when using the amplifier limiter and phase 
demodulator B. 
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inphase 
signal 
Figure 6.8 Received complex-valued signal after slicing and 
demodulation. After slicing, R' is constrained to lie on the circle. With 
demodu1ator A, the signal remains at the same position, whereas, with 
demodu1ator B, the signal is further distorted and constrained to lie on the 
and becomes R", The ang1es,Q. of these complex-valued signals ate the same, 
phase 
phase 
phase 
square 
-k 
-l2sinc.>c t 
Figure 6.9 Suboptimum filter arrangement of the DEQPSK, CE8PSK or CDE8PSK system for using 
the amplifier limi tar and phase demodulators A and B. The receiver IF fl1 ter has the same 
characteristics as the transmitter IF filter. The D/Cs and post-D/A filters at the transmitter 
are not shown. h. w. r. means half-wave rectifier, Enc means encoder, Dec/det means decoder or 
detector, and DTPD means digital tan phase detector. 
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Figure 6.10 Baseband equivalent model of the DEQPSK, CE8PSK or CDE8PSK system, tranSmitting 
signal over a linear and bandlimited 'satellite channel, with the use of the suboptimum filters 
for the amplifier l1miter, phase demodulator A or B and the distance measure D, for computer 
simulation FT(f) is the resultant transfer function of the baseband equivalent of the 
transmitter IF filter in cascade with the modulation filter. 
I 
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( a ) 
FiBYre 6.11 The received baseband data waveforms of signals (a) lB, (b) 2B, 
(c) 3B and, (d) 4B (CR8PSK signals) over a linear channel, at the outputs of 
the receiver IF fU ter,. , phase demodulators A and B._ (1), (2) and (3) are the 
inphase base band waveforms at the outputs of the receiver IF fUter, phase 
demodulator A, and phase demodulator B, respectively (4), (5) and (6) are the 
quadrature baseband waveforms at the outputs of the receiver IF filter, phase 
demodulator A, and phase demodulator B, respectively. 
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Figure 6.11 (Continue) 
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Figure 6.11 (Continue) 
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Figure 6,11 (Cont1nue) 
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FiiYre 6.12 Baseband equivalent model of the DEQPSK, CE8PSK or CDE8PSK system, with the use 
of the suboptimum filters, the predistorter, the amplifier limiter, phase demodulator A or Band 
the distance measure D, for computer simulation. FT(f) is the resultant transfer function of the 
baseband equivalent model of the IF filter in cascade with the modulation filter. LF'F means the 
baseband equivalent model of the IF filter. Switches 'A' determine whether the system is in an 
ACI environment. 
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F1p're 6.13 Error-rate performances of signals lA, 2A, 3A and 4A, over a 
linear channel, with the use of the suboptimum filters, the amplifier llm1ter 
and phase demodulators A and B. PDKA and PDKB mean phase demodulator A and 
phase demodulator B, respectively. 
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Fig.ure 6.14 Error-rate performances of signals lA, 2A, 3A and 4A, over a nonl1near and 
bandlimited channel, with the use of the suboptimum filters, the predistorter, the HPA operating 
at (a) 0.2 dB and, (b) 0.68 dB OBO, the amplifier limiter and phase demodulators A and B and in 
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Figure 6.18 Error-rate performances of signals lB, 2B, 3B and 4B, over a 
linear channel, with the use of the suboptimum filters, the amplifier lim1ter 
and phase demodulators A and B. PDX! and PDKB mean phase demodulator A and 
phase demodulator B, respectively. 
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Figure 6.19 Error-rate performances of signals lB, 2B, 3B and 4B, over a nonlinear and 
bandl1mited channel, with the use of the suboptimum filters, the pred1storter, the HPA operating 
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Fii"re 6.20 Error-rate performances of signals lB, 2B, 3B and 4B, over a nonlinear and 
bandlimited channel, with the use of the suboptimum filters, the predistorter, the HPA operating 
at 0.68 dB DBD, the amplifier limiter and phase demodulators (a) A and, (b) B and in lIn ACI 
environment, with fc.=5R/4 Hz. 
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Figure 6.21 Error-rate performances of signals lC, 2C, 3C and 4C, over a 
linear channel, with the use of the suboptimum filters, the amplifier lim1ter 
and phase demodulators A and B. PDXA and PDXB mean phase demodulator A and 
phase demodulator B, respectively. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CARRIER RBCOVERY 
7.1 Introductipn 
Previous discussion on the demodulation process assumed that the 
receiver provides the required ideal carrier and timing signals. In this 
section, carrier-recovery techniques are studied with emphasis on 
applications to DEQPSK and CDE8PSK signals. 
In satellite communications, carrier recovery for coherent demodulation 
can be classified according to application: continuous or burst 
transmission. When transmission is continuous, e.g. in FDMA systems, the 
carrier acquisition time (i.e., time to recover the carrier) need not be 
rapid. However, in TDMA systems, a succession of short-duration bursts 
emanating from a number of different stations is presented to the 
demodulator. Each burst has its own independent carrier phase and 
consequently a rapid carrier acquisition time is required. For the present 
mobile system, although an FDMA system is assumed, a rapid carrier 
acquisition time is still required in order for the modem to recover the 
data after a sudden signal fade due to passing under an obstacle, e.g. a 
flyover, a bridge, etc., above the vehicle. 
To recover the carrier at the receiver, phase-locked loops (PLLs) are 
commonly used. There has been a tremendous amount of work done in this 
area. There are books [11, [21, [31, [41 -which cover the analysis and design 
of the PLL in one way or the ~ther. In the early development of the PLL, 
the work was primarily for analog phase-locked loops (APLLs). However, 
with increasing emphasis on digital circuitry, because of its decreasing 
cost, increased reliability and smaller size, there have been efforts to 
develop digital phase locked loops (DPLLs). 
A PLL (APLL or DPLL) is a device which tries to track the phase of the 
incoming signal. It is realized by a phase detector (PD), a loop filter, 
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and a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) (see Fig. All. la in 
Appendix All.l). The PD compares the phase of the input signal with that 
of the VCO and produces an error voltage which is a sinusoidal function 
(triangular and sawtooth are also possible, though sinusoidal is the most 
common one) of the error signal. This error signal is filtered and applied 
to the VCO whose output frequency moves in a direction so as to reduce the 
phase difference of the input signal and output of tne VCO. When the loop 
is "locked", the short-term frequency of the VCO is exactly or very nearly 
equal to the average frequency of the input signal. 
DEQPSK and CDE8PSK signals use quadrature modulation (Sections 2.6, 
3.1.1 and 5.2.1), in which the modulated waves consists of the sum of two 
double side band suppressed carrler components. Since the carrier is absent 
from the signal, a conventional APLL or DPLL (Appendices All.l and All.2) 
will fail to track, and carrier regeneration is required. Generating a 
reference carrier from a suppressed carrier signal can be achieved in a 
number of ways, including the M ..... power method, the Costas loop and the 
decision-feedback loop (Appendices All.3, All. 4 and All. 5). In the M ..... 
power loop (Appendix All. 3) , the carrier of the M-ary phase signal is 
generated by ralsing the signal to the power M (using an M..... power 
device), and a PLL is used to track the M ..... harmonic component. Frequency 
division by M of the PLL output yields the required carrier reference. One 
of the disadvantages of the loop is that, in some situations where IF 
multiplication is not practical, e.g., a CDE8PSK signal with 70 Mllz IF 
frequency, it would require an 8 ..... power loop in which the PLL would have 
to track the 560 Mllz frequency component, so that a Costas loop may be 
used (Appendix All.4). 
The decision-feedback loop (Appendix All. 5) is a modification of the 
Cost as loop. In the case of the demodulation of BPSK signals, it has been 
shown [41 that the decision-feedback loop provides an improved performance 
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relative to the squaring loop (i.e., with X=2 in the X~~ power loop). But 
apart from the difficulties in hardware implementation, similar to the 
other methods mentioned before, it also suffers from the "hangup· 
phenomenon [51 (Appendix Al1.2>. 
In this thesis, a modified-decision feedback loop (MDFL) Is presented 
to recover the carrier signal for DEQPSK signals. The loop employs a 
digi tal control oscillator <DCD>, instead of a YCO. This is because the 
phase error signal used to control the phase of the carrier signal from 
the oscillator is digital, while the high frequency carrier signal from 
the oscillator cannot be digital and so must be analog . The loop does 
not suffer from the "hangup· phenomenon. Computer simulation tests on the 
JoIDFL have been carried out for CDE8PSK Signals, but unfortunately the 
results have suggested that the JoIDFL has a poor performance. Therefore a 
decision-directed loop (DDL) is used instead. These two loops are 
described in the following sections. 
7.2 Carrier recovery loOps for DEQPSK and CDB8PSK signals 
The DEQPSK signal receiver with the use of the MDFL and the CDE8PSK 
signal receiver with the use of the DDL are shown in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2, 
respectively. In order to avoid complicating the description of these two 
loops, the DEQPSK and CDE8PSK systems shown in Sections 3.2.1 and 5.2.1, 
respectively, are assumed here, so that the overall channel transfer 
functions of the systems have a sinusoidal rolloff frequency response and 
a linear phase characteristic over the bandwidth. Assume that the 
receivers in these two systems provide their required ideal timing (but 
not carrier) signals which are needed in using the MDFL and DDL. Also 
assume that the distance measure D is used at the receivers. (For the 
description of generating the signals at the transmitters, see 
Sections 3.2.1 and 5.2.1.) 
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In both systems, the signals at the inputs of the receivers are given 
by 
-[l2b(t)tN_(t)]sin[~.ttS(t)] 7.2.1 
with N.(t) and N.(t) as defined in Eqn. 3.1.5 or 5.2.3, and S(t) is an 
arbitrary phase angle. 
Let the inphase and quadrature reference signals from the digital 
controlled oscillator (DCO) be I2cos[w.ttS(t)] and -l2sin[~cttS(t)], 
respectlvely, with S(t) the estimate of S(t). The inphase and quadrature 
data signal components plus noise just prior to the demodulation f11 ter 
are 
r(t)cos[~cttS(t)] 
= [a (t) t ~N.(t){cos[2~.t t S(t) t S (t)] t cos[S(t) 
-[ b (t) t IiN.(t){sin[2~et t 9 (t) t S (t)] t sin[9(t) 
= [a (t) t liNe (t)]cos[S(t) - S (t)] 
-[b(t) t ~N.(t)]sin[S(t) - S(t)] t h.f.c. 
= [a(t) t ~N.(t)Jcos.(t) 
-[b(t) t ~N.(t)]sin.(t) t h.f.c. 
and -r(t)sin[~ette(t)] 
- S(t»)) 
- S(t») 
7.2.2a 
= -[a(t) t ~Ne(t){sin[2~.t + S(t) + S(t)] - sin[S(t) - S(t~) 
-[b(t) + IiN.(t){cos[2~.t + 9(t) + S(t)] - cos[S(t) - S(t)P 
= [a (t) + ~Nc(t)]sin[S(t) - S(t)] 
t[b(t) +-~N_(t)]cos[S(t) - S (t)] + h.-f.c. 
= [a (t) + ~Nc(t)]sin€(t) 
t[b(t) + ~N.(t)]cOS€(t) t h.f.c 7.2.2b 
respectively, with the phase error signal 
€ (t) = S (t) - ii (t) 7.2.3 
The term h. f. c. means the high frequency components. The demodulation 
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f11 ter blocks the high frequency components in the signals and produces 
the inphase and quadrature base band signal components 
r"'(t) = (a(t) + ~N.(t)lcosE(t) - (b(t) + ~N_(t)]sin€(t) 7.2.4a 
and r'2'(t) = (a(t) + ~N.(t)]sinE(t) + (b(t) + ~N_(t)]cOS€(t) 7.2.4b 
respectively. Let ~N.(t)=n.(t) and ~N_(t)=n_(t). Then n.(t) and n.(t) 
are the sample functions of Gaussian random processes with zero mean and a 
two-sided power spectral density of ~No over the bandwidth of the baseband 
data signals act) and b(t), respectively (Appendix A7.1>. Equation 7.2.4 
becomes 
7.2.5a 
and 7.2.5b 
respectively. Assume that the bandwidth of the demodulation filter is much 
greater than the frequency offset, so that the distortion introduced by 
the demodulation fll ter is negligible. Thus the inphase and quadrature 
base band signal components at the demodulator filter output can be written 
as (Eqn. 3. 1. 7) ~ 
r'''(t) = ( r q~ 1 'het-iT> + v"'(t)]COS€(t) , 
-( r 
, 
q~2'h(t-1T) + v·,!> (t)]sin€ (t) 7.2.6a 
and r"2) (t) = [ r q~' 'h<t-i T> + v'" (t)]sinE (t) 
+( 1: q~2'h(t-iT> + v(2'(t)]COSE(t) , 7.2.6b 
respectively, where het) is the inverse Fourier transform of the transfer 
function of the overall channel; v("(t) and V(2'(t) are filtered Gaussian 
noise waveforms. q~" and q~2'are the transmitted symbols whose va}ues are 
depending on whether a DEQPSK or CDE8PSK signal is used (Sect10n 3.1 or 
4.2). Since the transfer function of the overall channel is a sinusoidal 
rolloff frequency response with a linear phase characteristic 
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(Section 3.1), so that h(o)=l and h(iT)=O, for all integer i other than 
i=O. The signals r") (t) and r(2) (t), at the demodulator output, are 
sampled, at the time instants {1 n. Since the demodulation f11 ter is a 
pair of digital base band filters (Section 2.4.1), it introduces a delay of 
NT seconds (this is the delay to make the filters realisable and is half 
the value of the truncation length of the sampled impulse responses of the 
modulation and demodulation filters). N is dependent on the lengths of the 
sampled impulse responses of the digital filters. For examples,signals lA 
and 1C have N=l, signals 2A, 2C 3A and 3C have N=2, while signals 4A and 
4C have N=4. So, at time t=iT, the signal samples at the output of the 
demodulation filter are 
'1.2.'1a 
and '1.2.'1b 
€'-N=€[ (i-N)T] and v~~~=v(j)[ (i-H)T], for j=l, 2, are the phase error and 
noise signal samples, respectively, received at time t=(i-H)T. These two 
samples are fed into the DTPD (digital tan phase detector; see 
Section 6.1), at time t=iT, which produces at its output the sample of the 
phase angle given by 
Qt.-N = tan- 1 ( (,2), (1» r:l r:l 
(q~~~+v~~~)sine:l_N + (q~~~ +V~~~)COS£:l_N 
= tan- 1 [ 1 '1.2.9 (q~~~+v~~~)COSE:l_N (q!~~+v~~~)sln€:l_N 
(q~~~+v~::~) 
tan€t._N + ( (q~~~+v~':~) 
) 
= tan- 1 [ 1 (qi~~+v~:::,) '1.2.10 
1 ( (q~!..~ +v~2.~ )tan€._N 
which is then fed to the detector/decoder. This is the phase angle of the 
received signal, with noise and with (frequency and phase) offsets at time 
t=(i-N)T seconds. Thus, at time t=iT seconds, the received samples r~') 
and r~2) carry the symbols which were transmitted at time t=(i-N)T 
---------
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seconds, bearing in mind that the transmission path introduces no delay. 
Under noise free conditions, i.e., when v~~~= v~=~= 0 in Eqn. 7.2.10, the 
phase angle becomes 
(q~~~) 
tan€._N + « "»> q:l-N 
Qi-N = tan- 1 [ J (q~~~) 7.2.11 
1 « 'l») tan€ i-N q'-N 
but q<.2) / q~~:, = tan'l'_N 
'-N 7.2.12 
where 'I'-N is the phase angle received at time t=(i-N)T in the absence of 
noise and of (phase and frequency) offsets, and is called the data phase 
angle. So, from Eqns. 7.2.11 and 7.2.12, the received phase angle, at time 
t=iT, can be written as 
tan€ :l-N + tan'l'_N 
Qi-N = tan- 1 [ J 7.2.13 1 - tan'f'_N tan€ ,_ N 
= tan- 1 [tan(€'_N + 'f '-N) J 7.2.14 
= 
€:l-N + 'f'-N 7.2.15 
so the error in the phase angle, at time t=iT, can be written as 
7.2.16 
7.2.17 
as can be seen from Eqn. 7.2.3, where B'_N=B[(i-N)TJ and 9'_N=[ (S(i-N)TJ. 
7.2.1 Xodified-decision feedback loop (XOFL) - for DEQPSK signals 
In the-MDFL of the DEQPSK receiver shown in Fig. 7.la, the phase error 
€'-N' given by Eqn. 7.2.16, is estimated, filtered and then used to 
control the phase of the DCO signal. The data phase angle, 'f'-N' 
transmitted at time t=<i-N)T (Eqn. 7.2.12), is estimated, at time t=iT, 
using phase threshold estimation of the received phase angle Q'-N' 
according to Table 7.1, so that 1'-N' the estimate of 'f'-N' has 4 possible 
values ±X/4 and ±3~/4 radians. Even in the absence of noise and ISI, the 
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estimated phase angle 1'-N may not be equal to the transmitted phase angle 
1.-N • This is because 1.-N might have been rotated from 1'-N to another 
quadrant by the (carrier) phase error £.-N if 1£._N1)X/4. See Eqn. 7.2.15 
which gives the received phase angle under noise free conditions. So in 
this case, the estimated phase angle is 
7.2.18 
or 7.2.19 
for k=O, 1 or 2, depending on the value of £.-N' 
From Eqns. 7.2.16 and 7.2.19, the actual phase error is 
7.2.20 
so that 7.2.21 
The estimate of the phase error, from Eqn, 7.2.21, can be written as 
7.2.22 
= Q:..-N 7.2.23 
where 1'-N has one of the values ±x/4 and ±3x/4, and is obtained from the 
phase threshold-estimator (Table 7.1). The received phase angle Q.-N is 
obtained from the DTPD (digital tan phase detector) using the equation 
Q.-N = tan- 1 ( r~'" / r~' » 7.2.24 
Clearly, Q.-N and Y.-N always lie on the same quadrant, so that €.-N lies 
in the range -x/4 to x/4 radians and has an ambiguity of ±kx/2. 
Differential encoding is therefore required to resolve the ambiguity. With 
the system just described, the characteristic of the PD has a sawtooth 
shape with a period of ±x/4. 
-The estimated phase error £.-N' in Eqn. 7.2.23, is filtered by F(z) to 
give the phase error signal, for the duration iT~t~(i+1), 
7.2.25 
which is used to control the phase of the DCO whose transfer function is 
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given by ~/s. Thus, the phase of the DCO signal, for the duration 
9(s) = 1 s e, '1.2.26 
where 9(s) is in Laplace notation, i.e., 9(s)=L[9(t)l, ~ is the DCO gain 
factor, and e, is constant for the duration iT~t'(i+1)T. 
For the purpose of computer simulation, the system is modelled 
digi tally. The signal at the DCO output is sampled at the time instants 
{mT.} , at a rate of liT. samples per second, where T=8T.. ~ Is is the 
transfer function of the DCa, expressed as a Laplace transform. lis in the 
s-plane is mapped into the z-plane [61 and becomes 11 (l-z-l}, where Z-l 
represents a delay of one sample period. The signal phase angle from the 
Dca is 
9M/ i _ N = 1 ei~ '1.2.2'1 1-z- 1 
= 
1 ~F(Z)€'_N 7.2.28 1-z 1 
for iT <mT. '(i+T), where eM/'_N is the predicted phase e at time t=mT., 
determined from the received information at time t=(i-N)T, to give a phase 
error E'_N' In order to obtain a zero static phase error (resulting phase 
error) for an initial frequency error (Appendix All. 2), a second order 
loop filter with the transfer function (Eqn. A11.2.18) 
F(z) = 1 + ~z/(z-l) '1.2.29 
is used, where Jl is a constant. The base band equiv~lent model of the 
DEQPSK signal receiver, used for computer simulation, is shown in 
Fig. '1.1b, where the DCO gain factor has been combined with the filter 
F(z) and the function exp[-j(.)1 is used to convert the phase angles into 
complex-valued Signals. 
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7.2.2 Decision-directed loop (DDL) - for CDESPSK signals 
In the MDFL, the detected phase angle 1'-N is used with the received 
phase angle Q'-N to estimate the phase error E'_N' Clearly, the tolerance 
to noise of the detector has an important effect on the tracking 
performance of the MDFL. In the DEQPSK system, the phase threshold 
detection process (Section 6.1 and Table 6.1) is the optimum detection 
process for detecting 1'-N from Q'-N (Table 7.1), in the presence of AWGN. 
Since it is optimum, in the sense that it minimises the probability of 
error in 1'-N , it is also optimum for phase estimation using in the MDFL. 
For CDE8PSK signals, the threshold detection process is not the optimum 
detection process, because the transmitted symbols are convolutionally and 
differentially encoded. If a threshold detector is used, 1. e., ignoring 
the convolutional and differential encoding of the transmitted symbols, 
CDE8PSK signals become simple 8PSK signals which have a degradation in 
tolerance to additive white Gaussian noise of about 3.5 dB at Pe=10-~, in 
comparison with that of an ideal QPSK system, at a given bandwidth [7], so 
that the MDFL cannot be used for CDE8PSK signals. In fact, computer 
., _ , __ ,simulation tests halZe-shown ~that,_eyen, in the absence of noise and, ISI, 
the MDFL cannot be used for the CDE8PSK signals (i.e., signals 1C, 2C, 3C 
and 4C) over a nonlinear channel. This is because the adjacent points in 
the signal constellation (Fig. 4.5) are so close that, if a threshold 
detection process is used, the AM-AM and AM-PM conversion effects of the 
HPA will themselves cause errors in detection. 
For CDE8PSK signals (Section 5.2), since the suboptimum decoder is used 
as the decoding process, the loop can make use of the decoded value from 
the decoder to estimate the carrier phase. This IS called Decision 
Directed Carrier Phase Estimation [8] and the loop is called the decision-
directed loop (DDL) , as shown in Fig. 7.2. The only dIfference between the 
MDFL and DDL is in the carrier phase estimation processes. In the MDFL, 
at time t=iT, the detected signal phase angle Y'-N is obtained from the 
phase threshold-detector and then compared with the received signal phase 
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angle Q'-N to estimate the phase error E'_N (Eqn. 7.2.23). Whereas in the 
DDL. the decoded signal phase angle is obtained from a more sophisticated 
decoder and then compared with the received signal phase angle to estimate 
the phase error (Fig. 7.2a). 
In CDE8PSK signals. the changes in phase carry the data information. 
not the absolute phases. In the decoder the receiver holds in store the 
m=4K-' (K: constraint length of the code) 2n-component vectors {ZL)' where 
(Eqn 5.2.15) 
z~ = [x~-2n+l ~-2n+2 XL - 2n+ 3 •••• XL] 7.2.30 
with the minimum distances of {C~"). for j=l. 2 •...• 8. corresponding to 
the 4K-' different possible combinations of values of X L _ 2K+ 3 • X L - 2K+4 • 
..•• XL (Section 5.2.3). Thus each stored vector ZL forms the last 
2n components of the vector XL (Eqn. 5.2.11) that minimises C~". for j=l. 
2 ••..• 8. subject to the constraint that XL_2K+ 3 • ~-2K+4' •••• XL have 
the given values. and ;~~~+, (i.e .• the phase angle of the complex value 
y:!~+, used in Section 5.2). for j=l. 2 •...• 8. takes on the 8 different 
possible values. Associated with each stored vector ZL are stored the 
corresponding {C:"}. for j=l. 2. ... , 8. There are altogether 8m 
different values of C:". 
Following the receipt of the phase angle Q'+'-N at time t=(i+1)T 
(assuming the distance measure D is used), each of the stored vectors {ZL} 
forms a common part of 4 vectors {XL + 2 }. having the 4 possible values of 
(XL+' ~+2). Each of these 4 vectors is associated with 8 corresponding 
distances (Eqn. 5.2.16) 
c<J) = C<J) + (J) 
:1.+1 :l C l ... , 7.2.31 
for j=l, 2 •.••• 8. where (similar to Eqn. 5.2.17) 
f I " + ,(J'I 'l[ , or U:l+ 1 _ N ':I. .... , ~ 
7.2.32 
f IQ + ;("1 >l[ t or 1+1-N 1 .... ' 
as can be seen from Eqn. 4.8.41. N is the delay caused by the demodulation 
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filter. The {I~!~), for j=1, 2, ••• t 8, have real values that are all 
different, and each of them represents a possible phase angle, which would 
, 
have been transmitted at time t=(1+1-1f). For each of the 4K - 1 possible 
combinations of values of XL_2K+Sf XL-2K+Gt XL-2K+7' •••• X L+,. XL+2' the 
decoder now selects the vector Z~+2 having the smallest C~j), and stores 
ZL+2 and the 8 smallest values C~!:t for j=l, 2, ... , 8. (~-2n+3 aL - 2n+ 4 ) 
are taken to be the values of (XL-2n+3 XL-2n+4)' respectively, in the 
stored vector Z~+2 associated with the smallest C~!~, hence there is a 
delay of (n-1)T seconds in decoding. The signal phase angle Q.+2-N-n' 
received at time t=(i+2-n)T seconds is estimated at time t=(i+1)T, as 
Y.+2-N-n by convolutional and differential encoding of the components in 
Z~+2' subject to the constraint that I~!~, with the smallest C~!~, has 
been received at time t=(i+1)T seconds. This operation is carried out by 
the phase estimator. 1.+2-N-n has 8 possible values ±x/8, ±3x/8, ±5x/8 and 
±1x/8. However, even in the absence of noise and ISI, the estimated phase 
angle Y.+2-N-n may not be equal to the transmitted phase angle Y.+2-N-n' 
This is because Y.+2-N-n might have been rotated throught an angle of 
Eqn. 1.2.15 which gives the received phase under noise free conditions. 
Thus 
Y.+2 -N-n = Y.+2-N-n ±O, ±x/4, ±2x/4, ±3x/4 or ±x 1.2.33 
or 1i+2-N-n = 1i+2-N-n ± kx/4 1.2.34 
with k=O, 1, 2, 3 or 4, depending on the value of €.+2-N-n' From 
Eqn. 1.2.16, the phase error received at time t=(i+2-n)T is 
1.2.35 
and so from Eqns. 1.2.34 and 7.2.35, the phase error can be written as 
7.2.35 
so that 7.2.37 
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The estimate of the phase error, from Eqn. 7.2.37, can be written as 
-E'+2 _ N_n = E.+2_N_n ± k~/4 7.2.38 
7.2.39 
Differential encoding is therefore required to resolve the ambiguity of 
±~/4. f.+2-N-n is obtained ?y convolutional and differential encoding the 
components in the stored vector ZL+2 associated with the smallest C~!:, 
subject to the constraint that I~!: was received. 1.+2-N-n and Q.+2-N-n 
may not lie in the same quadrant, and so E'+2- N_n ranges from -360· to 
360·. As far as the data recovery is concerned, the phase error 
acquisition than that of £ •• 2_N_n=359·. The loop is more rapid in 
acquisition if the following two conditions are imposed upon Eqn. 7.2.39. 
7.2.40 
where E'.2_N_n now is constrained to lie in the range -~ to ~ radians. The 
.received, phase_ angle Q'+2-N-n- is obtained from the DTPD._(Eqn... 7. 2.24L with~ ' __ 
a delay of nT seconds and the estimated phase angle V.+2-N-n is obtained 
from the phase estimator. The PD characteristics of the loop are time-
varying because the transmitted symbols are convolutionally and 
differentially encoded and the estimated phase angle is dependent on the 
convolutional code used and the previous decoded symbols. 
Since the phase angle received at time t=(i+2-n)T is estimated at time 
t=(1+l)T, there is a delay of (n-l)T seconds in phase estimation. This 
(n-l)T seconds delay, caused by the decoder, increases the loop bandwidth 
and may cause unstability and a SUbstantial performance loss compared with 
the case where there is no delay. Thus the loop gain may have to be 
reduced to give an acceptable performance. Increasing the value of the 
loop gain may increase the acquisition time, so that a compromise must be 
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reached ['11. One method to remove the (n-1)T delay caused by the decoder 
is to use the early decoding process which is as fol:lows. 
Following the receipt of the sample Q<+.-N at time t=(i+1)T. 
each of the stored vectors {Z~} forms a common part of 4 vectors {X~+2}' 
having the 4 possible values of (~+. XL+2). Each of these 4 vectors is 
associated with 8 corresponding distances (Eqns. 7.2.31 and 7.2.32) 
for j=l. 2 •...• 8. where 
C l -+- 1 
C(j) = C(j) + (j) 1-+1 i e t -+- 1 
f IQ + <(J'I ' . or 1+1-N 111+1 1t n: 
7.2.41 
7.2.42 
where. for j=l. 2 •...• 8 • the {;~!;) have real values that are all 
different and each represents a possible phase angle. which would have 
been transmitted at time t=(i+l-N)T seconds. For each of the 4K-. possible 
combinations of values of X~_2K+S' ~-2K+6' .••• XL+ •• XL+2' the decoder 
selects the phase angle ;~!~. having the smallest C~!~. The received 
subject to the constraint that ;~!~. with the smallest C~!~. was decoded. 
From Eqn. 7.2.40. the estimated phase error. at time t=(i+l)T. is 
{ Q<+.-N - Yi ... ,-N for 1Qi+l_N - Vi+l-N 1 { n: , 
€i+l-N 
= 1Qi+l_N 
7.2.43 
- fi+l-N 1 - 2n: • for I Q1+1--N - Vi+l-N' > n: 
Using the early decoding process. the phase angle received at time 
t=(i+l-N)T is estimated at time t=(i+l)T. There is a delay of NT seconds 
(as for the threshold detection process) which is caused by the 
demodulation fll ter. The delay introduced by the decoder is therefore 
removed. Since the distance measure D is used. the hardware implementation 
is greatly Simplified. This is because E<+._N is. in fact. the incremental 
distance computed . by the decoder. as can be seen by comparing" 
Eqns. 7.2.42 to 5.2.17. 
........ -------------------------------------------
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As in the KDFL, the estimated phase error £'+.-N (Fig. 7.2a), in 
Eqn. 7.2.43, is filtered by F(z) to give the phase error signal, for the 
duration (i+l)T~t«i+2)T (Eqn. 7.2.25) 
7.2.44 
In computer simulation tests, the signal at the DCO output is sampled 
at the time instants {mT.} , at the rate of liT. samples per second, where 
T=8T •• The phase angle from the DCO is (Eqns. 7.2.27 and 7.2.28) 
8m / 1 + 1 _ N 1 ei+'~ = l-z-l 7.2.45 
1 ~F(Z)£'+l-N = l-z-l 7.2.46 
for (i+l)T<mTs~(i+2)T, where ~ is the DCO gain factor, F(z) is the filter 
transfer function, and 9m/'+.-N is the predicted phase angle e at time 
t=mT. derived from received information at time t=(i+l-N)T seconds, to 
give a phase error £'+l-N' The base band equivalent model of the DDL at 
the CDE8PSK receiver, with the use of the early decoding process, phase 
demodulator B and a second order loop filter, for computer simulation, is 
shown in Fig. 7.2b, where the DCO gain factor ~ has been combined with the 
filter F(z). 
7.2.3 Acquisition 
When a loop commences operation in an unlocked condition, it must be 
brought into lock either by its own action or with the help of auxiliary 
circuits. The process of bringing a loop into lock is called acquisition. 
If the loop acquires lock by itself, the process is called self-
acquisition and if it is assisted by auxiliary circuits, the process is 
called aided acquisition [11. 
A. Phase and frequency acquisition 
Phase is usually self-acquired. Under noise free conditions, the wider 
the loop bandwidth, the less is the acquisition time. However, when noise 
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is present. the loop bandwidth must be reduced in order to provide a 
stable loop. although this may increase the acquisition time [11. 
Acquisition of frequency is ordinarily more difficult. is slower. and 
is more difficult to design than is phase acquisition. Self-acquisition of 
frequency is known as frequency pull-in or simply pull-in. Pull-in tends 
to be slow and often unreliable. so that a number of aided frequency-
acquisi tion techniques have been devised. including frequency sweeping. 
frequency discrimination. and bandwidth widening methods [11. 
B. Pull-in limits of the XDFL and DDL 
If the initial frequency error is large enough. the loops cannot pull 
in. The largest frequencies for which the loops can pull into lock are 
called the pull-in limits and are denoted by 6fp ' 
Suppose a frequency offset of 6fp Hz with an initial phase error 
x/8-B.. where B. < x/4. causes a phase error ~(t). as shown in Fig. 7.3a. 
The estimated phase error ~(t). using the MDFL (with a sawtooth 
characteristic), is shown by the solid line. If ~ (t) is sampled at the time 
instants {iT>. the sample values are B.+x/8. B.-x/8. B.+x/8 ••..• and so 
are oscillating between 2 values. The average value of ~(t) is B. which is 
the initial phase error. If the loop reaches the steady-state. BR is 
removed by the loop. but the phase error oscillates between 1[/8. -1[/8. 
with a period of 2T seconds. This is the same for the case with an initial 
phase of 1[/8+B.. where B.> 1[/4. as shown in Fig. 7.3b. Under these 
conditions. the average phase e~~or is zero and so the loop fails to track 
the frequency offset 6fp Hz. This occurs when 
7.2.47 
= O.125/T '1.2.48 
so 6fp = ± O.125R 7.2.49 
with R=1/T the symbol rate. This is the pull-in limit of the MDFL. For 
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R=32 , 64, 128 and 256 kbaud/s, the pull-in limits are 4, 8, 16 and 32 kHz, 
respectively. It can be shown that, for an Jol-ary phase keying (KPSK) 
signal, the phase error characteristic, using the JolDFL, is a sawtooth with 
a period of rr/Jol. Thus Eqn. 7.2.47 becomes 
rr 2rrlllfpl = JolT 
and the pull-in limit is 
7.2.50 
7.2.51 
Hence for BPSK and 8PSK signals, 1.e., Jol=2 and 8, the pull-in limits are 
±0.25R and ±O.0625R, respectively. In deriving the pull-in limits, the 
effects of the delay 1n estimation of the phase, the noise and loop 
bandwidth have been neglected. Of course, these effects reduce the pull-in 
lim1ts, as is shown in Section 7.4.3. 
It is difficult to determine the pull-in limit of the DDL for CDE8PSK 
slgnal because the transmitted symbols are correlated. 
C. Extended-pull-in-limit method_for the-XDFkand DDL-_ 
The pull-in limits of the JolDFu and DDL can be extended using a sequence 
of training symbols. That is, at the beginning of a transmission, the 
transmitter sends a sequence of symbols representing rr radians phase 
reversals in the DEQPSK or CDE8PSK signal. So, for the DEQPSK slgnal with 
no noise, the samples received at the input of the detector, at t1me 
t=(i-1)T and iT, are 
7.2.52 
and 7.2.53 
respect1vely, as can be seen from Eqn. 7.2.15. Q7-N-. and Q7-N are the 
received phase angles measured in an anticlockwise direction on. the polar_ ._ 
coordinate system, i.e., Q+=Q for O~Q~rr and Q+=Q+2rr for Q(O. 1'-N-. and 
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f.-N are the data phase angles transmitted at time t=(i-i-1)T and (i-H)T, 
respectively, and £.-N-' and £.-N are the phase errors casued by the 
carrier. The difference of the two received phase angles is 
+ + 
Qt-N-l - Ql-N = €i-N-l - €1-N + 1i-N-l - 1t-N 7.2.54 
but If._N - f.-N-,I = x because of the phase reversal between adjacent 
symbols, so, after removing the phase angle If._N - f.-N-,I, the phase 
difference in T seconds is 
{ Q:-N -
Q+ 
- x, for Q:-N - Q+ ~ 0 i-N-l :l-N-l 
t:£:l -N = 7.2.55 
Qi-N - Q+ + x, for Q:-N - Q+ < 0 l-N-l 1-N-l 
Since frequency is the derivative of phase, 6£._N contains the frequency 
offset information and can be used to remove the frequency offset, but not 
the phase offset. Thus, if this method is used, frequency lock is followed 
by phase lock. It should be noted that the value of 6E._N is non-data 
aided because it 1S derived only from the phase angles of the received 
Signals. Hence the method is independent of whether a DEQPSK or CDE8PSK 
signal is used. 
In Eqn 7.2.55, since 0 ~ Q:-N ~ 2x and 0 ~ Q:-N-'~ 2x, it follows that 
IQ:_N - Q:-N-'I ~ 2x and 16£._NI ~ x, as can be See from the equation. The 
maximum value of 16€._NI is 
7.2.56 
where 6fp is the pull-in limit of the method and can be written as 
or 
IM.,I = R/2 
Mp = ±R/2 
7.2.57 
7.2.58 
where R is the symbol rate. For R=32, 64, 128 and 256 kbaud/s, the pull-in 
limits, using this method, are 16, 32, 64 and 128 kHz/s (compared to 4, 8, 
16 and 32 kHz when using the KDFL) , respectively. In deriving Eqn. 7.2.58, 
the effects of the delay in the estimation of 6€._N' the noise and 
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bandwidth of the loop have all been neglected. Of course, these effects 
reduce the- pull-in -l1mit,- as is shown in Section 7.4.3. Since the ... thod 
is only used for frequency acquisition, it is referred to here as the 
extended-pull-in-limit ... thod. 
When using this ... thod, the training symbols, used at the beginning of 
transmission, are for tracking the frequnecy offset. If sudden signal fade 
occurs during transmission, provided that, when the signal returns, the 
frequency offset is not too large for self-acquisition of the HDFL/DDL, 
the MDFL/DDL can still track the frequency and phase offsets without the 
need of the training symbols, but of course with a burst of errors. 
D. Variable-Bandwidth method 
Two general principles that apply to any carrier recovery loop are as 
follows [1]. 
1) To minimize the output phase-jitter due to external noise, the 
loop bandwidth should be made as narrow as possible. 
2) To obtain the best tracking and acquisition properties, the 
loop bandwidth should be made as wide as possible. 
These principles ar~ directly opposed to one another; an improvement in 
one can come only at the expense of a degradation in the other. In order 
to satisfy both these principles, a variable-bandwidth method can be used. 
Since the speed of acquisition is improved by widening the loop bandwidth 
[ 1], the loop can be designed to have a large bandwidth for rapid 
acquisition at the beginning of a transmission and a much narrow bandwidth 
, 
for good tracking in the presence of noise. It should be apparent that an 
increase of bandwidth can be successful only if the signal/noise power 
ratio is sufficiently large. If the bandwidth is too large, the loop will 
be unstable and acquisition is unlikely to be achieved. 
In the MDFL and DDL, the loop gain Il and the DCO gain l control the 
bandwidth of the loops, so that the variable-bandwidth method can easily 
be -realized by using different values of land' Il before and after 
acquisition is achieved. 
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7.3 Frequency and pbase offsets 
The movement of the satellite changes the frequencies of signals 
reaching it and transmitted back to earth. This is called the Doppler-
shift effect. One of the advantages of using geosynchronous orbits is that 
the Doppler shift is negligible. Satellites in elliptical orbits, because 
of the motion of the satellite relative to the earth stations, can 
introduce significantly different Doppler shifts for different earth 
stations. These cause different frequency offsets. Apart from the Doppler 
shifts, the earth station transmitter oscillators and the satellite 
translation oscillator can also introduce frequency offsets. 
The frequency offsets caused by these factors degrade the performance 
and increase the complexity of the modem. They are more critical for lower 
data rate modem. For example, a modulation bandwidth of 32 kHz is 
comparable to a frequency offset of 20 kHz. The performance of the system 
can be expected to be unacceptable because of the narrow band receiver IF 
f11 ter which will remove a large amount of the wanted signal energy and 
introduce siginificant ISI into the signal. 
7.3.1 Xodelling of frequency and phase offsets of a quadrature modulation 
system with a nonl1near channel and in an ACI environment 
The model of a quadrature modulation system with frequency and phase 
offsets and in an ACI environment, is shown in Fig. 7.4. The signals at 
the transmitter outputs of the upper, desired and lower channels are -
and 
Su(t) = l2au(t)cos[QcttQc.tt8u(t)] 
- i:2bu(t)sln[QcttQc.tt8u(t)] 
So(t) = i:2ao(t)cos[Qctt8o(t)] 
- I2bo (t)sin[Qc tt9o(t)] 
S~(t) = i:2a~(t)cos[Qct-Qc.tt9~(t)] 
- I2b~(t)sin[Qct-Qc.tt9~(t)] 
7.3.la 
7.3.lb 
7.3.lc 
respectively. Assume that the signals have been predistorted by the 
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respective predistorters and amplified by the respective HPAs, so that 
au(t) and bu(t), ao(t) and bo(t) and a,.(t) and bL(t) are the nonlinearly 
distorted inphase and quadrature baseband signal components in the upper, 
desired and lower channels, respectively. ~c is the carrier frequency in 
rad/s in the desired channel, ~c_ is the channel spacing in rad/s, and 
9u (t), 9o (t) and 9L(t) are any arbitrary phase angles. 
Assume that the inphase and quadrature signal components of the ACI 
from the adjacent channels affect the inphase and quadrature signal 
components, respectively, equally for the desired channel all the time, so 
that 9u (t)=9L(t)=8o (t). Equation 7.3.1 becomes 
and 
Su(t) = f2au(t)cos[~ct+~c_t+9o(t)1 
- f2bu(t)sin[~ct+~c_t+9o(t)1 
So(t) = f2ao(t)cos[~ct+8o(t)1 
- f2bo(t)sin[~ct+8o(t)1 
SL(t) = f2aL(t)cos[~ct-~c_t+8D(t)1 
- f2bL(t)sin[~ct-~c_t+9o(t)1 
7.3.2a 
7.3.2b 
7.3.2c 
respectively. The-~phase_"and frequenq' .. offsets_.are __ cauSfld __ by the 
discrepancies of the phase and frequency of the received signal carrier 
and those of the reference carrier at the receiver. Let 11~ be the 
frequency offset in rad/s and 9. be the phase offset in radians, then the 
resultant offset in radians is l1~t+8.. So after adding the offsets to the 
signal (Fig. 7.4), the signal become (Eqn. 7.3.2) 
and 
Su(t) = f2au(t)cos[(~c+~c.+I1~)t+9.1 
-f2bu(t)sin[(~c+~c.+I1~)t+8.1 
So(t) = f2ao(t)cos[ (~c+I1~)t+9_1 
-i2bo (t)sin[ (~c+I1~)t+9_1 
SL(t) = i2aL(t)cos[ (~c-~c_+I1~)t+9_1 
-f2bL(t)sin[ (~c-~c_+A~)t+9_1. 
7.3.3a 
7.3.3b 
7.3.3c 
respectively, where the phase 9o (t), in Eqn. '1.3.2, has been included in 
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6~t+e •• These can be written as 
Su(t) = /2{au(t)cos[ (~c_+6~)t+e.J-bu(t)sin[(~c_+6~)t+e.J)cos~ct 
-/2{au (t)sin[ (~c_+6~)t+e.J+bu(t)cos[(~c_+6~)t+e.J)sin~ct 7.3.4a 
So(t) = /2{aD(t)coS[6~t+e.J-bD(t)sin[~t+e.J)cos~ct 
7.3.4b 
and 
S~(t) = l2{a~(t)cos[ (~c_+6~)t-e.J+b~(t)sin[(~c_-6~)t-e.J)cos~ct 
-12{a~(t)cos[ (~c_-6~)t-e.J-b~(t)sin[(~c_-6~)t-e.J)sin~ct 7.3.4c 
respectively. The equivalent baseband signals, with respect to the desired 
channel, can be represented (Appendix A6) as the complex-valued signals 
su(t) = {au(t)cos[ (~c_+6~)t+e.J - bu(t)sin[ (~c_+6~)t+e.J) 
+j{au(t)sin[(~c_+6~)t+e.J + bu(t)cos[ (~c_+6~)t+e.J) 
so(t) = {ao(t)coS[6~t+e.J - bD(t)sin[6~t+e.J) 
+j{aD(t)sin[6~t+e_J + bo(t)COS[6~t+e_J) 
and s~(t) = {a~(t)cos[ (~c_-6~)t-e.J + b~(t)sin[ (~c_-6~)t-e.J) 
+j{a~(t)cos[ (~c_-6~)t-e_J - b~(t)sin[ (~c_-6~)t-e_J) 
respectively. These can be simplified into 
= [au(t)+jbu(t)Jexp{j[ (~c_+6~)t+e.J) 
so(t) = [ao(t)+jbD(t)J {cos[~t+e.J+jsin[~t+e.J) 
= [aD(t)+jbD(t)Jexp{j[6~t+e_J) 
7.3.5a 
7.3.5a 
7.3.5c 
7.3.6a 
7.3.6b 
7.3.6c 
respectively, where au(t)+jbu(t), ~(t)+jbD(t), and a~(t)+jb~(t) are the 
equivalent baseband transmitted signals of the upper, desired and lower 
channels, respectively, without offsets. The resultant equivalent baseband 
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signal (1. e., the sum of the signals in Eqn •. 7.3.6), with respect to the 
desired channel is 
7.3.7 
The base band equivalent model of the system can be simplified by 
assigning, in each of the three channels, real values to the signals in 
one of the two parallel channels (that associated with I2cos (. » , and 
imaginary values to the signals in the other channel, and then considering 
the transmission path as a base band transmission path carrying complex-
valued signals. 
For the description of the baseband eqUivalent of the noise N(t), see 
Section 2.6. 
7.3.2 Equivalent baseband model of the DEQPSK or CDE8PSK system, with the 
use of the XDFL or DDL, for computer simulation 
The baseband equivalent model of the DEQPSK or CDE8PSK system with the 
use of the predistorter, the amplifier limiter, phase demodulator Band 
the MDFL or DDL and in an ACI environment, for computer simulation tests, 
-__ .. _____ . is shown in Fig. 7.5. For a DEQPSK system, .the.encoder..dliferentiall¥-.anL. _ 
Gray encodes the data symbols at the input. The receiver contains a 
threshold detector, Gray decoder and the MDFL. For a CDEBPSK system, the 
encoder convolutionally, differentially and Gray encodes the data symbols, 
and the decoder and DDL are used at the receiver. 
The description of the upper and lower of the adjacent channels in the 
DEQPSK or CDEBPSK system, are given in Section 3.2.4 or 5.2.1, 
respectively. The eqUivalent baseband signals at the output of the 
transmitter, from the upper, desired and lower channels, are (Bqn. 7.3.6) 
sv(t) = [au(t)+jbv(t)]exp{j[ (~<_+~~)t+e.]) 7.3.Ba 
so(t) = [ao (tHj bo (t)] exp{j [~~t+e.]) 7.3.Bb 
and SL (t) = [aL(t)+jbL(t)]exp{-j[ (~<_-~~)t-e.l) 7.3.Bc 
The signals au(tHjbu(t), ao(tHjbo(t) and aL(t)+jbL(t) are defined in 
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Eqn. 7.3.6. ~ and e. are defined in Eqn. 7.3.3. and ~c_ is the channel 
spacing in rad/s. The system is modelled digitally for computer 
simulation. so the signals are sampled at the time instants {mT.} (where 
lIT. is the sampling rate used in the simulation tests). Thus at time 
t=mT.. the signal samples are 
-
suo,," = [au.m+jbu.mJexp{j[(~c_+b~)mT.+e_J} 7.3.9a 
-
so.,... = [ao.m+jbo.mJexp{j[b~mT.+e.J} 7.3.9b 
-and sL.m = [a~,m+jb~,mJexp{-j[ (~c.-~)mT_-e_J) 7.3.9c 
respectively. where 
The signal sample at the input of the desired channel receiver. at time 
t=mT •• is 
7.3.10a 
7.3.10b 
where sR,m=sR(mT.) (Eqn. 7.3.1). The real and imaginary parts of all noise 
samples {nm} are taken to be statistically independent Gaussian variable 
with zero mean and fixed variance ~"'. 
The sampled impulse responses of the base band equivalent model of the 
receiver IF filter and of the demodulation filter. sampled at the rate of 
lIT. samples per second. are given by the (g+l)-component vector 
F = [ fo f, f", •••• fg J 7.3.11 
and the (n+1}-component vector 
p = [ Po p, p", •••• Pn J 7.3.12 
respectively. where fm=f(mT.) and Pm=p(mT.). Assume that the transmission 
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path introduces no delay. The signal sample at the output of the receiver 
IF filter. at time t=mT •• is 
7.3.13 
whose phase angle is corrected by the signal from the MDFL or DDL to give 
the signal 
7.3.14 
7.3.15 
for iT < mT. ~ (i+l)T. where am /._N (Eqn. 7.2.28) is the predicted phase a 
at time t=mT. derived from the received information at time t=(i-N)T. The 
sample em is fed to the amplifier limiter in cascade with phase 
demodulator B to give (Eqn 6.4.28) 
~m = 7.3.16 
where Re(.) and Im(.) are the real and imaginary parts of (.). 
respectively. The signal is then filtered by the demodulation filter. At 
time t=mT •• the signal sample at the output of the demodulation filter is 
7.3.17 
where rm has a complex value. 
Assume that the receiver provides the required ideal timing signal. so 
that the signal is sampled once per symbol. at the time instants {iT>. to 
give the sequence of samples {r.> which are fed to the DTPD (digital tan 
phase detector). At time t=iT. the DTPD produces the phase angle Q.-N at 
its output which is then fed to the detector/decoder to produce the phase 
estimate a._N' as described in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2. The phase error 
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estimate £'-N is then computed using Eqns. 7.2.22 or 7.2.41, depending on 
whether the XDFL or DDL is used. £'-N is filtered by F(z) and used to 
control the phase of the DCO output, so that the phase angle from the DCO, 
at time t=mT., is 
for iT < mT. ( (i+1)T 7.3.18 
as can be seen in Eqn. 7.2.46, where l is the DCO gain factor. 
7.4 S1DDIlatJgD results ond diSCJJssion 
It is shown in Sections 6.7.1 and 6.7.3 that, for the preferred 
filters, predistorter, HPA, amplifier limiter and phase demodulator, the 
most cost effective arrangement is to use signal 3A or 3C (depending upon 
whether the DEQPSK or CDE8PSK signal is used), with fc.=5R/4 Hz and to 
operate the HPA slightly, say 0.2 dB OBO, below saturation. So in this 
section, this arrangement is used for studying the carrier recovery 
techniques. Phase demodulator B is used at the receiver because it is more 
cost effective than phase demodulator A. The relationship between ~ and l, 
where ~ is the loop filter constant and l is the DCO gain, is maintained 
at ~/l=1/2 (Eqn. A11.2.29), so that there is only one variable in the MDFL 
and DDL to be optimised. (Optimising two separate variables would take too 
much computing time.) 
The DEQPSK and CDE8PSK systems, considered so far, operate at a speed 
of 64, 128, 256 or 512 kbi t/s, but here, for convenience, the systems 
considered here are assumed to be operating at a speed of 64 kbit/s. 
7.4.1 Performances of DEQPSK and CDR8PSK signals with different frequency 
offsets in an ACI environment 
It is not possible to estimate the maximum frequency offset of the 
satellite transmission system without knowing the actual satellite orbit, 
the uplink and downlink frequencies, the tolerance of the transmitter 
local oscillator and the satellite frequency translator (Section 7.3). 
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Since these factors are not specified in this project, the maximum 
frequency offsets which the DEQPSK and CDE8PSK systems can tolerate are 
evaluated by means of computer simulation. 
The simulation model used to evaluate the effects of frequency offset 
on the error-rate performances of these two systems is shown in Fig. 7.5. 
At the beginning of every transmission, the KDFL or DDL (depending upon 
whether the DEQPSK or CDE8PSK signal is used), is used to track the 
carrier signal. After the steady state has been reached, the loop is then 
opened so that it does not affect the reference carrier signal at the 
receiver of the desired channel. With the channel spacing 
fc.=5R/4 Hz=40 kHz (where R=32 kHz is assumed) and 0.2 dB HPA OBO, the 
error-rate performances of the DEQPSK Signals, with different values of 
the frequency offset, ~f, are shown in Figs. 7.6 and 7.7. 
Tables 7.2a and 7.3a show the degradations in tolerance to noise of the 
DEQPSK Signals, at P.=10-4 , with different values of ~f, measured in 
comparison with those with ~f=O. The results indicate that, the signals 
with wider bandwidths suffer larger degradations in tolerance to noise 
than those with narrower bandwidths. This is to be expected, because the 
larger the bandwidth of the signal, the more severe is the distortion 
introduced by the receiver IF filter due to a frequency offset. Tables 
7.2b and 7.3b show the degradations in tolerance to noise of the DEQPSK 
and CDE8PSK, respectively, at P.=10-4 , with different frequency offsets, 
measured in comparison with those of the corresponding ideal systems. 
Table 7.2 indicates that, although Signal 4A has the narrowest 
bandwidth of the DEQPSK signals and so suffers least from frequency 
offsets, it is degraded more severely by the amplifier limiter and phase 
demodulator B. Thus with ~f~4 kHz, signal 3A gives the best performance 
of the DEQPSK signals, and so it achieves the best compromise between 
distortion caused by frequency offsets and distortion caused by the 
amplifier limiter and phase demodulator B. 
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Table 7.3 shows that, of the CDE8PSK signals, signal 4C suffers least 
from frequency offsets, but it is degraded more severely by the amplifier 
limi ter and phase demodulator B. Vi th 6H3 kHz, Table 7. 3b shows that 
signal 3C achieves the best compromise between distortion caused by 
frequency offset and distortion caused by the amplifier limiter and phase 
demodulator B. Thus it gives the best performance of the CDE8PSK signals. 
However with 6f=4 kHz, signal 4C has a better performance than signal 4C. 
This is because as 6f gets larger, the distortion caused by a frequency 
offset has a greater effect than the distortion caused by the amplifier 
limiter and phase demodulator B. Although Table 7.2b shows that with 6f=4 
kHz, signal 4C is superior to signal 3C, it is inferior when 6f=3 kHz, 
however, the difference is negligible. Since signal 3C is simply to 
implement, it is more cost effective. 
When comparing the degradations in tolerance in Table 7.2a with those 
in Table 7.3a, it can be seen that, in the presence of AVGN, CDE8PSK 
signals have a better tolerance to frequency offsets than DEQPSK Signals. 
It is not possible to optimise the loops without knowing the maximum 
possible frequency offset which will occur in the systems. Tables 7.2a and 
7.3a show that, when 6n 4k Hz, signals 3A and 3C are degraded by more 
than 2 dB, at P.=10-4 , measured in comparison with the corresponding cases 
where of 6f=O, so in this thesis, 6fmax=4 kHz is assumed (arbitrarily) to 
be the maximum possible value of frequency offset which will occur in 
the systems. Of course, for systems operating at 128, 256 and 512 kbit/s, 
the respective assumed values of 6fmax are 8, 16 and 32 kHz, respectively. 
7.4.2 Steady-state performances of the EFL and DDL 
Since in the presence of ACI and noise, signals 3A and 3C give the best 
compromise between distortion caused by frequency offsets and distortion 
caused by the amplifier limiter and phase demodulator B, they are used in 
this section to study the steady-state performances of the KDFL and DDL, 
respecti vely. 
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The computer simulation model, used to assess the steady-state 
performances of the loops, is shown in Fig. 7.5. With Af=O Hz, fc.=5R/4=40 
kHz, 1'/~=1I2 (Eqn. All. 2. 29), and the HPA operating at 0.2 dB OBO, the 
steady-state performances of the KDFL and DDL in the DEQPSK and CDE8PSK 
systems, respectively, with different values of ~ and 1', are shown in 
Fig. 7.8. It can be seen that the smaller the values of ~ and 1', the 
better is the performance, because the narrower is the loop bandwidth [8J. 
Since the DDL is data-aided and the error bursts in the CDE8PSK signal 
occur relatively more often at high error-rates, Figure 7. 8b shows that 
the DDL causes larger degradations in tolerance to noise at high error-
rate. However, it improves at low error-rates. This effect is less obvious 
for the MDFL in the DEQPSK system, as can be seen in Figure 7.8a, because 
the detected symbols are not correlated. The degradations in tolerance to 
noise of signals 3A and 3C, with different values of 1 and I' used in the 
loops, at P.=10-", measured in comparison with those using an ideal 
carrier recovery loop, are shown in Tables 7.4. 
Although, with narrower loop bandwidths, the MDFL and DDL can provide 
better steady-state performances, the acquisition time may be slow, so it 
is not possible to determine the optimum values ~ and I' of the loops 
without knowing their transient responses. 
7.4.3 Transient responses of the XDFL and DDL 
Self frequency acquisition 
In Section 7.2.3, it is shown that the pull-in limit for the MDFL is 
Afp=±4 kHz (Eqn. 7.2.49), but in deriving this pull-in limit, the effects 
of the delay in phase estimation, noise and the loop bandwidth, are 
neglected. In practice, all these effects are present, and it is difficult 
to analyse them theoretically, so that computer simulation tests must be 
used. 
The computer simulation model shown in Fig. 7.5 is used to assess the 
pull-in limits of the HDFL and DDL under different conditions. With the 
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use of the HDFL, in the absence of phase and frequency offsets, signals 
lA, 2A, 3A and 4A are used with 2E,,/l'Io=13 dB. This is because with 
2E,,/l'Io=13 dB the error-rates are in the practical region of 10-4 - 10-3 , 
(Fig. 7.6c). Increasing values of l and ~ are tried in the HDFL until the 
system becomes unstable. Clearly, the largest values of l and ~ which do 
not cause the system to be unstable are the values which have the largest 
pull-in limits for the signal. This is the largest bandwidth which the 
loop can have without causing the system to become unstable. Since signals 
lA, 2A, 3A and 4A introduce different delays in phase estimation, they 
have different largest values of l and ~ and so they have different pull-
in limits, as shown in Table 7. 5a. Then, with the use of the DEQPSK 
signals (1. e., signals lA, 2A, 3A and 4A) and the respective largest 
values of l and ~, increasing values of frequency offset are then applied 
until the system becomes unstable. The largest frequency offset from which 
the loop can acquire lock gives the pull-in limit. Results are shown in 
Table 7.5 which indicate that the effects of the delay in phase 
estimation, noise and ACI, etc., have reduced the pull-in-limit of the 
HDFL from the value of 4 kHz. The results also indicate that signals lA 
and 4A, with N=l and 4, have the largest and smallest pull-in limits, 
respectively, as expected. 
Then, with frequency offsets set to the pull-in limits, the minimum 
values of l and ~ which can still acquire lock are found, as shown in 
Table 7.5. Of course, these values of l and ~ increase the acquisition 
time relative to the maximum values of l and ~, due to the narrower loop 
bandwidths. 
The maximum values of l and ~ are noise dependent because they 
determine the loop bandwidth. If the loop bandwidth is too wide, the 
system becomes unstable. Obviously, at higher signal/noise power ratio, 
larger values of l and ~ can be used, leading to a larger pull-in-limit 
and a smaller acquisition time. However, the smallest values of l and ~ 
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are not noise dependent, but are determined by the fact that the KDFL (or 
DDL) is data-aided and if it does not pull in fast enough, most of the 
data will be wrongly detected and cannot not be used to aid the loop to 
acquire lock. Thus if values of Y and )1 smaller than the minimum were 
used, the loop would not acquire lock. 
Similar procedures are carried out for the CDE8PSK signals with the DDL 
at 2E,,/lIIo=1l dB, because with 2Et>/lIIo=11 dB, the error-rates are in the 
practical region of 10-4 - 10-3 (Fig. 7.7c). The results are given in 
Table 7.5b. 
Aided frequency acquisition 
From Table 7.5, it can be seen that the largest pull-in-limits which 
signals 3A and 3C can have are 700 Hz. This is less than the assumed 
maximum possible frequency offset of 4 kHz in the systems (Section 7.4.1), 
so aided frequency techniques have to be used. 
The variable-bandwidth method (Section 7.2.3) is one of the aided 
frequency techniques. So when using signal 3C in a CDE8PSK system, if the 
possible maximum frequency offset in the system is less than 700 Hz, 
y=0.08 and )1=0.04 can be used to acquire lock (Table 7.5), and smaller 
values of Y and )1 can be used after acquisition. Similar for the DEQPSK 
system with the use of signal 3A, where y=0.08 and )1=0.04 can be used for 
faster acquisition and smaller values of Y and )1 can be used after 
acquisition. It should be apparent that an increase of bandwidth can be 
useful only if the signal/noise power ratio is sufficiently large. If the 
bandwidth is too large, the loop becomes unstable and acquisition is 
unlikely to be achieved. However, with the use of this aided frequency 
technique, the pull-in limits of the KDFL and DDL still do not reach 
4 kHz, so the extended-pull-in-limit method (Section 7.2.3) must be used 
instead. 
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The extended-pull-in-limit method is non-dAta-aided, so that signals 3A 
and 3C have the same pull-in limit. Computer simulation tests, using the 
model shown in Fig. 7.5 and the extended-pull-in-limit method with ~=0.1 
and ~=0.05, have been carried out. The results suggest that, at 
2Eb/No=12.5 dB" the pull-in limit can be extended up to 13 kHz. The 
results also suggest increasing ~ above 0.1 and 1 above 0.05 will cause 
the system to become unstable.Thus ~=0.1 and 1=0.05 are the optimum values 
for the extended-pull-in-limit method, in the sense that it leads to the 
most rapid frequency acquisition. 
A series of two hundred tests have been carried out to assess the 
transient responses of the extended-pull-in-limit method with ~=0.1 and 
l=.05 for signals 3A and 3C at 2Eb/No=13 and 12.5 dB, respectively. With 
these values of signal/noise power ratio, the error-rates are in the 
practical region of 10-4 - 10-<> (Figs. 7.6c and 7. 7c). The frequency 
offset is taken as 4 kHz and the initial phase error is uniformly 
distributed in the range -rr'9'rr. The results show that, with the use of 
the extended-pull-in-limit method, the loops can acquire lock with any 
resul tant carrier _ phase __ This is_.to, _ be expected because the method can 
only be used to acquire frequency lock but not phase lock. The latter has 
to be acqUired later by the MDFL or DDL. Results of forty tests are given 
in Figs. 7.9 and 7.10. Since the extended-pull-in-limi t method requires 
training symbols at the beginning of transmission, it is important to know 
its acquisition time. The results of four hundred tests have indicated 
that, in the worst case, steady state could be reached 160 symbol 
intervals after the occurrence of a frequency jump. It seems that the 
extended-pull-in-limit method with ~=0.1 and 1=0.05 can be used at the 
beginning of transmission over 160 symbols before switching to the MDFL or 
DDL for continuous (steady state) operation. 
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It is not possible to determine the optimum values of land Jl of the 
loops without knowing the possible maximum frequency offset caused by a 
sudden signal fade. Of course, the smaller the values of Jl and l, the 
better is the performance (Fig. 7.8). However, if Jl and l are too small, 
the loops cannot track the frequency offset caused by a sudden signal 
fade. So the optimum values of Jl and l can be specified only if the 
maximum frequency offset is specified. 
Figure 7.8a shows that, for l<O.03 and Jl<O.015 in the MDFL, there is a 
reduction of less than 1 dB in tolerance to noise of signal 3A, at 
P.=10-4 , measured in comparison with that using an ideal carrier recovery 
loop. However Table 7.5 shows that, with l=0.03 and Jl=0.015, the pull-in 
limit for signal 3A is only 700 Hz. Thus if LlH700 Hz, the MDFL can be 
used without requiring any aided frequency acquisition technique to 
acquire lock. A series of two hundred tests has been carried out to find 
the transient response of the XDFL at 2Eb/No=13 dB. With 2Eb/No=13 dB, the 
error-rate is in the practical region, i.e., P.=10- 4 - 10-3 (Fig. 7.6c). 
The frequency offset is taken to be 750 Hz and the initial phase error is 
uniformly distributed in the range -"'8(,,. The results indicate that the 
XDFL can acquire lock in one of 4 stable positions, as expected. No 
"hangup· occurred in the tests. Results of fifty tests are shown in Fig. 
7.11. 
Figure 7. 8b shows that any values of l=0.01 and Jl=0.005 used in the 
DDL, there is a reduction of less than 1 dB in tolerance to noise of 
Signal 3C, at P.=10-4 , relative to the corresponding system using an ideal 
carrier loop. Simulation tests show that with l=0.01 and Jl=0.005, the 
pull-in limit of signal 3C is reduced to 200 Hz. A series of two hundred 
tests have been carried out to find the transient response of the DDL at 
2~/No=11 dB. With 2Eb/No=11 dB, the error-rate is in the practical region 
of 10-4 - 10-3 (Fig. 7.7c). The frequency offset Llf is taken as 200 Hz and 
the initial phase error is uniformly distributed in the range -"(8',,. The 
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results indicate that the DDL can acquire lock in one of 8 stable 
position, as expected. No "hangup" occurred in the tests. Results of fifty 
tests are shown in Fig. 7.12. 
It seems that, if the frequency offsets caused by a sudden signal fade 
are less than 700 and 200 Hz in the DEQPSK and CDE8PSK systems, 
respectively, then the extended-pull-in-limit method with ~=0.1 and 
~=O. 005 can be used at the beginning of transmission over 160 symbols 
before switching to the MDFL with ~=O. 03 and ~=O. 015 or the DDL with 
~=O. 01 and ~=O. 005 for continuous tracking. Of course, if the frequency 
offsets caused by sudden signal fade are larger than 700 and 200 Hz, then 
larger values of ~ and ~ have to be used in the MDFL and DDL which, 
inevitably, will cause larger degradations in tolerance to noise. On the 
other hand, if the possible frequency offsets are less than the given 
values, then smaller values of ~ and ¥ can be used which, of course, cause 
smaller degradations in tolerance to noise. This is why the optimum values 
of ~ and ¥ cannot be specified unless the possible frequency offset is 
known. 
Simulation tests have been carried out for signal 3A,with the extend-
pull-in-limit method used with ~=0.1 and ¥=0.05 at the beginning of 
transmission over 120 symbols before switching to the KDFL with ~=0.03 and 
~=O. 015 for continuous operation. The results are shown in Fig. 7.13. 
Simulation tests have also been carried out for signal 3C,with the extend-
pull-in-limit method - UGcd with )1=0.1 and ~=O. 05 at the beginning of 
transmission over 160 symbols before switching to the DDL with ~=0.01 and 
~=0.005 for continuous operation. The results are shown in Fig. 7.14. 
Since the MDFL has a larger pull-in limit, it requires 120 training 
symbols, instead of 160 symbols, at the beginning of transmission. 
Although the optimum values of )1 and ~ depend on the possible frequency 
offset, the values ~=0.1 and ~=0.05 used in the extended-pull-in-limit 
method are always optimum because they leads to the fastest frequency 
acquisition time. 
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Phase acquisition 
As mentioned in Section 7.2.3, phase is usually self acquired, so it 
is less critical and is studied here. The simulation model shown in Fig. 
7.5 is also used to study the phase acquisition of the MDFL and DDL. A 
series of two hundred tests has been carried out for signal 3A at 
2Eb/No=13 dB. With 2Eo/No=13 dB, the error-rate is in the practical region 
of 10-4 - 10-3 (Fig. 7.6c). The MDFL is used here with ~=O.03 and ~=0.015. 
Also 6f=0 and the initial phase error is uniformly distributed in the 
range -x~e~x. The results indicate that the KDFL can acquire lock in one 
of 4 stable positions. No "hangup· occurred in the tests. Results of fifty 
tests are shown in Fig. 7.15. The same procedures have been carried out 
for signal 3C with 2Eb /No=11 dB with the uses of the DDL with ~=0.01 and 
~=0.005. The results indicate that the DDL can acquire lock in one of the 
8 stable positions. No "hangup' occurred in the tests. Results of fifty 
tests are shown in Fig. 7.16. It can be seen from these results that, 
since the loops can acquire lock in different stable positions, the 
acquisition time is rapid (less than 10 symbols). 
7.4.4 Steady-state perfonaances of the EFL and DDL, in the presence of 
frequency offset 
The simulation model shown in Fig. 7.5 is used to assess the steady-
state performances of the loops, in the presence of frequency offset. 
Simulation tests have been carried out for signal 3A. with 
fc.=5R/4=40 kHz, ~=0.03 and ~=0.015 in the MDFL, and the HPA operating at 
0.2 dB OBO. The extend-pull-in-limit. -method is used here with ~=0.1 and 
~=0.005 at the beginning of transmission over the first 120 symbols before 
switching to the KDFL. The error-rate performances of signal 3A with 
frequency offsets of 2 and 4 kHz, are shown in Fig. 7.17. The same 
procedures have been carried out for signal 3C, with ~=0.01 and ~=0.005 in 
the DDL instead. The error-rate performances are also shown in Fig. 7.17. 
It can be seen that, under the assumed conditions, with 6f=2 kHz and 
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4 kHz, despite the degradations caused by using differential encoding and 
the suboptimum distance measure, signal 3C still gains the advantages of 
4dB and 5dB, respectively, over signal 3A, hence the CDE8PSK signal, 
signal 3C, is more cost effective. 
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Received sample Received phase Detected phase 
values values value 
r( 1 ) 
'-M r(2) '-M Q:I.-M= tan-l{r~~~/r~~~) 'I.-M 
)0 )0 0 ( Q. < ",/2 ",/4 
)0 <0 0 ) Q. ) -",/2 -",/4 
<0 )0 ",/2 , Q. ) 
'" 
3",/4 
<0 (0 -",/2 ) Q. ) 
-'" 
-3",/4 
Table 7.1 Phase threshold estimation for Q.-M used in the MFDL. 
-
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Frequency Signal 
offsets <Hz) lA 2A 3A 4A 
2 k 1.2 0.5 0.2 0 
4 k 4.1 4.1 2.2 2.2 
(a) 
Frequency Signal 
offsets (Hz) lA 2A 3A 4A 
o k 3.3 3.3 3.3 4.8 
2 k 4.5 3.8 3.5 4.8 
4 k 7.4 7.4 5.5 7 
(b) 
Table 7.2 Degradations in tolerance to noise of signals lA, 2A, 3A 
and 4A, due to different frequency offsets, over a nonlinear and 
limited channel, with the use of the suboptimum filters, the 
predistorter, the HPA operating at 0.2 dB OBO, the amplifier limiter 
and phase demodulator B and in an ACI environment with fc.=5R/4 Hz, at 
P.=10-4, expressed in dB, (a) measured in comparison with those of 
corresponding cases without frequency offset and, (b) measured in 
comparison with that of an ideal DEQPSK system (from Fig. 7.6). 
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Frequency Signal 
offsets (Hz) 1C 2C 3C 4C 
2 k 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.1 
3 k 1.4 1.3 0.9 0.5 
4 k 2.3 2.4 2.1 1.5 
(b) 
Frequency Signal 
offsets (Hz) 1C 2C 3C 4C 
Ok 3 2.7 2.6 3 
2 k 3.5 3.2 3 3.1 
3 k 4.4 4 3.7 3.8 
4 k 5.3 5.1 4.7 4.5 
(b) 
Table 7.3 Degradations in tolerance to noise of signals 1C, 2C, 3C 
and 4C, due to different frequency offsets, over a nonlinear and 
limited channel, with the use of the suboptimum filters, the 
predistorter, the HPA operating at 0.2 dB OBO, the amplifier limiter 
and phase demodulator B, and in an ACI environment with f c .=5R/4 Hz, at 
P.=10-4, expressed in dB, (a) measured in compar~son with those of the 
corresponding cases without frequency offset and, (b) measured in 
comparison with that of an ideal DEQPSK system (from Fig. 7.7). 
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Signal Jl.= ~= Degradation in 
tolerance to 
noise 
3A 0.02 0.01 0.5 
. 
0.03 0.015 1 
0.04 0.02 1.6 
0.05 0.025 2.6 
3C 0.005 0.0025 0.4 
0.008 0.004 0.6 
0.01 0.005 0.7 
0.02 0.01 1.7 
0.03 0.015 3 
Table 7.4 Degradations in tolerance to noise of signals 3A and 3C, 
with different values of Jl. and ~ used in the KDFL and DDL, respectively, 
over a nonlinear channel, with the use of the amplifier limiter, the 
predistorter, the HPA operating at 0.2 dB OBO, phase demodulator B and the 
suboptimum filters and in an ACI environment with f.s=5R/4 Hz, at P.=10-4 , 
expressed in dB, measured in comparison with those using an ideal carrier 
recoverey loop (from Fig. 7.8). 
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Signal largest values of smallest values of Pull-in-
limit (Hz) 
P. and 'r p. and 'r 
lA 0.1 0.05 0.09 0.045 1500 
2A 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.015 700 
3A 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.015 700 
4A 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.01 300 
1C 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.05 1000 
2C 0.08 0.04 0.08 0.04 'lOO 
3C 0.08 0.04 0.08 0.04 700 
4C 0.04 0.02 0'.02 0.01 300 
Table 7.5 The pull-in-limits of the MDFL and DDL for the DEQPSK and 
CDE8PSK signals, at 2Eb/No= 13 and 11 dB, respectively, over a nonlinear 
channel, with the use of the predistorter, the HPA operating at 0.2 dB 
OBO, the amplifier limiter, phase demodulator B and the suboptimum filters 
and in an ACI environment with fc.=5R/4 Hz. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
r(t) 
r(t) 
Demodulation 
filter 
r(1)(t) t=iT r( 1 ) 
~COS[Qct+6(t») ~ ~ • rv Phase Q.-N threshold 
DTPD detector 
r(:Z> (t) t=i T r(2) and phase 
~ '"1' • ,...., estimator 
-l2sin[Qct+6(t») 
DCO 
'f.-N 
. 
e. €:t-N ~+' lIs F(z) 
Figure 7. la DEQPSK signal receiver with the use of the XDFL. 
Demodulation 
filter 
t=iT Q:l-N 
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i
_
N 
• , • .......,-,,( ;,.-----..,..---1 
Phase 
threshold a._N 
1--.~-o----_--1 DTPD ~-...... -4 detector 
exp(-j6m) 
exp[-j (.») 
,---, r--
t=mT_1 
+ +}-~----~~.~ 
I I 
I I L __ -, 
DCO F(z) 
and phase 
estimator 
--
€:l-N 
Figure 7.th 
Figure 7. la. 
Baseband eqUivalent model of the DEQPSK signal receiver shown in 
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Demodulation 
filter 
r< 1) (t) r( 1 ) 
~ I2cos[~ct+e(t)] J -?CJ I .. , I AI I t=(1+1 Viterbi decode r(t) 2i. ... '_N decoder data 
DTPD and 
d 
r<:Z> (t) r(:2) phase I /XI I ,., 
';J I rv I estimator 
-l2sin[~ct+e(t)] t=(1+1>T 
Delay 
by (n-l)T 
Q 
1. ... 2-N-n 'Ii. ... .2-N_n 
-< 
et ... , E'i. ... 2_N_n Operation 
'lIs F(z) of 
Eqn. 7.2.40 
DCO 
Figure 7,2a CE8PSK signal receiver with the use of the DDL. 
r(t) t=mT. 
• , t 
Demodulation 
filter 
t= (i +1>T r ,., x}---~--l ~ h ...... • ~'O-----;_-I DTPD 2:1..'_N 
Viterbi 
decoder 
and 
phase 
estimator 
decoded 
data 
exp[-J(.)] 
":l+'-N ,...-L---L.~ 
Operation 
for 
Eqn. 7.2.43 
-
1------1 
~~--.~,+~~------~~ 
I I x I 
E':L+'_N 
I I 'I I 
I ___ J .I ____ ~_I 
DCO F(z) 
Figure 7.2b Baseband equivalent model of the CEBPSK signal receiver (with the 
use of early decoding) shown in Figure 7.2a. 
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1 ,,(t) slope=--=2n:lIf 
£<tr t p 
/ 
/ 
2T 
£ (t) 
2T-
time 
3T 
Figure 7.3 Phase errors caused by the pull-in limit of the XDFL with the 
initial phase errors of (a) n:/8-9. and (b), n:/8+9 •• 
Frequency and phase offsets 
Upper channel Su(t) 1- Su(t) 
+ lHt) 
transmitter 
-
SD(t) r Desired channel So(t) 1;- 1'+' Reeeiver for + the desired 
transmitter ~ channel 
Lower channel SL (t) ~(t) 
+ 
transmitter 
Fi gure 7.4 JIodel of a quadrature modulation system w1 th frequency and phase 
offsets and in an AC! environment. 
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Encoder 
Desired 
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Encoder 
{cx...> 
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channel 
Encoder 
\ 
I 
Det/dec. 
_--land phase 
{a,..> estimator 
Po 
t=1T 
.... FT(f) D(~m) 
t=iT 
FT(f) D(~m) 
t=iT t 
.... FT (f) ~ 
- -v;o-
=mT • 
.. 
Transmitters 
Receiver for the desired channel 
.. 
t=iT 
DTPD \-e--..r'- ... - ..... 
'--~--I Operation of 
Eqn. 7.2.23 or i-----1F(z> 1---1 
...... __ --1_-+-_-1 Eqn. 7.2.43. L.::..."::'--I 
DCO 
t=mT. 
Figure 7.5 Baseband equivalent model of the DEQPSK or CDE8PSK system, with the use of the 
XDFL or DDL, respectively. and with a nonlinear and bandlimited satellite channel and in an ACI 
environment, for computer simulation. Th suboptimum filters, the predistorter, the amplifier 
limiter. phase demodulator B and the distance measure D are assumed. The operation of Eqn. 7.2.23 
or 7.2.43 is for the XDFL or DDL. respectively. FT(f) is the resultant transfer function of the 
base band 'equivalent model of the trasnmitter IF filter in cascade with the modulation filter. 
Det/dec means detector or decoder. 
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Figure 7.8 Error-rate performances of signals a) 3A and. b) 3C. with different values of p 
and l used in the XDFL and DDL. respectively. and with the use of the suboptimum filters. the 
predistorter. the HPA operating at 0.2 dB OBO. the amplifier l1m1ter and phase demodulator Band 
in an ACI environment with f •• =5R/4 Hz. 
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Figure 7,9 Results of twenty tests on the transient response of the extended-pull-in-limit 
~thod with ~=O,l and ~=O,05. The frequency offset is taken as 4 kHz and the initial phase error 
is uniformly distributed in the range -lt~e~lt. Signal 3A, at 2E .. /lITo=13 dB, is used with the 
suboptimum filters, the predistorter, the HPA operating at 0.2 dB OBO, the amplifier limiter and 
phase demodulator B and in an ACI environment with fc.=5R/4 Hz. 
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Fi~lre 7.10 Results of twenty tests on the transient response of the extended-pull-in-lim1t 
method with ~=0.1 and ~=O.05. The frequency offset is taken as 4 kHz and the initial phase error 
is uniformly distributed in the range -K'B'K. Signal 3C. at 2Bb/No=12.5 dB. is used with the 
suboptimum filters. the predistorter. the HPA operating at 0.2 dB OBO. the amplifier lim1ter and 
phase demodulator B and in an ACI environment with f •• =5R/4 Kz. 
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Fijplre 7.11 Results of fifty tests on the transient response of the HDFL with J1"0.03 and 
't"0.015. The frequency offset is taken as 700 Hz and the initial phase error is uniformly 
distributed in the range -x'9'x. Signal 3A, at 2Eb/No"13 dB, is used with the suboptimum filters, 
the predistorter, the HPA operating at 0.2 dB OBO, the amplifier limiter and phase demodulator B 
and in an ACI environment with fcs"5R/4 Hz. 
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FilP're 7.12 Results of fifty tests on the transient response of the DDL with p,=0.01 and 
l=0.005. The frequency offset is taken as 200 Kz and the initial phase error is uniformly 
distributed in the range -~,e(~. Signal 3C, at 2Eo/Ho=11 dB, is used with the suboptimum filters, 
the predistorter, the HPA operating at 0.2 dB aBO, the amplifier lim1ter and phase demodulator B, 
and in an ACI environment with fc.=5R/4 Kz. 
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Figure 7.13 Results of fifty tests on the transient response of the extended-pull-in-limit 
method with ~=0.1 and l=0.05 and XDFL with ~=0.03 and l=.015. The extended-pull-in-limit method 
is used Ilt the beginning of transmission over 120 symbols before switching to the XDFL. The 
frequency offset is taken as 4 kHz and the initial phase error is uniformly distributed in the 
rllnge -x'B(x. Signal 3A, at 2Eb/No=13 dE, is used with the suboptimum filters, the predistorter, 
the HPA operllting at 0.2 dE OBO, the amplifier limi ter and phllse demodulator B Ilnd in an ACI 
environment with fc.=qR/4 Hz. 
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FfsPre 7.14 Results of fifty tests on the transient response of the extended-pull-in-limit 
method with p=Ol. and ~=0.05 and DDL with p=O.Ol and ~=0.005. The extended-pull-in-limit method 
is used at the beginning of transmission over 160 symbols before switching to the DDL. The 
frequency offset is taken as 4 kHz and the initial phase error is uniformly distributed in the 
range -x(8(x. Signal 3C, at 2Eb/No=12.5 dB, is used with the suboptimum filters, the 
predistorter, the HP! operating at 0.2 dB OBO, the amplifier limiter and phase demodulator Band 
in an lC! environment with fc.=5RI4 Hz. ' 
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Figure 7.15 Resul ts of fifty tests on the transient response of the XDFL w1 th )1=0.03 and 
l=0.015. The frequenci offset is taken as zero and the initial phase error is uniformly 
distributed in the range -x(e(x. Signal 3A. at 2Eb /lo=13 dB. is used with the suboptimum filters. 
the predistorter. the HPA operating at 0.2 dB OBO. the amplifier lim1ter and phase demodulator B 
and in an ACI environment with fc.=5R/4 Hz. 
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Figure 7.16 Resul ts of fifty tests on the transient response of the DDL with jl=O.Ol and 
l=0.005. The frequency offset is taken as zero and the initial phase error is uniformly 
distributed in the range -rr(9(rr. Signal 3C, at 2Eb/No=11 dB, is used with the suboptimum filters, 
the predistorter, the HPA operating at 0.2 dB OBO, the amplifier limiter and phase demodulator B 
and in an ACI environment with fc.=5R/4 Hz. 
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Figure 7.17 Error-rate performances of signals 3A and 3C, with ~=O.03 
and l=O.015 in the XDFL and ~=O.Ol and l=O.005 in the DDL, reSpectively. The 
frequency offset is taken as 2 or 4 kHz with the use of the suboptimum 
f11 ters, the predistorter, the HPA operating at 0.2 dB OBO, the amplifier 
limiter and phase demodulator B and in an ACI environment with fcs=5R/4 Hz • 
. ' 
GHAPTER B 
COMMENTS OH THE RESEARCH PROJECT 
8.1 Possible further inyestigntigDs 
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The thesis contains various results of data-transmission systems 
using DEQPSK, CE8PSK and CDE8PSK signals under different assumed 
conditions. The following is a list of the possible objectives worth 
further investigating 
(1) An investigation into the feasbllity of timing recovery, since the 
KDFL and DDL described in the thesis require the timing signal for 
operation. 
(2) CDE8PSK signals require 512 costs for decoding each received symbol. 
Further investigation is worth studying.to reduce the equipment complexity 
of the decoder. 
(3) The base band predistorter is found to be very promising for using 
wi th phase-shift keying signals which have a low-spectral 
The predistortion technique, used with high-spectra. 
efficiency. 
efficient 
modulation' techniques, e.g., _ 16-ary quadrature amplitude, modulation 
technique, requires investigation. 
(4) The base band predistortion technique is based on the assumption that 
the characteristcs of the HPA is known. Investigation of the technique 
into the hardware experiment requires to be studied. 
(5) In the transmission systems descrlbed in the thesis, it is assumed 
that the TWTA on the satellite is operating in the linear mode. Further 
investigation is required to study the performance of the system if the 
TWTA is also operating in a nonlinear mode. This' is essential for TDM 
systems. 
(6) In the thesis, the predistortion technique is used for a single 
nonlinearity. Predistortion of two nonlinearities in cascade is worth 
studying, as for the case described in (5). 
----------------------- - - -- - -- - - -
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(7) Although the decoder in Section 5.2.3 can be used to resolve the 8-
fold ambiguity in recovering the reference carrier from CDE8PSK signals, 
it is only an suboptimum decoder. This is because the differential 
encoding at the transmitter is a feedback loop, so the decoder is not a 
true Viterbl decoder. 
Having done the suboptimum, it is discovered that a true Vi terbi 
decoder can be designed to resolve the 8-fold ambiguity in recovering the 
reference carrier from CE8PSK signals. Note that, since CE8PSK signals do 
not have a differential encoder (feedback loop> at the transmitter, a true 
Viterbi decoder is possible to be designed. 
The true Viterbi-algorithm decoder for CE8PSK signals is described in 
Section 4.4, where the receiver is assumed to provide the required ideal 
carrier signal with a correct phase. This means that, at the receiver, the 
decoder assumes that the recovered carrier has the same phase as the 
received signal. If the recovered carrier has a wrong reference phase, the 
decoder is not able to decode the received signal, i.e., catastrophic 
failure results. 
_______ •• To resolve - the 8-fold ambiguity, the decoder -at the receiver has 8 
similar Vtterbi-algorithm decoders. Each of them is same as the one 
described in Section 4.4. They assume the reference carrier has a phase 
shift of h~/4, for h=O, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. If the reference carrier 
has a phase shift of ~/4, where h=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7, one of the 8 
Viterbi decoders will have the correct assumed phase and will be able to 
decode the received signal correctly. 
A good starting up procedure at the beginning of a transmission is to 
-- set all {C,> to zero. After a few decoding operations, the Viterbi decoder--
with the assumed phase same as that of the received signal, will have the 
minimum values of (C,). Whereas the others will have very large values of 
(C,). If there is no sudden phase change during the transmission, only one 
of the 8 Viterbi decoders is used in decoding the received signal. 
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If there is a sudden phase shift of h~/4, where h=l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
or 7 occurred during the transmission, the rate of increase of C. will 
suddenly be very high. Thus the decoder can measure the rate of increase 
of C. to check whether a sudden phase shift has occurred. If it does 
occur, the decoder resets all {C.> to zeros. Hence the one, with the 
assumed carrier phase same as the new phase of the received signal, will 
start in operation. This method has been developed and tested at 
Loughborough University, but further studied is required with CE8PSK 
signals. 
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8.2 Conclusigns 
Several shapes of modulating waveforms and different values of 
channel spacing have been tested for data-transmission systems, using 
DEQPs!{ and CE8PSK signals, over a nonl1near satellite channel and in an 
ACI environment. The results indicate that the most cost effective 
arrangement is to use signals 3A or 3B (depending upon whether a DEQPSK or 
a CE8Ps!{ signal is used), with the HPA operating slightly below saturation 
and with the channel spacing of 5R/4 Hz. Bandwidth and power efficency 
cannot be improved by increasing the HPA OBO value or the channel spacing. 
A method of predistorting the base band signal has been described in 
the thesis, and the results of the tests show that a better bandwidth and 
power efficiency can be achieved by using the base band predistorter. The 
results of the the investigation indicate that, with the use of the 
predistorter, the most cost effective arrangement is signals 4A or 4B 
(depending upon whether a DEQPSK or CE8PSK signal is used), with the HPA 
operating slightly below saturation and with the channel spacing of 
4.5R/4 Hz. 
Several different distance measures have been developed to reduce the 
equipment complexity of the decoder for CE8PSK signals. The distance 
measure D is considered to be the most promising one. The results show 
that, when using the distance mesure D for decoding the CE8PSK signals, 
the degradation is only about 0.5 dB at P.=10-4 , relative to the unitary 
distance measure. 
The catastrophic failure of CE8PSK signa1s, caused by a wrong 
reference carrier phase recovered at the receiver, has been prevented by 
using a differential encoding technique which has been described in the 
thesis. The penalty for this is about 0.7 dB at P.=10-4 • 
Slicing and phase demodulation is considered to be a viable technique 
for reduction in eqUipment complexity of the modem. This has been 
investigated in the thesis. The results are very promising. Two phase 
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demodulators have been developed for use after the amplifier limiting 
process. They are phase demodulators A and B. These two phase demodulators 
have similar performances. The results of the investigation show that, 
with the uses of the predistorter, amplifier limiter, phase demodulator A 
or B, the most cost effective arrangement is to use signal 3A, 3B or 3C 
(depending upon whether a DEQPSK, CE8PSK or CDE8PSK signal is used), with 
the HPA operating slightly below saturation and with the channel spacing 
of 5R/4 Hz. 
Finally, two data-aided loops for recovering a reference carrier in 
the DEQPSK and CDE8PSK systems have been developed. They are the MDFL and 
DDL. These two loops have limited pull-in-limits, so that a method to 
extend the pull-in limits of these two loops , using a training sequence 
at the beginning of transmission, has been designed to enable the loops to 
track a frequency offset of up to 13R/32 Hz. In the presence of frequency 
offset, the most cost effect! ve signal is signals 3A or 3C, depending 
upon whether a DEQPSK or CDE8PSK signal is used. The signal can tolerate 
frequency offsets of up to 4R/32 Hz, with a degradation of about 2 dB, at 
~P.~10-", . relati ve to the' case. wi tlr no- frequency offset. _The _resuLts aLsCL 
show that, with the use of the designed carrier recovery loops, Signal 3C 
is much better than signal 3A. 
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Append,1 x AJ 
l!ATCHED-FILTER DETECTION [1] 
Consider an arbitrary signal waveform s(t), with a duration of T 
seconds, such that s(t) is zero for t>O and t<T. This signal waveform is 
received in the presence of AWGN (additive white Gaussian noise) w(t) 
having zero means and a two-sided power spectral density !l!lio over all 
positive and negative frequencies. Thus the received signal is 
r(t) = s(t) + w(t) ALl 
The received signal r(t) is fed to a linear filter whose transfer 
function is H(f) and impulse response h(t). The signal and noise waveforms 
at the filter output are so(t) and wo(t), respectively, as shown in 
Fig. AI. 1. 
The problem is to determine the filter charateristics which maximise 
the signal/noise power ratio at the output of the linear filter at time 
t=T. 
The output signal/noise power at time t=T is 
s~(T> 
Al.2 
where, this is, of course, the ratio of the instantaneous signal power to 
the expected noise power. 
If- the spectrum (Fourier transform) of s(t) is G(f), then 
<XI 
G(f) = J s(t)exp(-j2nft)dt AL3 
-<XI 
<XI 
and s(t) = J G(f)exp(j2nft)df A1. 4 
-<XI 
where f is the frequency in Hz and j= V-1. 
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The spectrum of so(t) is G(f)H(f), and 
<XI 
so(t) = J G(f)H(f)exp(j2xft)df AL 5 
-0) 
The magnitude of the output signal so(t) at time t=T is 
<XI J G(f)H(f)exp(-j2xfT)dfI 2 AL6 
-<XI 
The power spectral density of wo(t) is 
and the expected power level of wo(t) is 
0) 
N = ~No J IH(f)1 2df AL 7 
-<XI 
Thus the ratio of instantaneous signal power to expected noise power, 
at the output of the linear filter at time t=T seconds, is 
'" S H(f)G(f)exp(j2xfT)df 12 
-<XI SNRo = ----~------<XI~----------------- AL8 
~No f IH(f)1 2df 
-<XI 
By the Schwartz Inequality [2] 
., <XI ., J U(f)V(f)df 12 ( J IU(f)1 2df S I V(f) 12 df AL 9 
-00 -00 -<XI 
where U(f) and V(f) may be any finite complex functions of f. 
Equality holds in Eqn. Al.9 when 
U(f) = cV*(f) AL10 
for any real constant c. V*(f) 1s the complex conjugate of V(f). 
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In Eqn. Al.9 substitute H(f) for U(f) and G(f)exp(j2rrfT) for V(f), so 
that 
ro ro J H(f)G(f)exp(j2rrfT)dfI 2 ( J 
_~ -00 
= r 
-ro 
ro 
IH(f)1 2 df J IG(f)exp(j2rrfT)1 2df 
-ro 
co 
IH(f)l2df J I G(f) 12 df 
-co 
A1.11 
From Eqn. Al.8 and Al.ll, the maximum of signal/noise power is given by 
r IH(f)1 2df J IG(f)1 2df 
-co -00 
SNRo(max) = --~-------co----~------------
~No J IH(f)1 2df 
-ro 
1 
= ~No r 
-co 
I G(f)l2df 
From Parseval's theorem (2], 
r 
-co 
co 
IG(f)1 2 df = J s2(t)dt = E 
-co 
where E is the total signal energy of the signal waveform s(t). 
Thus E ~No 
A1.12 
A1.13 
A1.14 
A1.15 
From Eqn. A1.l0, the signal/noise power ratio has its maximum value 
when 
H(f) = clG(f)exp(j2rrfT)]* 
= cG*(f)exp(-j2rrfT) 
= cG(-f)exp(-j2rrfT) A1.16 
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O> 
and het) = r H(f>exp(j2rrft>df 
-0> 
.. 
= eJ G(-f>exp[-j2rrf(T-t>1df 
-01 
= cs (T-t> Al.17 
so that H(f> = cG*(f>exp(-j2rrfT> Al. 18 
het) = cs <T-t> Al.19 
From Eqns. Al. 13 and Al. 18, the signal power at the output of the 
linear filter at t=T, under the assumed conditions of SNRo<max)' is 
f- I H (f > I 2df r I G (!) I 2df = c> r I G(!) l.2df r 
-CQ -co -(D -(D 
A1.20 
Also the average noise power at the output of the linear filter is 
.. 
N = J 
-(D 
(D 
~NoIH(f)12df = ~Noc'" 1 IG(f)1 2 df = ~Noc"'E 
-(D 
A1.21 
The filter satisfying Eqns. Al. 18 and Al. 19 is said to be matched to 
the received signal set) and is known as a matched filter [31,[41. 
Since s(t>=o, for t < 0 and t > T, 
then -h(t>=O, for t < 0 and t > T. 
so that het) is physically realisable. 
Suppose now that the received signal is ks(t> where set> is known at 
the receiver but k is an unknown real number, whose value it is required 
to estimate as accurately as possible at the receiver. If the signal ks(t> 
is fed to the matched filter given by Eqn. A1.19, then in the absence of 
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noise, the output signal at time t=T is the convolution of ks(t) and h(t), 
and is 
., I J ks(t)h(T-t)dt = ks(t)h(T-t)dt -00 
T 
= J ks(t)cs(t)dt 
0 
T 
= kc ~ s"(t)dt 
= kcE Al. 22 
from Eqns. Al.14 and Al.19. E is the energy of s(t), not of ks(t). 
Vhen ks(t) is received in the presence of AWGN w(t), the input signal 
to the matched filter becomes 
r(t) = ks(t) + w(t) 
and the output signal from the matched filter at time t=T is now 
where 
T 
ro(t) = J r(t)h(T-t>dt 
0 
T 
= kc J 
0 
s"(t)dt + 
= kcE + Wo 
T 
Wo = c J w(t)s(t)dt 
o 
= f [ks(t)+w(t)] cs (t)dt 
0 
T 
cJ w(t)s(t)dt 
0 
A1.23 
A1.24 
A1.25 
Wo is a sample value of a Gaussian r~ndom variable with zero mean. 
Equation Al.24 shows that 
r(t)s(t)dt A1.26 
so that ro could alternatively be obtained by multiplying r(t) by cs(t) 
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and integrating the product over the time interval 0 to T. This operation 
is performed by the appropriate correlation receiver, which is therefore 
equivalent to the matched filter. 
In order to estimate k, assuming a prior knowledge of c and E at the 
receiver, ro is multiplied by lIcE to give 
cE = k + cE Al.27 
ro/cE is the estimate of k given by the matched filter. wo/cE is the error 
in this estimate and is introduced by the Gaussian noise. The matched 
filter maximises the ratio of instantaneous signal power to average noise 
power in the estimate of k. 
Suppose now that k is equally likely to have one of two values k, and 
kz, where kz>k, and where k, and kz are both known at the receiver. ks(t) 
is here a binary signal element. 
It can be seen from Eqn. Al.27 that in the absence of noise 
= k where k = k, or k2 Al. 28 
so that k is now given exactly by the value of ro/cE. However, when ks(t) 
is received together with the noise waveform w(t), ro/cE will not normally 
have the correct value k, or kz • 
To detect the value of k with the minimum probability of error, ro/cE 
is now compared with a threshold level of ~(k,+kz)' which lies half way 
between k, and kz . 
When 
and when 
ro < ~cE(k,+kz)' 
ro > ~cE(k,+kz)' 
k is detected as k" 
k is detected as kz • 
It can be shown that this arrangement minimizes the probability of error 
under the assumed conditions [5]. 
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The probability of error in a detection process may be determined as 
follows. From Eqn. Al.24 
T 
where Wo = C b w(t)s(t)dt A1.29 
From Eqn. Al.21, Wo is sample value of a Gaussian random variable with 
zero mean and variance 
A1.30 
Thus A1.31 
where wo/cE is a sample value of a Gaussian random variable with zero mean 
and variance 
When k, is received, k is wrongly detected if 
or wJcE > d 
where 
so that the probability of error 1s 
p., 
where 
1 
hrcO'''' 
= Q( !! ) 
0' 
.. 
Q(y) = J 
y 
is called the Q-function. 
1 -w'" J2j[ exp(T)dw 
1 -w'" 
exp(T)dw 
.f2i 
Al.32 
A1.33 
A1.34 
A1.35 
Wben k2 is received, k is wrongly detected if 
or 
so that the probability of error is 
1 -w" lit> 
-- exp(--)dw = 
'/2",,2 2,,2 
= Q( ~ ) 
" 
A1.36 
Cleary, the probability of error is the same, whether k, or k2 is 
received, and is 
p. = p. 1 = p.:2 = Q( d ) = 
" 
d 
Q( I12No/E ) = Q(~d2E ) 12No A1.37 
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It can be seen from Eqn. Al.37 that the error probability is 
independent of the shape of the signal waveform, and is dependent only on 
d, E and No. 
It has been shown that the matched filter maximizes the signal/noise 
power at its output, so that for given values of k, and k2 and therefore 
for a given value of d, it minimizes the average noise power at its 
output. 
In a situation such as that considered here, where the wanted signal k 
is equally likely to have'one of two values k, and k2' and is received in 
the presence of a zero-mean Gaussian random variable, the detection 
process that minimizes the probability of error compares the received 
signal (in this case ro/cE = k+wo/cE) with a threshold level half way 
between the two possible values k, and k2 of the wanted signal. The wanted 
signal k is now detected as k, or k2 depending upon whether the received 
signal lies below or above the threshold, that is depending upon whether 
the received signal is nearer to k, or k2, respectively. 
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The combination of the matched filter and the following detection 
process in which the output from the matched filter is compared with the 
appropriate threshold level, is an arrangement of matched filter 
detection. This is the optimum detection process for the wanted signal, 
under the assumed conditions, and it minimizes the probability of error in 
a detection process. 
The average energy of the two waveforms k,s(t) and k2s(t) is 
A1.38 
where E is the energy of s(t). For any given values of k, -k2 and E, the 
average of the two signal waveforms has a minimum value of <FE when 
k,:k2:-d. But from Eqn. Al.37, the probability of error is dependent only 
on d, E and No, so that for a given probability of error and given values 
of d, and E, the average signal/noise power ratio at the input to the 
matched-filter has its minimum value when k, : -k2 : -d. In other words, 
the tolerance to AWGN is maximized under these conditions. 
When k, : -d and 
the optimum decision threshold ls zero, so that k ls detected as k, when 
ro<O, and k is detected as k2 when ro>O. 
The probability of error in the detection of k is now 
Q( !! ) 
0' 
: Q(/ <FE ): 
lUIo ) A1.39 
where Ed is the energy of each signal waveform k,s(t) and k2s(t). The 
error probability is a function only of the signal/noise power ratio at 
the input to the matched filter, and has its minimum value for any given 
signal/noise ratio. 
This is clearly the optimum combination of signal design and detection 
process for a binary-coded signal, where the two binary values are equally 
likely and the signal is received in the presence of AWGN. Any waveform of 
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duration T seconds may be used for the transmitted signal-element, so long 
as it has the required energy and so long as the waveform corresponding to 
one of the two binary values is the negative of that corresponding to the 
other binary value. Such a signal is known as a binary antipodal signal-
element. 
Since a decision threshold of zero is used for the detection of the 
binary value, the receiver requires no prior knowledge of the values of k, 
and k2 other than that k, is negative and k2 is positive. In other words, 
the receiver requires no prior knowledge of the received signal level in 
order to achieve optimum detection of the element binary value. 
s(t) + w(t) 
Figure Al.l 
Linear 
filter 
Linear filtering of r(t), 
-AU-
f 
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APPENDIX A2 
llU'ULSE REsp01I!SES OF THE TRABSFER FUBCTIOHS GIVIJIG A 
RECTANGULAR SPECTRUX AND A SINUSOIDAl. ROLLOEF spECTRUX 
A2.1 Rectangular qpectrum 
The transfer function giving a rectangular spectrum is 
1 1 
{
T • - 2T < f < 2T 
H (f) = 0 
, elsewhere 
as shown in Fig. 2.3a in Section 2.2.1. 
The impulse response of the transfer function is 
h(t) = -I H(f) exp(j2xft)df =-:t:: T exp(j2xft) df 
= T [ exp(j2dt) J 1/2T = 
j2d -1/2T 
sin (1ttIT) 
= 1tt1T 
exp(jxt/T) - exp(-jxt/T) 
j21tt/T 
as shown in Fig. 2.3b in Section 2.2.1 
A2.2 Sinusoid"l rollpff spectrum 
The transfer function of a sinusoidal rolloff spectrum is 
T 
H(f) 
o 
• 0 ( If 1 < (1-13) 
2T 
(1-iD ~ 1 fl ~ (1+jD 
2T 2T 
,elsewhere 
A2.1 
A2.2 
A2.3 
as shown in Fig. A2.1a. where the ratio j3=fx /fc is called the roll off 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
factor. Equation A2.3 can be written as 
{
T + H,(f) 
H(f) = H, (f) 
o 
where l/fe=1/2T and 
,fe-fx < If I < fe 
,fe < If I < fe+fx 
,elsewhere 
T{ rr[lfl-(fe-fx )] _ 1} 2 cos 2fx 
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A2.4 
H, (f) = T{ rr[lfl-(fe-fx)] + 1) 2 cos 2fx ,fe < If I < fc+f~A2.5 
o ,elsewhere 
Assume that the overall filter has zero phase shift. (A linear phase 
term of course results in a corresponding time delay.) Assume further that 
H, (f) has add symmetry about fe. Then 
H'(fc + If I ) = -H, (fe - If I ) ,far fx < If I A2.6 
The sinusoidal rolloff spectrum has this property, as shown in Fig. 
A2.1b, with the overall characteristic shown in Fig. A2.1a. 
Taking the Fourier transform of Eqn A2.4, by superposition, the impulse 
is given by 
h(t) = sin (dIn JrtlT + h, (t) A2.'l 
as can be seen from Eqn. A2.2, and 
h, (t) = r H, (f) exp(j2rrft) df A2.8 
-10 
But H, (f), having zero (or linear) phase shift, must be even in f 
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(Fig. A2.1b) [4,p.1821. Then 
., 
h, (t) = I H,(f) exp(j2rrft) df 
-., 
fe+fx 
= 2 J H, (f) cos2rrft df fc-fx 
fe fc::+fx 
= 2 J H,(f)cos2rrft df + 2 J H, (f)cos2rrft df A2.9 
fc-fx fe 
using the fact that H,(f)=O, for Ifl>fe+fx. 
Using the property of odd symmetry about fe by letting f=fe-x in the 
first integral of Eqn. A2.9 and f=fc+x in the second integral. The new 
dummy variable x ranges between 0 and fe in both integrals, and the two 
may be combined into the following one integral, after using the odd-
symmetry property: 
o 
h,(t) = -2 J H, (fc-x)cos2rr(fc-x)tdx 
fx 
fx 
+2 J H, (fc+x)cos2rr(fc+x)t dx 
o 
fx 
= 2 J H, (fc+x)cos2rr(fc+x)t + H, (f.-x)cos2rr(f.-x)t dx A2.10 
o 
After using the odd-symmetry property (Eqn. A2.6), it becomes 
fx 
h,(t) = 2 J H, (f.+x)cos2rr(f.+x)t - H,(f.+x)cos2rr(f.-x)t dx 
o 
fx 
= 2 J H,(f.+x)[cos2rr(fc+x)t-cos2rr(fc-x)tl dx 
o 
= -4sin2rrf.t Jx H,(fc+x)sin2rrxt dx 
o 
fx 
= -4Sin(rrtlT)! H2 (f)sin2rrxt dx A2.11 
where 
{ 
T ( l-sin~ ) 2 2fx 
H",(f) = 0 
• x < fx 
.x > fx 
as shown in Fig. A2.1c. 
Using Eqn. A2.11. A2.7 can be written as 
h(t) = sin(lltlT) {.! 1[/T t 
fx 
fx 
- 21[ J 
o 
1[xt (1-sin2fx )sin21[xt dx) 
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A2.12 
= sin (1[t/T) {.! _ 
,1[/T t 21[ J o 
1 1[ 1 1[ 
sin21[xt + 2cos(2fx + 21[t)x - 2cos(2fx - 21[t)x dx} 
= sin (1[t/T) {! _ 
1[/T t 
21[[-COS21[xt + ~sin(1[x/(2fx) + 21[xt) 
21[t 1[/(2fx) + 21[t 
~sin(1[x/(2fx) 
1[/(2fx) -
- 21[xt) ) J 
f~ 
21[t 0 
= sin(1[t/T){! _ 21[[1 - cos21[fxt + ~cos21[fxt 
1[/T t 21[t 1[/2fx + 21[t 
= sin(1[t/T){! _ [1 - cos21[fxt + cos21[fxt 
1[/T t t 1/2fx + 2t 
~cos21rfxt ]) 
1[/2fx - 21[t 
---;-c:::;0~s:=2;:.;1[o.::.f,,-x t~_ ] ) 
1/2fx - 2t 
= sin(1[t/T){ cos21[fxt 
1[/T t 
2fxcos21rfxt } 
1 - 4fxt 
= 
sin (1[t/T) 1 
1[/T cos21[fxt[2f~{ 2fxt 
= sin(1[t/T) cos21[fxt 
1[/T t[l 4fxt)2] 
+ _--=1 __ 
1 + 4fxt 
1 
1 - 4fxt )] 
A2.13 
But ~=fx/fc and so fx=~fc=~/2T. thus Eqn. A2.13 can be written as 
h(t) = sin(1[t/T) cos(~1[t/T) 1[t/T 1-4~2t2/T2 A2.14 
.=l 
2T 
H(f) 
(a ) 
H, (f) 
( b ) 
( c ) 
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f 
f 
f 
F1~lre A2.1 (a) Sinusoidal rolloff spectrum. (b) and (c) spectra of H,(f) 
and ~(f). respectively. 
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APPENDIX AS 
THE RELATIOlffiHIP OF 2R../Jfn BBTWRRJf THE (rPLIBK AIlD DOYHLIJIK 
OF A SATEI.I.ITa CHAJIllEL 
In conventional amplifier satellite transponders. the noise 
contributions of the upl1nk and downl1nk are added according to the 
following expression [6.ch.2.p6J.[7.p42J: 
A3.I 
where Eb is the energy per bit. ~No is the two-sided noise power spectral 
density. and the subscripts U, D, and T denote the uplink. downlink and 
total. respectively. In Eqn. A3.I. the quantities are in ratios and 
not dBs. 
Normally the value of 2Eb/No in the uplink is made high enough to 
compensate for the restricted performance caused by the fact that less 
power is available in the downl1nk. This is because the noise and 
interference contributions in the uplink are passed together with the 
wanted signal to the downl1nk where further noise and interference are 
added. If the Same value of Eb/No is used for both up and downlink. so 
that 
A3.2 
then 2Eb/No must be at least 3 dB greater than before in order to 
achieve the required value of (2Eb/No)T' 
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APPENDIX A4 
BASBBAlID ROUIVAI.RlIT XODRLS OF SYlOIBTRICAL BAJlDPAs.<} FILTERS 
Figure A4.l shows the baseband equivalent model of bandpass modulated 
signals. The bandpass filter, with a limited bandwidth, represents the 
cascade of the transmitter BPF (bandpass filter), the channel filter, and 
receiver BPF. It is assumed that perfect carrier and symbol timing 
sunchronization signals are available, the noise is negligible on the 
channel, and the channel is linear. Note that due to the linearity of the 
system, the conclusions are not restricted to the noiseless case. 
M. 1 Baseband eq,JIivalent l!IJdel of the BPF at the tran5Jli tter [7, pl31l 
In Fig. A4.1b, the modulator contains only a premodulation lowpass 
filter, LPFT • The modulated signal is 
s, (t) = [a(t)t~ (t)]c(t) M.l 
where aCt) is the input signal, ~(t) is the impulse response of the 
lowpass filter, c(t) is the sinusoidal carrier Signal, and. denotes the 
convolution, defined by 
00 
a(t).h~(t) = f a(T)~(t-T)dT 
-00 
A4.2 
Taking the Fourier transform of Eqn. A4.l and noting that convolution in 
the time domain corresponds to multiplication in frequency domain, and 
that convolution in the frequency domain corresponds to multiplication in 
time domain, the spectrum of s, (t) can be written as 
8, (f) = [A(f)H... (f)HC(f) M.3 
where A(f), H...(f) and C(f) are the Fourier transforms of a(t), ~(t) and 
c(t), respectively. Since convolution of a baseband spectrum with a 
-&19--
sinusoidal carrier results in a double-side band spectrum centered around 
the carrier frequency fe' Equation A4.3 can be written as 
A4.4 
In Fig. A4. lc, the linear modulator contains only a postmodulation 
bandpass filter, BPFT • The modulating signal is 
A4.5 
where he(t) is the impulse response of the BPFT • The corresponding Fourier 
transform is 
S2(f) = [A(f)'C(f)lHe(f) 
= ~[A(f-fe) + A(f+fe)lHe(f) A4.6 
, 
where He(f) is the Fourier transform of he(t). 
The amplitude spectra of the predemodulated and postmodulated fll ter 
signals, represented by Eqns. A4.4 and A4.6, respectively, are the same if 
S,(f)=S2(f), that is 
A4.? 
bearing in mind that the bandpass fllter has a limited bandwidth. Hence, 
the equivalent condition is satisfied if the bandpass filter, He(f), has 
the same transfer function as lowpass filter, HL(f), shifted so as to be 
centered around the carrier frequency f e . Thus if a transmitter band pass 
filter is symmetrical around the center frequency, the base band equivalent 
model of it can be easlly obtained by shifting the center frequency to 
zero frequency. 
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M.2 Basel!and equlW11ent wx1e1 of the BPF at the receiver 
In Fig. A4.1d. the demodulator contains a predemodulated bandpass 
filter. BPFR • The signal to the demodulator is 
The corresponding spectrum is 
S,,(f) = ~[A(f-fc) + A(f+fc]He(f)tC(f) 
= ~[A(f-fc)HB{f) + A(f+fc)He(f)]fC(f) 
= ~[A(f-fc-fc)He(f-fc) + A(f-fc+fc)~(f+fc) 
+A(f+fc-fc)He{f-fc ) + A(f+fc+fc)He(f+fc)] A4.8 
The wide LFP will block the second-order spectral components. so that 
amplitude spectrum of the signal to the detector is 
A4.9 
In Fig. A4.1e. the linear demodulator contains only a postdemodulator 
l'owpass' filter. LPFR • The demodulated signal is 
S~2(t) = (a(t)c(t)c(t)]fhJt) 
The corresponding Fourier transform is 
S~2(f) = (A(f)tC(f)]HL(f) 
= ~ (A(f-fc)+A(f+fc)]fC(F)}HL(f) 
= ~(A(f-fc-fc)+A(f-fc+fc)+A(f+fc-fc)+A(f+fc+fc)]HL(f) M.10 
The second-order spectral components are blocked by the LPFR • so that 
the amplitude spectrum of the signal to the detector becomes 
Mll 
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The amplitude spectra to the detector, represented by Eqns. A4.9 and 
A4.11, are the same if 8"(f)=822 (f), that is 
A4.12 
bearing in mind that the bandpass filter has a limited bandwidth. 
Therefore the equivalent condition is satisfied if the bandpass filter, 
Hg(f), has the same transfer function as the lowpass filter, H~(f), 
shifted so as to be centered around the zero frequency. Thus if a receiver 
bandpass filter is symmetrical around the center frequency, the baseband 
equivalent model of it can be easily obtained by shifting the cent er 
frequency to zero frequency. 
a(t) 
A(f) 
a(t)c(t) 
~(t) 
H,..(f) 
(b) 
c(t) 
C(f) 
(d) 
Represents cascade 
of transmitter BPF, 
channel filter, and 
receiver BPF. 
r'L-, 
BPF 
(a) 
s, (t) 
S, (f) 
c(t) 
C(f) 
aqYi!£alIlD:t mcQ.ul,,:tcI: 
a(t) 
A(f) 
a(t)c(t) 
1 
8, , (f) 
Wide band LPF to 
remove the second-
order spectral components 
Eqyi!£allln:t dllmodllla:tor 
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Detector I--i_ .. 
c(t) 
C(f) 
c(t) 
C(f) 
h",(t) 
S2(t) 
S",(f) 
H,,(f) 
(c) 
(e) 
Figyrll A4.1 Baseband equivalent model of bandpass modulated signals. (a) 
MOdulator, channel, demodulator. MOd is modulator, Dem is demodulator, LPF is 
lowpass filter, BPF is bandpass filter, LO is local oscillator, CR is carrier 
recovery, and Det is detector. (b) Linear modulator having a premodulation LPF 
only. (c) Modulator having a postmodulation BPF only. hL and he are impulse 
responses of the LPF and BPF, respectively. (d) demodulator having a 
predetection BPF. (e) demodulator having a postdetection LPF only. 
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APPENDIX A5 
AJIALYSIS OF QUADRATURR CRQSSTAI.K III BABDPAS8 SIGJlALS [8] 
Consider a bandpass signal s(t) is given by 
s(t) = a(t)cos2xfet-b(t)sin2xfet 
= ~(t)exp(j2xfet)+~c*(t)exp(-2xfet) A5.1 
where c(t) = a(t) + jb(t), A5.2a 
c*(t) = a(t) - jb(t), A5.2b 
j=M and fe is the carrier frequency. 
The signal c(t) is the complex lowpass envelope of s(t) while a(t) and 
b(t) are the inphase and quadrature components of s(t), respectively. 
Hence, the Fourier transform of s(t), giving by the frequency 
translation theorem, is 
S(f) = ~C(f-fe) + ~C*(-f-fe) A5.3 
where C(f) is the Fourier transform of c(t). 
The process of bandpass filtering s(t) through a bandpass filter is 
y(t) = h(t)*s(t) A5.4 
where h(t) is the impulse response of the bandpass filter and * denotes 
the convolution (see Eqn. A4.2 for the definition). 
The corresponding Fourier transform is 
Y(f) = H(f)S(f) A5.5 
where Y(f), H(f) and S(f) are the Fourier transforms of y(t), h(t) and 
/ 
s(t), respectively. 
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The impulse response of the bandpass filter can be expressed as 
h(t) = r(t)cos2xf.t - q(t)sin2xf.t A5.6 
= ~d(t)exp(j2xf.t) + ~d*(t)exp(-j2xf.t) A5.7 
where d(t) = r(t) + jq(t), 
d*(t) = r(t) - jq(t), 
A5.8a 
A5.8b 
and f. is the centered frequency of the bandpass filter. (Assume it is the 
same as the carrier frequency of s(t». 
The signal d(t) is the complex lowpass envelope of h(t), while r(t) and 
q(t) are the inphase and quadrature components of h(t), respectively. 
The Fourier transform of h(t) is given by 
A5.9 
where D(f) is the Fourier transform of d(t). 
The bandpass signals of d(t) and d*(t) in Eqn. A5.7 can be written as 
and 
d(t)exp(j2xf.t) = r(t)exp(j2xf.t) + jq(t)exp(j2xf.t) 
d*(t)exp(j2xf.t) = r(t)exp(j2xf.t) - jq(t)exp(j2xf.t) 
The corresponding Fourier transforms are 
and 
D(f-f.) = R(f-f.) ~ jQ(f-f.) 
O*(-f-f.) = R(f-f.) - jQ(f-f.) 
A5.10a 
A5.10b 
A5.11a 
A5.11b 
where R(f) and Q(f) are the Fourier transforms of r(t) and q(t), bearing 
in mind that r(t) and q (t) are the inphase and quadrature components of 
the impulse response. Thus 
R(f-f ) = ~[D(f-f ) + D*(-f-f )] 
• • • 
A5.12 
and jQ(f-f.) = ~[D(f-f.) - D*(-f-f.)] A5.13 
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If the signal from the output of the base band equivalent model of the 
fll ter is not real for a real input, or if the output from it is not 
purely imaginary for an imaginary input, there is crosstalk introduced by 
the bandpass filter. From Eqn. A5.13, the crosstalk interference (Cl) is 
represented by 
Cl = jQ(f-f.) A5.14 
Case I Symmetrical bandpass filter 
If the bandpass filter transfer function H(f) is symmetrical in 
amplitude and asymmetrical in phase about f. (i.e., D(f-f.) = D*(-f-f.», 
then jQ(f-fc)=O and so CI=O. Since there is no interference between the 
inphase and quadrature components, there is no crosstalk. 
Case II Ionsymootrical bandpass filter 
If the bandpass fll ter transfer function H(f) is not symmetrical in 
amplitude or not asymmetrical in phase about fo (i.e., D(f-f.)~D*(-f-f.», 
then jQ(f-fc)~O and CI=jQ(f-fc)' There is crosstalk between the inphase 
and quadrature components, introduced by the bandpass filter. 
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APPENDIX A6 
PROOF OF THE COl(pI.EX SIGHAl. REPRRHRUATIOl'l OF SYSTElfS IJSrBG 
OUADRATURE lIODUI.ATRD SIGnl. [9] 
A6.1 Representation Of the modulated signal 
Let R(.) represent the real part part of (.). If a(t) and b(t) are the 
information bearing signals then: 
S(t) = 12 {a(t)coswct - b(t)sinwc t} 
= 12 {a(t)coswct - b(t)cos(wct-~/2)} 
= I2R{a(t)exp(jwct) - b(t)exp(wct-~/2)} 
= .f2R{a(t)exp(jwct) - b(t)exp(jwct)exp(-j~/2)} 
now exp(-j~/2) = cos(-~/2) + jsin(-~/2) 
= 0 - j 
where j = M. 
:. S(t) = l2{a(t) + jb(t)} R{exp(jwc t)} 
If 
s(t) = a(t) + jb(t) 
then S(t) = V2s(t) R{exp(jwct)} 
The auto-correlation function of S(t) is 
The energy of the waveform S(t) is 
1.(0) = 2 j [s(t)coswct]2 dt 
-co 
= 
= 
j [S(t)]2 + cos2wct dt 
-co 
j S2(t) dt after lowpass filtering 
-co 
A6.1 
A6.2 
A6.3 
A6.4 
A6.5 
A6.6 
A6.7 
A6.8 
A6.9 
A6.10 
A6.11 
A6.12 
A6.13 
which is also the energy of the modulating waveform. Hence, the process of 
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modulation does not alter the energy content of the waveform to be 
transmitted. Consequently, the modulation of the two waveforms a(t) and 
b(t) can, from Eqn. A6.7, be represented as 
s(t) = a(t) + jb(t) A6.14 
in a baseband equivalent model, because the term I2R{exp(j~ct» in 
Eqn. A6.7 only represents a shift of the spectrum of S2(t) by ~c rad/sec 
and has a modulus of unity. 
A6.2 Representation of the demodulated signal 
Let the demodulated signal be represented by r' (t) and let the received 
information bearing signal before demodulation be represented by m(t), 
then 
where m.(t) and Db(t) are the inphase and quadrature components of m(t), 
and; is an arbitrary phase. Hence 
r' (t) = 12 {m.(t)cos(~ct+;) - Db(t)cos(~ct+;-rr/2» A6.15 
A6.16 
where 
hence 
= I2R{m.(t)exp(j(~ct+;)] - Db(t)exp(j(~ct+;-rr/2)]} 
= I2R{ma(t)exp(j(~ct+;)] - Db(t)exp(j(~ct+;)]exp(-jrr/2]} A6.17 
= {2Rtm.(t) + jDb(t» exp(j(~ct+;)] A6.18 
exp(-jrr/2) = 0 -j, (j = M); 
r' (t) = I2R{ (m~(t) + jDb(t)] exp(j~ct) exp(j;) > A6.19 
From Eqns. A6.7 and A6.9, the term f:Z{exp(j~ct]) in Eqn. A6.19 only 
represents a shift of the spectrum of m(t) by ~c rad/sec and has an 
average value of unity. Thus, the demodulation of m(t) into two separate 
waveforms, representing the demodulation of two double side band suppressed 
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carrier amplitude modulated signals which are in phase quadrature. gives 
r(t) = {m.(t) + j~(t)} exp(j~) 
= {m.(t)cos~-~(t)sin~} + j{m.(t)sin;+~(t)cos;} 
in a baseband equivalent model. 
A6.20 
A6.21 
If the channel introduces no signal distortion or noise then the 
representation of the bandpass signal in the baseband equivalent model 
from Eqns. A6.14 and A6.20. is 
r(t) = s(t) exp(j;) A6.22 
The result of Eqn. A6.22 can be verified by demodulating the signal in 
Eqn. A6.9 with I2R{exp[j(~ct+;)l) and gives 
r(t) = /:2s(t) R{exp[j~ctl) l2{exp[j(~ct + ;)l) 
= 2s(t) exp(j;)cos2~ct 
= s(t) exp(j;){l + cos2~ct) 
= s(t) exp(j1) after lowpass filtering A6.23 
Equations A6.22 and A6.23 are the same. Thus a system using quadrature 
amplitude modulated signals can use the complex signal representation 
given by Eqns. A6.15. A6.21 and A6.22 to represent a baseband equivalent 
model. 
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APPENDIX A7 
NARROY8AXD NOISE REPRESENTATION PROPERTIES 
Consider a white Gaussian noise of zero-mean and spectral density ~No 
which is passed through an ideal narrow bandpass filter (i.e., the center 
frequency f. is large compared with the half-bandwidth of the filter) of 
unit gain, midband frequency f., and bandwidth 2B Hz. The spectral density 
characteristic of the fll tered noise process N (t) will therefore be as 
shown in Fig. A7.1a. It may be wrItten [10] that 
A7.1 
where N.(t) and Ns(t) are referred as the inphase and quadrature 
components of the narrowband noise N(t). Some properties of this expansion 
are as follows [10],[11]: 
(1) Gaussian. If N (t) is a sample function of a Gaussian process, then 
N.(t) and N.(t) are also sample functions of Gaussian random processes. 
(2) Independence. The functions statistically 
independent. 
(3) Xean. If N(t) has zero mean, then N.(t) and N~(t) also have zero mean. 
(4) spectra and variance. Both N.(t) and Ns(t) have the same spectral 
denSity, which related to the spectral density ~n(f) of the narrowband 
noise N(t) as follows. 
{ 
~n (f+f. )+Yn (f-f.) 
~.(f)=~_(f)= 
o 
,-B ~ f ~ B 
A7.2 
I elsewhere 
where yn(f), and Y.(f) and Y.(f) are the spectral density of N(t),N~(t) and 
N.(t), respectively, and 2B Hz IS the bandwidth of N(t). N.(t) and Ns(t) each 
occupy the frequency band from zero frequency to ±B Hz. Since N(t) has a 
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two-sided power spectral density of II!No over the frequency bandwidth, 
Eqn. A7.2 reduces to 
={:"n (fH.) 
,-B~f~B 
'I. (f) = 1. (f) 
, elsewhere 
A7.3 
={:o 
,-B~f~B 
, elsewhere 
A7.4 
The two-sided power spectral density of N.(t) and Ns(t) are twice that 
of N(t). The variance of N.(t) and N.(t), is 
The variance of N(t) is 
-f +B 
N2(t) = .J 1n(f)df 
-f -B 
c 
= 2NoB 
f +B 
+·1 1n (f)df 
f.-B 
Thus, the variance of N.(t), N.(t) and N(t) are equal. 
(5) Autocorrelation function of Nc(t) and N.(t>. 
A7.5 
A7.6 
The autocorrelation function of N(t) is the inverse Fourier transform 
of the spectral density characteristic, i.e., [11,p.2081 
-f +B 
Rn(T) = ·I II!No exp(j2xfTldf + 
-f.-B 
f +B 
·I II!No exp(2xfT)df 
f -B 
• 
sin2xBT 
= NoB [ exp(-j2d. T) + exp{j2d. T) 1 
2xBT 
2xBT 
which 1s shown in Fig. A7.1b. 
A7.7 
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Applying Eqn. A7.4 to the spectral density characteristic of Fig. A7.1. 
which is symmetrical about ±f.. the corresponding spectral density 
characteristic of the inphase and quadrature noise components. N.(t) or 
N.(t). as shown in Fig. A7.1c. The autocorrelation function of N.(t) or 
N.(t) is therefore 
B 
R.(7) = R.(7) = J No exp(j2~f7)df 
-B 
2~B7 
A7.B 
It can be seen that R.(7) or R.(7) passes through zero at 7=±n/B. where 
n=l. 2. 3 •...• if N.(t) or N.(t) is sampled at the rate of 2B samples per 
second. the resulting noise smaples are uncorrrelated. being Gaussian. 
they are statistically independent. 
(6) Equivalent baseband signal of N(t). 
From Appendix A6. the narrowband noise N(t) can be represented as the 
complex-valued signal 
A7.9 
in a base band equivalent model. where j=i=I. ~.=2~f. and R(.) represents 
the real part of (.). The demodulation of N(t) with I2R[exp(j~.t)l gives 
N(t)I2R[exp(j~ct)l = [Nc(t) + jN.(t)lR[exp(j~.t)l I2R[exp(exp(j~.t)l 
= I2[N.(t) + jN.(t)lcoS2~.t 
= [ i*Nc(t) + jIiN.(t)l[l+cos2~ctl 
= n(t)[l + cos2~ctl 
= n(t) after lowpass filtering A7.10 
where n(t) = fiN. (t) + j ~N_ (t) A7.11 
= n.<t) + jn.<t) A7.12 
with nc<t)= ~.(t) and n.(t)= ~N.(t). 
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Since the variance of N.(t) and N.(t) are 2NoB. the variance of n.(t) 
and nc(t) are 
N~(t) 2NoB n~(t) = = = NoB 2 2 
A7.13a 
N!(t) 
and n2 (t) = = NoB 
-
2 
A7.13b 
respectively. 
The equivalent baseband signal of the narrowband noise is therefore 
n(t) = n.(t) + jn.(t) 
where nc(t) and n.(t) each occupy a bandwidth of ±B Hz with a two-sided 
power spectral density of ~No over the frequency bandwldth (Fig. A7.1d). 
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f 
T 
f 
f 
Figure A7.1 Characteristics of ideal bandpass filtered white noise. (a) 
Spectral denSity. (b) Autocorrelation function. (c) Spectral density of 
inphase and quadrature components. (d) Spectral density of the baseband 
inphase and quadrature components. 
APPENDIX AB 
BIT EI\TERGY TD--llOISH POWER DENSITY RATIO (2Eb/L) 
CALCUJ.ATIOJf FOR COXPUTER SI]{{Jl.ATIOII! 
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A8.1 1Io deterudnatlon for computer simulation 
It is mentioned in Section 2.2.4 that the bit-energy-to-noise power 
spectral density ratio, Eb/~No is frequently used in digital communication 
systems to enable a comparison of systems having variable transmission 
rates and of the performances of various modulation and coded systems in a 
complex interference environment. Eb is the energy per bit at the input to 
the receiver and ~No is the white Gaussian two-sided noise power spectral 
density measured at the same point. Here, it is to determine the white 
Gaussian two-sided noise power spectral density at the input to the 
receiver, for the different values of noise variance and sampling rate 
used in the simulation tests. 
Consider a whi te Gaussian noise of zero mean and a two-sided power 
spectral density of ~No which is passed through an ideal narrow receiver 
bandpass filter of unit gain, mid-band frequency f., and bandwidth 2B Hz 
(Fig. A7.1). The baseband equivalent of the noise signal at the output of 
the filter can be written (Appendix A7) as the complex signal: 
n(t) = n.(t) + jn.(t) AB.1 
where j=I=1, and n.(t) and n.(t) are sample functions of Gaussian random 
processes with zero mean and a two-sided power spectral density of ~No 
over the frequency band from -B Hz to B Hz (Fig. A7.3). 
If n(t) is sampled, at the time instants {iT}, where i takes all 
positive integer values, and 
or 
T = 1/2B 
2B = lIT 
A8.2 
AB.3 
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to give the noise sample value. at time t=iT. 
AS.4 
where n. =n<1T). n =n (iT) and n .=n (iT). c #:l C _.... - the resulting samples {n1 } 
are uncorrelated and statistically independent (Appendix A7>. The 
{ne.'} and {n •. 1 ) each have the variance (Eqn. A?13) 
,,2 = NoB AS.5 
Thus. the two-sided noise power spectral density. *No• at the input to the 
ideal bandpass filter. in terms of variance ,,2 and bandwidth B Hz of the 
baseband eqUivalent model. can be written as 
AS.6 
Hence. if the variance and bandwidth of the base band eqUivalent model 
of the noise signal are known. the two-sided noise power spectral density 
at the input to the receiver filter can be found using Eqn. A8.6. 
Now suppose a Gaussian random number generator generates the complex-
valued samples. at the time instants {mT.}. where m takes all positive 
integer values and 
T. = T/k A8.? 
where k is an integer. The generating rate is kIT samples per second. So 
that at time t=mT •• the generated complex-value sample is 
A8.8 
where nc:.rtt and n. are sample values 
.m 
of uncorrelated and statistically 
independent Gaussian random variables with zero mean and fixed variance 
,,2. This process is eqUivalent to obtaining the complex-valued Gaussian 
noise samples from the equivalent baseband model of an ideal narrow 
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bandpass filter (Fig. A8.1). The ideal bandpass filter has a passband gain 
of one and a bandwidth of 
2B = liT. = kiT A8.9 
as can be seen in an exactly analogous fashion expressed in Eqn. A8.3. So 
that ~y substituting B=k/2T into Eqn. A8.6, the two-sided noise spectral 
power density at the input to the ideal bandpass filter can be found as 
= A8.10 2 k 
Note that *No is dependent on the generating rate kiT. This equation is 
very important in calculating the bit-energy-to-noise power density ratio 
in the computer simulation tests, because it relates the noise variance ~2 
and sampling rate used in the tests to the two-sided power density *No at 
the input to the receiver. 
Thus a Gaussian random number generator, generates uncorrelated 
complex-value samples {n~} with zero mean and fixed variance ~2, at a 
rate of kiT samples per second, is equivalent to obtaining the complex-
valued Gaussian noise samples from the baseband equivalent model of an 
ideal bandpass filter (Fig. A8.1). The ideal bandpass filter has a 
bandwidth kIT Hz and a gain of one. The two-sided noise power spectral 
density at the input to the base band equivalent model of the ideal 
bandpass filter is 
= k 
A8.11 
This value can be used to compute the value 2Eb/No in the computer 
simulation tests. 
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AS.2 2Ebllo value calculation far cQ~lter simllatlpn 
The eqUivalent baseband of a transmitted quadrature modulation signal 
(Section 2.6) can be represented as the complex signal (Appendix A6): 
s(t) = a(t) + jb(t) AB.l2 
where j=t=1. and a(t) and b(t) are the equivalent base band of the inphase 
and quadrature signal components. respectively. 
The transmitted signal energy during the nth T interval is 
nT 
E~(n) = J Is(t)1 2 dt 
(n-l)T 
where T is the symbol duration. 
AB.l3 
Suppose the continuous waveform s(t) of the transmitted signal is 
sampled at the time instants {mT.). for m=l. 2. 3 •...• where 
T = kTs AB.l4 
and k takes a positive integer value (Eqn. A8.7). to give a sequence of 
samples {sm}' where sm=s(mT
s
) has a complex value. Assume that the 
sampling rate. l/T.=k/T. is high enough to prevent alaising and L symbols 
are transmitted. There are altogether kL samples in the sequence {sm}' The 
average energy per sample in {sm} is 
A8.l5 
Thus the average transmitted signal energy over a period of T seconds is 
E. = P.T AB.l6 
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This is also the average transmitted energy per signal element, and so the 
average transmitted bit energy (for DEQPSK, CE8PSk and CDE8PSK signals) 
can be written as 
A8.l? 
Suppose the Gaussian noise sample values {nm) with zero mean and fixed 
variance v2 , as described in Appendix A8.l, are used to add to the signal 
sample values at the time instants {mT.). So that at time t=mT., the added 
noise sample is 
A8.l8 
with ne m and na m the same definitions as in Eqn. A8.8. 
. . 
From Appendix A8.l, it can be said that, under these assumed 
conditions, the two-sided power spectral density of ~N oof the noise, 
measure at the same point as Eb , can be written as 
= AB. 19 2 k 
as can be seen in Eqn. AB.10. Of course, the signal is assumed to be all 
covered by the white Gaussian noise. 
Using Eqns. AB.l? and AB. 19, the bit-energy-to-noise power spectral 
density ratio can be written as 
AB.20 
and the variance of the noise can be written as 
A8.2l 
Equivalent baseband 
model of the ideal 
bandpass filter 
t=mT {n_} 
~~~--~~----------··1·. 
-B Hz 0 B Hz 
(a) 
Gaussian 
t=mT {n_} 
~ ________ ~ ________ ~~~-________ ... -a. 
random number 
generator 
(b) 
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Fl~re AB.l Equivalence of the noise model for computer simulation. (a) Model 
for obtaining the noise samples from the baseband equivalent model of the ideal 
bandpass filter. (b) Model for generating the noise samples for computer 
simulation. This is equivalent to the model shown in (a). 
---------- -
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APPENDIX 9 
THE SCALING RHI.ATIQ1iSHIP BRTWBRB THE CQJTIJJUQUS SIGIlAL AID 
THB SAKPLED SIGIlAL 
Let y(t) be a continuous waveform which is sampled at not less than the 
Jyquist rate to give the samples {Ym> , where 
and T. is the sampling period. Now y(t) may be expressed as [231 
y(t) = sin (tIT. - m) 
n:(t/T. - m) 
A9.1 
A9.2 
where the { sin (tIT. - m) }, are a set of orthonormal functions. Thus n: (tIT. - m) 
-~ ly(t)12 = rYo--_ [sin(t/T. -m )1
2 
[n:(tlT. - m)]2 dt A9.3 
The integral on the right-hand side is equal to T. [241. Therefore, 
Eqn. A9.3 becomes, 
-1 -ly(t)12 dt = T. L IYml2 m--_ A9.4 
which means that the sampled signal must be scaled by the sampling 
interval T. in order to give the same energy level as the continuous 
signal y(t). 
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APPENDIX A10 
PROBABILITY OF ERROR CAI.CUATIOll FOR BIlIARY SIGNALS [12. p4991 
Consider two signal vectors S, and S. with a distance of d,. units 
apart. With the two signals equally likely to be transmitted (as assumed 
here) it is to determine the probability of error for either one. By 
symmetry this is the same as for the other, and, averaging over both, is 
the system probability of error. This shows up in the decision regions of 
Fig. Al0.1, since it is apparent that a signal vector V anywhere in the 
right-half plane should be associated with S" while any value in the 
left-half plane is associated with S.. It is clear from Fig. A10.l that 
the locus of all points p equally distant from S, and S. is the ;2 axis. 
Thus an error occurs when 8. is transmitted if and only if the noise 
component N. exceeds d,./2, where d,. is the Euclidean distance between 
the two signals: 
P[EIS,l = P[N. > d,./21, A10.l 
where 18,-8.1 2 = r [S,(t)-S.(t)]2 dt A10.2 
-lO 
is the square Euclidean distance, and s,(t) and s.(t) are the two 
corresponding timing signals in time domain. P[E/S,] is the conditional 
probability of error when S, has been transmitted. 
Let N. be zero-mean Gaussian with variance ~No' so that 
P[EIS,] -a
2 
exp(-N-) da 
o 
A10.3 
Setting l=a /2/No. Eqn. A10.3 becomes 
P(EIS.J f 1 = J \f2i[ exp< 
d.,/2 
-1" 2 ) dl 
where Q<y) = r 
y 
INol2 
d., 
= Q< nN ) 
o 
1 -w" 
,t2l[ exp< 2 ) dw 
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A10.4 
A10.5 
Since. by symmetry, the conditional probability of error is the same 
for either Signal, so the probability of error is 
p. = P<E) = P(S.JP[EIS.J + P(S,JP(EIS,J A10.6 
= ~P(EIS.J + ~P(EIS,J A10.'1 
d., 
= Q< f2N ) 
o 
A10.8 
It:, 
= Q< 2N) 
o 
A10.9 
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Figure A1Q,1 Two signal vectors and decision boundary in a subspace, 
APPENDIX A11 
FlUIDAlIHlTAJR OF CARRIER RECOVERY TECBlUQUHS 
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Several different types of carrier recovery techinques are described in 
this appendix. These include the analog phase-locked loop (APPL) and 
digital phase-locked loop <DPLL) which are used for the signals with a 
spectral component existing at the carrier frequency, and the X'"" power 
loop, the Cost as loop and the decision-feedback loop which are used for 
the signals with suppressed carrier. In order to simplify the description 
of the loops, noise free conditions are assumed. 
A11.1 Analog phase-locked lOop (APLL) 
A PLL is a device which continuously tries to track the phase of the 
incoming signal. It is realized by a phase detector (PD), a loop filter, 
and a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). The configuration is shown in 
Fig. All.la. The PD compares the phase of the incoming signal with that of 
the VCO, and its output voltage is filtered and applied to the VCO whose 
output frequency moves in a direction so as to reduce the phase difference 
of the incoming signal and output of VCO. When the loop is "locked", the 
short-term frequency of the vea is exactly or very nearly equal to the 
average frequency of the input signal. A number of different kinds of 
phase detectors have been used (viz., sinusoidal, triangular, and 
sawtooth) though sinusoidal is the most common one. 
A11.1.1 Linear model of APLL 
Consider the basic model of an APLL consisting of a PD, a loop filter, 
and a VCO as shown in Fig. All. lb. The incoming signal has a phase of 
9(t), and the vea output has a phase 9(t). For the present, assume that 
the loop is locked, that the PD is linear and the PD output voltage is 
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proportional to the difference in phase between its inputs; that is 
e(t) = Kd[8(t) - 9(t)] 
= Kd£ (t) 
All. l. 1 
All. 1. 2 
where Kd is the PD gain factor and is measured in unit of volts/rad, and 
£(t) = 8(t) - S(t) All. 1. 3 
is the phase error signal. 
The phase error voltage e(t) is filtered by the loop filter. The noise 
and high frequency signal components are suppressed. The filter helps to 
determine the dynamic performance of the lOop. The filter transfer 
function is given by F(s). 
The frequency of the VCO is determined by the control voltage e. The 
deviation of frequency of the VCO from its center frequency is given by 
A~Kye, where Kv is the VCO gain factor and has units of rad/sec-V. Since 
frequency is the derivative of phase, the VCO operation may be described 
as d9/dt=Kye. By taking Laplace transforms 
therefore, 
L[dS(t)/dt] = s9(s) = KyE(s) 
9(s) = KyE(s)/s 
All. 1. 4 
All. 1. 5 
where E(s)=L[e(t)]. In other words, the phase of the VCO output is 
linearly related to the integral of the control voltage. 
By using Laplace notation (e. g. , E(s)=L[e(t)] ) the following equations 
are applicable: 
E(s) = Kd[ 8 (s) - S (s)] All. 1. 6 
E(s) = F(s)E(s) All. 1. 7 
9(s) = KvE(s)/s All. 1. 8 
9 (s) KyKdF(s) 
hence = H(s) = All. 1. 9 8 (s) s + KvKdF(s) 
where H(s) is the closed-loop transfer function. The loop noise bandwidth 
----------------------------------------------------------------~~~-
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of the PLL is defined [13J,[14J in Hz as 
BI... = 2;j r 
-jeo 
H(s)H(-s)ds All. 1. 10 
According to servo terminology, the type of a loop is a number equal to 
the number of perfect integrators within the loop, that is, if F(s) in 
Eqn. A11.1.9 has a term s-n, then it is a type n loop. The order number of 
a loop is the highest power of s in the denominator of the transfer 
function (the Characteristic Equation) in Eqn. A11.1.9. 
For a 1-~ [Jrder Type 1 PLL F(s) = 1 All. 1. 11 
2nd Order Type 2 PLL F(s) = 1+Jl/s All. 1. 12 
with I' a constant. Both 1~ and 2nd order PLLs give zero steady-state 
error for an initial phase error in 9(s). Furthermore, a ls~ order PLL 
gives a steady-state error of ~~/KyKd rad, where ~~ is the frequency 
error, for an initial frequency error in 9(s), thus the PLL is frequency 
locked but can never achieve phase locked. This contrasts with a 2nd order 
PLL which gives zero steady-state error for an initial frequency error 
in 9(s) [13J,[14J,[15J. 
For a 2nd order PLL the noise bandwidth is [15,ch.2J 
All. 1.13 
where ~n is the natural frequency of the PLL and § is the damping factor: 
Drawing on servo terminology, the Characteristic Equation (CE) of the 
2nd order PLL is given by the denominator of the Closed Loop Transfer 
Function (Eqn. All.1.9). Hence the CE is 
s + KyKdF(s) = s + KF(s) = 0 All. 1. 14 
where K is the product of all loop gain (KyKd). From Eqns. A11.1.14 
l 
I 
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and All. 1. 12, the CE becomes 
S2 + Xs + XJ.l =0 All. 1. 15 
~ 2 + 2§(,)n + " 0 All. 1. 16 s (,) = n 
to give (,)n = IK; All. 1. 17 
§ = ~ IX/ Jl All. 1. 18 
When noise is present, for a fixed signal/noise power ratio, the noise 
phase variance at the output of the loop depends on BL , consequently (,)n 
should be choosen to be just small enough so that the tracking error stays 
wi thin acceptable bounds for the smallest signal/noise power ratio for 
which the PLL is expected to give satisfactory operation. If (,)n is too 
small, the transient response of the PLL may be very slow. The value of 
the damping constant § which minimises Eqn. A11.1.13 is §=~, but this is 
not the optimum response [141. 
Stiffler [15, ch.51 has shown that §=!if gives the optimum type 2 
2nd order loop, in the sense that it minimises the output phase variance 
and the pull-in time. 
A11.1.2 Bonlinear model of APLL 
Consider the PD in Fig. A11.1a to be a perfect multiplier. When the two 
inputs are v,(t) and v,,(t), its output is Kmv, (t)v,,(t), where Xm is a 
constant with dimensions of volt-'. Let one input to the multiplier be the 
incoming signal 
All. 1. 19 
The other input to the multiplier comes from the vca and has the form 
All. 1. 20 
The output of the multiplier is found to be 
e(t) = Km v(t)v(t) 
= KmVV sin[S(t)-9(t») + KmVV sin[2(')ct+S(t)+9(t») All. 1. 21 
Ignoring the term at 2(,)c' which is removed by the loop filter, and 
e(t) = Kd sin[9(t) - 9(t)] 
= Kd sine £ (t)] 
where £(t) is defined by Eqn. All.l.3. 
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All. 1.22 
An exact equivalent model of the PLL shown in Fig. All.la. with the PD 
a perfect multiplier. is shown in Fig. All.lc. No linearizing 
approximation has yet been imposed. 
The signal-linearizing approximation invariably made requires that £(t) 
to be small so that sin[£(t)]~£(t). and the useful output of the PD is 
approximated by Kd£(t). as given by Eqn. All.l.2. Thus. in fact. the PD 
has a sinusoidal characteristic as shown in Fig. All.ld. An examination of 
the sinusoidal PD characteristic indicates that the zero null is stable 
whereas the -rr null is not. With a phase error near the zero null the PLL 
tends to remain locked. whereas for a phase error near -rr the pull tends 
to drift away from the null. The rate of correction in the PLL depends 
upon the PD output voltage. If the PLL state initially results in a -rr 
null. the error control voltage is small. The loop state is unstable at 
this null. However the rate of divergence will be slow. as will be the 
rate of convergence to a stable null. This is known as the "hangup· 
phenomenon and the PLL requires excessive acquisition times [17]. 
All.2 Digital phase-locked loOp <DPI.I.> 
To be classified as digital. a loop ought to have at least these two 
properties [13]: 
1) [)utput phase is generated in a discrete increment. not a 
continuous function. 
2) Error signal is generated as a digital number. not as an analog 
voltage. 
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A DPLL is shown in Fig. All.2a. Let the received signal be 
r(t) = I2v sin[~ct + S(t)l All.2.1 
where ~c is the VCO centre frequency and S(t) is the time varying input 
phase relative to ~c' The signal is sampled to give at time t=iT 
All.2.2 
where S,=S(iT) and r,=r(iT). The sampled input signal is multiplied by a 
reference signal 
All.2.3 
where 6'/i_' is the predicted phase of 6 at time t=iT from the received 
-information at time t=(i-l)T, to give an error signal e, which is 
dependent on the phase and frequency difference between the signals r, and 
r,. The samples are assumed to be taken at a rate such that the effects of 
aliasing are negligible. 
The error signal at the PD output (multiplier in Fig. All.2a) is 
Thus e, = VV sin", All.2.6 
- neglecting the term centered at 2~c because of the lowpass filtering 
action of the PLL, and where ", is the phase error 
All.2.7 
with 6,/,_, the predicted value of B, at time t=iT from the received 
information at time t=(i-l)T. Now 
All.2.8 
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hence All.2.9 
All. 2.10 
Kv e~/1_1 = ~l--z~'- e t _ 1 All. 2. 11 
where Z-l is a delay of one sample period and Kv is the vea gain factor. 
From Eqns. All.2.7 and All.2.11, €. becomes 
All. 2.12 
All.2.13 
Thus, from Eqns. All.2.5, All.2.6 and All.2.13, 
KF<z) 
€. = B. - z-l (Vsin€.) All. 2.14 
where K=KvV is the product of all loop gain. The model of the DPLL is 
shown in Fig. All.2b. Since the phase error signal (Eqn. All.2.6) is a 
sinusoidal function of the phase error, the loop suffers from the "hangup" 
phenomenon [17] (Appendix All.2.2). -When €. is small, the approximation 
sin€.~€. is valid and the sinusoidal nonlinearity can be removed from the 
model of Fig. All.2b. Assuming a linear model, then the Closed Loop 
Transfer Function is given by 
VKF (z) / (z-l) 
= H (z) = --:;---:-=~-:-;-;---;;-:-1 + VKF(z)/(z-l) 
VKF(z) 
= -:-(z---:1:-:)"'7+":'V"'KF'=(;-z7) 
For a Type 1 Order 1 PLL F(z)=l 
Type 2 Order 2 PLL F(z)=1+JlZ/ (z-l) 
Let ~=VK, then for a Type 2 Order 2 PLL 
H(z) = ~ (z-l) + /1~z (z-1)2 + ~(z-l) + p~z 
All.2.15 
All.2.16 
All. 2.17 
All. 2. 18 
All. 2.19 
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As for an APLL, a 1·~ order Type 1 (Eqn. A11.2.17) DPLL can track a phase 
step 68/(1-z-') with no steady state error, and can track a frequency step 
68./(1-z-')2 with a steady state error of 68./VK. Furthermore, a 2nd order 
Type 2 DPLL (Eqn. A11.2.18) can track both phase and frequency steps with 
no steady state error [22],[21]. A 2nd Type 2 APLL is optimum for tracking 
phase and frequency offsets[ 16, ch. 6] but the optimum DPLL for tracking 
phase and frequency offsets has an ORDER number one degree higher than 
that for an APLL [18]. However, if the expected difference between the 
frequency of r(iT) and r(iT) is much less than lIT, where lIT is the 
sampling rate, then the constants ~ and ~ in Eqn. A11.2.19 can be choosen 
such that ~. ~"l. Consequently the DPLL is for practical purpose, an 
optimum PLL for tracking phase and frequency offsets [19]. 
Drawing a servo terminology, the Characteristic Equation (CE) is the 
denominator of the Closed Loop Transfer Function (Eqn. All. 2.19). Hence 
the CE is 
, 
(z-1)2 + ¥(z-l) + ~¥z = 0 All.2.20 
A11.2.21 
All. 2. 22 
where "'n = .(jji' 
and § = (¥+~¥)/21'iji All. 2. 24 
are the natural frequency and damping factor, respectively, of the loop. 
The roots of the CE are 
A11.2.25 
For critical damping, the term ~ in Eqn. A11.2.25 is zero, giving 
A11.2.26 
and results in (Eqn. A11.2.24) 
1 - lH2-~-f1~) 
1 - [1 - .; p.~ 1 
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All.2.27 
All.2.28 
As for the APLL. § has an optimum value of .;y; [191. so Eqn. All. 2. 28 
becomes. for p.«1 
All. 2. 29 
All.3 K~h power lOQP 
In M-ary PSK systems the set of phase states is a multiple of 2tt/X ?nd 
raising the signal to the power of M (by using an M-power device) will 
provide a component at M times the carrier frequency. This can be seen by 
an expansion. Let the noise free received signal be given by 
r(t) = cos(~ct + 9) • 0 ~ t (T All. 3.1 
where 9=2xk/M; k=O. 1 •...• M-1. Passing r(t) through the non1inearity and 
using the well-known Fourier series expansion of cosMx yield [16. p71l • 
[20. p1371 
where 2pcp=2p!/p!(2p-p)!. p=M/2 and ;=~ct+9. Thus the non1inearity output 
contains a component at even harmonic of ~c and the component at ~c has 
zero phase modu10-2tt. A PLL. as shown in Fig. A11.3. then can be used to 
track the ~c component. Freqeuncy division by M of the PLL output signal 
yields the required carrier reference with an X-fold phase ambiguity. 
Since a PLL is used. the X"'" power loop also suffers from the "hangup· 
phenomenon [171 (Appendix A11.1.2). With M=4 and 8. the loop can be used 
for DEQPSK and CDE8PSK SignalS. respectively. 
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All. 4 Costa .. ] oop 
The error control signal to the VCO can be derived by means of baseband 
processing. In the 4-phase Cost as loop shown in Fig. A11.4a, the received 
4-phase signal is multiplied by outputs of a vca with phase shifts of 
kx/2, where k=O, 1, 2 and 3. The filters in the four channels are used to 
remove the high frequency components in the outputs of the multipliers A, 
B, C and D. Multiplication of the four lowpass filter outputs produces an 
error signal that is a function of sin[4€(t)J, where €(t)=S(t)-8(t) 
Eqn. A11.1.22 is the inphase channel phase error, which is used to control 
the phase of the VCO signal. It has been shown [16J that the Cost as loop 
and the 4~h loop provide the same performance provided that 
1) the Cost as arms filters provide the same noise filtering as that 
of the lowpass equivalent of the 4~h power loop IF filters, 
2) the VCO prefilters are identical, and 
3) the Costas vca gain measured in rad/s-V must be one-quarter of 
the 4'h loop's vca because of operation at ~c rather than 4~c' 
It should be noted that , since the phase signal is a sinusoidal function 
of the phase error, the loop also suffers from the "hangup" phenomenon 
(Appendix All. 2. 2). The Costas loop for M-ary PSK signal is shown in 
Fig. All.4b. 
All. 5 Pec! .. 1 on-feedback ] OOp [16]. [ 21J 
Figure A11.5a shows one possible implementation of a biphase decision-
feedback loop [16J,[21J. Let the received suppressed carrier signal be 
r(t) = I2v m(t) sin[~ct + S(t)J All.5.1 
where V is a constant and the linear modulation m(t) possesses no 
continuous d.c. component in its power spectrum. r(t) is demodulated by a 
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reference signal 
r~(t) = r(t){ I2v cos[~ct + set)]} All.5.2 
= VVm(t) sin[9(t)-S(t)] + VVm(t) sin[2~ct+9(t)+S(t)] All. 5. 3 
where V is a constant and aCt) is the loop phase estimate. The lowpass 
filters only remove the high frequency components, but do not distort the 
data signal, so at the output of the lowpass filter in the upper loop is 
r.(t) = VVm(t)sin€(t) All.5.4 
with €(t) the phase error 9(t)-S(t). The signal is then delayed by one 
symbol interval T and multiplied by an estimate of the data produced at 
the output of the data demodulator m(t-T). The modulating signal has the 
form 
m(t) = { Eq,g(t-iT) ) exp[j€ (t)] 
, 
All.5.5 
where the {q,) are the transmitted data symbols. g(t) is the equivalent 
base band impulse response of the transmitter shaping filter and € (t) is 
the phase error waveform. The corresponding estimate of the modulating 
waveform m(t) is, neglecting any phase error, 
met) = Eq,g(t-iT) 
, 
All. 5. 6 
where the {q,) are the detected signal elements. Assume the channel 
introduces no signal distortion and the transmitted signal element 
q,g(t-iT) has a duration of T seconds, the modulation estimator of 
Fig. All.5a becomes that shown in Fig. A1l.5b. In Fig. Al1.5b, the matched 
filter g(T-t) is matched to the transmitted pulse {q,g(t-iT». The 
detection process shown in Fig. All.5b is the optimum detector for 
detecting q, from rb(t) in the presence of AWGN in the sense that it 
minimises the probability of error in the {q,} [1]. 
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The estimate of the modulation m(t-T) is then multiplied with r.(t-T) 
to give, at the input of the filter F(s) 
e(t) = r.(t-T) m(t-T) 
= VVm(t)m(t) exp(-j~T) 
A11.5.7 
A11.5.8 
where exp(-j~T) is a delay of T seconds. When the bandwidth of the loop is 
small relative to the signalling data rate, lIT, i.e., the phase error is 
essentially constant for several time intervals (each of length T), then 
the product m(t)m(t) can be replaced by its average value (16]: 
E{m(t)m(t)} = (+l)xProb{m(t)=m(t)} + (-l)XProb{m(t);tm(t)} All.5.9 
= 1 - 2P.(€(t)] A11.5.10 
where p.[€(t)] is the error probability of the data detector conditional 
on the loop phase error [16]. Under this assumption, the error signal to 
the loop filter is (Eqns. A11.5.8 and A11.5.10) 
e(t) = V ( exp(-j~T) CV {1-2P.(€(t)]} sin€(t)} ] All.5.11 
which is also a sinusoidal function of the loop error €(t), so the loop 
also suffers from the "hangup" phenomenon [17] (Appendix A11.9.2). Note 
that the error signal is dependent on the error rate. 
For a 4 phase signal, the received signal, in Fig. All.5c, 
written as 
r(t) = Vm, (t) sin(~ct+e(t)-~/4] + V~(t) cos(~ct+e(t)-~/4) 
where (m, (t),~(t)] = +1, +1 for h=l, n<t«Hl>T 
= -1,+1 for h=2, n<t«Hl>T 
= -1,-1 for h=3, n<t«Hl>T 
= +1,-1 for h=4, n<t«i+1>T 
can be 
A11.5.12 
h being the particular phase being transmitted. The required extension to 
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4 phase signal requires the addition of a quadrature loop to Fig. All.5a 
as shown in Fig. All.5c. After the lowpass filtering. the upper and lower 
reference signals r.(t) and rb(t) become 
r.(t) = Vx[ Vm, (t)sin€(t) + V~(t)COS€(t) ]//2: 
rb(t) = Vx[ Vm, (t)COS€(t) - V~(t)sin€(t) )//2: 
All.5.13 
All. 5. 14 
Following the development given for the biphase decision-feedback loop. 
the signals eu(t) and e~(t) are given by (15) 
eu(t) = r.(t)m, (t) exp(-j~T) 
= VV exp(-j~T) [m, (t)m, (t)sin€(t)+~(t)m,(t)cOS€(t)]//2 All. 5.15 
and 
e~ (t) = rb(t)~(t)exp(-j~T) 
= VV exp(-j~n [m, (t)~ (t)COS€ (t)-m .. (t)~ (t)sin€ (t) 11/2 All. 5.16 
Following the same averaging argument as given in arriving at 
Eqn. Al1.5.9. and the fact that E[m, (t)mj(t)]=O for i~j. Eqns All.5.15 and 
All.5.16 reduce to 
and 
eu(t) = VV exp(-j~T) { 1-2P. , [€(t)] } sin€(t) 
e~(t) = VV exp(-j~T) { 1-2P.2 [€(t)] ) sin€(t) 
All. 5.17 
All. 5.18 
respectively. with p. , and p.2 the error probabilities in the upper and 
lower loops. respectively. Letting e(t)=eu(t)+e~(t). the error signal at 
the input of the filter F(s) is 
All.5.19 
This quadriphase loop. in principle. can be extended to M phases where 
H phase loop requires X/2 • arms' giving Hl2 decisions ~(t). for h=O. 1 • 
.•.• (Hl2-1). where the {~(t)} are again ±1 waveforms whose transitions 
-1.5'1-
occur at T second intervals. The veo output would be phase shifted by 
(h-1)~/H. h=O. 1. 2 •.••• (H/2-1). to provide M/2 coherent reference 
signals [6J. 
The disadvantages of the decision-feedback loops as follows. 
1) It is very difficult to design an analogue filter with the wanted 
impulse response of g(T-t). 
2) With large value of M. the circuit becomes complicated and less 
efficiency. 
3) It also suffers from the "hangup· phenomenon. 
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Figure All. la Phase-locked loop (PLL). 
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Figure All. 5b Modulation estimation for non-overlapping T seconds duration 
signal pulses. 
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Figyre All.5c The quadriphase decision-feedback loop. 
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APPENPIX A12 
rmmI.ATOR FOR DEQPSK SIGNALS WITH THE USE OF THE lIDFI. 
THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO EVALUATE THE ERROR-RATE PERFORMANCES 
OF SIGNALS lA, 2A, 3A AND 4A, OVER A NONLINEAR AND 
BANDLIMITED SATELLITE CHANNEL, WITH THE USE OF THE 
SUBOPTIMUM FILTERS, THE PREDISTORTER, THE AMPLIFIER LIMITER, 
PHASE DEMODULATOR A OR B AND THE MDFL AND IN AN ACI 
ENVIRONMENT 
I*JOB Dl,EUELSWC,ST=MFY,C=S,TI=1280, 
1* PW=SWC 
FTN5,DB=0/PMD,L=0. 
LIBRARY(PROCLIB,*) 
NAG(FTN5) 
LGO. 
####S 
C 
C 
C 
PROGRAM SWCAB(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE1=INPUT,TAPE2=OUTPUT) 
DIMENSION BSF(-200:200) ,FFl (0:63) ,FF2 (0:63) ,FF3 (0:63) ,FF4 (0:63) 
DATA (FFl (I ),1=0,63 )/1.0, .943, .786, .566, .334, .135, .0,-.064,-.068, 
* - • 038, - .001 , .024, .029, .017, - .001 , - .01 4 , - .01 7, - .011 , 
*-.001, .008, .01, .007,-.001 ,-.007,-.008, 
*-.006,-.001, .004, .005, .003,-.001 ,-.004,-.005,-.004, 
* .0, .003 , .004 , .002, .0, - .003, - .004, - .003 , - .001 , .002, .003 , 
* • 002 , .0, - .003 , - .003 , - .002, .0, .001 , .002 , .001 , .0, - .002, 
*-.003,-.002,-.001, .001, .002, .001, .0,-.0021 
DATA (FF2 ( 1 ) , 1=0,63 ) 11 .0, .954 , .825, .638, .425, .223 , .06 , - .047, 
*-.095,-.096,-.067,-.028,.005,.022,.022,.01,-.006,-.018,-.022, 
*-.018,-.008,.003,.011,.012,.009, 
*.002,-.004,-.007,-.007,-.003,.002,.006,.006,.004,.0,-.005, 
*-.007,-.008,-.005,-.002,.001 ,.003,.002,.0,-.002,-.004,-.004, 
*-.002, .001, .004, .005, .005, .003, .0,-.002,-.003,-.002, .0, 
*.001,.002,.001,.0,-.003,-.0051 
DATA (FF3(1 ),1=0,63)/1.0,.963,0.858,0.7,0.511 ,0.316,0.139,-0.001, 
*-0.094,-0.138,-0.14,-0.112,-0.068,-0.022,0.035,0.039,0.03,0.014, 
*0.014,-0.003,-0.015,-0.02,-0.017,-0.008,0.002, 
* • 011 , .01 6, .01 5 , .01 , .003 , - .005, - .01 , - .011 , - • 009 , 
*-.005, .001 , .005, .008, .007, .003, -.001 , -.005, 
*-.008,-.008,-.006,-.002,.002,.005,.006, 
*.005,.002,-.002,-.005,-.006,-.006,-.004,.0, 
*.003,.005,.005,.003,.001,-.003,-.0051 
DATA (FF4(1),I=O,48)/l.0,.970,.884,.751,.585,.405, 
C 
C 
100 
CT 
101 
CT 
102 
CT 
103 
CT 
C 
*.227,.068,-.058,-.144,-.188,-.192,-.164,-.115,-.056, 
*.002,.049,.08,.091,.085,.065,.036,.006,-.02,-.039, 
* - .047, - .045, - .034, - .019, - .003 , .01 1 , .021 , .024 , .021 , .01 4 , 
*.004,-.005,-.012,-.016,-.015,-.011,-.004,.003,.009, 
*.013, .013, .01, .005,-.0021 
DO 10009 NR=1,7 
PRINT*,' INPUT BASE BAND FILTER R.O.F (SQ.)=1,0.75,0.5,O.25' 
READ*,ROF 
PRINT*,'INPUT THE TRUNCATION LENGTH' 
READ*,KT12 
PRINT*,'INPUT THE NOISE VARIANCE' 
READ*,P 
PRINT*,'INPUT THE RANDOM SEED' 
READ*,IIQQ 
PRINT*,'INPUT NO. OF TESTED SYMBOLS' 
READ*,L 
IF(ROF.EQ.l) THEN 
DO 100 1=0,63 
BSF(l>=FF1 (l> 
PBOP=7.9 
BOP=5.74 
BOP=6.46 
ELSEIF(ROF.EQ.0.75) THEN 
DO 101 1=0,63 
BSF ( I ) = FF2 ( I ) 
PBOP=9.096 
BOP=6.7 
BOP=7.39 
ELSEIF(ROF.EQ.0.5) THEN' 
DO 102 1=0,63 
BSF(I)=FF3(I) 
PBOP=10.408 
BOP=7.67 
BOP=8.43 
ELSEIF(ROF.EQ.0.25) THEN 
DO 103 1=0,63 
BSF(J )=FF4 (I) 
PBOP=11.955 
BOP=8.75 
BOP=9.645 
ELSE 
PRINT*,'NO REQUIRED FILTER' 
STOP 
ENDIF 
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CALL QPSKSUB(KT12,ROF,BSF,P,IIQQ,L,BOP,PBOP) 
10009 CONTINUE 
C 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE QPSKSUB(KT12,ROF,BSF,P,IIQQ,L,BOP,PBOP) 
DIMENSION IX2(-50:50),X2(-400:400),XX2(-400:400), 
1 XXXI (-400:400),XXX2(-400:400),FR(-200:200),GQ(0:38),GR(0:38), 
1BSF(-200:200),FM(-200:200), 
2IX1(-50:50),FT(-200:200), 
2X1(-300:300),XXl (-300:300), 
2XUl (-300: 1 00) ,XU2 (-300: 100) , 
2BF(-400:400),PGR(O:38),PGQ(O:38), 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
2PHDL(-8:0) , 
2XL 1 (-300: 1 00) ,XL2 (-300: 1 00) , 
2 I S (-1 : 0) , I SSD (-1 : 0) , I SD (-1 : 0) , 
2RS(320),QS(320),ADJI(16),ADJQ(16) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,PII ,PI2,PI3 
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DATA(FT(I), 1=0,24)/1.0,0.935,0.758,0.512,0.256,0.041,-0.099, 
*-0.157,-0.146,-0.094,-0.031,0.02,0.048,0.052,0.039,0.017,-0.004, 
*-0.017,-0.021,-0.017,-0.008,0.002,0.009,0.011,0.0081 
DATA(FR(I),I=O,24)/l .0,0.935,0.758,0.512,0.256,0.041 ,-0.099, 
*-0.157,-0.146,-0.094,-0.031,0.02,0.048,0.052,0.039,0.017,-0.004, 
*-0.017,-0.021,-0.017,-0.008,0.002,0.009,0.011,0.0081 
DATA(GQ(I),I=O,38)/0.17,O.34,O.48,O.58,O.65,O.70,O.75, 
*0.78,0.82,0.84,0.85,0.85,0.84,0.83,0.84,0.85,0.83, 
.0.82,0.80,0.78,0.75,0.73,0.7,0.67,0.65,0.61 ,0.58,0.56, 
*0.53,0.50,0.48,0.43,0.4,0.38,0.37,0.36,0.34,0.36,0.35I 
DATA(GR(I),I=O,38)/3.57,3.17,2.83,2.55,2.33,2.15,1 .99, 
*1.83,1 .69,1 .55,1.44,1.30,1.20,1.09,1.0,0.92,0.86,0.80, 
*0.74,0.68,0.63,0.58,0.54,0.50,0.46,0.43,0.4,0.37,0.352, 
*0.352,0.332,0.332,0.31,0.3,0.3,0.29,0.29,0.28,0.281 
DATA(PGR(I),I=O,38)/0.280,O.280,O.280,O.285,O.309,O.309, 
*0.319,0.341 ,0.357,0.358,0.386,0.399,0.418,0.432,0.453, 
*0.468,0.492,0.504,0.574,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594, 
*0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594, 
*0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.5941 
DATA(PGQ(I),I=0,38)/-0.005,-0.012,-0.015,-0.020,-0.033,-0.038, 
*-0.051 ,-0.063,-0.076,-0.086,-0.104,-0.122,-0.136,-0.157,-0.188, 
*-0.218,-0.251 ;-0.315,-0.425,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544, 
*-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544, 
*-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.5441 
RR=SQRT(PGR(20)**2+PGQ(20)**2) 
DO 136 1=0,38 
PGQ(I)=PGQ(I)/RR 
136 PGR(I)=PGR(I)/RR 
C 
C 
C 
Pll=ACOS(-1.0) 
PIO=Pll /2.0 
PI2=PIO*3.0 
P13=2 .O*PI 1 
PI4=PIO/2 
PI5=PI4*3 
PI6=PI4*5 
PI7=PI4*7 
C KS1: NO OF THE SAMPLES IN ONE T. 
C KT1: SYMBOL LENGTH OF THE TRUNCATED IMPULSE RESPONSE WAVEFORM 
C OF THE BASE BAND SHAPPING FILTER IN CASCADED WITH THE BPF. 
C KS2: THE BASEBAND SHAPPING ARRAY EXTENDS FROM -KS3 TO +KS2. 
C KT2: SYMBOL TIME FOR THE 1ST SAMPLE INSTANCE 
C KS3: ARRAY ELEMENT FOR THE 1ST SAMPLE. 
C KTI2: TRUNCATED OF THE BASEBAND SHAPPING FILTER. 
C KT4: SYMBOL LENGTH OF THE IMPULSE RESPONSE OF FT IN THE TX 
C KS4: THE LAST ELEMENT IN FT 
C KT5: SYMBOL LENGTH OF THE IMPULSE RESPONSE OF FT IN THE RX 
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KS5: THE LAST ELEMENT IN FR C 
C 
C 
C 
KTMl : 
KSM1: 
SYMBOL LENGTH OF THE IMPULSE RESPONSE OF THE MATCHED-FILTER 
THE LAST ELEMENT IN MF 
KS1=8 
C***SETUP SYNC PARAMETERS*** 
PRINT*,'OFFSET(HZ) INIT PHASE ERROR(DEG)' 
READ*,FOS,PHI 
FPH=O 
FPH1=0 
FPH2=0 
RCOR= 1 
QCOR=O 
PHCOR=O 
PHEF=O 
PHI=PHI*PI1/180 
PHF=PI3*FOS/(32.0E3*KSl ) 
Fl =PHI 
C*********************** 
C 
KT4=3 
KT1=2*(KTI2+KT4) 
KT3=KTl * (-1 )/2 
KS1=8 
KS2=KT1*KS1/2 
KS3=KS2*(-1 ) 
KS4=KT4*KSl 
KT5=3 
KS5=KT5*KSl 
KSI2=KTI2*KSl 
KTM1=KTI2+KT5 
KSM1=KTM1*KSl 
KT2=-KTII2-KTMl 
DO 165 I=KS4+1,200 
165 FT (I ) = 0.0 
DO 166 1=0,200 
166 FT(-I)=FT(I) 
DO 167 II=O,KS2 
RR=BSF(O)*FT(II) 
DO 168 I=I.KSI2 
168 RR=RR+BSF(I)*(FT(II+I)+FT(II-I» 
167 BF(II)=RR 
DO 150 I=O,KS2 
BF (- I ) = BF (l ) 
150 FM (I ) = BF (l ) 
C 
KS10=320 
CSP=5 
F=PI3*CSP/32.0 
DO 164, I=I,KS10 
FF=F*REAL<I ) 
RS(I)=COS(FF) 
164 QS(I)=SIN(FF) 
C 
C INITIALISE ID 
C 
KT6=KT2 
DO 104 I=KT6.0 
IXl (I )=-1 
104 IX2(l )=-1 
, 
C 
C INITIALISATION 
C 
KS6=KS3-KS1+1-2*KSM1 
KS7=KS3-KS5 
DO 105 I=KS6,KS2+KS1 
X1(1)=0.0 
X2(1)=0.0 
XXX 1 (I ) = 0 .0 
XXX2(1)=0.0 
XX1 (I )=0.0 
XX2(1)=0.0 
XU1(I)=0.0 
XU2(1)=0.0 
XL1(1)=0.0 
105 XL2 (J ) = 0 . 0 
C 
C 
C 
DX1=1.0 
DX2=1.0 
ISD(O)=O 
DO 127 J=KT6,O 
DX1=-DX1 
DX2=-DX2 
ISD(0)=2+ISD(0) 
IF(ISD(0).EQ.4) ISD(0)=ISD(0)-4 
DO 126 I=KS6,KS2 
11 = I +KSl 
Xl (I ) = Xl (11 ) 
X2 (J ) = X2 (J 1 ) 
XUl (Il = XUl ( 1 1 ) 
XU2 (J ) = XU2 ( 11 ) 
XL 1 (I ) = XL 1 (I 1 ) 
126 XL2(1)=XL2(11) 
DO 125 I=KS3,KS2 
Xl (ll=BF(1 )*DX1 +Xl (ll 
X2(1)=BF(I)*DX2+X2(1) 
XU1(1)=X1(1) 
XU2 (l ) = X2 (l ) 
XL1(J)=Xl(l) 
125 XL2 (l ) = X2 ( 1 ) 
127 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
IS(O)=O 
PRINT*,'INPUT PREDBK AND BK' 
READ*,PREDBK,BK 
PAV=SQRT(4.0*PBOP) 
AV=SQRT(4.0*BOP) 
AV1=PREDBK/PAV 
AV2=BK/AV 
I=PREDBK 
SUM1=SQRT(PGR(I)**2+PGQ(I)**2) 
A1 =PGR( 1 )/SUM1 
B1=-PGQ(I)/SUM1 
I=BK 
SUM2=SQRT(GR(I)**2+GQ(I)**2) 
A2=GR(I)/SUM2 
B2=-GQ(I)/SUM2 
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A=Al*A2-Bl*B2 
B=Al*B2+Bl*A2 
DO 141 N=KS6,KS3 
RN=Xl(N) 
QN=X2(N) 
1=INT(AV1*SQRT(RN*RN+QN*QN» 
PR=RN*PGR(I)-QN*PGQ(I) 
PQ=RN*PGQ(I)+QN*PGR(I) 
1=INT(AV2*SQRT(PR*PR+PQ*PQ» 
XI (N)=PR*GR(I)-PQ*GQ(I) 
141 X2(N)=PR*GQ(I)+PQ*GR(I) 
C 
C 
DO 146 N=KS6,KS3 
Rl=Xl(N) 
Ql=X2(N) 
XI (N)=A*Rl-B*Ql 
X2 (N)=A*Ql +B*Rl 
Fl=Fl+PHF 
IF(FI.GT.PI3) THEN 
Fl=Fl-PI3 
ELSEIF(Fl .LT.-PI3) THEN 
Fl=Fl+PI3 
ENDIF 
RI =Xl (N) 
QI=X2(N) 
R2=COS(Fl ) 
Q2=SIN(Fl ) 
XI (N)=Rl*R2-Ql*Q2 
X2(N)=Ql*R2+Rl*Q2 
XXI (N)=Xl (N) 
146 XX2(N)=X2(N) 
C 
DO 130 II=KS6+KS5,KS3-KS5 
XXXI (11 )=XXl (ll )*FR(O) 
XXX2(11)=XX2(II)*FR(0) 
DO 135 1=I,KS5 
Rl=XXI (11+1) 
R2 = XXI (ll - I ) 
Ql =XX2 (1l+I> 
Q2=XX2(Il-I) 
XXXI 01 )=XXXl (11 )+FR(I )*<RI+R2) 
135 XXX2(11)=XXX2(II)+FR(I)*(Ql+Q2) 
130 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 133 I=KS6+KS5,KS3-KS~ 
CT RR=l/SQRT(XXXl (I)**2+XXX2(I)**2) 
RR=1 /(ABS(XXXl (1) )+ABS (XXX2 (l») 
C 
C CORRECT OFFSETS 
C 
FPH=FPH+PHF 
IF(FPH.GT.PI3) THEN 
FPH=FPH-PI3 
ELSEIF(FPH.LT.-PI3) THEN 
FPH=FPH+PI3 
ENDIF 
RI =XXXl (1) 
Ql=XXX2(I) 
R2=COS(FPH) 
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Q2=sIN(FPH) 
XXXI (I)=Rl*R2+Ql*Q2 
XXX2(1)=Ql*R2-Rl*Q2 
XXXI (I) =XXXl (l ) *RR 
133 XXX2(1)=XXX2(1)*RR 
C 
c 
KT7=KT2-1 
ISsO(O) =2 
ell: THE MAIN SAMPLING INSTANCE 
11 =KS3-KSMl 
C 12: THE OFFSET SAMPLING INSTANCE. 
12=11 
C 
XXXM1=XXX1(ll )*BSF(O) 
XXXM2=XXX2(ll )*BSF(O) 
DO 138 I=I,KSI2 
XXXMl =XXXMl +BSF!I)* (XXXI !Il-1 )+XXXl (11 +1» 
138 XXXM2=XXXM2+BsF(I)*(XXX2(Il-I)+XXX2(Il+I» 
C 
C 
C 
CALL ANGSUBl (XXXM1,XXXM2,PH) 
PHI =PH 
PRINT*,'INPUT GAMMA 1 & ALPHA 1 , 
READ*,GAMMA1,ALPHAl 
GAMMA=O.1 
ALPHA=0.05 
NTEST2=600 
NTEST1=1 
Pl=O 
IsW=O 
F2=Fl 
F3=Fl 
KS 11 = 1 
1006 CALL G05C8F(IIQQ) 
C 
C INITIALISE ALL COUNTERS. 
c 
IE=O 
IA1=0 
IA2=0 
IA3=0 
IB1=0 
IB2=0 
183=0 
IBE=O 
E=O.O 
El=O.O 
E2=0.0 
C START 
C 
c 
DO 111 LLL=I,NTEsTl 
DO 111 LL=I,NTEST2 
C SHIFT IX 
C 
DO 112 I=KT6,-1 
J=I+l 
IXl !I)=IXl (J) 
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112 IX2(I)=IX2(J) 
C 
C SHIFT IS & ISO FOR OIFF CODING & ENCODING 
C 
C 
15(-1 )=15(0) 
150(-1 )=150(0) 
1550(-1 )=1550(0) 
C GENERATE DATA IXCO) AND GRAY CODE IT INTO R & Q. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
U=G050AFCO.000,4.000) 
IF(U.LT.1.0) THEN 
IX1 (0)=-1 
IX2CO)=-1 
15(0)=2 
ELSEIF(U.LT.2.0) THEN 
IX1CO)=-1 
IX2CO)=1 
15(0)=1 
ELSEIF(U.LT.3.0) THEN 
IX1 (0 )=1 
IX2 (0) =-1 
15(0)=3 
ELSE 
IX1 CO)=l 
IX2(o)=1 
15(0)=0 
ENOIF 
IF(ISY.EQ.O) THEN 
IX1 CO)=-1 
IX2 (0)=-1 
ISCO)=2 
ENDIF 
ISOCO)=ISCO)+ISD(-1 ) 
IFCISDCO).GE.4) ISDCO)=ISDCO)-4 
IF ClSO(O) .EQ.1) THEN 
DX1 =-1 
DX2=1 
ELSEIFCISO(0).EQ.2) THEN 
OX1=-1 
DX2=-1 
ELSEIFCISDCO).EQ.3) THEN 
OX1=1 
DX2=-1 
ELSE 
DX1=1 
DX2=1 
ENDIF 
C SHIFT ARRAY. 
C 
DO 113 I=KS6,KS2 
II=I+KSl 
Xl (I )=Xl (Ill 
X2 (I) =X2 (II ) 
XXXI Cl )=XXXl CII) 
XXX2(1)=XXX2CII) 
XXI (ll = XXI (I I ) 
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XX2 (I) =XX2 (II ) 
XUl (I ) = XUl (II ) 
XU2 ( I ) = XU2 ( II ) 
XLI (I )=XLl (II) 
113 XL2(I)=XL2(II) 
C 
DO 114 I=KS3,KS2 
Xl (l )=BF (l hOXl +Xl (I) 
114 X2(I)=BF(I)*OX2+X2(I) 
C 
c 
DO 143 N=KS3-KS1+l ,KS3 
RN=Xl (N) 
QN=X2(N) 
E2=RN*RN+QN*QN+E2 
I=INT(AV1*SQRT(RN*RN+QN*QN» 
PR=RN*PGR(I)-QN*PGQ(I) 
PQ=RN*PGQ(I)+QN*PGR(I) 
El=PR*PR+PQ*PQ+El 
I=INT(AV2*SQRT(PR*PR+PQ*PQ» 
Rl=PR*GR(I)-PQ*GQ(I) 
Ql=PR*GQ(I)+PQ*GR(I) 
Xl (N)=A*Rl-B*Ql 
143 X2(N)=A*Ql+B*Rl 
C 
c 
U=G050AF(O.OOO,4.000) 
IF(U.LT.l.0) THEN 
RU= 1 .0 
QU= 1 .0 
ELSEIF(U.LT.2.0) THEN 
RU=-1.0 _ 
QU= 1 .0 
ELSEIF(U.LT.3.0) THEN 
RU=1.0 
QU=-1.0 
ELSE 
RU=-1.0 
QU=-1.0 
ENOIF 
DO 151 I=KS3,KS2 
XUl (l ) =BF (I) *RU+XUl (I) 
151 XU2(I)=BF(I)*QU+XU2(I) 
C 
c 
DO 155 N=KS3-KS1+1,KS3 
RN=XUl (N) 
QN=XU2(N) 
I=INT(AV1*SQRT(RN*RN+QN*QN» 
PR=RN*PGR(I)-QN*PGQ(I) 
PQ=RN*PGQ(I)+QN*PGR(I) 
I=INT(AV2*SQRT(PR*PR+PQ*PQ» 
Rl=PR*GR(I)-PQ*GQ(I) 
Ql=PR*GQ(I)+PQ*GR(I) 
XUl (N)=A*Rl-B*Ql 
155 XU2(N)=A*Ql+B*Rl 
C 
U=G050AF(0.000,4.000) 
IF(U.LT.l.0) THEN 
RL=1.0 
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C 
QL= 1 .0 
ELSEIF(U.LT.2.0) THEN 
RL=-1.0 
QL=I.0 
ELSEIF(U.LT.3.0) THEN 
RL=I.0 
QL=-1.0 
ELSE 
RL=-1.0 
QL=-1.0 
ENDIF 
DO 157 I=KS3,KS2 
XLI (1 )=BF<I l*RL+XLl (1) 
157 XL2(!)=BF(!)*QL+XL2(!) 
C 
C 
DO 161 N=KS3-KS1+l,KS3 
RN=XLl (N) 
QN=XL2(N) 
!=!NT(AV1*SQRT(RN*RN+QN*QN» 
PR=RN*PGR(!)-QN*PGQ(!) 
PQ=RN*PGQ(I)+QN*PGR(!) 
!=!NT(AV2*SQRT(PR*PR+PQ*PQ)l 
Rl=PR*GR(!l-PQ*GQ(!) 
Ql=PR*GQ(I)+PQ*GR(!) 
XLI (N)=A*~I-B*Ql 
161 XL2(N)=A*Ql+B*Rl 
C 
C CALCU. TOTAL ENERGY PER SYMBOL 
C 
DO 124 !=KS3-KS1+l,KS3 
124 E=Xl (1 )**2+X2 (I )**2+E 
C 
J=1 
DO 163 I=KS3-KS1+l,KS3 
C ADD OFFSETS 
C 
F2=F2+F+PHF 
!F(F2.GT.P!3) THEN 
F2=F2-PI3 
ELSE!F(F2.LT.-PI3) THEN 
F2=F2+P!3 
ENDIF 
R2=COS(F2) 
Q2=S!N(F2) 
F3=F3+F-PHF 
IF(F3.GT.P!3) THEN 
F3=F3-P!3 
ELSEIF(F3.LT.-P!3) THEN 
F3=F3+P!3 
ENDIF 
R3=COS (F3 l 
Q3=S!N(F3l 
ADJ! (Jl=XUl (I l*R2-XU2(I l*Q2 
uXLl (I l*R3+XL2 (I l*Q3 
ADJQ(J)=XUl (!)*Q2+XU2(I)*R2 
*-XL 1 <I l*Q3 +XL2 ( I l *R3 
163 J=J+l 
C 
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IF(ISW.EQ.O) THEN 
DO 142 1=1,8 
AOJI(I)=O 
142 AOJQ(I )=0 
C 
C 
ENOIF 
J=1 
DO 119 I=KS3-KS1.l,KS3 
Wl=G0500F(0.000,Pl ) 
W2=G0500F(0.000,Pl ) 
RI =Xl (I l+Wl +AOJI (J) 
Ql=X2(I).W2+AOJQ(J) 
Fl=Fl+PHF 
IF(Fl.GT.PI3) THEN 
Fl =Fl -PI3 
ELSEIF(Fl.LT.-PI3) THEN 
Fl=Fl+PI3 
ENOIF 
R2=COS(Fl) 
Q2=SIN(Fl) 
XXI (I)=Rl*R2-Ql*Q2 
XX2(I)=Ql*R2+Rl*Q2 
119 J=J+l 
C 
DO 134 II=KS7-KS1+1,KS7 
XXX 1 (I I ) = XX 1 (II ) * F R ( 0 ) 
XXX2(II)=XX2(II)*FR(0) 
DO 137 1=1, KS5 
Rl=XXl (II+!) 
R2 = XXI (Il- I ) 
Q 1 = XX2 ( II + I ) 
Q2 = XX2 ( II - I ) 
XXXI (11 )=XXXl (11 )+FR(!)*(Rl+R2) 
137 XXX2(II)=XXX2(II)+FR(I)*(Ql+Q2) 
134 CONTINUE 
C 
FPH1=PHEF*GAMMA 
FPH2=FPH1*ALPHA+FPH2 
FPH3=FPH1+FPH2 
DO 132 I=KS7-KS1+1 ,KS7 
CT RR=I/SQRT(XXX1(I)**2.XXX2(I)**2) 
RR=I/(ABS(XXXl (I) )+ABS(XXX2<I») 
FPH=FPH+FPH3 
IF(FPH.GT.PI3) THEN 
FPH=FPH-PI3 
ELSEIF(FPH.LT.-PI3) THEN 
FPH=FPH+PI3 
ENOIF 
Rl=XXX1(I) 
Ql=XXX2(I) 
R2=COS(FPH) 
Q2=SIN(FPH) 
XXXI (I)=Rl*R2.Ql*Q2 
XXX2(I)=Ql*R2-Rl*Q2 
XXXI (I)=XXXl (I)*RR 
132 XXX2(I)=XXX2(I)*RR 
C 
XXXM1=XXXl (11 )*BSF(O) 
XXXM2=XXX2(Il )*BSF(O) 
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DO 1 31 1 = 1 ,KS 1 2 
XXXMl =XXXMl +BSF(I )*(XXXl (11-1 )+XXXl (11 +1» 
131 XXXM2=XXXM2+BSF(I)*(XXX2(Il-I)+XXX2(ll+I» 
C 
CALL ANGSUBl (XXXMl ,XXXM2,PHPOSF) 
C 
PHPOS=PHPOSF 
IF(PHPOS.LT.O) PHPOS=PHPOS+PI3 
C 
C THRESHOLD DETECTION 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IF(PHPOS.LT.PIO) THEN 
ISSD(O)=O 
PHASTI=PI4 
ELSEIF(PHPOS.LT.Pll) THEN 
ISSD<O )=1 
PHASTI =PI5 
ELSEIF(PHPOS.LT.PI2) THEN 
ISSO(0)=2 
PHASTI=PI6 
ELSE 
ISSD(0)=3 
PHASTI =PI7 
ENDIF 
IF(ISW.EQ.l) THEN 
PHEF=PHPOS-PHASTI 
IF(ABS(PHEF).GT.Pll) THEN 
IF(PHEF.GT.O) THEN 
PHEF=PHEF-PI3 
ELSE 
PHEF=PHEF+PI3 
ENDIF 
ENOIF 
ELSE 
IF(LL.GE.200) THEN 
PHEF=PHPOS-PHASTI 
IF(ABS(PHEF).GT.PI1) THEN 
IF(PHEF.GT.O) THEN 
PHEF=PHEF-PI3 
ELSE 
PHEF=PHEF+PI3 
ENOIF 
ENDIF 
ELSE 
IF(LL.EQ.199) GAMMA=0.03 
IF(LL.EQ.199) ALPHA=0.015 
PHEF=PHPOSF-PHl 
PH1=PHPOSF 
IF(PHEF.GT.O) THEN 
PHEF=PHEF-Pll 
ELSE 
PHEF=PHEF+Pll 
ENDIF 
ENOIF 
ENOIF 
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C 
ISS=ISSDCO)-ISSDC-l ) 
IFCISS.LT.O) ISS=ISS+~ 
IFCISS.EQ.O) THEN 
I XXXl = 1 
IXXX2=1 
ELSEIFClSS.EQ.l) THEN 
IXXX1=-1 
IXXX2= 1 
ELSEIFCISS.EQ.2) THEN 
IXXX1=-1 
IXXX2=-1 
ELSE 
IXXX1=1 
IXXX2=-1 
ENDIF 
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C COUNT ERROR BURSTS 
C 
IB3=IB3+1 
IB1=IB1+l 
IB2=IB2+1 
I F Cl XXXl • EQ. I Xl C KT2 l. AND. I XXX2. EQ. I X2 C KT2 » GOTO 1 11 
IF C IXl CKT2) .NE. IXXX1) IBE= IBE+l 
IFCIX2CKT2).NE.IXXX2) IBE=IBE+l 
I F Cl B 1 . GT. 3) I A 1 = I A 1 + 1 
IB1=0 
IFCIB2.GT.5) IA2=IA2+1 
IB2=0 
IFCIB3.GT.l0) IA3=IA3+1 
IB3=0 
1 1 1 CONT! NUE 
IFCISW.EQ.O) THEN 
NTEST1=L 
NTEST2=10000 
Pl =P 
GAMMA=GAMMAl 
ALPHA= ALPHA 1 
ISW=l 
GOTO 1006 
ENDIF 
PRINT*, 'THE CHANNAL SPACING IS CM HZ)',CSP 
PRINT*, 'THE BASEBAND SHAPPING FILTER IS R.O. CSQ.RT=)' ,ROF 
PRINT*,'GAMMA & ALPHA ARE' ,GAMMA,ALPHA 
PRINT*,'THE TRUNCATED LENGTH OF THE BASEBAND FILTER IS' ,KT12 
PRINT*,'THE SEED INTEGER IS' ,IIQQ 
PRINT*,'NO. OF SYMBOL TRANSMITTED=' ,L*10000 
PRINT*,'THE FREQ. OFFSET IS',FOS 
El=El/CREALCL*10000)*~.O*KSl ) 
E2=E2/CREALCL*10000)*4.0*KSl ) 
PRINT*,'THE PERDISTORTOR AND TWT VALUES ARE' ,INTCPREDBK),INTCBK) 
PRINT*,'THE PREDISTORTION BACKOFF POINT IS',PBOP 
PRINT*,'ENERGY PER BIT AT THE INPUT TO THE PREDISTORTOR IS' ,E2 
PRINT*,'THE BACKOFF POINT IS' ,BOP 
PRINT*, 'ENERGY PER BIT AT THE INPUT OF THE TWT' ,El 
EB=E/REALCL*10000)/REALCKSl ) 
PRINT*,'ENERGY PER BIT AT THE OUTPUT OF THE DEMODULATOR IS' ,EB 
PRINT*,'VARIANCE OF NOISE IS' ,P 
IJ=2*L*10000 
PRINT*,'THE SNR IS',10.0*LOG10CEB*KSl/2/CP*P» 
BER=REALCIBE)/REALCIJ) 
C 
####S 
0.5 
2 
6.95 
1 
2 
PRINT*,'BIT ERROR RATE IS',BER 
PRINT*,'ERROR BURST IAl IS',IAl 
PRINT*,'ERROR BURST IA2 IS' ,IA2 
PRINT*,'ERROR BURST IA3 IS' ,IA3 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ANGSUBl (RE,AIM,PHASEl 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,Pll,PI2,PI3 
IF(RE.EQ.O.AND.AIM.EQ.Ol THEN 
PHASE=O 
ELSEIF(RE.EQ.O.AND.AIM.GT.Ol THEN 
PHASE=PIO 
ELSEIF(RE.EQ.O.AND.AIM.LT.Ol THEN 
PHASE=-PIO 
ELSE 
PHASE=ATAN(AIM/REl 
IF(RE.LT.Ol THEN 
PHASE=Pll+PHASE 
ELSEIF(RE.GT.O.AND.AIM.LT.Ol THEN 
PHASE=PHASE+PI3 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 
2000 0 
18 15 
0.03 0.015 
0.5 
2 
6.2 
2 
3 
2000 0 
18 15 
0.03 0.015 
0.5 
2 
5.52 
3 
6 
2000 0 
18 15 
0.03 0.015 
0.5 
2 
4.92 
4 
6 
2000 0 
18 15 
0.03 0.015 
0.5 
2 
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4.38 
5 
8 
2000 0 
18 15 
0.03 0.015 
0.5 
2 
3.91 
6 
12 
2000 0 
18 15 
0.03 0.015 
0.5 
2 
3.48 
7 
25 
2000 0 
18 15 
0.03 0.015 
####5 
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APPENDIX AJ3 
SIXULATOR FOR CE8PSK SIGNALS 
THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO EVALUATE THE ERROR-RATE PERFORMANCES 
OF SIGNALS 1B, 2B, 3B AND 4B, OVER A NONLINEAR AND 
BANDLIMITED SATELLITE CHANNEL, WITH THE USE OF THE 
SUBOPTIMUM FILTERS, THE PREDISTORTER, THE AMPLIFIER LIMITER, 
PHASE DEMODULATOR A OR B AND THE DISTANCE MEASURE D AND IN 
AN ACI ENVIRONMENT 
I*JOB PP27,EUELSWC,ST=MFY,C=S,TI=1280, 
1* PW=SWC 
FTN5,DB=0/PMD,L=0. 
LIBRARY(PROCLIB,*) 
NAG(FTN5) 
LGO. 
####S 
C 
C 
PROGRAM SWCAB(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE1=INPUT,TAPE2=OUTPUT) 
DIMENSION FFl (0:63) ,FF2 (0:63) ,FF3(0:63) ,FF4 (0:63) 
DIMENSION X2(-400:400),XXX2(-400:400), 
1 XXl (-400:400) ,XX2(-400:400) ,FR(-200:200) ,GQ(0:38) ,GR!O:38), 
lBSF(-200:200),FM(-200:200), 
2FT( -200: 200) , 
2Xl (-300:300),XXXl (-400:400),STPH(-300:300), 
2XUl (-300:100),XU2(-300:100), 
2BF(-400:400),PGR(0:38),PGQ(0:38), 
2XLl (-300: 100) ,XL2(-300: 100), 
2RU(-2:0),QU(-2:0),RL(-2:0),QL(-2:0), 
2RS(320) ,QS(320) ,ADJI (16) ,ADJQ(16) 
DI MENS I ON I Xl (-100: 0 ) , I X2 (-1 00: 0 ) • 
lIV(16,-200:0),IVV(16,-200:0) 
COMMON IVMAP/VIO,VI1,VI2,VI3,VI4,VI5,VI6,VI7,VQO,VQ1, 
lVQ2,VQ3,VQ4,VQ5,VQ6,VQ7 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,PI1,PI2,PI3 
COMMON ICOST/CEl (8),CIO(64),CQO(64),C(64),CC(16),CE(64) 
DATA(FT(I),I=0,24)/l.0,0.935,0.758,0.512,0.256,0.041,-0.099, 
*-0.157,-0.146,-0.094,-0.031 ,0.02,0.048,0.052,0.039,0.017,-0.004, 
*-0.017,-0.021,-0.017,-0.008,0.002,0.009,0.011,0.0081 
DATA(FR(I),I=0,24)/l.0,0.935,0.758,0.512,0.256,0.041,-0.099, 
*-0.157,-0.146,-0.094,-0.031 ,0.02,0.048,0.052,0.039,0.017,-0.004, 
*-0.017,-0.021,-0.017,-0.008,0.002,0.009,0.011,0.0081 
DATA(GQ(I),I=0,38)/0.17,0.34,0.48,0.58,0.65,0.70,0.75, 
*0.78,0.82,0.84,0.85,0.85,0.84,0.83,0.84,0.85,0.83, 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
*0.82,0.80,0.78,0.75,0.73,0.7,0.67,0.65,0.61,0.58,0.56, 
*0.53,0.50,0.~8,0.~3,0.~,0.38,0.37,0.36,0.3~,0.36,0.35 1 
DATA(GR(Il,I=0,38l/3.57,3.17,2.83,2.55,2.33,2.15,1.99, 
*1.83,1.69,1.55,1.~~,1.30,1 .20,1 .09,1.0,0.92,0.86,0.80, 
*0.7~,O.68,0.63,O.58,O.5~,O.50,O.~6,O.~3,O.~,O.37,O.352, 
*0.352,0.332,0.332,0.31,0.3,0.3,0.29,0.29,0.28,0.281 
DATA(PGR(Il,I=O,38l/0.280,O.280,O.280,O.285,O.309,O.309, 
*0.319,0.3~1 ,O.357,O.358,O.386,0.399,O.~18,O.~32,O.~53, 
*0.~68,O.~92,0.50~,O.57~,O.59~,O.59~,0.59~,O.594,O.594, 
*0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594, 
*0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.5941 
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DATA(PGQ(Il,I=O,38l/-0.005,-0.012,-0.015,-0.020,-0.033,-0.038, 
*-0.051 ,-0.063,-0.076,-0.086,-0.104,-0.122,-0.136,-0.157,-0.188, 
*-0.218,-0.251,-0.315,-0.425,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544, 
*-0.544,-0.544,-0.~~4,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544, 
*-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.5441 
RR=SQRT(PGR(20l**2+PGQ(20l**2l 
DO 136 1=0,38 
PGQ(ll=PGQ(ll/RR 
136 PGR(ll~PGR(ll/RR 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
DATA (FFl (Il,I=O,63l/1.0,.943,.786,.566,.334,.135,.0,-.064,-.068, 
* - .038, - .001 , • 02~ , .029 , .01 7 , - .001 , - .01 ~ , - .017, - .011 , 
*-.001,.008, .01,.007,-.001,-.007,-.008, 
*-.006,-.001, .004, .005, .003,-.001 ,-.004,-.005,-.004, 
* .0, .003 , .004 , .002, .0, - .003 , - .004, - .003 , - .001 , .002 , .003 , 
*.002, .0,-.003,-.003,-.002, .0, .001, .002, .001, .0,-.002, 
*- .003 , - .002, - .001 , .001 , .002, .001 , .0, - .0021 
DATA (FF2 Cl l, 1=0,63 III .0,.954, .825, .638, .425, .223, .06, - .047, 
*-.095,-.096,-.067,-.028,.005,.022,.022,.01,-.006,-.018,-.022, 
*-.018,-.008,.003,.011,.012,.009, 
*.002,-.004,-.007,-.007,-.003,.002,.006,.006,.004,.0,-.005, 
*-.007,-.008,-.005,-.002,.001,.003,.002,.0,-.002,-.004,-.004, 
*-.002, .001, .004, .005, .005, .003, .0,-.002,-.003,-.002, .0, 
*.001, .002, .001, .0,-.003,-.0051 
-
DATA (FF3 Cl l, 1=0,63 III .0, .963,0.858,0.7,0.511,0.316,0.139,-0.001, 
*-0.094,-0.138,-0.14,-0.112,-0.068,-0.022,0.035,0.039,0.03,0.014, 
*0.014,-0.003,-0.015,-0.02,-0.017,-0.008,0.002, 
* .01 1 , .01 6 , .015, .01 , .003 , - • 005 , - .01 , - .011 , - .009 , 
*-.005, .001, .005, .008, .007, .003,-.001,-.005, 
*-.008,-.008,-.006,-.002,.002,.005,.006, 
*.005,.002,-.002,-.005,-.006,-.006,-.004,.0, 
*.003,.005,.005,.003,.001,-.003,-.0051 
DATA (FF4(1 l,I=O,48l/1.0,.970, .884,.751, .585, .405, 
*.227,.068,-.058,-.1~4,-.188,-.192,-.164,-.115,-.056, 
* • 002 , .049, .08, .091 , .085 , .065, .036, .006, - .02, - .039, 
*-.047,-.0~5,-.03~,-.019,-.003, .011, .021, .02~, .021, .014, 
*.00~,-.005,-.012,-.016,-.015,-.011,-.004,.003,.009, 
* .01 3 , .013 , .01 , .005, - .0021 
DO 1 005 NR= 1 , 1 
PRINT*,' INPUT BASE BAND FILTER R.O.F (SQ.l=I,0.75,0.5,0.25' 
C 
172 
CT 
173 
CT 
174 
CT 
175 
CT 
C 
C 
READ*,ROF 
PRINT*,' INPUT THE TRUNCATION LENGTH' 
READ*,KT12 
PRINT*,'INPUT THE NOISE VARIANCE' 
READ*,P 
PRINT*,' INPUT THE RANDOM SEED' 
READ*,IIQQ 
PRINT*,' INPUT NO. OF TESTED SYMBOLS' 
READ*,L 
IF (ROF . EQ. 1 ) THEN 
DO 172 1=0,63 
BSF ( I ) = FF 1 <I ) 
PBOP=3.953 
BOP=3.21 
BOP=2.84 
ELSEIF(ROF.EQ.0.75) THEN 
DO 173 1=0,63 
BSF(I)=FF2(I) 
PBOP=4.551 
BOP=3.715 
BOP=3.31 
ELSEIF(ROF.EQ.0.5) THEN 
DO 174 1=0,63 
BSF (l )=FF3 <I) 
PBOP=5.207 , 
BOP=4.22 
BOP=3.83 
ELSEIF(ROF.EQ.0.25) THEN 
DO 175 1=0,63 
BSF(I)=FF4(1) 
PBOP=5.98 
BOP=4.83 
BOP=4.39 
ELSE 
PRINT*,'NO REQUIRED FILTER' 
STOP 
ENDIF 
PI1=ACOS(-1.0) 
PIO=PIl/2.0 
PI2=PIO*3.0 
PI3=2.0*PI1 
C MAP-SETTING 
C 
VIO=0.924 
VQO=0.383 
VI1=0.383 
VQ1=0.924 
VI2=-0.383 
VQ2=0.924 
VI3=-0.924 
VQ3=0.383 
VI4=-0.924 
VQ4=-0.383 
VI5=-0.383 
VQ5=-0.924 
VI6=0.383 
VQ6=-0.924 
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C 
VI7=0.924 
VQ7=-0.383 
CALL COSTSUB(I,CIO,CQO,O,O,O,O,O,O) 
CALL COSTSUB(2,CIO,CQO,O,O,O,1 ,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(3,CIO,CQO,1 ,0,0,0,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(4,CIO,CQO,1 ,0,0,1 ,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(5,CIO,CQO,O,O,O,O,I,O) 
CALL COSTSUB(6,CIO,CQO,O,O,O,I,1 ,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(7,CIO,CQO,1 ,0,0,0,1,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(8,CIO,CQO,I,O,O,1 ,1,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(9,CIO,CQO,O,1 ,0,0,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(10,CIO,CQO,O,I,O,1 ,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(11 ,CIO,CQO,I,I,O,O.O,O) 
CALL COSTSUB(12,CIO,CQO,I,I,O,1 ,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(13,CIO,CQO,O,I,O,O,I,O) 
CALL COSTSUB(14,CIO,CQO,O,I,O,I,1 ,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(15,CIO,CQO,I,I,O,O,I,O) 
CALL COSTSUB(16,CIO,CQO,I,I,O,1 ,1,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(17,CIO,CQO,O,O,O,O,O,I) 
CALL COSTSUB(18,CIO,CQO,O,O,O,I,O,I) 
CALL COSTSUB(19,CIO,CQO,1 ,0,0,0,0,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(20,CIO,CQO,1 ,0,0,1 ,0,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(21 ,CIO,CQO,O,O,O,O,I,I ) 
CALL. COSTSUB(22,CIO,CQO,O,O,O,1 ,1,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(23,CIO,CQO,I,O,O,O,I,I) 
CALL COSTSUB(24,CIO,CQO,1 ,0,0,1 ,1,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(25,CIO,CQO,O,I,O,O,O,I) 
CALL COSTSUB(26,CIO,CQO,O,I,O,1 ,0,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(27,CIO,CQO,I,I,O,O,O,I) 
CALL COSTSUB(28,CIO,CQO,I,1 ,0,1,0,1 ) 
CALL COSTSUB(29,CIO,CQO,O,I,O,O,I,I) 
CALL COSTSUB(30,CIO,CQO,O,I,O,1 ,I ,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(31 ,CIO,CQO,I,I ,0,0,1,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(32,CIO,CQO,I,I,O,1 ,1.1) 
CALL COSTSUB(33,CIO,CQO,O,O,I,O,O,O) 
CALL COSTSUB(34,CIO,CQO,O,O,I,1 ,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(35,CIO,CQO,I,O,1 ,0,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(36,CIO,CQO,I,O,I,1 ,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(37,CIO,CQO,O,O,I,O,I,O) 
CALL COSTSUB(38,CIO,CQO,O,O,I,1 ,1,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(39,CIO,CQO,1 ,0,1,0,1,0). 
CALL COSTSUB(40,CIO,CQO,I,O,I,1 ,1,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(41,CIO,CQO,O,I,I,O,O,O) 
CALL COSTSUB(42,CIO,CQO,O,I,I,1 ,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(43,CIO,CQO,I,I,I,O,O,O) 
CALL COSTSUB(44,CIO,CQO,1 ,1,1,1 ,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(45,CIO,CQO,O,I,I,O,I,O) 
CALL COSTSUB(46,CIO,CQO,O,I,I,I,I,O) 
CALL COSTSUB(47,CIO,CQO,I,I,1 ,0,1 ,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(48,CIO,CQO,I,I,I,I,I,O) 
CALL COSTSUB(49,CIO,CQO,O,O,I,O,O,I) 
CALL COSTSUB(50,CIO,CQO,O,O,I,1 ,0,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(51,CIO,CQO,I,O,I,O,O,I) 
CALL COSTSUB(52,CIO,CQO,I,O,I,1 ,0,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(53,CIO,CQO,O,O,I,O,I,I) 
CALL COSTSUB(54,CIO,CQO,O,O,I,I,I,I) 
CALL COSTSUB(55,CIO,CQO,I,O,I,O,I,I) 
CALL COSTSUB(56,CIO,CQO,I,O,I,I,I,I) 
CALL COSTSUB(57,CIO,CQO,O,I,1 ,0,0,1) 
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C 
CALL COSTSUB(58,CIO,CQO,O,I,l,l,O,I) 
CALL COSTSUB(59,CIO,CQO,1,I,l,O,O,I) 
CALL COSTSUB(60,CIO,CQO,I,I,I,l,O,I) 
CALL COSTSUB(61,CIO,CQO,O,I,I,O,I,I) 
CALL COSTSUB(62,CIO,CQO,O,1 ,1,1 ,1,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(63,CIO,CQO,1 ,I ,I ,0,1 ,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(64,CIO,CQO,I,I,I,1,I,I) 
PRINT*,'TWT AND ACI' 
PRINT*,'WHAT MEASURE ?' 
PRINT*,'I-CX ,2-PH**2, 3-LIMITER, 4-PH, 5-R*PH, 6-R*PH**2', 
l' ,7-COS ,8-R*COS' 
READ*,MEAS 
IF(MEAS.NE.1 .AND.MEAS.NE.3) THEN 
DO 122 1=1,64 
RE=CIO(I) 
AIM=CQO(I ) 
CALL ANGSUB(RE,AIM,PHASE) 
122 CIO(I)=PHASE 
ELSEIF (MEAS .EQ.l) THEN 
DO 129 1=1,64 
CID(I )=CIO(I) 
129 CQD(I)=CQO(I) 
ENDIF 
C 
C KS1: NO OF THE SAMPLES IN ONE T. 
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C KT1: SYMBOL LENGTH OF THE TRUNCATED IMPULSE RESPONSE WAVEFORM 
C OF THE BASEBAND SHAPPING FILTER IN CASCADED WITH THE BPF. 
C KS2: THE BASEBAND SHAPPING ARRAY EXTENDS FROM -KS3 TO +KS2. 
C KT2: SYMBOL TIME FOR THE 1ST SAMPLE INSTANCE 
C KS3: ARRAY ELEMENT FOR THE 1ST SAMPLE. 
C KT12: TRUNCATED OF THE BASE BAND SHAPPING FILTER. 
C KT4: SYMBOL LENGTH OF THE IMPULSE RESPONSE OF FT IN THE TX 
C KS4: THE LAST ELEMENT IN FT 
C KT5: SYMBOL LENGTH OF THE IMPULSE RESPONSE OF FT IN THE RX 
C KS5: THE LAST ELEMENT IN FR 
C KTM1: SYMBOL LENGTH OF THE IMPULSE RESPONSE OF THE MATCHED-FILTER 
C KSM1: THE LAST ELEMENT IN MF 
C 
C 
KT4=3 
KT1=2*(KTI2+KT4) 
KT3=KT1*(-1 )/2 
KS1=8 
KS2=KT1*KS1/2 
KS3=KS2*(-1 ) 
KS4=KT4*KS1 
KT5=3 
KS5=KT5*KSl 
KS12=KT12*KS1 
KTM1=KT12+KT5 
KSMl =KTMl *KS1 
KT2=-KT1/2-KTM1 
DO 165 I=KS4+1,200 
165 FT ( Il = 0 .0 
DO 166 1=0,200 
166 FT(-I)=FT(I) 
DO 167 II=O,KS2 
RR=BSF(O)*FT(II) 
DO 168 I=1,KS12 
168 RR=RR+BSF(I)*(FT(II+I)+FT(II-I» 
167 BF (11 ) =RR 
DO 150 I=O,KS2 
BF ( - I ) = BF (1 ) 
150 FM(I )=BF(1) 
C 
C 
KS10=320 
KTI3=-32 
KTI4=KTI3-1 
KTI5=KT13+KT2 
C DETECTOR INITIALISATION 
C 
DO 120 1=1,16 
CC(I)=1.0E+6 
DO 120 J=KTI4,O 
120 IV(1,J)=O 
C 
CC(I)=O 
DO 102 I = 1 , 1 6 ,4 
IV(1,O)=O 
IV(1+1,O)=1 
IV(I+2,O)=2 
102 IV(I+3,O)=3 
C 
C 
C 
KT6=KTI4+KT2 
CSP=5 
F=PI3*CSP/32.0 
DO 164, I=I,KS10 
FF=F*REAL(I) 
RS(I)=COS(FF) 
164 QS(I)=SIN(FF) 
C 
C INITIALISATION 
C 
DO 104 I=KT6,O 
IX1(I)=O 
104 IX2(I )=0 
C 
DO 138 1=-2,0 
RU(1 )=0 
QU(J)=O 
RL! Il=O 
138 QL!I )=0 
C 
KS6=KS3-KS1+1-2*KSMl 
KS7=KS3-KS5 
DO 105 I=KS6,KS2+KSl 
Xl( Il=O.O 
X2(I)=0.0 
XXI (Il=O.O 
XX2(I),:0.0 
XXXI (J )=0.0 
XXX2(I)=0.0 
XUl(I)=O.O. 
XU2(I)=0.0 
XLI (I )=0.0 
STPH(I)=O.O 
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105 XL2 ( Il = 0 . 0 
C 
C 
C 
CDI=VIO 
CDQ=VQO 
DO 127 J=KT6.0 
DO 126 I=KS6.KS2 
1I=I+KSl 
Xl( Il =Xl( I Il 
X2 (I ) = X2 ( I I ) 
XUl (I ) = XUl (11 ) 
XU2 (I ) =XU2 (J I) 
XL 1 (I ) = XL 1 (J I ) 
126 XL2(1)=XL2(II) 
DO 125 I=KS3.KS2 
Xl (J )=BF(I )*CDI+Xl (I) 
X2II)=BFII)*CDQ+X2(I) 
XUl (J )=Xl (J) 
XU2 ( I ) = X2 ( I ) 
XL1(1)=X111) 
125 XL2(Il=X2(1) 
1 27 CONT! NUE 
C 
PREDBK=18 
BK=15 
PAV=SQRTI4.0*PBOP) 
AV=SQRTI4.0*BOP) 
AV1=PREDBK/PAV 
AV2=BK/AV 
I=PREDBK 
SUM1=SQRTIPGRII)**2+PGQ(I)**2) 
Al =PGR (I) ISUMl 
Bl=-PGQ(I)/SUMl 
I=BK 
SUM2=SQRT(GR(I)**2+GQ(I)**2) 
A2=GR(I)/SUM2 
B2=-GQ(I)/SUM2 
A=Al*A2-Bl*B2 
B=Al*B2+Bl*A2 
DO 141 N=KS6.KS3 
RN=Xl (N) 
QN"X2 (N) 
-I=INTIAV1*SQRTIRN*RN+QN*QN» 
PR=RN*PGR(I)-QN*PGQ(I) 
PQ=RN*PGQ(I)+QN*PGRII) 
I=INT(AV2*SQRT(PR*PR+PQ*PQ» 
Xl (N)=PR*GRII)-PQ*GQ(I) 
141 X2IN)=PR*GQ(I)+PQ*GR(I) 
C 
DO 146 N=KS6.KS3 
Rl=Xl (N) 
Ql=X2(N) 
Xl (N) =A*Rl-B*Ql 
X2 (N) =A*Ql +B*Rl 
XXI (N)=Xl (N) 
146 XX2(N)=X2(N) 
C 
DO 130 II=KS6+KS5.KS3-KS5 
XXXI (11 )=XXl (11 )*FR(O) 
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XXX2(II)=XX2(II)*FR(0) 
DO 135 I=I,KS5 
RI =XXl (II+I) 
R2=XX1(II-I) 
Ql =XX2 (II+I) 
Q2=XX2(II-Il 
XXXI (11 )=XXXl (ll )+FR(I)* (RI +R2) 
135 XXX2(II)=XXX2(II)+FR(I)*(Ql+Q2) 
130 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 133 I=KS6+KS5,KS3-KS5 
RR=I/SQRT(XXXl (I )**2+XXX2(I )**2) 
CT RR=I/(ABS(XXXl (I»+ABS(XXX2(I») 
XXXI (I )=XXXl (I )*RR 
133 XXX2(I)=XXX2(I)*RR 
C 
C ASSUME THE 1ST DETECTION IS CORRECT 
C 
KT7=KT2-1 
C 
C 11: THE MAIN SAMPLING INSTANCE 
11 =KS3-KSMl 
C 12: THE OFFSET SAMPLING INSTANCE. 
12=11 
C 
CALL G05CBF(IIQQ) 
C 
C INITIALISE ALL COUNTERS. 
C 
C 
C 
IE=O 
I Al =0 
IA2=0 
IA3=0 
IB1=0 
IB2=0 
IB3=0 
IBE=O 
E=O.O 
El=O.O 
E2=0.0 
E3=0 
KS 11 = 1 
C START 
C 
DO 111 LLL=I,L 
DO 111 LL = 1 , 1 0000 
C 
C SHIFT ID 
C 
DO 112 I=KT6,-1 
J=I+l 
IXl (I )= IX1<J) 
112 IX2(I)=IX2(J) 
C 
U=G05DAF(0.000,4.000) 
IF(U.LT.l.0) THEN 
IXl (0)=0 
IX2(0)=0 
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C 
C 
ELSEIF(U.LT.2.0) THEN 
IXl (0)=0 
IX2(Q)=1 
ELSEIF(U.LT.3.0) THEN 
IX1(0)=1 
IX2(0)=1 
ELSE 
IXl (0)=1 
IX2(0)=0 
ENDIF 
Kl=IXl (O)+IXl (-2)+IX2(-I) 
K2 = I XI (-2) + I X2 (0) + I X2 (-1 ) + I X2 (-2 ) 
K3=IXl (-1 ) 
KIJ=MOD(KI,2) 
K5=MOD(K2,2) 
K6=MOD(K3,2) 
K7=IJ*KIJ+2*K5+K6+1 
GOTO (1 ,2,3, IJ ,5 ,6,7,8 ) , K7 
1 CDI=VIO 
C 
CDQ=VQO 
GO TO 9 
2 CDI=VIl 
C 
CDQ=VQl 
GO TO 9 
3 CDI=VI2 
C 
CDQ=VQ2 
GOTO 9 
IJ CDI=VI3 
C 
CDQ=VQ3 
GOTO 9 
5 CDI=VIIJ 
C 
CDQ=VQIJ 
GOTO 9 
6 CDI=VI5 
C 
CDQ=VQ5 
GOTO 9 
7 CDI=VI6 
C 
CDQ=VQ6 
GOTO 9 
8 CD1=V17 
CDQ=VQ7 
C 
9 DO 113 1=KS6,KS2 
II=l+KSl 
XI (l )=Xl (11) 
X2 ( Il = X2 (l Il 
XXI (1 ) = XXI (II ) 
XX2 (l ) = XX2 ( I I ) 
XXXI (l ) =XXXl (II ) 
XXX2(I)=XXX2(11) 
XUl (1 ) = XUl (1 1 ) 
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113 
C 
114 
C 
143 
C 
144 
C 
C 
C 
124 
C 
101 
C 
C 
XU2 <I ) = XU2 ( II ) 
XL 1 (I ) = XL 1 ( II ) 
STPH(I)=STPH(II) 
XL2 ( I ) = XL2 ( II ) 
DO 114 I=KS3,KS2 
XI (I )=BF(I )*CDl+Xl (I) 
X2(I)=BF(I)*CDQ+X2(I) 
, 
DO 143 N=KS3-KS1+1,KS3 
RN=Xl (N) 
QN=X2(N) 
E2=RN*RN+QN*QN+E2 
I=INT(AV1*SQRT(RN*RN+QN*QN» 
PR=RN*PGR(I)-QN*PGQ(I) 
PQ=RN*PGQ(I)+QN*PGR(I) 
El=PR*PR+PQ*PQ+El 
I=INT(AV2*SQRT(PR*PR+PQ*PQ» 
XI (N)=PR*GR(I )-PQ*GQ(I) 
X2(N)=PR*GQ(I)+PQ*GR(I) 
DO 144 N=KS3-KS1+l ,KS3 
Rl=Xl(N) 
Ql=X2(N) 
XI (N)=A*Rl-B*Ql 
X2(N)=A*Ql+B*Rl 
CALCU. TOTAL ENERGY PER SYMBOL 
DO 124 I=KS3-KS1+l ,KS3 
E = XI ( I ) ** 2 + X2 ( I ) ** 2 + E 
DO 1 01 1= - 2,-1 
J=I+l 
RU <I ) = RU ( J ) 
QU <I ) =QU (J ) 
RUI )=RL(J) 
QUI )=QUJ) 
U=G05DAF(0.000,4.000) 
IF(U.LT.l.0) THEN 
RU(Q)=O 
QU(Q)=O 
ELSEIF(U.LT.2.0) THEN 
RU(Q)=O 
QU(O)=1 
ELSEIF(U.LT.3.0) THEN 
RU(Q )=1 
QU(O)=1 
ELSE 
RU(O)=1 
QU(Q)=O 
ENDIF 
Kl=RU(0)+RU(-2)+QU(-1 ) 
K2=RU(-2)+QU(Q)+QU(-1 )+QU(-2) 
K3=RU(-t) 
K1!=MOD(Kl,2) 
K5=MOD(K2,2) 
K6=MOD(K3,2) 
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C 
K7=4*K4+2*K5+K6+1 
GOTO(21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28),K7 
21 CDUI=VIO 
C 
CDUQ=VQO 
GO TO 29 
22 CDUI =VI 1 
CDUQ=VQl 
GOTO 29 
C 
23 CDUI=VI2 
C 
CDUQ=VQ2 
GOTO 29 
24 CDUI=VI3 
C 
CDUQ=VQ3 
GOTO 29 
25 CDUI=VI4 
C 
CDUQ=VQ4 
GOTO 29 
26 CDUI=VI5 
C 
CDUQ=VQ5 
GOTO 29 
27 CDUI=VI6 
C 
CDUQ=VQ6 
GO TO 29 
28 CDUI=VI7 
CDUQ=VQ7 
C 
29 DO 151 I=KS3,KS2 
XUl <I ) = BF ( I ) *CDUI +XUl (I ) 
151 XU2(I)=BF(I)*CDUQ+XU2(I) 
C 
DO 155 N=KS3-KS1+l,KS3 
RN=XUl IN) 
QN=XU2(N) 
I=INT(AV1*SQRT(RN*RN+QN*QN» 
PR=RN*PGR(I)-QN*PGQ(I) 
PQ=RN*PGQ(I)+QN*PGR(I) 
I=INT(AV2*SQRT(PR*PR+PQ*PQ» 
XUl (N)=PR*GR(I )-PQ*GQ( I) 
155 XU2(N)=PR*GQ(I)+PQ*GR(I) 
C 
DO 156 N=KS3-KS1+l,KS3 
Rl=XU1(N) 
Ql=XU21N) 
XUl (N)=A*Rl-B*Ql 
156 XU2(N)=A*Ql+B*Rl 
C 
U=G05DAF(0.000,4.000) 
IF(U.LT.l.0) THEN 
RL(O)=O 
QL(Q)=O 
ELSEIF(U.LT.2.0) THEN 
RL<O)=O 
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C 
C 
QL (0 1=1 
ELSEIFCU.LT.3.01 THEN 
RLCOI=1 
QLCOI=1 
ELSE 
RLCOI=1 
QLCOI=O 
ENOIF 
Kl=RLCOI+RLC-21+QLC-l ) 
K2=RLC-2)+QLCO)+QLC-l )+QLC-2) 
K3=RLC-l ) 
K4=MOOCKl ,2) 
K5 = MO 0 ( K2 , 2 ) 
K6=MOOCK3,2) 
K7=4*K4+2*K5+K6+1 
GOTOC31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38),K7 
31 COLI=VIO 
C 
COLQ=VQO 
GOTO 40 
32 CDLI =VI 1 
CDLQ=VQl 
GOTO 40 
C 
33 COLI=VI2 
C 
CDLQ=VQ2 
GOTO 40 
34 CDLI=VI3 
C 
CDLQ=VQ3 
GOTO 40 
35 CDLI=VI4 
C 
COLQ=VQ4 
GO TO 40 
36 CDLI=VI5 
C 
COLQ=VQ5 
GOTO 40 
37 COLI =VI 6 
C 
COLQ=VQ6 
GO TO 40 
38 CDLI=VI7 
CDLQ=VQ7 
C 
40 DO 157 I=KS3,KS2 
XL 1 C I 1= BF C I l*CDL I +XL 1 C I I 
157 XL2CI)=BF(I)*COLQ+XL2CI) 
C 
DO 161 N=KS3-KS1+l,KS3 
RN=XLl CN) -
QN=XL2CNI 
I=INTCAV1*SQRTCRN*RN+QN*QN» 
PR=RN*PGRCII-QN*PGQCI) 
PQ=RN*PGQCI)+QN*PGRCI) 
I=INTCAV2*SQRTCPR*PR+PQ*PQII 
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XLI (N)=PR*GR(I )-PQ*GQ(I) 
161 XL2(N)=PR*GQ(I)+PQ*GR(I) 
C 
DO 162 N=KS3-KS1+1,KS3 
RI =XLl (N) 
Ql=XL2(N) 
XLI (N)=A*Rl-B*Ql 
162 XL2(N)=A*Ql+B*Rl 
C 
IF(KS11.GE.KS10) KSll=1 
J= 1 
DO 163 I=KS3-KS1+l,KS3 
AOJ I (J ) = RS (KS 11 ) * (XUl ( I ) + XL 1 (I ) ) +QS (KS 11 ) * (XL2 ( I ) 
*-XU2 ( I ) ) 
AOJQ (J )=RS (KSll )* (XU2 (I )+XL2 (I) )+QS (KSll )* (XUl (I) 
*-XLI( I» 
KS11=KSll+l 
163 J=J+l 
C 
J=1 
DO 119 I=KS3-KS1+l,KS3 
Wl=G0500F(0.000,P} 
W2=G05DDF(0.000,P) 
XXI (I )=Xl (I )+Wl +AOJI (J) 
XX2(I)=X2(I)+W2+ADJQ(J) 
119 J=J+l 
C 
DO 134 II=KS7-KS1+l ,KS7 
XXX 1 (II ) = XX 1 ( I I l * F R ( 0 l 
XXX2(IIl=XX2(IIl*FR(Ol 
DO 137 1=1, KS5 
Rl=XX1(II+Il 
R2=XX1(II-Il 
Ql = XX2 (II + I l 
Q2=XX2 (I1-1 l 
XXXI (11 l=XXXl (I I l +FR (Il* (RI +R2 l 
137 XXX2(IIl=XXX2(IIl+FR(I)*(Ql+Q2l 
134 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 132 I=KS7-KS1+l,KS7 
RR=I/SQRT(XXXl (Il**2+XXX2(1)**2l 
CT RR=I/(ABS(XXXl (Il)+ABS(XXX2(lll) 
XXX 1 (I l = XXX 1 (I ) * RR 
132 XXX2(Il=XXX2(I)*RR 
C 
XXXM1=XXXl (11 )*BSF(O) 
XXXM2=XXX2(Il )*BSF(O) 
DO 1 31 1=1, KS 1 2 
XXXMl =XXXMl +BSF (1)* (XXXI (11-1 )+XXXl (11 +1 » 
131 XXXM2=XXXM2+BSF(Il*(XXX2(Il-I)+XXX2(ll+I» 
C 
CALL ANGSUB(XXXM1,XXXM2,PH) 
C 
C VIT-DETECTION 
C 
GOTO ( 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5 , 1 6 , 1 7 , 1 8 ) , ME AS 
11 CALL SUBl (XXXM1,XXXM2) 
GOTO 20 
12 CALL SUB2(XXXM1,XXXM2) 
GOTO 20 
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13 CALL SUB3(XXXM1,XXXM2) 
GO TO 20 
111 CALL SUBII(PH) 
GO TO 20 
IS CALL SUBS (XXXMl ,XXXM2) 
GOTO 20 
16 CALL SUB6(XXXM1,XXXM2) 
GOTO 20 
17 CALL SUB7(XXXMl ,XXXM2) 
GO TO 20 
18 CALL SUB8(XXXMl ,XXXM2) 
C 
20 C (1 ) = CE 1 (1 ) + CC (1 ) 
C(7)=CEl (1 )+CC(7) 
C ( 1 8 ) = CE 1 (1 ) +CC (2 ) 
C(211)=CEl (1 )+CC(8) 
C(36)=CEl (1 )+CC(II) 
C(38)=CEl (1l+CC(6) 
C (SI ) c CE 1 (1 ) + CC (3 ) 
C(S3)=CEl (1 )+CC(5) 
C 
C(9)=CEl (2'+CC(9) 
C ( 1 5 ) = CE 1 (2 ) +CC ( 1 S ) 
C(26)=CEl (2)+CC(10) 
C ( 32 ) = CE 1 (2 ) + CC ( 1 6 ) 
C ( 11 11 ) = CE 1 (2 ) + CC ( 1 2 ) 
C(1I6)=CEl (2l+CC(II1) 
C ( S 9 ) = CE 1 (2 , + CC ( 1 1 ) 
C (61 ) = CE 1 (2) + CC ( 1 3 ) 
C 
C(2 )=CEl (3 )+CC(2) 
C(8)=CEl (3)+CC(8) 
C ( 1 7 ) = CE 1 (3 ) + CC (1 ) 
C ( 23 ) = CE 1 (3 ) + CC ( 7 ) 
C(3S)=CEl (3)+CC(3) 
C ( 3 7 ) = CE 1 (3) + CC ( S ) 
C(S2)=CEl (3)+CC(II) 
C(SII)=CEl (3)+CC(6) 
C 
C ( 1 0 ) = CE 1 (4) + CC ( 1 0 ) 
C(16)=CEl (4)+CC(16) 
C(2S)=CEl (4)+CC(9) 
C ( 3 1 ) = CE 1 (11 ) + CC ( 1 S ) 
C(1I3 )=CEl (4 )+CC( 11 ) 
C(IIS)=CEl (4l+CC(13) 
C(60)=CEl (4)+CC(12) 
C(62)=CEl (4)+CC(II1) 
C 
C(II )=CEl (S I+CC(II) 
C(6) =CEl (S) +CC(6) 
C(19)=CEl (S)+CC(3) 
C(21 )=CEl (S)+CC(S) 
C(33)=CEl (S)+CC(I) 
C(39)=CEl (Sl+CC(7) 
C(SO)=CEl (S)+CC(2) 
C(S6)=CEl (S)+CC(8) 
C 
C ( 1 2 ) = CE 1 (G) +CC ( 1 2 ) 
C (111 ) = CE 1 (6 ) +CC ( 111 ) 
C(27)=CEl (GI+CC(11) 
----------------------------
C 
C 
C 
C(29)=CEl (6)+CC(13) 
C(41 )=CEl (6 )+CC(9) 
C(47)=CEl (6)+CC(15) 
C(58 )=CEl (6 )+CC(l 0) 
C(64)=CEl (6)+CC(16) 
C(3 )=CEl (7)+CC(3) 
C (5 ) = CE 1 (7) +CC (5 ) 
C(20 )=CEl (7l+CC(4) 
C (22 ) = CE 1 (7) + CC ( 6 ) 
C ( 34 ) = CE 1 (7) + CC ( 2 ) 
C(40)=CEl (7)+CC(8l 
C(49)=CEl (7)+CC(1) 
C(55)=CEl (7)+CC(7) 
C ( 1 1 ) = CE 1 (8) + CC ( 1 1 ) 
C ( 1 3 ) = CE 1 (8) + CC ( 1 3 1 
C(28)=CEl (8l+CC(12) 
C(30) =CEl (8) +CC( 14) 
C ( 42 ) = CE 1 (8) + CC ( 1 0 ) 
C(48)=CEl (8)+CC!16) 
C(57 )=CEl (8 )+CC(9) 
C (63 ) = CE 1 (8) +CC ( 1 5 ) 
Ml=1 
II 1 =0 
DO 1 03 M= 1 , 1 6 ,4 
CCC=C(Ml ) 
J=Ml 
DO 106 I=Ml +1 ,Ml +3 
IF«C(Il-CCCl.GE.O.O) GOTO 106 
CCC=C(l ) 
J=I 
1 06 CONT! NUE 
J=MOO(J,16l 
IF(J.EQ.O) J=16 
IVV(M,O)=IIl 
CC(M) =CCC 
DO 107 I=KTI4,-1 
107 IVV(M,I l=IV(J,I+l 1 
CCC=C(Ml+4l 
J=Ml+4 
DO 110 I=Ml+5,Ml+7 
IF«C(I)-CCC).GE.O.O) GOTO 110 
CCC=C( I) 
J=I 
110 CONTINUE 
J=MOO(J,16) 
IF(J.EQ.O) J=16 
I VV (M+ 1 ,0) = II 1 
CC(M+l )=CCC 
DO 108 I=KTI4,-1 
108 IVV(M+l,I)=IV(J,I+l) 
CCC=C(Ml+8) 
J=Ml+8 
DO 109 I=Ml+9,Ml+11 
IF«C(I)-CCC).GE.O.O) GO TO 109 
CCC=C(I) 
J=I 
1 09 CONT! NUE 
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J=1100(J,16) 
IF(J.EQ.O) J=16 
IVV(I1+2,O)=111 
CC (11+2 1 =CCC 
DO 121 I=KT14,-1 
121 IVV(M+2,1 l=IV(J,I+1 1 
CCC=C(111+12l 
J=111+12 
DO 128 1=111+13,111+15 
IF«C(ll-CCC).GE.O.Ol GOTO 128 
CCC=C(ll 
J=I 
128 CONTINUE 
J=110D(J, 16) 
IF(J.EQ.O) J=16 
IVV(M+3,Ol=Ill 
CC (M+3 1 =CCC 
DO 115 I=KT14,-1 
115 IVV(M+3,I)=IV(J,I+l) 
III =II1 +1 
103 111=Ml+16 
C 
C SEARCH THE MIN. COST VECTOR 
C 
CCC=1.0E+7 
DO 1 1 6 I = 1 , 1 6 
IF«CC(Il-CCC).GE.O.O) GOTO 116 
CCC=CC(I) 
JJ=I 
116 CONTINUE 
C 
C SUBTRACT ALL THE COSTS BY CCC 
C 
DO 1171=1,16 
117 CC(I)=CC(I)-CCC 
C 
C 
C MOVE THE VECTORS IVV BACK TO THE IV VECTORS 
C 
DO 118 J= 1 ,16 
DO 118 I=KT14,O 
118 IV(J,I)=IVV(J,I) 
C 
ISS=IV(JJ,KT13) 
IF(ISS.EQ.O) THEN 
IXXX1=0 
IXXX2=0 
ELSEIF (155. EQ. 1 ) THEN 
IXXX1=0 
IXXX2=1 
ELSEIF(ISS.EQ.2) THEN 
IXXX1=1 
IXXX2=0 
ELSE 
IXXX1=1 
IXXX2=1 
ENOIF 
C 
C 
C COUNT ERROR BURSTS 
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C 
111 
CT 
1005 
IB3=IB3+1 
IB1=IB1+l 
IB2=IB2+1 
IF(IXXXl .EQ.IXl (KTI5).AND.IXXX2.EQ.IX2(KTI5» GO TO 111 
IFIIXl IKTI5).NE.IXXX1) IBE=IBE+l 
IF IIX2 IKTI5) .NE. IXXX2) IBE= IBE+l 
I F I I B 1. GT .3) I A 1 = I Al + 1 
IB1=0 
IFIIB2.GT.10) IA2=IA2+1 
IB2=0 
IF(IB3.GT.28) IA3=IA3+1 
IB3=0 
CONTINUE 
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IFIMEAS.NE.I.AND.MEAS.NE.3) PRINT*,'PHASE DEMODULATION IS USED' 
PRINT*,'--------------' 
IFIMEAS.EQ.I) THEN 
PRINT*,'CX IS USED' 
ELSEIFIMEAS.EQ.2) THEN 
PRINT*,'PH**2 IS USED' 
ELSEIFIMEAS.EQ.3) THEN 
PRINT*,'LIMITER IS USED' 
ELSEIFIMEAS.EQ.~) THEN 
PRINT*,'PH IS USED' 
ELSEIFIMEAS.EQ.S) THEN 
PRINT*,'R*PH IS USED' 
ELSEIFIMEAS.EQ.6) THEN 
PRINT*,'R*PH*PH IS USED' 
ELSEIFIMEAS.EQ.7) THEN 
PRINT*,'COSIPH) IS USED' 
ELSE 
PRINT*,'R*COSIPH) IS USED' 
ENDIF 
PRINT*,'--------------, 
PRINT*,'SINE YAVE PO IS USED' 
PRINT*,'EX-OR GATE PD IS USED' 
PRINT*,'THE CHANNAL SPACING IS IM HZ)' ,ICSP) 
PRINT*,'THE BASE BAND SHAPPING FILTER IS R.O. ISQ.RT=)',ROF 
PRINT*,'THE TRUNCATED LENGTH OF THE BASEBAND FILTER IS' ,KT12 
PRINT*,'THE SEED INTEGER IS' ,IIQQ 
PRINT*,'NO. OF SYMBOL TRANSMITTED=' ,L*10000 
El=EI/IREALIL*'0000)*~.O*KS' ) 
E2=E2/IREALIL*'0000)*~.O*KS' ) 
-PRINT*,'THE PERDISTORTOR AND TYT VALUES ARE',INT(PREDBK),INTIBK) 
PRINT*,'THE PREDISTORTION BACKOFF POINT IS' ,PBOP 
PRINT*, 'ENERGY PER BIT AT THE INPUT TO THE PREDISTORTOR IS' ,E2 
PRINT*,'THE BACKOFF POINT IS' ,BOP 
PRINT*,'ENERGY PER BIT AT THE INPUT OF THE TYT' ,El 
EB=E/REALIL*10000)/REALIKSI ) 
PRINT*, 'ENERGY PER BIT AT THE OUTPUT OF THE DEMODULATOR IS',EB 
PRINT*,'VARIANCE OF NOISE IS' ,P 
IJ=2*L*10000 
PRINT*,'THE SNR IS' ,10.0*LOG10IEB*KSI/2/IP*P» 
BER=REAL(IBE)/REALIIJ) 
PRINT*,'BIT ERROR RATE IS' ,BER 
PRINT*, 'ERROR BURST IAl IS' ,IAl 
PRINT*,'ERROR BURST IA2 IS',IA2 
PRINT*, 'ERROR BURST IA3 IS' ,IA3 
CONTINUE 
STOP 
C 
C 
1 
C 
2 
C 
3 
C 
4 
C 
5 
C 
6 
C 
7 
C 
8 
C 
9 
C 
END 
SUBROUTINE COSTSUB(N,CIO,CQO,ISIl ,ISI2,ISI3, 
lISQ1,ISQ2,ISQ3) 
DIMENSION CIO(64),CQO(64) 
COMMON IVMAP/VIO,VI1,VI2,VI3,VI4,VI5,VI6,VI7,VQO,VQ1, 
lVQ2,VQ3,VQ4,VQ5,VQ6,VQ7 
Il=ISI3+ISI1+ISQ2 
I2=ISI1+ISQ3+ISQ2+ISQl 
I3=ISI2 
I4=MOD<Il,2) 
I5=MOD<I2,2) 
I6=MOD<I3,2) 
17=4*14+2*15+16+1 
GO TO (1 ,2, 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 ) , I 7 
CIO(N)=VIO 
CQO(N)=VQO 
GO TO 9 
CIO(N)=VIl 
CQO(N)=VQl 
GO TO 9 
CIO(N)=VI2 
CQO(N)=VQ2 
GOTO 9 
CIO(N)=VI3 
CQO(N)=VQ3 
GOTO 9 
CIO(N)=VI4 
CQO (N) =VQ4 
GO TO 9 
CIO(N)=VI5 
CQO(N)=VQ5 
GOTO 9 
CIO(N)=VI6 
CQO (N) =VQ6 
GOTO 9 
CIO (N) =VI7 
CQO (N) =VQ7 
1=1 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ANGSUB(RE,AIM,PHASE) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,PI1,PI2,PI3 
IF(RE.EQ.O.AND.AIM.EQ.O) THEN 
PHASE=O 
ELSEIF(RE.EQ.O.AND.AIM.GT.O) THEN 
PHASE=PIO 
ELSEIF(RE.EQ.O.AND.AIM.LT.O) THEN 
PHASE=-PIO 
ELSE 
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C 
C 
PHASE=ATAN(AIM/RE) 
IF(PHASE.GT.O.AND.RE.LT.O.AND.AIM.LT.O) THEN 
PHASE=-PII+PHASE 
ELSEIF(PHASE.LT.O.AND.RE.LT.O.AND.AIM.GT.O) THEN 
PHASE=PHASE+PI I 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SUB2(RE,AIM) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,PII,PI2,PI3 
COMMON ICOST/CEI (8),CIO(64),CQO(64),C(64),CC(16),CEC64) 
CALL ANGSUBCRE,AIM,PH) 
CEI Cl )=ABSCCIO(I I-PH) 
CE I (2 ) = ABS (C 10 (9 ) - PH) 
CEI (3) =ABS (Cl 0 (2 I-PH) 
CE I (4 ) = ABS (C I 0 ( I 0 ) - PH) 
GEl (S)=ABS(CIO(4)-PH) 
CE I (6 ) = ABS ( C I 0 ( I 2 ) - PH) 
GEl (7)=ABS(CIO(3)-PH) 
CE I C 8 ) = ABS (C I 0 ( I I ) - PH) 
DO 104 1=1,8 
IF (CE I Cl ) • GT • P I I) GE I (I ) = P I 3 - CE I Cl) 
104 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
CE I (I ) = CE I (I ) ** 2 
GEl (2)=CEI (2)**2 
GEl (3 )=CEI (3 )**2 
GEl C4 )=GEI C4 )**2 
CEI CS )=CEI (S )**2 
CEI (6 )=CEI (6 )**2 
CEI (7) =CEI (7) **2 
CEI (8) =CEI (8) **2 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SUBI (RE,AIM) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,PII,PI2,PI3 
COMMON ICOST/CEI (8),CIO(64),CQO(64),C(64),CC(16),CE(64) 
CEI (I )=(RE-CIO(I »**2+(AIM-CQO(1 »**2 
CEI (2) = CRE-CIO (9) ) **2+ (AIM-CQO (9» **2 
GEl (3)=CRE-CIOC2»**2+(AIM-GQO(2»**2 
CEI (4) = (RE-CIO (10) )**2+ (AIM-CQO (10) )**2 
CEI (S) = (RE-CIO (11) )**2+ (AIM-CQO (4) )**2 
CE I (6) = (RE-Cl 0 (12) ) **2 + (AI M-CQO (12) ) **2 
CEI (7) = (RE-CIO (3) )**2+ (AIM-GQO (3) )**2 
CEI (8)= (RE-CIO(II) )**2+(AIM-CQO(II) )**2 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SUB3(RE,AIM) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,PII,PI2,PI3 
COMMON ICOST/CEI (8),CIO(64),CQO(64),C(64),GC(16),CE(64) 
RR=SQRT(RE**2+AIM**2) 
RE=RE/RR 
AIM=AIM/RR 
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C 
C 
CEl (1)= (RE-CIO(l) )**2+(AIM-CQO(1) )**2 
CEl (2) = (RE-CIO (9» **2+ (AIM-CQO (9) ) **2 
CEl (3)=(RE-CIO(2»**2+(AIM-CQO(2»**2 
CEl (I!)= (RE-CIOnO) )**2+ (AIM-CQO(10) h*2 
CEl (5) = (RE-CIO (I!) )**2+ (AIM-CQO (I!) )**2 
CEl (6)=(RE-CIO(12»**2+(AIM-CQO(12»**2 
CE1(7)=(RE-CIO(3»**2+(AIM-CQO(3»**2 
CEl (8)=(RE-CIOnl »**2+(AIM-CQO(11 »**2 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SUBI!(PH) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,Pll ,PI2,PI3 
COMMON ICOST/CEl (8),CIOI64),CQO(61!),CI64),CC(16),CE(64) 
106 IF(PH.GT.PI3) THEN 
PH=PH-PI3 
ELSEIFIPH.LT.-PI3) THEN 
C 
PH=PH+PI3 
ENOIF 
IF(ABSIPH).GT.PI3) GOTO 106 
IF(PH.GT.PI1) PH=PH-PIl 
IFIPH.LT.-Pll) PH=PH+PIl 
CEl 11 )=ABS(CIO(l )-PH) 
CEl (2)=ABS(CIO(9)-PH) 
CEl (3)=ABS(CIO(2)-PH) 
CE 1 (I!) = ABS I C I 0 ( 1 0 ) - PH) 
CEl (5)=ABSICIO(4)-PH) 
CE1(6)=ABS(CIO(12)-PH) 
CEl (7)=ABS(CIO(3)-PH) 
CEl (8)=ABS(CIO(ll )-PH) 
DO 101! 1=1,8 
I F ICE 1 I I ). GT • PI 1) CE 1 (I ) = P 13 - CE 1 (I ) 
101! CONTI NUE 
C 
C 
C 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SUB5IRE,AIM) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,Pll ,PI2,PI3 
COMMON ICOST/CEl (8),CIO(61!),CQO(61!),CI64),CCI16),CEI64) 
Rl=SQRTIRE**2+AIM**2) 
CALL ANGSUB(RE,AIM,PH) 
CEl (1 ) =ABS (CIO (1 )-PH) 
CEl (2)=ABS(CIO(9)-PH) 
CE1(3)=ABS(CIO(2)-PH) 
CE1(1!)=ABS(CIO(10)-PH) 
CE1(5)=ABS(CIO(I!)-PH) 
CEl (6)=ABS(CIO(12)-PH) 
CE1(7)=ABS(CIO(3)-PH) 
CEl (8)=ABS(CIO(11 )-PH) 
DO 101! 1=1,8 
IF(CEl (I ).GT.Pll) CEl <I )=PI3-CEl (I) 
101! CONTINUE 
C 
CEl (1 )=R,*CEl (1) 
CEl (2) =R,*CEl (2) 
CEl (3 )=R,*CEl (3) 
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C 
C 
CE I (4 ) = RI *CE I (4) 
CEI (5 )=RI *CEI (5) 
CEI (6) =RI *CEI (6) 
CEI (7)=RhCEI (7) 
CEI (8 )=RI *CEI (8) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SUB6(RE,AIM) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,PII ,PI2,PI3 
COMMON ICOST/CEI (8),CIO(64),CQO(64),C(64),CC(16),CE(64) 
RI=SQRT(RE**2+AIM**2) 
CALL ANGSUB(RE,AIM,PH) 
CEI (I )=ABS(CIO(I I-PH) 
CEI (2)=ABS(CIO(9)-PH) 
CEI (3)=ABS(CIOC2)-PH) 
CEI (4)=ABS(CIO(10)-PH) 
CEI (5)=ABS(CIO(4)-PH) 
CEI (6)=ABSCCIO(12)-PH) 
CEI (7 )=ABS (CIO C3 I-PH) 
CEI (8)=ABS(CIO(11 I-PH) 
DO 104 1=1,8 
IF ( CE I <I ) • GT • P I I) CE I (I ) = P I 3 - CE I (I ) 
104 CONTI NUE 
C 
C 
C 
CEI (I )=RhCEI (I )**2 
CE I (2 ) = R I * CE I (2) ** 2 
CEI (3)=RI*CEI (3)**2 
CEI (4) =RI *CEI (4 )**2 
CEI (5)=RI*CEI (5)**2 
CEI (6) =RhCEI (6 )**2 
CEI (7 )=RI *CEI C7 )**2 
CEI (8)=RI *CEI (8)**2 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SUB7(RE,AIM) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,PII,PI2,PI3 
COMMON ICOST/CEI (8),CIOC64),CQOC64),CC64),CCCI6),CE(64) 
CALL ANGSUBCRE,AIM,PH) 
CEI Cl )=ABS(CIOCI I-PH) 
CEI(2)=ABSCCIOC9)-PH) 
CEI (3)=ABSCCIO(2)-PH) 
CEI (4 )=ABS (CIOCIO)-PH) 
CEI (5)=ABSCCIO(4)-PH) 
CEI (6)=ABSCCIO(12)-PH) 
CEI (7)=ABSCCIOC3)-PH) 
CEI (8)=ABSCCIOCII I-PH) 
DO 104 1=1,8 
IF(CEI <I) .GT.PII) CEI Cl )=PI3-CEl <I) 
104 CONTINUE 
C 
CEI Cl )=-COSCCEI (I» 
CEI (2)=-COS(CEl (2» 
CEI (3)=-COSCCEI (3» 
CEI (4) =-COS CCEI (4» 
CEI (5)=-COS(CEI (5» 
CEI (6) =-COS CCEI (6» 
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C 
C 
CE1 (7)=-COSCCE1 (7» 
CE1 (8)=-COSCCE1 (8» 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SUB8CRE,AIM) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,PI1,PI2,PI3 
COMMON ICOST/CE1 (8),CIOC64),CQOC64),CC64),CCC16),CEC64) 
R1=SQRTCRE**2+AIM**2) 
CALL ANGSUBCRE,AIM,PH) 
CE1 C1 )=ABSCCIOC1 )-PH) 
CE1 (2)=ABSCCIOC9)-PH) 
CE1 (3)=ABSCCIOC2)-PH) 
CE 1 C 4 ) = ABS CC I 0 C 1 0 ) - PH l 
CE1 C5l=ABSCCIOC4l-PHl 
CE1 C6l=ABSCCIO(12)-PH) 
CE1 (7)=ABSCCIOC3l-PH) 
CE1 (8)=ABSCCIOC11 )-PH) 
DO 104 1=1,8 
IF C CE 1 Cl ) • GT • PI 1) CE 1 Cl) = P I 3 - CE 1 C I l 
104 CONTINUE 
C 
####S 
0.25 
4 
3.09 
38 
48 
4 
0.25 
4 
4.36 
2 
20 
4 
0.25 
4 
4.12 
3 
20 
4 
####S 
CE1 C1 )=-R1*COSCCE1 (1» 
CE1 C2 l = -RhCOS CCE1 (2» 
CE1 (3) =-RhCOS CCE1 (3» 
CEl C4 l =-Rl *COS CCEl (4» 
CE1 (5) =-RhCOS CCE1 (5» 
CEl (6)=-Rl *COSCCEl (6» 
CE1 C7l=-RhCOS(CE1 (7» 
CEl (8 )=-Rl *COS (CEl (8 l) 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX A14 
SIX!JI.ATQR FOR CDB8PSK SIG1IALS '11TH THE USE OF THE DDL 
THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO EVALUATE THE ERROR-RATE PERFORMANCES 
OF SIGNALS lA. 2A. 3A AND 4A. OVER A NONLINEAR AND 
BANDLIMITED SATELLITE CHANNEL. WITH THE USE OF THE 
SUBOPTIMUM FILTERS. THE PREDISTORTER. THE AMPLIFIER LIMITER. 
PHASE DEMODULATOR A OR B. THE DISTANCE MEASURE D AND THE DDL 
AND IN AN ACI ENVIRONMENT 
I*JOB Cl,EUELSWC,ST=MFY,C=S,TI=1280, 
1* PW=SWC 
FTN5,DB=0/PMD,L=0. 
LIBRARY(PROCLIB,*) 
NAG(FTN5) 
LGO. 
!t!t!t!tS 
C 
C 
C 
PROGRAM SWCAB(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE1=INPUT,TAPE2=OUTPUT) 
DIMENSION BSF(-200:200),FFl (0:63),FF2(0:63),FF3(0:63),FF4(0:63) 
DATA (FF 1 (I ) , 1=0,63 ) 11 .0, .943 , .786, .566 , .334 , . 1 35 , .0, - .064 , - .068, 
* - .038, - .001 , .024 , .029 , .017, - .001 , - .01 4 , - .01 7 , - .011 , 
*-.001 , .008, .01 , .007, -.001 , -.007, -.008, 
*-.006,-.001, .004, .005, .003,-.001 ,-.004,-.005,-.004, 
*.0, .003, .004, .002, .0,-.003,-.004,-.003,-.001, .002, .003, 
* .002, .0, - .003 , - .003, - .002, .0, .001 , .002, .001 , .0 , - .002, 
*-.003,-.002,-.001, .001, .002, .001, .0,-.0021 
DATA (FF2 ( I ) , 1=0,63 ) 11 .0, .954 , .825 , .638, .425 , .223 , .06, - .047, 
* _ .095, - .096, - .067, - .028, .005, .022, .022, .01 , - .006, - .01 8, - .022, 
*-.018,-.008, .003, .011, .012, .009, 
•• 002,-.004,-.007,-.007,-.003,.002,.006,.006,.004,.0,-.005, 
*-.007,-.008,-.005,-.002,.001,.003 •• 002,.0,-.002,-.004,-.004, 
*-.002,.001,.004,.005,.005,.003,.0,-.002,-.003,-.002,.0, 
*.001, .002, .001, .0,-.003,,-.0051 
DATA (FF3(1),1=0,63)/l.0,.963,0.858,0.7,0.511 ,0.316,0.139,-0.001, 
*-0.094,-0.138,-0.14,-0.112,-0.068,-0.022,0.035,0.039,0.03,0.014, 
*0.014,-0.003,-0.015,-0.02,-0.017,-0.008,0.002, 
* .01 1 , .01 6 , .015, .01 , .003, - .005, - .01 , - .011 ,-.009, 
*-.005,.001,.005,.008,.007,.003,-.001,-.005, 
*-.008,-.008,-.006,-.002,.002,.005,.006, 
*.005,.002,-.002,-.005,-.006,-.006,-.004,.0, 
*.003,.005,.005,.003,.001,-.003,-.0051 
DATA (FF4(1),I=0,48)/l.0,.970,.884,.751,.585,.405, 
*.227,.068,-.058,-.144,-.188,-.192,-.164,-.115,-.056, 
C 
C 
100 
CT 
101 
CT 
102 
CT 
103 
CT 
C 
* .002, .049, .08, .091, .085, .065, .036, .006,- .02, - .039, 
*-.047,-.045,-.034,-.019,-.003, .011,.021,.024, .021,.014, 
*.004,-.005,-.012,-.016,-.015,-.011,-.004,.003,.009, 
*.013, .013, .01, .005,-.0021 
DO 10000 NR=l,3 
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PRINT*,'INPUT BASEBAND FILTER R.O.F CSQ.)=l,O.75,O.5,O.25' 
READ*,ROF 
PRINT*,'INPUT THE TRUNCATION LENGTH' 
READ*,KTI2 
PRINT*,' INPUT THE NOISE VARIANCE' 
READ*,P 
PRINT*,'INPUT THE RANDOM SEED' 
READ*,IIQQ 
PRINT*, 'INPUT NO. OF TESTED SYMBOLS' 
READ*,L 
IFCROF.EQ.l) THEN 
DO 100 1=0,63 
BSF Cl) = FF 1 Cl) 
PBOP=3.953 
BOP=3.21 
BOP=2.84 
ELSEIFCROF.EQ.0.75) THEN 
DO 101 1=0,63 
BSF Cl) =FF2 (I ) 
PBOP=4.551 
BOP=3.715 
BOP=3.31 
ELSEIFCROF.EQ.0.5) THEN 
DO 102 1=0,63 
BSF Cl) = FF 3 Cl) 
PBOP=5.207 
BOP=4.22 
BOP=3.83 
ELSEIFCROF.EQ.0.25) THEN 
DO 103 1=0,63 
BSFCI )=FF4CI) 
PBOP=5.98 
BOP=4.83 
BOP=4.39 
ELSE 
PRINT*,'NO REQUIRED FILTER' 
STOP 
ENDIF 
CALL QPSKSUBCKTI2,ROF,BSF,P,IIQQ,L,BOP,PBOP) 
10000 CONTINUE 
C 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE QPSKSUBCKTI2,ROF,BSF,P,IIQQ,L,BOP,PBOP) 
DIMENSION X2C-400:400),XXX2C-400:400), 
lXX1C-400:400),XX2C-400:400),FRC-200:200),GQCO:38),GRC0:38), 
lBSFC-200:200),FMC-200:200), 
2FTC-200:200) , 
2Xl C-300:300),XXXl C-400:400),STPHC-300:300), 
2XUl C-300:100) ,XU2C-300: 100), 
2BFC-200:200),PGRCO:38),PGQCO:38), 
2PHDL C -8: 0) , 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
2Cl (128),C(512),CC(16), 
2XLl (-300:100),XL2(-300:100), 
2RU(-2:0),QU(-2:0),RL(-2:0),QL(-2:0), 
2RS(320),QS(320),ADJI(16),ADJQ(16) 
DIMENSION IXl (-100:0),IX2(-100:0), 
1IV(16,-200:0),IVV(16,-200:0) 
COMMON IVMAP/VIO,Vll,VI2,VI3,VI4,VI5,VI6,VI7,VQO,VQ1, 
1VQ2,VQ3,VQ4,VQ5,VQ6,VQ7 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,PI1,PI2,PI3 
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COMMON ICOST/CEI (8),CIO(64),CQO(64) 
DATA(FT(I),I=0,24)/1.0,0.935,0.758,0.512,0.256,0.041,-0.099, 
*-0.157,-0.146,-0.094,-0.031 ,0.02,0.048,0.052,0.039,0.017,-0.004, 
*-0.017,-0.021,-0.017 ,-0.008,0.002,0.009,0.011,0.0081 
DATA(FR(I),I=O,24)/1 .0,0.935,0.758,0.512,0.256,0.041,-0.099, 
*-0.157,-0.146,-0.094,-0.031 ,0.02,0.048,0.052,0.039,0.017,-0.004, 
*-0.017,-0.021,-0.017,-0.008,0.002,0.009,0.011,0.0081 
DATA(GQ(I),I=0,38)/0.17,0.34,0.48,O.58,0.65,0.70,O.75, 
*0.78,0.82,0.84,0.85,0.85,0.84,0.83,0.84,0.85,0.83, 
*0.82,0.80,0.78,0.75,0.73,0.7,0.67,0.65,0.61,0.58,0.56, 
*0.53,0.50,0.48,0.43,0.4,0.38,0.37,0.36,0.34,0.36,0.35I 
DATA(GR(I),I=0,38)/3.57,3.17,2.83,2.55,2.33,2.15,1 .99, 
*1.83,1.69,1.55,1.44,1.30,1.20,1.09,1.0,0.92,0.86,0.80, 
*0.74,0.68,0.63,0.58,0.54,0.50,0.46,0.43,0.4,0.37,0.352, 
*0.352,0.332,0.332,0.31,0.3,0.3,0.29,0.29,0.28,0.281 
DATA(PGR(I),I=O,38)/0.280,0.280,O.280,0.285,0.309,O.309, 
*0.319,0.341,0.357,0.358,0.386,0.399,0.418,0.432,0.453, 
*0.468,0.492,0.504,0.574,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594, 
*0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594, 
, *0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.594,0.5941 
DATA(PGQ(I),I=0,38)/-0.005,-0.012,-0.015,-0.020,-0.033,-0.038, 
*-0.051 ,-0.063,-0.076,-0.086,-0.104,-0.122,-0.136,-0.157,-0.188, 
*-0.218,-0.251,-0.315,-0.425,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544, 
*-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544, 
*-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.544,-0.5441 
RR=SQRT(PGR(20)**2+PGQ(20)**2) 
DO 136 1=0,38 
PGQ(I)=PGQ(I)/RR 
136 PGR(I)=PGR(I)/RR 
C 
C 
Pll=ACOS(-1.0) 
PIO=PI1/2.0 
PI2=PIO*3.0 
PI3=2.0*Pll 
PI4=PI1/4.0 
P4I=I.0/PI4 
PI8=PII/8.0 
P8I=1.0/PI8 
C MAP-SETTING 
C 
VIO=0.924 
VQO=0.383 
Vll=0.383 
VQ1=0.924 
C 
,- < 
VI2=-0.383 
VQ2=0.924 
VI3=-0.924 
VQ3=0.383 
VI4=-0.924 
VQ4=-0.383 
VI5=-0.383 
VQ5=-0.924 
VI6=0.383 
VQ6=-0.924 
VI7=0.924 
VQ7=-0.383 
CALL COSTSUB(l ,CIO,CQO,O,O,O,O,O,O) 
CALL COSTSUB(2,CIO,CQO,0,0,0,1 ,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(3,CIO,CQO,1 ,0,0,0,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(4,CIO,CQO,1 ,0,0,1 ,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(5,CIO,CQO,0,0,0,0,1,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(6,CIO,CQO,0,0,0,1 ,1,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(7,CIO,CQO,1 ,0,0,0,1,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(8,CIO,CQO,1 ,0,0,1 ,1,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(9,CIO,CQO,0,1 ,0,0,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(10,CIO,CQO,0,1 ,0,1,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(ll ,CIO,CQO, 1,1,0,0,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(12,CIO,CQO,1 ,1 ,0,1,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(13,CIO,CQO,0,1,0,0,1,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(14,CIO,CQO,0,1 ,0,1 ,1,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(15,CIO,CQO,1 ,1,0,0,1 ,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(16,CIO,CQO,1 ,1 ,0,1 ,1,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(17,CIO,CQO,0,0,0,0,0,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(18,CIO,CQO,0,0,0,1 ,0,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(19,CIO,CQO,1 ,0,0,0,0,1 ) 
CALL COSTSUB(20,CIO,CQO,1 ,0,0,1,0,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(21 ,CIO,CQO,O,O,O,O, 1,1 ) 
CALL COSTSUB(22,CIO,CQO,0,0,0,1 ,1,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(23,CIO,CQO,1 ,0,0,0,1,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(24,CIO,CQO,1 ,0,0,1 ,1 ,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(25,CIO,CQO,0,1,0,0,0,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(26,CIO,CQO,0,1 ,0,1,0,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(27 ,CIO,CQO, 1,1,0,0,0,1 ) 
CALL COSTSUB(28,CIO,CQO,1 ,1 ,0,1 ,0,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(29,CIO,CQO,0,1 ,0,0,1 ,1) 
CALL COSTSUB(30,CIO,CQO,0,1,0,1 ,1,1) 
CALL COSTSUB (31 ,CIO, CQO, 1 ,1 ,0, 0,1 ,1 ) 
CALL COSTSUB(32,CIO,CQO,1, 1,0,1,1,1 ) 
CALL COSTSUB(33,CIO,CQO,0,O,1,0,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(34,CIO,CQO,0,0,1,1 ,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(35,CIO,CQO,1 ,0,1,0,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(36,CIO,CQO,1 ,0,1,1 ,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(37,CIO,CQO,0,0,1,0,1,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(38,CIO,CQO,O,0,1,1 ,1,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(39,CIO,CQO,1 ,0,1,0,1,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(40,CIO,CQO,1,0,1,1 ,1,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(41 ,CIO,CQO,O,l,l,O,O,O) 
CALL COSTSUB(42,CIO,CQO,0,1 ,1,1 ,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(43,CIO,CQO,1 ,1,1,0,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(44,CIO,CQO,1 ,1 ,1 ,1,0,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(45,CIO,CQO,0,1 ,1,0,1,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(46,CIO,CQO,O,l ,1,1 ,1,0) 
CALL COSTSUB(47,CIO,CQO,1,1 ,1,0,1,0) 
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C 
CALL COSTSUBt48,CIO,CQO,l,l,l,l,l,O) 
CALL COSTSUBt49,CIO,CQO,O,O,l,O,O,l) 
CALL COSTSUBt50,CIO,CQO,O,O,l,l ,0,1) 
CALL COSTSUBt51 ,CIO,CQO,l ,0,1 ,0,0,1) 
'CALL COSTSUBt52,CIO,CQO,l,O,l,l ,0,1) 
CALL COSTSUBt53,CIO,CQO,O,O,l,O,l ,1) 
CALL COSTSUBt54,CIO,CQO,O,O,l,l ,1,1) 
CALL COSTSUBt55,CIO,CQO,l,O,l,O,l,l) 
CALL COSTSUBt56,CIO,CQO,l,O,l,l,l,l) 
CALL COSTSUBt57,CIO,CQO,O,l,l,O,O,l) 
CALL COSTSUBt58,CIO,CQO,O,l,l,l ,0,1) 
CALL COSTSUBt59,CIO,CQO,l ,1,1 ,0,0,1) 
CALL COSTSUBt60,CIO,CQO,l,l,l,l ,0,1) 
CALL COSTSUBt61 ,CIO,CQO,O,l,l ,0,1,1) 
CALL COSTSUBt62,CIO,CQO,O,l ,1 ,1 ,1,1) 
CALL COSTSUBt63,CIO,CQO,l,l,l,O,l,l) 
CALL COSTSUBt64,CIO,CQO,l,l,l,l ,1,1) 
PRINT*,'WHAT MEASURE ?' 
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PRINT*,'l-CX ,2-PH**2, 3-LIMITER, 4-PH, 5-R*PH, 6-R*PH**2', 
l' ,7-COS ,8-R*COS' 
READ*,MEAS 
IFtMEAS.NE.l.AND.MEAS.NE.3) THEN 
DO 122 1=1,64 
RE=CIOtI ) 
AIM=CQOtI ) 
CALL ANGSUBtRE,AIM,PHASE) 
122 CIOtI)=PHASE 
ENDIF 
C 
C KS1: NO OF THE SAMPLES IN ONE T. 
C KT1: SYMBOL LENGTH OF THE TRUNCATED IMPULSE RESPONSE WAVEFORM 
C OF THE BASE BAND SHAPPING FILTER IN CASCADED WITH THE BPF. 
C KS2: THE BASEBAND SHAPPING ARRAY EXTENDS FROM -KS3 TO +KS2. 
C KT2: SYMBOL TIME FOR THE 1ST SAMPLE INSTANCE 
C KS3: ARRAY ELEMENT FOR THE 1ST SAMPLE. 
C KT12: TRUNCATED OF THE BASE BAND SHAPPING FILTER. 
C KT4: SYMBOL LENGTH OF THE IMPULSE RESPONSE OF FT IN THE TX 
C KS4: THE LAST ELEMENT IN FT 
C KT5: SYMBOL LENGTH OF THE IMPULSE RESPONSE OF FT IN THE RX 
C KS5: THE LAST ELEMENT IN FR 
C KTM1: SYMBOL LENGTH OF THE IMPULSE RESPONSE OF THE MATCHED-FILTER 
C KSM1: THE LAST ELEMENT IN MF 
C 
KS1=8 
C***SETUP SYNC PARAMETERS*** 
PRINT*,'OFFSETtHZ) INIT PHASE ERRORtDEG)' 
READ*,FOS,PHI 
FPH=O 
FPHl =0 
FPH2=O 
FPH3=0 
RCOR=l 
QCOR=O 
PHCOR=O 
PHF=PI3*FOS/t32.0E3*KSl ) 
PHI=PHI*PIl/180 
FPH1=0 
Fl =PHI 
PHE=O 
PHEF=O 
C 
c*********************** 
C 
KT13=32 
KTI3=-KTI3 
KT4=3 
KT1=2*(KTI2+KT4) 
KT3=KTh(-1 )/2 
KS2=KT1*KSI/2 
KS3=KS2* (-1 ) 
KS4=KT4*KSl 
KT5=3 
KS5=KT5*KSl 
KSI2=KTI2*KS1 
KTM1=KTI2+KT5 
KSM1=KTM1*KSl 
KT2=-KTI/2-KTMl 
DO 165 I=KS4+1,200 
165 FT(I)=O.O 
DO 166 1=0,200 
166 FT (- 1 ) = FT ( I ) 
DO 167 II=0,KS2 
RR=BSF(O)*FT(II) 
DO 1 68 I = 1 , KS 1 2 
168 RR=RR+BSF(I)*(FT(II+I)+FT(II-I» 
167 BFOI)=RR 
DO 150 I=0,KS2 
BF (- I ) = BF ( I ) 
150 FM(I)=BF(I) 
C 
C 
KS10=320 
KTI3=-32 
KTI4=KTI3-1 
KT15=KTI3 +KT2 
C DETECTOR INITIALISATION 
C 
DO 120 1 = 1 , 1 6 
CC(J )=1 .OE+6 
DO 120 J=KTI4,0 
120 IV(J,J)=O 
C 
DO 123 1=1,128 
123 Cl(I)=O.O 
C 
DO 102 1=1,16,4 
IVCI ,0)=0 
IV(J+1,0)=1 
IV(I+2,0)=2 
102 IV(I+3,0)=3 
C 
C 
C 
KT6=KT14+KT2 
PRINT*,'INPUT CHANNAL SPACING (M HZ)' 
READ*,CSP 
F=PI3*CSP/32.0 
DO 164, I=I,KS10 
FF=F*REAL(I) 
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RS(I)=COS(FF) 
164 QS(I)=SINCFF) 
C 
C INITIALISE IX 
C 
DO 104 I=KT6,O 
IX1(I)=1 
104 IX2(1)=0 
DO 140 1=-2,0 
RU (J ) =0 
QU ( I ) = 0 
RL(I)=O 
140 QUI )=0 
C 
KS6=KS3-KS1+1-2*KSMl 
KS7=KS3-KS5 
DO 105 1=KS6,KS2+KSl 
Xl(I)=O.O 
X2(I)=0.0 
XXI (I ) =0 .0 
XX2(I)=0.0 
XXXI( I) =0.0 
XXX2(I)=0.0 
XU1(I)=0.0 
XU2(I)=0.0 
XLI <I )=0.0 
STPH(I)=O.O 
105 XL2(I)=0.0 
C 
C 
CDI=VIO 
CDQ=VQO 
PH=-PI8 
K8=0 
DO 127 J=KT6,O 
PH=PH+PIl 
K8=K8+4 
CDI=COS(PH) 
CDQ=SIN(PH) 
IF(PH.GT.PI3) PH=PH-PI3 
DO 126 I=KS6,KS2 
II=I+KSl 
Xl (I)=XI(II) 
X2 ( I ) = X2 ( I I ) 
XUl (I) = XUl (J I) 
XU2 ( I ) = XU2 ( I I ) 
XL 1 (I ) = XL 1 (I I ) 
126 XL2(I)=XL2(II) 
DO 125 I=KS3,KS2 
XI (J )=BF(I l*CDl+Xl (J) 
X2CI)=BF(I)*CDQ+X2(I) 
XU1(I)=Xl(J) 
XU2 (J ) = X2 ( I ) 
XL I( I) =XI( I) 
125 XL2CI)=X2(I) 
127 CONTINUE 
C 
PREDBK=18 
BK=15 
PAV=SQRT(4.0*PBOP) 
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AV=SQRT(4.0*BOP) 
AV1=PREDBK/PAV 
AV2=BK/AV 
J=PREDBK 
SUM1=SQRT(PGR(I)**2+PGQ(I)**2) 
Al =PGR (I) ISUMl 
Bl=-PGQ(J)/SUMl 
I=BK 
SUM2=SQRT(GR(I)**2+GQ(I)**2) 
A2=GR(I)/SUM2 
B2=-GQ(I)/SUM2 
A=Al*A2-Bl*B2 
B=Al*B2+Bl*A2 
DO 141 N=KS6,KS3 
RN=Xl (N) 
QN=X2(N) 
I=INT(AV1*SQRT(RN*RN+QN*QN» 
PR=RN*PGR(I)-QN*PGQ(I) 
PQ=RN*PGQ(I)+QN*PGR(I) 
I=INT(AV2*SQRT(PR*PR+PQ*PQ» 
Xl (N)=PR*GR(I)-PQ*GQ(I) 
141 X2(N)=PR*GQ(I)+PQ*GR(I) 
C 
C 
DO 146 N=KS6,KS3 
Rl =Xl (N) 
Ql=X2(N) 
Xl (N) =A*Rl -B*Ql 
X2(N)=A*Ql+B*Rl 
C ADD OFFSETS 
C 
Fl=Fl+PHF 
IF(Fl.GT.PI3) THEN 
Fl=Fl-PI3 
ELSEIF(Fl.LT.-PI3) THEN 
Fl=Fl+PI3 
ENDIF 
Rl=Xl (N) 
Ql=X2(N) 
R2=COS(Fl ) 
Q2=SIN(Fl ) 
Xl (N)=R1*R2-Ql*Q2 
X2(N)=Ql*R2+Rl*Q2 
- XXl (N)=Xl IN) 
146 XX2(N)=X2(N) 
C 
DO 130 II=KS6+KS5,KS3-KS5 
XXXl ( I I ) = XXl (I I ) * FR (0 ) 
XXX2(II)=XX2(II)*FR(0) 
DO 135 I=1,KS5 
Rl =XX1 (I1+Il 
R2=XXl (I1-Il 
Q 1 = XX2 ( II + I ) 
Q2=XX2(II-I) 
XXXl (I1)=XXXl (JIl+FR(Il*(Rl+R2) 
135 XXX2(II)=XXX2(II)+FR(I)*(Ql+Q2) 
130 CONTINUE 
C 
C ADD THE LIMITER BEFORE THE RX LPF 
C 
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DO 133 I=KS6+KS5,KS3-KS5 
CT RR=1/SQRT(XXX1(ll**2+XXX2(ll**2l 
RR= 1 I (ABS (XXX1 (I l l + ABS (XXX2 (I l l l 
C 
C CORRECT OFFSETS 
C 
FPH=FPH+FPH 
IF(FPH.GT.PI3l THEN 
FPH=FPH-PI3 
ELSEIF(FPH.LT.-PI3l THEN 
FPH=FPH+PI3 
ENDIF 
R1 =XXX1 (I l 
Q1=XXX2(ll 
R2=COS(FPHl 
Q2=SIN(FPHl 
XXX1 (ll=R1*R2+Ql*Q2 
XXX2(ll=Q1*R2-R1*Q2 
XXX1 (I l=XXX1 (I l*RR 
133 XXX2(Il=XXX2(Il*RR 
C 
C ASSUME THE 1ST DETECTION IS CORRECT 
C 
KT7=KT2-1 
C 
C 11: THE MAIN SAMPLING INSTANCE 
Il=KS3-KSMl 
C 12: THE OFFSET SAMPLING INSTANCE. 
12= I 1 
C 
C 
XXXM1=XXXl (11 )*BSF(O) 
XXXM2=XXX2(Il )*BSF(O) 
DO 1 47 I = 1 ,KS 1 2 
XXXMl =XXXMl +BSF (I) * (XXXl (11- I) +XXXl (11 +1) ) 
147 XXXM2=XXXM2+BSF(I)*(XXX2(Il-I)+XXX2(I1+1» 
C 
C 
CALL ANGSUBl (XXXM1 ,XXXM2,PH) 
PH1=PH 
KT7=KT2-1 
K8=MOD(K8,8) 
IF(K8.EQ.O) K8=8 
CT PRINT*,'INPUT GAMMA1 & ALPHA1' 
CT READ*,GAMMA1,ALPHA1 
C 
GAMMA1=0.01 
ALPHA1=0.005 
GAMMA=0.1 
ALPHA=0.05 
P1=0 
NTEST2=600 
NTEST1=1 
IS\l=O 
C KSll:FREQ. SHIFT ARRAY VARIABLE 
KS 11 = 1 
F2=F1 
F3=Fl 
1006 CALL G05CBF(IIQQ) 
C 
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C INITIALISE ALL COUNTERS. 
C 
IE=O 
IA1=0 
IA2=0 
IA3=0 
I Bl =0 
IB2=0 
IB3=0 
IBE=O 
E=O.O 
El=O.O 
E2=0.0 
E3=0 
C START 
C 
DO 111 LLL=l,NTESTl 
DO 111 LL=l,NTEST2 
C SHIFT IX 
C 
DO 112 I=KT6,-1 
J = I + 1 
IXl (I )=IX1 (J) 
112 IX2(l)=IX2(J) 
C 
C GENERATE DATA IX(O) AND GRAY CODE IT INTO R & Q. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
U=G05DAF(0.000,4.000) 
IF(U.LT.l.0) THEN 
IX1(O)=0 
IX2(o)=0 
ELSEIF(U.LT.2.0) THEN 
IXl (0)=0 
IX2(0)=1 
ELSEIF(U.LT.3.0) THEN 
IXl (0)=1 
IX2(0)=1 
ELSE 
IXl (0)=1 
IX2(O)=0 
ENDIF 
IF(ISY.EQ.O) THEN 
IX1(0)=1 
IX2(0)=0 
ENDIF 
K1=IXl (0)+IX1 (-2)+IX2(-1) 
K2 = I X 1 (- 2 ) + I X2 (0 ) + I X2 ( - 1 l+ I X2 ( - 2 ) 
K3=IX1 (-1 l 
K4=MOD(K1,2) 
K5=MOD(K2,2) 
K6=MOD (K3, 2) 
K7=4*K4+2*K5+K6+1 
K8=K7+K8 
IF(K8.GT.8) K8=K8-8 
K7=K8 
GOTO(l,2,3,4,5,6,7,8l,K7 
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I CDI=VIO 
C 
CDQ=VQO 
GOTO 9 
2 CDI=VII 
C 
CDQ=VQI 
GO TO 9 
3 CDI=VI2 
C 
CDQ=VQ2 
GOTO 9 
4 CDI=VI3 
C 
CDQ=VQ3 
GOTO 9 
5 CDI=VI4 
C 
CDQ=VQ4 
GO TO 9 
6 CDI=VI5 
C 
CDQ=VQ5 
GOTO 9 
7 CDI=VI6 
C 
CDQ=VQ6 
GOTO 9 
8 CDI=VI7 
CDQ=VQ7 
C 
9 DO 113 I=KS6,KS2 
II=I+KSI 
XI Cl)=XI (Il) 
X2(1)=X2(11) 
XXI Cl )=XXI (ll) 
XX2(l)=XX2(1l ) 
XXXI Cl )=XXXI (II ) 
XXX2(1)=XXX2(11) 
XUI(I)=XUI(Il) 
XU2 ( I ) = XU2 (II ) 
XL I (I ) = XL I (II ) 
STPH(I)=STPH(II) 
113 XL2«()=XL2(II) 
C 
DO 114 I=KS3,KS2 
XI (I )=BF(I )*CDI+XI (I) 
114 X2(1)=BF(I)*CDQ+X2(1) 
C 
DO 143 N=KS3-KSI+I,KS3 
RN=XI(N) 
QN=X2(N) 
E2=RN*RN+QN*QN+E2 
I=INT(AVI*SQRT(RN*RN+QN*QN» 
PR=RN*PGR(I)-QN*PGQ(I) 
PQ=RN*PGQ(I)+QN*PGR(I) 
El=PR*PR+PQ*PQ+EI 
I=INT(AV2*SQRT(PR*PR+PQ*PQ» 
XI (N)=PR*GR(I)-PQ*GQ(I) . 
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1~3 X2(N)=PR*GQ(1)+PQ*GR(1) 
C 
DO 1~~ N=KS3-KS1+l ,KS3 
Rl=Xl(N) 
Ql=X2(N) 
XI (N)=A*Rl-B*Ql 
1~~ X2(N)=A*Ql+B*Rl 
C 
DO 101 1=-2,-1 
J= I +1 
RU(1)=RU(J) 
QU(1)=QU(J) 
RL<I )=RL(J) 
101 QL(I)=QL(J) 
C 
C 
C 
U=G05DAF(0.000,~.000) 
IF(U.LT.l.0) THEN 
RU (0) =0 
QU(O)=O 
ELSE1F(U.LT.2.0) THEN 
RU(O)=O 
QU(O)=1 
ELSEIF(U.LT.3.0) THEN 
RU(O)=1 
QU(O)=1 
ELSE 
RU(O)=1 
QU(O)=O 
ENDIF 
Kl=RU(0)+RU(-2)+QU(-1 ) 
K2=RU(-2)+QU(0)+QU(-1 )+QU(-2) 
K3=RU(-1 ) 
K~=MOD(Kl,2) 
K5=MOD(K2,2) 
K6=MOD(K3,2) 
K7=~*K~+2*K5+K6+1 
GOTO(21 ,22,23.2~,25,26,27,28).K7 
21 CDUI=V10 
C 
CDUQ=VQO 
GOTO 29 
22 CDUI=V1l 
C 
CDUQ=VQl 
GOTO 29 
23 CDU1=V12 
C 
CDUQ=VQ2 
GOTO 29 
2~ CDU1=V13 
C 
CDUQ=VQ3 
GOTO 29 
25 CDU1=V1~ 
C 
CDUQ=VQ~ 
GOTO 29 
26 CDU1=V15 
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C 
CDUQ=VQ5 
GOTO 29 
27 CDUI=VI6 
C 
CDUQ=VQ6 
GO TO 29 
28 CDUI=VI7 
CDUQ=VQ7 
C _ 
29 DO 151 I=KS3,KS2 
XU1 (Il=BF(Il*CDUI+XUl (I) 
151 XU2(I)=BF(I)*CDUQ+XU2(I) 
C 
C 
DO 155 N=KS3-KS1+1,KS3 
RN=XU1 (N) 
QN=XU2(N) 
I=INT(AV1*SQRT(RN*RN+QN*QN)) 
PR=RN*PGR(I)-QN*PGQ(I) 
PQ=RN*PGQ(I)+QN*PGR(I) 
I=INT(AV2*SQRT(PR*PR+PQ*PQ)) 
XU1 (N)=PR*GR(I )-PQ*GQ(I) 
XU2(N)=PR*GQ(I)+PQ*GR(I) 
R1=XUl (N) 
Ql=XU2(N) 
XU1 (N)=A*Rl-B*Ql 
155 XU2(N)=A*Ql+B*Rl 
C 
C 
C 
U=G05DAF(0.OOO,4.000) 
IF(U.LT.1 .0) THEN 
RL (0) =0 
QL(O)=O 
ELSEIF(U.LT.2.0) THEN 
RL(O)=O 
QUO) = 1 
ELSEIF(U.LT.3.0) THEN 
RL(O)=l 
QL(O)=l 
ELSE 
RU 0) = 1 
QL(O)=O 
ENDIF 
Kl=RL(0)+RL(-2)+QL(-1 ) 
K2=RLC-2)+QL(O)+QL(-1 )+QL(-2) 
K3=RL (-1 ) 
K4=MOD(K1,2) 
K5=MOD(K2,2) 
K6 = MOD (K3 ,2 ) 
K7=4*K4+2*K5+K6+1 
GOTO(31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38),K7 
31 CDLI=VIO 
C 
CDLQ=VQO 
GO TO 40 
32 CDLI=VI1 
CDLQ=VQl 
GOTO 40 
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C 
33 CDLI=VI2 
C 
CDLQ=VQ2 
GOTO 40 
34 CDLI=VI3 
C 
CDLQ=VQ3 
GOTO 40 
35 CDLI=VI4 
C 
CDLQ=VQ4 
GO TO 40 
36 CDLI=VI5 
C 
CDLQ=VQ5 
GO TO 40 
37 CDLI=VI6 
C 
CDLQ=VQ6 
GOTO 40 
38 CDLI=VI7 
CDLQ=VQ7 
C 
40 DO 157 I=KS3,KS2 
XL 1 ( I ) = BF ( I hCOL I + XL 1 ( I ) 
157 XL2(I)=BF(I)*COLQ+XL2(1) 
C 
C 
DO 161 N=KS3-KS1+l,KS3 
RN=XLl (N) 
QN=XL2(N) 
I=INT(AV1*SQRT(RN*RN+QN*QN» 
PR=RN*PGR(I)-QN*PGQ(I) 
PQ=RN*PGQ(I )+QN*PGR(I) 
1=INT(AV2*SQRT(PR*PR+PQ*PQ» 
XLI (N)=PR*GR(I)-PQ*GQ(I) 
XL2(N)=PR*GQ(I)+PQ*GR(I) 
RI =XL 1 (N) 
Ql=XL2(N) 
XLI (N)=A*Rl-B*Ql 
161 XL2(N)=A*Ql+B*Rl 
C 
C 
C 
C CALCU. TOTAL ENERGY PER SYMBOL 
C 
DO 124 I=KS3-KS1+1,KS3 
124 E=Xl (I) **2+X2 (J >**2+E 
C 
J=1 
DO 163 I=KS3-KS1+l,KS3 
F2=F2+F+PHF 
IF(F2.GT.PI3) THEN 
F2=F2-PI3 
ELSEIF(F2.LT.-PI3) THEN 
F2=F2+PI3 
ENOIF 
R2=COS(F2) 
Q2=SIN(F2) 
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F3=F3+F-PHF 
IF(F3.GT.PI3) THEN 
F3=F3-PI3 
ELSEIF(F3.LT.-PI3) THEN 
F3=F3+PI3 
ENDIF 
R3=COS (F3) 
Q3=SIN(F3) 
ADJI (J)=XUl Cl )*R2-XU2(I )*Q2 
*+XLl (I)*R3+XL2(I)*Q3 
ADJQ (J) =XUl Cl l*Q2+XU2 Cl) *R2 
*-XLl (l)*Q3+XL2(l)*R3 
163 J=J+l 
C 
IF(ISW.EQ.O) THEN 
DO 142 1=1,8 
ADJI(I)=O 
142 ADJQ(I)=O 
ENDIF 
J = 1 
DO 119 I=KS3-KS1+l,KS3 
Wl=G05DDF(0.000,Pl ) 
W2=G05DDF(0.000,Pl ) 
RI =Xl (I )+Wl +ADJI (J) 
Ql=X2(I)+W2+ADJQ(J) 
C ADD OFFSETS 
C 
FI=Fl+PHF 
IF(Fl.GT.PI3) THEN 
Fl=Fl-PI3 
ELSEIF(Fl .LT.-PI3) THEN 
Fl=Fl+PI3 
ENDIF 
R2=COS(Fl ) 
Q2=SIN(Fl ) 
XXI (I)=Rl*R2-Ql*Q2 
XX2(I)=Ql*R2+Rl*Q2 
119 J=J+l 
C 
DO 134 II=KS7-KS1+l,KS7 
XXXI (ll )=XXl (ll )*FR(O) 
XXX2(II)=XX2(II)*FR(0) 
DO 137 1=1, KS5 
RI =XXl (1I+l) 
R2=XXl Cl 1-1) 
Ql =XX2 (Il+I) 
Q2 = XX2 Cl I - I ) 
XXXI (Il)=XXXl <II)+FR<I)*(Rl+R2) 
137 XXX2(II)=XXX2(II)+FR(I)*(Ql+Q2) 
134 CONTINUE 
C 
FPH1=PHEF*GAMMA 
FPH2=FPH1*ALPHA+FPH2 
FPH3=FPHl +FPH2 
DO 132 I=KS7-KS1+l,KS7 
CT RR=I/SQRT(XXXl (I)**2+XXX2(I)**2) 
C 
RR= 11 (ABS (XXXI <I ) l+ ABS (XXX2 ( I ) ) ) 
FPH=FPH+FPH3 
IF(FPH.GT.PI3) THEN 
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FPH=FPH-PI3 
ELSEIF(FPH.LT.-PI3) THEN 
FPH=FPH+PI3 
ENDIF 
RI =XXXl (I ) 
Ql=XXX2(1) 
R2=COS(FPH) 
Q2=SIN(FPH) 
XXXI (1)=RI*R2+QI*Q2 
XXX2(1)=Q1*R2-RI*Q2 
XXXI (I)=XXXI (I)*RR 
132 XXX2(1)=XXX2(1)*RR 
C 
XXXMI=XXXl (11 )*BSF(O) 
XXXM2=XXX2(11 )*BSF(O) 
DO 131 1=I.KSI2 
XXXMI =XXXMI +BSF (I )* (XXXI (I I-I )+XXXI (11 +1 » 
131 XXXM2=XXXM2+BSF(I)*(XXX2(Il-I)+XXX2(11+1» 
C 
C 
CALL ANGSUBI (XXXMl .XXXM2.PHPOSF) 
PH=PHPOSF 
IFePH.LT.-PII) PH=PH+PI3 
IF(PH.GT .PII) PH=PH-PI3 
C VIT-DETECTION 
C 
GOTO e 11 • I 2 • I 3 • I 4 • I 5 • I 6 • I 7 • I 8 ) • MEAS 
11 CALL SUBI eXXXMI • XXXM2) 
GOTO 20 
12 CALL SUB2(XXXMI.XXXM2) 
GOTO 20 
13 CALL SUB3eXXXMI.XXXM2) 
GOTO 20 
14 CALL SUB4ePH) 
GOTO 20 
15 CALL SUB5(XXXMI.XXXM2) 
GOTO 20 
16 CALL SUB6eXXXM1.XXXM2) 
GO TO 20 
17 CALL SUB7eXXXMI.XXXM2) 
GOTO 20 
18 CALL SUB8eXXXMI.XXXM2) 
C 
20 CE=CEI (I ) 
C 
cel )=CI (8)+CE 
Ce35 )=CI (56)+CE 
C(130)=CI (16)+CE 
CeI64)=CI (64)+CE 
C(260)=Cl (32)+CE 
C(290)=Cl (48)+CE 
C (387) =Cl e 24l+CE 
C(417)=Cl e40l+CE 
CE=CEl (3) 
Cel0)=Cl eI6)+CE 
C(44)=Cl (64)+CE 
CeI37)=Cl (8)+CE 
C(171 )=Cl (56)+CE 
C(267)=Cl (24)+CE 
C(297)=Cl (40)+CE 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C(396)=Cl (32)+CE 
C(426)=Cl (48)+CE 
CE=CEl (7) 
C(27)=Cl (24 )+CE 
C(57)=Cl (40)+CE 
C(156)=Cl (32l+CE 
C(186)=Cl (48)+CE 
C(282)=Cl (16 )+CE 
C(316)=Cl (64)+CE 
C (409) = Cl (8) +CE 
C(443 )=Cl (56 )+CE 
CE=CEl (5) 
C(20)=Cl (32 )+CE 
C(50)=Cl (48 )+CE 
C(147)=Cl (24)+CE 
C(177)=Cl (40)+CE 
C(273)=Cl(8)+CE 
C(307)=Cl (56)+CE 
C(402)=Cl (16)+CE 
C(436 )=Cl (64 )+CE 
CE=CEl (2) 
C(69)=Cl (72)+CE 
C(103)=Cl (120)+CE 
C(198)=Cl (80)+CE 
C(232)=Cl (128)+CE 
C(328)=Cl (96)+CE 
C(358)=Cl (112)+CE 
C(455)=Cl (88)+CE 
C(485)=Cl (104)+CE 
CE=CEl (4) 
C(78)=Cl (80)+CE 
C ( 1 1 2 ) = Cl (1 28 ) + CE 
C(205)=Cl (72)+CE 
C(239)=Cl (120)+CE 
C(335)=Cl (88)+CE 
C(365)=Cl (104)+CE 
C(464)=Cl (96)+CE 
C(494)=Cl (112)+CE 
CE=CEl (8) 
C(95)=Cl (88l+CE 
C(125)=Cl (104)+CE 
C(224)=Cl (96)+CE 
C(254)=Cl (112)+CE 
C(350)=Cl (80)+CE 
C(384)=Cl (128)+CE 
C(477)=Cl (72)+CE 
C(511 )=Cl (120)+CE 
CE=CEl (6) • 
C(88)=Cl (96)+CE 
C (118) = Cl (112) +CE 
C(215)=Cl (88)+CE 
C(245)=Cl (104)+CE 
C(341 )=Cl (72l+CE 
C(375)=Cl (120)+CE 
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C(~70)=Cl(80)+CE 
C(50~)=Cl (128)+CE 
DO 180 1=1,7 
J=~*I 
CE=CE1(I+l) 
C(I+J)=Cl (1 )+CE 
C(35+J)=Cl (1+~8)+CE 
C(130+J)=Cl (I+8)+CE 
C(16~+J)=Cl (I+56)+CE 
C(260+J )=Cl (1+2~ )+CE 
C(290+J) =Cl (I +~O) +CE 
C(387+J)=Cl(I+16)+CE 
180 C(~17+J)=Cl (I+32)+CE 
C 
DO 181 1=1,5 
J=~*I 
CE=CEl (1+3) 
C(10+J)=Cl (1+8)+CE 
C(~~+J )=Cl (1+56 )+CE 
C(137+J)=Cl (Il+CE 
C(171+J)=Cl (I+~8l+CE 
C(267+J)=Cl (I+16)+CE 
C(297+J )=Cl (1+32 )+CE 
C(396+J)=Cl (I+2~)+CE 
181 C(~26+J)=Cl (I+~O)+CE 
C 
DO 182 1=0,2 
J=~*I 
CE=CEl (I +1 ) 
C(2+J)=Cl (I+l~)+CE 
C(36+J)=Cl (1+62)+CE 
C(129+J)=Cl (I+6)+CE 
C(163+J)=Cl (l+5~)+CE 
C(259+J) =Cl (I +22) +CE 
C(289+J)=Cl (I+38)+CE 
C(388+J) =Cl (I +30) +CE 
182 C(~18+J)=Cl (I+~6)+CE 
C 
C 
CE=CEl (8) 
C(31 )=Cl (17)+CE 
C(61 )=Cl (33 )+CE 
C(160)=Cl (25)+CE 
C(190)=Cl (41 )+CE 
C(286)=Cl (9)+CE 
C(320)=Cl (57)+CE 
C(~13 )=Cl (1 )+CE 
C(~~7)=Cl (~9 )+CE 
DO 183 1=0,5 
J=~*I 
CE=CEl (I +1 ) 
C(3+J)=Cl (1+18)+CE 
C(33+J)=Cl(I+3~)+CE 
C(132+J)=Cl (I+26)+CE 
C(162+J)=Cl (1+~2)+CE 
C(258+J)=Cl (I+l0)+CE 
C(292+J)=Cl (I+58)+CE 
C(385+J) =Cl (I +2) +CE 
183 C(~19+J)=Cl (I+50)+CE 
C 
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DO 164 1 = 1 ,3 
J=4*1 
CE=CEl (1+5l 
C(20+Jl=Cl <I+24l+CE 
C(50+J l=Cl <I+40l+CE 
C(147+Jl=Cl0+16l+CE 
C(177+Jl=Cl (1+32l+CE 
C (273+J 1 =Cl 0 1 +CE 
C(307+Jl=Cl (1+46l+CE 
C(402+J l=Cl O+6l+CE 
164 C(436+Jl=Cl0+56l+CE 
C 
DO 165 1=0,3 
J=4*1 
CE=CEl (I +1 1 
C(4+Jl=Cl (1+26l+CE 
C(34+Jl=Cl (1+44l+CE 
C ( 1 31 +J 1 =Cl (I +20 l.CE 
C(161+Jl=Cl (1+36l+CE 
C(257+Jl=Cl0.4l.CE 
C(291 +J l=Cl (1+52 l.CE 
C(366+Jl=Cl0.12l+CE 
165 C(420+Jl=Cl (1+60l+CE 
C 
DO 166 1 = 1 ,6 
J=4*1 
CE=CEl (I +2 1 
C(69.Jl=Cl (1.64l.CE 
C(103+Jl=Cl0+112l+CE 
C(198+Jl=Cl (1+72l+CE 
C(232+Jl=Cl (1+120l+CE 
C(326+Jl=Cl (1+68l+CE 
C(356+J l=Cl (1+104 l+CE 
C(455+J l=Cl (1+60l+CE 
166 C(485+Jl=Cl(I+96l+CE 
C 
C 
CE=CEl (1 1 
C(65 1 =Cl (71 1 +CE 
C(99l=Cl (119 l+CE 
C(194l=Cl (79l+CE 
C(228l=Cl (127l+CE 
C(324l=Cl (95l+CE 
C(354l=Cl (111 l+CE 
C(451 l=Cl (67l+CE 
C(461 l=Cl (103l+CE 
DO 167 1=1,4 
J=4*1 
CE=CEl (I +4 1 
C (76+J 1 =Cl (I +72 1 +CE 
C(112+Jl=Cl0+120l+CE 
C(205+J 1 =Cl (I +64 l+CE 
C(239+Jl=Cl0+112l+CE 
C (335+J) =Cl (l +60 1 +CE 
C(365+Jl=Cl (1+96l+CE 
C(464+Jl=Cl (1+66l+CE 
187 C(494+Jl=Cl (l+l04l+CE 
C 
DO 168 1=0,2 
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CE=CEl (1+1) 
C(66+J) =Cl 11 +77) +CE 
C(100+J)=Cl (I+125)+CE 
C(193+J)=Cl (I+69)+CE 
C(227+J)=Cl (J+117)+CE 
C(323+J) =Cl (I +85) +CE 
C(353+J )=Cl (1+101 )+CE 
C(452+J)=Cl (I+93)+CE 
188 C(482+J)=Cl (1+109)+CE 
C 
DO 189 1=0,6 
J=4*I 
CE=CE1(I+l) 
C(67+J)=Cl 11+81 )+CE 
C(97+J)=Cl (I+97)+CE 
C(196+J)=Cl (I+89)+CE 
C(226+J)=Cl (I+l05)+CE 
C(322+J )=Cl 0+73 )+CE 
C(356+J)=Cl (1+121 )+CE 
C(449+J) =Cl (1 +65) +CE 
189 C(483+J)=Cl (I+113)+CE 
C 
DO 190 1=1,2 
J=4*1 
CE=CEl (1+6) 
C(88+J)=Cl (1+88)+CE 
C(118+J )=Cl (1+104 )+CE 
C(215+J)=Cl (1+80)+CE 
C(245+J )=Cl (1+96 )+CE 
C(341 +J) =Cl (1 +64) +CE 
C(375+J)=Cl (I+112)+CE 
C(470+J)=Cl (I+72)+CE 
190 C(504+J)=Cl (I+120)+CE 
C 
DO 191 1=0,4 
J=4*I 
CE=CEl (I +1 ) 
C(68+J)=Cl 11+91 )+CE 
C(98+J)=Cl (J+l07)+CE 
C(195+J)=Cl (1+83)+CE 
C (225+J) =Cl (1 +99) +CE 
C(321 +J) =Cl (I +67) +CE 
C(355+J)=Cl (1+115)+CE 
C(450+J)=Cl (1+75)+CE 
191 C(484+J)=Cl (I+123)+CE 
C 
Ml = 1 
II 1 =0 
DO 103 M= 1 , 1 6 ,4 
CCC=C(Ml ) 
J=Ml 
DO 106 I=Ml+l,Ml+31 
IF«C(I)-CCC).GE.O.O) GOTO 106 
CCC=C (J ) 
J=1 
106 CONTINUE 
J=MOD(J,32) 
IF(J.EQ.O) J=32 
J=MOD(J,4) 
IF(J.EQ.O) J=4 
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I VV (M, 0 ) = II 1 
CC (M) =CCC 
DO 107 I=KTI4,-1 
107 IVV(M,I)=IV(J,I+l) 
CCC=C(Ml+32) 
J=Ml+4 
DO 110 I=Ml+33,Ml+63 
IF((C(I)-CCC).GE.O.O) GOTO 110 
CCC=C(I) 
J=I 
110 CONT! NUE 
J=MOD(J,32) 
IF(J.EQ.O) J=32 
J=MOD(J,4) 
IF(J.EQ.O) J=4 
IVV(M+l,O)=IIl 
CC(M+l ) =CCC 
J=J+4 
DO 108 I=KT14,-1 
108 I VV (M+ 1 , I ) = I V (J , 1+1) 
CCC=C(Ml+64) 
J=Ml+8 
DO 109 I=Ml+65,Ml+95 
IF((C(I)-CCC).GE.O.O) GO TO 109 
CCC=C(I) 
J=I 
109 CONT! NUE 
J=MOD(J,32) 
IF(J.EQ.O) J=32 
J=MOD(J,4) 
IF(J.EQ.O) J=4 
IVV(M+2,0)=IIl 
CC (M+2) =CCC 
J=J+8 
DO 121 I =KT14,-1 
121 IVV(M+2,Il=IV(J,I+l) 
CCC=C(Ml+96) 
J=Ml+12 
DO 128 I=Ml+97,Ml+127 
IF((C(I)-CCC).GE.O.O) GOTO 128 
CCC=C(I) 
J=I 
1 28 CONT! NUE 
J=MOD(J,32) 
IF(J.EQ.O) J=32 
J=MOD(J,4) 
IF(J.EQ.O) J=4 
IVV(M+3,0)=IIl 
CC(M+3)=CCC 
J=J+12 
DO 115 I=KT14,-1 
115 IVV(M+3,I)=IV(J,I+l) 
II1=II1+l 
103 Ml=Ml+128 
C 
C SEARCH THE MIN. COST VECTOR 
C 
CCC=1.0E+7 
DO 1161=1,16 
IF((CC(I)-CCC).GE.O.O) GOTO 116 
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CCC=CC (Il 
JJ=1 
116 CONTINUE 
C 
C CHOOSE THE 128 COSTS 
C 
J=1 
DO 138 1=1,512,32 
Rl=C(I) 
R2 = C ( 1+1 ) 
R3=CCl+2) 
R4=C(I+3 ) 
Cl (J)=MIN(Rl ,R2,R3,R4) 
R5=C(I+4) 
R6=C(I+5) 
R7=C (I +6) 
R8=C(I+7) 
Cl (J+l )=MINCR5,R6,R7,R8) 
R9=CCl+8) 
Rl0=C(I+9) 
R"=C(I+'0) 
RI2=C(I+11 ) 
Cl (J+2)=MIN(R9,RIO,RII ,R12) 
RI3=CCl+12) 
RI4=C(I+13) 
RI5=CCl+1I1) 
RI6=C( I +15) 
Cl (J+3)=M1NCRI3,RI4,RI5,RI6) 
RI7=C(I +16) 
RI8=C(J+17) 
RI9=C(I+18) 
R20=C(J+19) 
Cl (J+4)=MIN(RI7,RI8,RI9,R20) 
R21=C(I+20) 
R22=C(I+21 ) 
R23=C(I+22) 
R24=C(I+23) 
Cl (J+5)=MIN(R21 ,R22,R23,R24) 
R25=C Cl +24) 
R26=C (I +25) 
R27=C(I+26) 
R28=C(I+27) 
Cl (J+6)=MIN(R25,R26,R27,R28) 
R29=C (I +28) 
R30=C (I +29) 
R31 =C(I+30) 
R32=C(I+31 ) 
Cl (J+7)=MIN(R29,R30,R31 ,R32) 
138 J=J+8 
C 
C SUBTRACT ALL THE COSTS BY CCC 
C 
DO 117 1=1,128 
Cl (I )=Cl (I )-CCC 
1F(Cl (I)'EQ.O.O) JJJ=I 
117 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
1F(ISW.EQ.l) THEN 
PHPOS=PH 
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........ ----------------------------------------
C 
C 
C 
IF(PH.LT.O) PHPOS=PH+PI3 
JJJ=MODIJJJ,8) 
IFIJJJ.EQ.O) JJJ=8 
PHASTI=JJJ*PI4-PI8 
PHEF=PHPOS-PHASTI 
IFIABSIPHEF).GT.PI1) THEN 
IF(PHEF.GT.O) THEN 
PHEF=PHEF-PI3 
ELSE 
PHEF=PHEF+PI3 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
ELSE 
IFILL.GE.200) THEN 
PHPOS=PH 
IFIPH.LT.O) PHPOS=PH+PI3 
JJJ=MOoIJJJ,8) 
IFIJJJ.EQ.O) JJJ=8 
PHASTI=JJJ*PI4-PI8 
PHEF=PHPOS-PHASTI 
IFIABSIPHEF).GT.PI1) THEN 
IFIPHEF.GT.O) THEN 
PHEF=PHEF-PI3 
ELSE 
PHEF=PHEF+PI3 
ENDIF 
ENoIF 
ELSE 
IFILL.EQ.199) GAMMA=O.03 
IFILL.EQ.199) ALPHA=O.015 
PHEF=PHPOSF-PH1 
PH1=PHPOSF 
IFIPHEF.GT.O) THEN 
PHEF=PHEF-PI1 
ELSE 
PHEF=PHEF+PI1 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
ENoIF 
C MOVE THE VECTORS IVV BACK TO THE IV VECTORS 
C 
DO 118 J= 1 ,16 -
DO 11 8 I = KT1 4 ,0 
118 IVIJ,I)=IVVIJ,I) 
C 
ISS=IVIJJ,KT13) 
IFIISS.EQ.O) THEN 
IXXX1=O 
IXXX2=O 
ELSEIFIISS.EQ.1) THEN 
IXXX1=O 
IXXX2=1 
ELSEIFIISS.EQ.2) THEN 
IXXX1=1 
IXXX2=O 
ELSE 
IXXX1=1 
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C 
C 
IXXX2=1 
ENDIF 
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C COUNT ERROR BURSTS 
C 
IB3= IB3+1 
IBl =IBl +1 
IB2=IB2+1 
IF (JXXXl .EQ.IXl (KT15) .AND.IXXX2. EQ. IX2 (KT15» GOTO 111 
IF(IXl (KT15).NE.IXXX1) IBE=IBE+l 
IF ( I X2 (KTl 5 ) . NE . I XXX2) I BE = I BE + 1 
IF (IBl .GT.3) IAl = IAl +1 
IB1=0 
IF(IB2.GT.l0) IA2=IA2+1 
IB2=0 
IF(IB3.GT.28) IA3=IA3+1 
IB3=0 
1 11 CONT! NUE 
IF(ISY.EQ.O) THEN 
NTEST1=L 
NTEST2=10000 
Pl=P 
GAMMA=GAMMAl 
ALPHA=ALPHAl 
ISY=l 
GO TO 1006 
ENDIF 
IF(MEAS.NE.l .AND.MEAS.NE.3) PRINT*,'PHASE DEMODULATION IS USED' 
PRINT*,'--------------' 
IF(MEAS.EQ.l) THEN 
PRINT*,'CX IS USED' 
ELSEIF(MEAS.EQ.2) THEN 
PRINT*,'PH**2 IS USED' 
ELSEIF(MEAS.EQ.3) THEN 
PRINT*,'LIMITER IS USED' 
ELSEIF(MEAS.EQ.4) THEN 
PRINT*,'PH IS USED' 
ELSEIF(MEAS.EQ.5) THEN 
PRINT*,'R*PH IS USED' 
ELSEIF(MEAS.EQ.6) THEN 
PRINT*,'R*PH*PH IS USED' 
ELSEIF(MEAS.EQ.7) THEN 
PRINT*,'COS(PH) IS USED' 
ELSE 
PRINT*,'R*COS(PH) IS USED' 
ENDIF 
PRINT*,'--------------' 
CT PRINT*,'SINE YAVE PD IS USED' 
PRINT*, 'EX-OR GATE PD IS USED' 
PRINT*,'THE CHANNAL SPACING IS (M HZ)' ,(CSP) 
PRINT*,'THE BASE BAND SHAPPING FILTER IS R.O. (SQ.RT=)' ,ROF 
PRINT*,'THE FREQ OFFSET IS' ,INT(FOS) 
PRINT*, 'GAMMA & ALPHA ARE' ,GAMMA,ALPHA 
PRINT*,'THE TRUNCATED LENGTH OF THE BASEBAND FILTER IS',KT12 
PRINT*,'THE SEED INTEGER IS' ,IIQQ 
PRINT*,'NO. OF SYMBOL TRANSMITTED=' ,L*10000 
El=El/(REAL(L*10000)*4.0*KSl ) 
E2=E2/(REAL(L*10000)*4.0*KSl ) 
PRINT*,'THE PERDISTORTOR AND TYT VALUES ARE' ,INT(PREDBK),INT(BK) 
C 
C 
1 
C 
2 
C 
3 
C 
4 
C 
5 
C 
6 
C 
7 
C 
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PRINT*,'THE PREDISTORTION BACKOFF POINT IS' ,PBOP 
PRINT*,'ENERGY PER BIT AT THE INPUT TO THE PREDISTORTOR IS' ,E2 
PRINT*,'THE BACKOFF POINT IS' ,BOP 
PRINT*,'ENERGY PER BIT AT THE INPUT OF THE TWT',El 
EB=E/REAL(L*10000)/REAL(KSl ) 
PRINT*,'ENERGY PER BIT AT THE OUTPUT OF THE DEMODULATOR IS' ,EB 
PRINT*,'VARIANCE OF NOISE IS' ,P 
IJ=2*L*10000 
PRINT*,'THE SNR IS' ,10.0*LOG10(EB*KS1/2/(P*P» 
BER=REAL(IBE)/REAL(IJ) 
PRINT*,'BIT ERROR RATE IS' ,BER 
PRINT*,'NO. OF ERROR IS' ,IBE 
PRINT*,'ERROR BURST IAl IS' ,IAl 
PRINT*,'ERROR BURST IA2 IS' ,IA2 
PRINT*,'ERROR BURST IA3 IS' ,IA3 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE COSTSUB(N,CIO,CQO,ISIl ,ISI2,ISI3, 
1 I SQ 1 , I SQ2 , I SQ3 ) 
DIMENSION CIO(64),CQO(64) 
COMMON /VMAP/VIO,VIl ,VI2,VI3,VI4,VI5,VI6,VI7,VQO,VQ1, 
lVQ2,VQ3,VQ4,VQ5,VQ6,VQ7 
Il=ISI3+ISI1+ISQ2 
I2=ISI1+ISQ3+ISQ2+ISQl 
I3=ISI2 
I4=MOD!I 1,2) 
I5=MOD!I2,2 ) 
16 = MOD ( 13 ,2 ) 
17=4*14+2*15+16+1 
GOTO (1 ,2,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 , 8 ) , 17 
CIO(N)=VIO 
CQO (N) =VQO 
GO TO 9 
CIO(N)=VIl 
CQO(N)=VQl 
GOTO 9 
CIO (N)=VI2 
CQO (N) =VQ2 
GOTO 9 
CIO(N)=VI3 
CQO(N)=VQ3 
GOTO 9 
CIO (N)=VI4 
CQO(N)=VQ4 
GOTO 9 
CIO(N)=VI5 
CQO (N) =VQ5 
GOTO 9 
CIO(N)=VI6 
CQO(N)=VQ6 
GOTO 9 
8 
C 
9 
C 
C 
C 
CIO(N)=VI7 
CQO (N) =VQ7 
1=1 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ANGSUB(RE,AIM,PHASE) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,PI1,PI2,PI3 
IF(RE.EQ.O.AND.AIM.EQ.O) THEN 
PHASE=O 
ELSEIF(RE.EQ.O.AND.AIM.GT.O) THEN 
PHASE=PIO 
ELSEIF(RE.EQ.O.AND.AIM.LT.O) THEN 
PHASE=-PIO 
ELSE 
PHASE=ATAN(AIM/RE) 
IF(PHASE.GT.O.AND.RE.LT.O.AND.AIM.LT.O) THEN 
PHASE=-Pll+PHASE 
ELSEIF(PHASE.LT.O.AND.RE.LT.O.AND.AIM.GT.O) THEN 
PHASE=PHASE+PIl 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SUB2(RE,AIM) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,PIl ,PI2,PI3 
COMMON ICOST/CEl (8),CIO(64),CQO(64) 
CALL ANGSUB(RE,AIM,PH) 
CEl (1 )=ABS(CIO(l )-PH) 
CEl (2)=ABS(CIO(9)-PH) 
CEl (3) =ABS (CIO (2 )-PH) 
CE 1 (4) = ABS (C I 0 ( 1 0 ) - PH) 
CEl (5)=ABS(CIO(4)-PH) 
CEl (6)=ABS(CIO(12)-PH) 
CEl (7)=ABS(CIO(3)-PH) 
CEl (8)=ABS(CIO(11 )-PH) 
DO 104 1=1,8 
IF (CE 1 (I ) . GT • PI 1) CE 1 (I ) = P I 3 - CE 1 (l ) 
104 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C 
CEl (1 )=CEl (1 )**2 
CEl (2) =CEl (2) **2 
CEl (3)=CEl (3)**2 
CEl (4)=CEl (4)**2 
CEl (5) =CEl (5) **2 
CEl (6) =CEl (6) **2 
CEl (7)=CEl (7)**2 
CE 1 (8) = CE 1 (8) ** 2 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SUBl (RE,AIM) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,PI1,PI2,PI3 
COMMON ICOST/CEl (8),CIO(64),CQO(64) 
CEl (1)= (RE-CIO(l »**2+(AIM-CQO(1 »**2 
CEl (2)=(RE-CIO(9»**2+(AIM-CQO(9»**2 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
CEl (3)=CRE-CIOC2»**2+CAIM-CQOC2»**2 
CE 1 C 4) = C RE-CID CID) ) **2 + C AI M-CQO CID) ) **2 
CE1(5)=CRE-CIOC4»**2+CAIM-CQOC4»**2 
CEl C 6) = C RE-CID (12 ) ) **2 + C AI M-CQO C 12 ) ) **2 
CEl (7) = !RE-CID (3) ) **2+ CAIM-CQO (3) )**2 
CEl CB)=CRE-CIOCll »**2+CAIM-CQOCll »**2 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SUB3CRE,AIM) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,PI1,PI2,PI3 
COMMON ICOST/CEl CB),CIOC64),CQOC64) 
RR=SQRTCRE**2+AIM**2) 
RE=RE/RR 
AIM=AIM/RR 
CEl (1 )=CRE-CIO(l »**2+(AIM-CQO(1 »**2 
CEl C 2) = C RE-Cl 0 C 9) ) **2 + C A I M-CQO C 9) ) **2 
CEl C 3) = !RE-CID (2) ) **2+ CAIM-CQO (2) )**2 
CEl (4)= CRE-CIO(10) )**2+(AIM-CQOC10) )**2 
CEl (5)=CRE-CIOC4»**2+(AIM-CQOC4»**2 
CE 1 C 6) = C RE-CID C 1 2 ) ) **2 + (AI M-CQO C 1 2 ) ) **2 
CE1(7)=CRE-CIOC3»**2+CAIM-CQOC3»**2 
CEl CB)=CRE-CIOCll »**2+CAIM-CQO(11 »**2 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SUB4CPH) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,PI1,PI2,PI3 
COMMON ICOST/CEl (8),CIO(64),CQO(64) 
106 IF(PH.GT.PI3) THEN 
C 
PH=PH-PI3 
ELSEIFCPH.LT.-PI3) THEN 
PH=PH+PI3 
ENDIF 
IFCABSCPH).GT.PI3) GOTO 106 
IF(PH.GT.Pll) PH=PH-Pll 
IF(PH.LT.-PI1) PH=PH+PIl 
CEl Cl )=ABS CCIO C 1 )-PH) 
CEl (2)=ABSCCIOC9)-PH) 
CEl (3)=ABSCCIOC2)-PH) 
CE 1 C 4) = ABS C Cl 0 CID) - PH) 
CEl (5)=ABSCCIUC4)-PH) 
CE 1 C 6 ) = ABS (C I 0 C 1 2 ) - PH) 
CEl (7)=ABS(CIOC3)-PH) 
CEl CB)=ABS(CIOCll )-PH) 
DO 104 1=1, B 
IF C CE 1 Cl) • GT • P I 1) CE 1 Cl) = P I 3 - CE 1 (I ) 
104 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SUB5CRE,AIM) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,PI1,PI2,PI3 
COMMON ICOST/CEI CB),CIOC64),CQO(64) 
Rl=SQRTCRE**2+AIM**2) 
CALL ANGSUBCRE,AIM,PH) 
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C 
CEl (1 )=ABS (CIO (1 )-PH) 
CE1(2)=ABS(CIO(9)-PH) 
CE1(3)=ABS(CIO(2)-PH) 
CE 1 (4 ) = ABS (C I 0 ( 1 0) - PH) 
CEl (5 )=ABS (CIO (4 )-PH) 
CEl (6)=ABS(CIO(12)-PH) 
CEl (7)=ABS(CIO(3)-PH) 
CEl (8)=ABS(CIO(11 )-PH) 
DO 104 1=1,8 
IF ( CE 1 (I ) • GT • P I 1) CE 1 (I ) = P 13 - CE 1 (J ) 
104 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C 
CEl (1 )=Rl *CEl (1 ) 
CEI (2) =Rl *CEI (2) 
CEI (3) =Rl *CEl (3) 
CE I (4 ) = R I *CE 1 (4 ) 
CEl (5 )=RhCEl (5) 
CEI (6 )=Rl *CEI (6) 
CEI (7)=Rl*CEl (7) 
CEl (8) =Rl *CEl (8) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SUB6(RE,AIM) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,Pll ,PI2,PI3 
COMMON ICOST/CEl (8) ,CIO (64) ,CQO (64) 
Rl=SQRT(RE**2+AIM**2) 
CALL ANGSUB(RE,AIM,PH) 
CE 1 (1 ) = ABS (C I 0 (1 ) - PH) 
CEl (2) =ABS (CIO (9 )-PH) 
CEl (3)=ABS(CIO(2)-PH) 
CE 1 (4 ) = ABS (C I 0 (1 0 ) - PH) 
CEl (5) =ABS (CIO (4 )-PH) 
CEl (6)=ABS(CIO(12)-PH) 
CEl (7)=ABS(CIO(3)-PH) 
CE 1 (8) = ABS (C I 0 (1 1 ) - PH) 
DO 104 1=1,6 
IF ( CE 1 (1) • GT • PI 1) CE 1 (I ) = P I 3 - CE 1 (I ) 
1 04 CONTI NUE 
C 
C 
C 
CEl (1 )=Rl *CEl (1 )**2 
CE 1 (2) = R hCE 1 (2) ** 2 
CEl (3 )=Rl *CEl (3 )**2 
CEl (4 )=Rl *CEl (4 )**2 
CEl (5 )=Rl *CEl (5 >**2 
CEl (6)=RhCEl (6)**2 
CEl (7 )=Rl *CEl (7 )**2 
CEl (8)=Rl *CEl (8)**2 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SUB7(RE,AIM) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,Pll,PI2,PI3 
COMMON ICOST/CEl (8),CIO(64),CQO(64) 
CALL ANGSUB(RE,AIM,PH) 
CEl (1) =ABS (CIO (1 )-PH) 
CEl (2)=ABS(CIO(9)-PH) 
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CEl (3)=ABS(CIO(2)-PH) 
CEl (4) =ABS (CIO (10 )-PH) 
CEl (5) =ABS (CIO (4 )-PH) 
CEl (6) =ABS (CIO (12) -PH) 
CEl (7)=ABS(CIO(3)-PH) 
CE 1 (8) = ABS (C I 0 ( 1 1 ) - PH) 
DO 104 1=1,8 
IF (CE 1 Cl ) • GT • PI 1) CE 1 (I ) = P I 3 - CE 1 Cl ) 
101j CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C 
CEl (1 )=-COS (CEl (1» 
CEl (2) =-COS (CEl (2» 
CEl (3 )=-COS (CEl (3» 
CEl (Ij )=-COS (CEl (Ij» 
CEl (5) =-COS (CEl (5» 
CE 1 (6 ) = - COS (CE 1 (6) ) 
CEl (7) =-COS (CEl (7» 
CEl (8)=-COS(CEl (8» 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SUB8(RE,AIM) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,PIl ,PI2,PI3 
COMMON ICOST/CEl (8),CIO(64),CQO(61j) 
Rl=SQRT(RE**2+AIM**2) 
CALL ANGSUB(RE,AIM,PH) 
CE 1 (1 ) = ABS ( Cl 0 (1 ) - PH ) 
CEl (2)=ABS(CIO(9)-PH) 
CEl (3)=ABS(CIO(2)-PH) 
CEl (Ij) =ABS (CIO (10) -PH) 
CEl (5)=ABS(CIO(4)-PH) 
CEl (6) =ABS (CIO (12 )-PH) 
CEl (7)=ABS(CIO(3)-PH) 
CE 1 (8) = ABS (C I 0 ( 1 1 ) - PH) 
DO 104 1=1,8 
IF (CE 1 (I ) • GT • PI 1) CE 1 (I ) = P I 3 - CE 1 (I ) 
101j CONTI NUE 
C 
CE 1 (1 ) = - R 1 *COS (CE 1 (1 ) ) 
CEl (2) =-Rl *COS (CEl (2» 
CEl (3) =-Rl *COS (CEl (3) ) 
CEl (Ij) =-Rl *COS (CEl (Ij» 
CEl (5) =-Rl *COS (CEl (5) ) 
CEl (6)=-Rl*COS(CEl (6» 
CEl (7 )=-Rl *COS (CEl (7) ) 
CEl (8)=-Rl *COS(CEl (8» 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ANGSUBl (RE,AIM,PHASE) 
COMMON IPPII/PIO,Pll,PI2,PI3 
IF(RE.EQ.O.AND.AIM.EQ.O) THEN 
PHASE=O 
ELSEIF(RE.EQ.O.AND.AIM.GT.O) THEN 
PHASE=PIO 
ELSEIF(RE.EQ.O.AND.AIM.LT.O) THEN 
PHASE=-PIO 
ELSE 
PHASE=ATAN(AIM/RE) 
IF(RE.LT.O) THEN 
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PHASE=Pll+PHASE 
ELSEIF(RE.GT.O.AND.AIM.LT.O) THEN 
PHASE=PHASE+PI3 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 
###IIS 
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2 
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2 
10 
1I 
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5 
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2 
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3 
13 
1I 
2000 0 
5 
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